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Summary
T he main purpose of this thesis is to study how category counts may influence the resultsdifferent classical statistical tests. The notion of “influence” can hold a lot of various
meanings; think for instance at the influence functions in the field of robust statistics. We
rather focused on the characterization of this idea in three different areas of research. The first
one is the influence that misclassified observations could imply on test results, with the special
question of interest: “Could misclassified data lead to a reversal of the statistical conclusion?”.
The second one is the study of the impact that some subgroups of categories could have on the
conclusion of a test, once it is established that the null hypothesis is rejected. The objective of
the latter is obviously to determine which category counts provoke such a rejection. Eventually,
the last area, item response theory, is a special field of psychometrics and will receive particular
attention later on.
In order to present the study of theses issues in a consistent way, we organized this thesis
as follows. First we display an introductive chapter, mainly to set the notations and to display
both the tests to be studied and the data sets to be used as numerical illustrations in the
developments. A short description of each of them is proposed in this chapter, wherein they
are “classically” analyzed with the statistical tools. Hence, this “chapter zero” serves both as a
fast introduction to the topic of categorical data analysis, helpful for the unfamiliar reader, and
as a “box of tools” containing all the materials for forthcoming developments. Some historical
information and references on several topics are also included for further reading. Then, the
presentation is splitted in three parts.
In the first part, we start by describing the influence of misclassified data on the results of
the test of goodness of fit (Chapter 1) and the test of independence between two cross-classified
variables (Chapter 2). In the former, we discuss every thinkable situation of misclassified items
among all possible categories; whereas in the latter we start by analyzing the simplest case of
pairwise misclassification. Some complementary developments and comments help to under-
stand how the discussion becomes harshly with extended misclassification settings. Moreover,
some methodological developments have been added to Chapter 2, mainly to discuss the va-
lidity of the asymptotic theory about chi-squared statistics. The main conclusion througout
these chapters is that the impact of misclassified data on test results can be dramatic, but a
careful discussion of misclassification settings is needed to improve our comments. In order to
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enhance such a discussion, we developed a probability measure that assess the risk of getting
opposite conclusions when assuming misclassified data. In that way, one can better appreciate
the risk of drawing false conclusions, a very undesired solution for practionners. Chapter 3 is
consecrated to the display of this measure and related properties. The method is discussed in
the case of the test of independence, but can be easily adapted to any other framework.
In the second part, we focus on the detection of decisive (subsets of) categories that provoke
the rejection of the considered null hypothesis. Although this is a key issue in statistical dis-
cussion, classical methods mainly suggest to perform repeated testing until a set of influential
categories is found. Our approach is rather to look at the amount of information that is carried
out by each category count, and to characterize it by an optimal rule of thumb. We make use
of the same methodology all along this part, but we adapt it to the three different contexts of
the tests of goodness of fit, equality of proportion vectors, and homogeneity (respectively in
Chapters 4, 5 and 6). The obtained results can be interpreted quite differently according to
the test under consideration. In Chapter 4, we establish the usefulness of this approach with
respect to classical investigation; in Chapter 5, a very direct and interpretable link is estab-
lished between this method and an intuitive analysis. Finally, the results of Chapter 6 provide
a straightforward re-consideration of the likelihood-ratio statistic in this framework.
Eventually, the third part of the dissertation is consecrated to some applications in the
field of item response theory, a research area of psychometrics. More precisely, after a short
introduction to the history, aims and goals of item response theory (Chapter 7), we present
(in Chapter 8) some recent methodological developments. First, we propose some modified
parameter estimation techniques (together with their useful properties), and we compare them
with the classical methods. Second, when the pattern of responses of a subject does not fit with
the set of different items, we discuss a way to correct subject’s parameter estimation in order to
take this phenomenon into account. The suggested idea is to extend the estimation process by
considering more than one parameter by subject. Simulated results have shown some interest
in this approach; we present them succintely in the end of this chapter.
In order to provide to the reader a clarified summary of this research work, we decided
to keep the main body of the different chapters as a continous, unified text, wherein only
important results are displayed. This can help in a global understanding of the issue that
is discussed, avoiding long mathematical details. The interrested reader can find them in
appendices displayed at the end of the chapters; these additional sections usually contain much
more theoretical material (such as additional lemmas and properties).
Re´sume´
L ’objet principal de cette the`se est d’e´tudier a` quel point les donne´es discre`tes pauvent in-fluencer les re´sultats de diffe´rents tests statistiques. La notion d’ influence peut prendre
diverses significations ; pensons par exemple aux fonctions d’influence dans le domaine de la sta-
tistique robuste. Nous nous sommes plutoˆt concentre´s sur la caracte´risation de cette ide´e dans
trois domaines de recherche distincts. Le premier est l’impact d’erreurs de classification sur les
re´sultats des tests, avec comme question d’inte´reˆt particulie`re : “Des erreurs de classification
pourraient-elles renverser la conclusion du test statistique ?” . Le second domaine consiste a`
e´tudier l’impact que des sous-groupes de cate´gories pourraient avoir sur la conclusion d’un test,
lorsqu’il est e´tabli que l’hypothe`se nulle est rejete´e. Dans cette seconde optique, l’objectif est
e´videmment de de´terminer quelles cate´gories provoquent un tel rejet de H0. Enfin, le dernier
domaine, la the´orie de la re´ponse a` l’item, est un e´le´ment particulier de la psychome´trie. Il
recevra une attention particulie`re plus tard.
Afin de pre´senter notre e´tude de manie`re constructive, nous avons organise´ cette the`se de
la fac¸on suivante. Tout d’abord, nous proposons un chapitre introductif, principalement pour
asseoir les notations et pour pre´senter a` la fois les diffe´rents tests classiques et les ensembles
de donne´es utilise´s comme illustrations des de´veloppements. Une courte description de chacun
d’eux est fournie dans le chapitre introductif, ainsi qu’une courte analyse “classique”. Ainsi, ce
“chapitre ze´ro” sert a` la fois d’introduction au domaine de l’analyse de donne´es discre`tes, utile
pour les lecteurs peu familiers a` ce sujet, et d’une “boˆıte a` outils” contenant tout le mate´riel
ne´cessaire aux de´veloppements ulte´rieurs. Quelques informations historiques et re´fe´rences sont
e´galement incluses pour comple´ter notre travail. Ensuite, la pre´sentation est divise´e en trois
parties.
Dans la premie`re partie, nous commenc¸ons par de´crire l’influence de donne´es mal classe´es
sur les re´sultats du test de conformite´ (chapitre 1) et du test d’inde´pendance entre deux vari-
ables discre`tes (chapitre 2). Dans le premier chapitre, nous conside´rons toutes les situations
envisageables d’erreurs de classification entre les cate´gories ; dans le second, nous commenc¸ons
par e´tudier le cas le plus simple d’erreurs de classification par paires. Quelques de´veloppements
comple´mentaires permettent de comprendre a` quel point la discussion devient de´licate avec des
cas plus ge´ne´raux. De plus, le chapitre 2 contient des outils supple´mentaires, permettant de
discuter la validite´ de la distribution asymptotique des statistiques de type chi-deux. La con-
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clusion principale de ces chapitres est que l’impact d’erreurs de classification sur de tels tests
peut eˆtre e´norme, mais une e´tude prudente des diffe´rents cas est ne´cessaire pour ame´liorer la
qualite´ des conclusions. Afin d’ame´liorer une telle discussion, nous proposons une mesure de
probabilite´ qui caracte´rise le risque d’obtenir des conclusions diffe´rentes entre le test d’origine
et lorsque l’on suppose que des donne´es sont mal classe´es. De cette fac¸on, on peut mieux cerner
le risque de tirer des conclusions errone´es, une situation vraiment inde´sirable. Le chapitre 3 est
consacre´ a` la pre´sentation de cette mesure et de ses proprie´te´s. La me´thode est pre´sente´e dans
le cadre du test d’inde´pendance, bien qu’elle puisse eˆtre aise´ment adapte´e aux autres contextes.
Dans la deuxie`me partie, nous nous concentrons sur la de´tection de sous-groupes de cate´go-
ries qui provoquent le rejet de l’hypothe`se nulle conside´re´e. Bien que ce soit un concept-
cle´ dans la prise de de´cision, les me´thodes classiques sugge`rent principalement d’effectuer des
tests re´pe´te´s sur des sous-ensembles de cate´gories jusqu’a` ce qu’un de ces sous-groupes me`ne
e´galement au rejet de l’hypothe`se nulle teste´e. Notre approche consiste plutoˆt a` regarder a` la
quantite´ d’information contenue dans chaque cate´gorie, et de la de´crire a` l’aide d’une re`gle de
de´cision optimale. Nous utilisons la meˆme me´thodologie tout au long de cette partie, mais nous
l’adaptons aux trois contextes du test de conformite´, de l’e´galite´ de vecteurs de proportions et
du test d’homoge´ne´ite´ (respectivement dans les chapitres 4, 5 et 6). Les re´sultats obtenus peu-
vent eˆtre interpre´te´s diffe´remment selon le test conside´re´. Dans le chapitre 4, nous e´tablissons
l’utilite´ de cette approche par rapport a` une e´tude classique ; tandis que dans le chapitre 5,
un lien direct et facilement interpre´table est e´tabli entre cette approche et l’analyse intuitive.
Finalement, les re´sultats du chapitre 6 fournissent un e´clairage nouveau sur la statistique du
rapport de vraisemblance dans ce contexte.
La troisie`me et dernie`re partie de cette dissertation est consacre´e a` la pre´sentation de
quelques applications dans le domaine de la the´orie de la re´ponse a` l’item, un e´le´ment de
la psychome´trie. Plus pre´cise´ment, apre`s une bre`ve introduction a` l’histoire, aux objectifs et
aux techniques de cette the´orie (chapitre 7), nous pre´sentons (dans le chapitre 8) quelques
re´cents de´veloppements me´thodologiques. Tout d’abord, nous proposons plusieurs me´thodes
d’estimation modifie´es des parame`tres de sujet (avec leurs proprie´te´s), et nous les comparons
aux me´thodes classiques. Ensuite, lorsque le patron de re´ponses d’un sujet ne concorde pas avec
l’ensemble d’items, nous discutons un moyen de corriger l’estimation de son score en prenant en
compte ce phe´nome`ne. L’ide´e propose´e est d’e´tendre le processus d’estimation en conside´rant
plus d’un parame`tre par sujet. Quelques re´sultats simule´s ont montre´ l’inte´reˆt particulier de
cette approche ; nous les pre´sentons succitement a` la fin du chapitre.
Afin de proposer au lecteur un e´crit clarifie´ de ce travail de recherche, nous avons de´cide´
de garder le corps principal des diffe´rents chapitres comme un re´cit continu et unifie´, ou`
seuls les re´sultats importants sont mentionne´s. Nous e´vitons ainsi les longs de´veloppements
mathe´matiques qui alourdissent inutilement la lecture. Le lecteur inte´resse´ pourra les trouver
dans les appendices propose´s en fin de chapitres ; ces sections comple´mentaires contiennent en
fait beaucoup plus d’informations techniques (comme des lemmes et proprie´te´s additionnels).
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General Introduction
Summaries can be very useful, but they are not the details.
J. W. Tukey
T he main aim of this introductive chapter is twofold: to provide to non-statistician readers(or even statisticians not involved in categorical data analysis) some introduction to the
topic, and to display a short review of the literature about misclassification and multiple com-
parisons. First, we present briefly the statistical framework that will be considered in the first
two parts of this dissertation. In particular, a brief overview of goodness-of-fit statistics, their
properties and limitations of use is proposed. Next, we present the different classical categorical
tests that will be exploited later on; this is also the occasion to fix the notations. We then
introduce some selected examples; they are analyzed and discussed here in a classical approach.
Some additional comments about empty cells and zero expected counts, as well as their impact
on the test statistics are also displayed, as they will be useful in several developments of our
thesis. We end up with a list of selected references about misclassification and multiple testing
frameworks.
Preamble
All the tests considered in this work are classical discrete tests that can be applied to var-
ious research settings. Populations under study are grouped in either one or two categorical
variables with possibly different numbers of levels. In a general framework, assume that there
are N such different categories. When one observes a random sample of size n from the popu-
lation, one can obtain at once the observed counts Oi for each category i = 1, ..., N . Moreover,
the underlying null hypothesis to be tested allows to derive the expected null value Ei of each
category i; these values may depend on some parametric null hypothesis, including t different
parameters say. It is obvious that
∑N
i=1Ei =
∑N
i=1Oi = n.
Most of the discrete tests are based on the global comparison of observed and expected
values under the null. If they are quite close altogether, then the null hypothesis could not be
rejected at some significance level. This is usually performed by using two well-known summary
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goodness-of-fit statistics, namely Pearson’s X2 and the likelihood-ratio (or deviance) statistic
G2. In this general framework, they take the following form:
X2 =
N∑
i=1
(Oi − Ei)2
Ei
and G2 = 2
N∑
i=1
Oi log
(
Oi
Ei
)
. (1)
Pearson (1900) established that X2 has a null asymptotic chi-square distribution with N− t−1
degrees of freedom, a simple and remarkable result (for the interested reader, the original ar-
ticle of Pearson is available in Kotz and Johnson, 1993, pp. 1-28, and in Pearson, 1956, pp.
339-357). By “asymptotic”’, one always means that the number of categories N is fixed and
that the sample size n increases to infinity. In the simplest case where the expected counts
under the null are set in advance (and hence do not depend on some parametric model), this
number reduces to N − 1, i.e. the number of categories minus one. The historical issue about
the exact number of degrees of freedom (especially when t > 0) was not completely solved
by Pearson himself, but one had to wait Fisher (1922) to characterize and solve the problem
completely (after lots of controversies and disputes between these two excellent statisticians,
see e.g. Lancaster (1969) or Agresti (1996)).
Likelihood-ratio statistic was introduced later on in the twentieth century; Wilks (1935,
1938) established that it has also an asymptotic chi-square distribution (some authors call G2
as the Wilks’ Lambda statistic). It also appeared a bit later that both G2 and X2 had the
same asymptotic distribution (in fact, that G2 − X2 converges in probability to zero; Agresti
(1990, p. 434) presents it in a simple way).
As it was mentioned, the null distributions of these statistics are derived under asymptotic
theory. In practice, the results are considered to be valid whenever the expected counts are
not too small. A threshold of 5 is a convenient lower bound for the Ei values. This bound
is commonly accepted by the scientific community (Lancaster (1969), Agresti (1996), Dagnelie
(1998)) and used in statistical software (e.g. SAS, S-PLUS, R), but it has been shown that it is
a highly conservative limit. Many researchers performed different kinds of comparative studies
between the continuous χ2 distribution and the discrete X2 and G2 statistics. Among them,
let us mention Neyman and Pearson (1931), El Shanawany (1936), Sukhatme (1938), Cochran
(1952, 1954), Vessereau (1958), Lancaster (1961) and Wise (1963, 1964). In the special area
of two-way contingency tables, let us also mention Yates (1935), Hoel (1938), Yarnold (1970),
Roscoe and Byars (1971), Larntz (1978), Koehler and Larntz (1980), and Koehler (1986); spe-
cific comments about these works will be provided in the appropriate chapters. It seems that no
work dealing with this issue has been performed recently. If the model or the data do not match
with this “lower limit” criterion, it is suggested either to merge some categories to increase the
expected counts, or to apply some exact tests to the data (e.g. Fisher’s exact test (1935) for
the independence of two categorical variables).
After such a general introduction to categorical data analysis (with emphasis to specific
tools and key issues), we wish to present now the different particular discrete tests with adapted
notations, formulas and results.
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Discrete tests with one variable
The most simple discrete tests aim at deriving information about the observation of a unique
categorical variable. Here we will distinguish two types of studies to be considered. The variable
X under study could be a partition of a population into several (say k) categories or levels; or
it could be a multinomial variable that is observed on a set of k different populations. These
settings, though being close, have major differences, as we discuss now.
Test of Goodness of Fit
In the first case, if pii (i = 1, ..., k) denotes the probability of belonging to the i-th class, then
obviously
∑k
i=1 pii = 1, and the main hypothesis of interest is therefore
H0 : pi1 = pi
∗
1, ..., pik = pi
∗
k
where the pi∗i values are either fixed by the user of defined by some model holding a number of
parameters (say t). This test (Snedecor and Cochran (1967), Dagnelie (1999)) is most known
as the test of goodness of fit . The alternative hypothesis is of the kind
H1 : ∃ at least one j ∈ {1, ..., k} : pij 6= pi∗j .
To perform the test, one has to draw a sample of size n from the population. Under the null,
the counts of the different categories are expected to be equal to npi∗i (i = 1, ..., k). If moreover
Xi represents the number of observations of the sample belonging to class i (with
∑k
i=1Xi = n),
then H0 is considered not to be rejected whenever all observed counts are quite close to their
expected values. In this setting, the goodness-of-fit statistics (1) can be written as
X2 =
k∑
i=1
(Xi − npii)2
npii
and G2 = 2
k∑
i=1
Xi log
(
Xi
npii
)
.
Under the null hypothesis, they behave as a chi-square random variable with k−t−1 degrees of
freedom. Obviously, if the set of expected probabilities {pi∗i , i = 1, ..., k} is fixed in advance and
completely known, then t equals zero and the degrees of freedom are reduced consequently. In
the following we will only consider this particular setting, though all our developments remain
valid whenever t > 0.
Test of Homogeneity
The basics of the test of homogeneity is a bit different than that of goodness-of-fit testing,
but yields similar developments. In this case, one assumes that aN -category variable is observed
among k distinct populations. In this research we focused on the particular case of N = 2, i.e.
the observation of a binomial “success-failure” variable, so we will develop this context now.
Let Xi (i = 1, ..., k) denote the number of successes, say, among ni trials in the i-population.
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Set n =
∑k
i=1 ni, and let pii the probability of success in population i. The hypotheses of the
test of homogeneity are
H0 : pi1 = ... = pik vs H1 : ∃ at least two indexes i, j ∈ {1, ..., k} : pii 6= pij.
Under the null, the estimated expected number of successes (resp. failures) in population i is
equal to ni
∑
j Xj/n = µˆi (resp. ni (n−
∑
j Xj)/n = ni − µˆi). Thus, the chi-square goodness-
of-fit statistics (1) equal here
X2 =
k∑
i=1
ni (Xi − µˆi)2
µˆi (ni − µˆi)
and
G2 = 2
k∑
i=1
{
Xi log
(
Xi
µˆi
)
+ (ni −Xi) log
(
ni −Xi
ni − µˆi
)}
.
Again, both have an asymptotic chi-square null distribution, but now with k − 1 degrees of
freedom. The rejection of the null will therefore happen for large values of the statistics.
Another test being very close to the test of homogeneity is to set every population probability
equal to some pre-specified value, i.e.
H0 : pi1 = pi
∗
1, ..., pik = pi
∗
k vs H1 : ∃ at least one i ∈ {1, ..., k} : pii 6= pi∗i .
This test will be referred to as the test of a vector of proportions. Since one considers a
particular numeric vector of values (pi∗1, ..., pi
∗
k), the expected number of successes (resp. failures)
in population i now take the simple form ni pii (resp. ni (1 − pii)), and the test statistics (1)
equal
X2 =
k∑
i=1
(Xi − ni pii)2
ni pii (1− pii)
and
G2 = 2
k∑
i=1
{
Xi log
(
Xi
ni pii
)
+ (ni −Xi) log
(
ni −Xi
ni (1− pii)
)}
.
In that case, the null asymptotic distribution is chi-square with k degrees of freedom.
As we saw, the main difference between both tests is that in the latter, one specifies the
null probability values and they can be different. In the former, one just wants to test whether
they are all equal to some (unspecified) value.
Discrete tests with two variables
The second main kind of discrete tests that we will consider is the classical framework of
statistical independence between two categorical variables, say X and Y , having respectively I
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and J levels. All the information included in a random sample of size n can be summarized in
a two-way contingency table of size I × J . Let nij (i = 1, ..., I; j = 1, ..., J) denote the number
of observations belonging to class (i, j) of the table (with of course
∑
i,j nij = n). Let ni+ and
n+j be the marginal totals of row i and column j respectively. The null hypothesis of interest
here is
H0 : X and Y are independent vs H1 : X and Y are dependent.
To proceed, let piij, pii+ and pi+j denote the population probability of belonging to cell (i, j), to
category i of X and to category j of Y , respectively. The hypotheses can be rewritten as
H0 : piij = pii+ pi+j ∀i, j vs H1 : ∃ i, j : piij 6= pii+ pi+j.
The null expected values are equal to npii+ pi+j and can be estimated by µˆij = (ni+ n+j) /n,
since pii+ (resp. pi+j) is estimated by ni+/n (resp. n+j/n). Hence, the goodness-of-fit statistics
take a form similar to (1); more precisely,
X2 =
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
(nij − µˆij)2
µˆij
and G2 = 2
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
nij log
(
nij
µˆij
)
.
Both have a null asymptotic chi-square distribution with (I − 1) (J − 1) degrees of freedom; as
usual, large deviations of the expected values from the observed counts will lead to the rejection
of the null.
Selected Data Set Examples
Let us now introduce some real data sets to illustrate the different statistical techniques we
discussed above. After a short presentation of the data, we perform an appropriate analysis
and we briefly discuss the conclusions. The analysis of these data was performed using the R
software. Moreover, a “by-default” significance level of 5% was chosen.
Mendel’s Plant Experiment Data Set
The first example comes from Mendel (1866) and is a study about segregation of plants.
From his experiments, Mendel observed a total of 556 plants, having either round (R) or angu-
lar (A) seed, and either yellow (Y) or green (G) albumen. The different categories and related
counts are displayed in Table 1.
According to Mendel’s theory, categories (R,Y), (R,G), (A,Y) and (A,G) should be displayed
with the corresponding (9, 3, 3, 1) proportions (i.e. with probabilities 0.5625, 0.1875, 0.1875
and 0.0625 respectively). For this data set, one can perform a test of goodness of fit; a direct
calculation gives X2 = 0.470 and G2 = 0.475. These values are highly non significant: one has
indeed 3 degrees of freedom, and the associated p-values equal 0.925 and 0.924 respectively.
Moreover, the smallest expected count is equal to 556/16 = 34.75, so one can be highly confident
in the asymptotic approximation. One may therefore conclude that Mendel’s hypotheses about
plant segregation match well with the experiment.
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Table 1: Mendel’s Plant Experiment Data Set.
Albumen
Seed Yellow Green Total
Round 315 108 423
Angular 101 32 133
Total 416 140 556
Lindstrom’s Plant Classification Data Set
The second data set is similar to Mendel’s Plant Experiment one. It is displayed in Snedecor
and Cochran (1967), and consists in the observation of crosses of two types of maize, leading to
four distinct types of plants (namely green, golden, green-stripped and golden-green-stripped).
From a sample of 1301 plants, the respective counts are 773, 231, 238 and 59. The null
hypothesis is that such a display follows Mendel’s rule of genetic inheritance:
HO : pi1 =
9
16
, pi2 =
3
16
, pi3 =
3
16
, pi4 =
1
16
.
A direct calculation indicates that the null hypothesis has to be rejected at the usual 5%
significance level. Indeed, Pearson’s X2 and likelihood-ratio statistic G2 equal 9.271 and 9.895
respectively; with 3 degrees of freedom, they lead to p-values of 0.026 and 0.019 respectively.
Hence the observed population of crossed plants does not seem to follow classical genetic theory.
Once again, the asymptotic approximation of p-values can be assessed without doubt, since the
smallest expected count is larger than 80.
Cough Data Set
The next data set to be displayed is called the Cough Data Set. It served as an illustrative
example in Dixon and Massey (1983). Four medical doctors (denoted by A, B, C and D) deter-
mined whether each of their patients had cough trouble or not; the obvious question of interest
being to know whether the occurrence of disease is the same for each doctor’s patients group.
The total sample size (all patients from the four doctors) is a bit less than one thousand; the
summarized information about this study is displayed in Table 2.
This is a typical problem of testing for homogeneity among the four populations of patients.
For this example, one has X2 = 20.466 and G2 = 20.462; since there are 3 degrees of freedom,
the (population) proportions of ill patients are significantly different (p < 0.001 in both cases).
The smallest predicted count under the null is equal to 57.18 and corresponds to the number
of ill patients from doctor D; so one can assess the conclusion with respect to asymptotic ar-
guments.
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Table 2: Cough Data Set
Medical Doctor
Cough ? A B C D Total
Yes 61 70 121 60 312
No 200 180 179 122 681
Total 261 250 300 182 993
Table 3: Party Identification Data Set.
Party Identification
Gender Democrat Independent Republican Total
Females 279 73 225 577
Males 165 47 191 403
Total 444 120 416 980
Notice that this data set will also be used when considering the test of a vector of propor-
tions; in that case, some null probabilities of having cough problems will be set and tested. For
instance, if we test H0 : pii = 0.3 (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), we get G
2 = 21.408 and X2 = 21.954. With
now four degrees of freedom, corresponding p-values are equal to p = 0.0003 and p = 0.0002
respectively. One can therefore not conclude that proportions of ill patients are all equal to
30%.
Party Identification Data Set
In this first example of two-way table, coming from 1991 General Social Survey, displayed
in Agresti (1996) and reproduced in Table 3, party identification is cross-classified with gender
as an explanatory variable. When testing for independence between the two variables of these
data, we get G2 = 7.003 and X2 = 7.009, both leading to the rejection of the null hypothesis
(df = 2, p = 0.03).
The smallest expected count equals 49.35 and corresponds to category (Males, Independent).
The approximation by an asymptotic chi-square distribution may therefore be considered as
valid with high confidence.
Belief in Afterlife Data Set
The Belief in Afterlife (BA) data set also comes from 1991 General Social Survey and has
been published in Agresti (1996). It consists of a 2 × 2 contingency table, cross-classifying
1091 subjects according to their gender (“Males” and “Females”) and their belief in an afterlife
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Table 4: Belief in Afterlife Data Set.
Belief in Afterlife
Gender Yes No or Undecided Total
Females 435 147 582
Males 375 134 509
Total 810 281 1091
Table 5: Oxford Shopping Survey Data Set.
Grocery shopping is tiring
Tend to In Tend to
Car available Disagree disagree between agree Agree Total
No 55 11 16 17 100 199
Sometimes 101 7 18 23 103 252
Always 91 20 25 16 77 229
Total 247 38 59 56 280 680
(with categories “Yes” and “No or Undecided”). For ease of use and when necessary, these
classes will be shortly denoted by M and F for gender, and Y and N for belief in afterlife. Data
are produced in Table 4.
One may be interested in testing whether gender and belief in afterlife are statistically
independent. A direct computation gives G2 = X2 = 0.162; since there is only one degree of
freedom, the quantile of the chi-square distribution equals Q = 3.84. Hence, the null hypothesis
can not be rejected at 5% significance level (the p-value of the test equals p = 0.687 with both
statistics). Since the expected values are all larger than 131, the asymptotic framework holds
here. Thus, gender has no predictive power on the belief in an afterlife.
Oxford Shopping Survey Data Set
The last data set to present is the Oxford shopping survey (OSS); it can be found in Fingle-
ton (1984) and is reproduced in Table 5. For that study, people opinions on whether they agree
or not that grocery shopping is tiring (with five ordered possible outcomes) were cross-classified
with availability of cars (with possible answers “Always”, “Sometimes” and “No Car”).
The question of finding some association between availability of cars and opinion about
grocery shopping can be investigated by a two-way table analysis of independence. One gets
for these data G2 = 23.87 and X2 = 23.42. With 8 degrees of freedom, one can conclude
(in both cases) that the independence between the variables must clearly be rejected (p-values
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equal 0.002 and 0.003 respectively). There is no doubt about a strong link between the fact
of having a car available and thinking that shopping is tiring. This conclusion is valid in an
asymptotic point of view, since the smallest predicted count equals 11.121 (and corresponds to
cell (“No”, “Tend to Disagree”)).
Zeros Counts and Expected Values
One important practical issue to be considered in this thesis is the treatment of empty cells
(or zeros counts) in data sets. If we assume that structural zeros are discarded from common
studies, things are quite different when sampling zeros appear. What are their impact on the
computation of goodness-of-fit statistics? Furthermore, can expected values be equal to zero,
and how this could also yield confusion to the considered theoretical background? We present
first a short discussion of each issue; after we summarize them by setting a general framework
that will guide us throughout this work.
Let us look at the deviance statistic first. From definition (1), it is clear that G2 is not
mathematically defined whenever at least one observed count Oi is equal to zero. In practice,
however, one can overcome this problem by noticing that x log(a x) converges to zero as x de-
creases to zero (with a > 0 fixed). Hence, practical computation of the likelihood-ratio statistic
is performed by cancelling components corresponding to empty categories in the data set. Zeros
counts, however, do not affect Pearson’s statistic directly, due to its definition (1): any com-
ponent of X2 with zero observed count Oi will be equal to Ei, i.e. the corresponding expected
value under the null. Both mathematical and practical frameworks are therefore unaffected.
Let us now discuss the issue of zero expected values. In the test of goodness of fit, they can
never appear, since all expected probabilities are strictly positive by hypothesis (testing that
the probability of occurence in a class is equal to zero is a practical nonsense). However, in
both the test of homogeneity and the test of independence, estimated null expected values takes
the general form ni+ n+j/n, i.e. “the product of the sums of row i and column j in the table,
divided by the toal sample size n”. If at least one of the marginal totals is equal to zero, it is
impossible to make use of goodness-of-fit statistics, for obvious reasons of their mathematical
definitions. Such a case should therefore be avoided in practice. For the interested reader,
Zelterman (1987) provides some techniques to adapt goodness-of-fit tests to this case of sparse
tables.
Eventually, most of the developments we will present later on will be done by assuming
that some category counts can vary among some defined intervals of real values. With the
elements displayed above, we are now able to present the rule-of-thumb for data set selection
and analysis of this thesis:
The data sets that are considered in this work have non-zero category counts. Moreover, when
making some of these counts vary, they will be defined into open intervals of variation that
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exclude the zero value.
By this way, all the different problems that one could encounter with such analyses can be
avoided. Indeed, if all category counts are always strictly positive (whatever the context to be
further considered), the deviance statistic will always be clearly defined, and no expected value
can reach the critical zero value (critical for the use of both statistics).
Note that this criterion of data set selection is too conservative, in the sense that some con-
tingency tables could hold a small set of empty cells, without implying zero expected values.
Nevertheless, we prefer to keep the most general case of non-empty-cell tables, mainly because
this is the most frequent setting when the sample size is large and there are not too much
categories. For instance, the examples we displayed in the previous section belong to this class
of acceptable data sets (with respect to our definition). Yet, it is obvious that some interesting
data sets, holding a few zero counts, could be discarded from this framework; in that case, they
should be investigated appart.
Another reason to keep open intervals in R (and excluding the zero value) for the count
values of a data set is the following. In some future developments, one will characterize both
G2 and X2 as functions of a vector of k real counts, say Z = (Z1, ..., ZK). One will then be
interested in finding out the minimum of the deviance (resp. Pearson’s) statistic on all accept-
able values of Z. Our approach will be to derive both the gradient and the Hessian matrix of
the statistic, and to look at points Z∗ for which the gradient is equal to zero, and the Hessian
matrix (at these points) is (semi-)positive definite. Such a method requires that the space I
holding all Z points, is an open subspace of Rk. In particular, this imposes that each compo-
nent Zi must belong to an open interval of R, which is fulfiled in our context of data set selection.
To conclude, one can say that the focus of this thesis to the analysis of categorical data with
non-zero counts is a bit restrictive, but provides a sufficient framework to perform goodness-
of-fit tests without any doubt about the mathematical validity of our approach.
A Review of the Literature
To end up with this introducory chapter, we propose a short review of the litterature about
the first two frameworks that will be considered in this thesis, namely misclassification and
multiple testing / multiple comparisons. Since the last part of the thesis, item response theory,
is much more an applied field of statistical methods, it will be fully introduced later, with
historical background and a review of the specific litterature of that topic.
Misclassification
The field of misclassification is wide and various. By “misclassification”, one means in ge-
neral that observed data were badly classified into some category, either for some known or
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unknown reason. The question of the impact of such errors on statistical analyses is a key
issue. We provide here some references about studies that were performed in various settings.
Our goal is not to provide a complete review of all the literature on that topic, but to help the
reader in selecting some key articles or books to get a better view of the framework we shall
develop later on.
In recent decades, many authors have studied the influence of abnormal observations on
many kinds of analysis. In the field of categorical data, Bross (1954) seems to be one of the
first authors to discuss the effects of misclassification in simple 2× 2 tables. Goodman (1968)
introduces the idea of “missing entries” in a long talk about contingency tables. Hochberg
(1977) and Chen (1979) considered double sampling schemes to determine probabilities of mis-
classification in contingency tables. Mote and Anderson (1965) studied the theoretical impact
of misclassification on goodness-of-fit tests. Simonoff (1988) suggested identifying outlying cells
by removing them from the data and fitting log-linear models on the remaining ones. More
recently, researchers have managed to develop robust techniques for detecting these influential
data. Among them, Hubert (1997) and Shane and Simonoff (2001) have established some ro-
bust results for the estimation of model parameters.
It seems however that the behavior of goodness-of-fit statistics under misclassification has
not yet been investigated. This is obviously a crucial issue, since varying values of the criteria
will modify, for instance, the p-value of the test, and may lead to quite different conclusions.
This is on such a basic approach that the first part of our thesis is developed.
One also has to mention the recent book of Gustafson (2004) proposing Bayesian adjust-
ments to control for measurement errors and misclassification.
Multiple Comparisons
The second part of this text will focus on the detection of decisive subsets among the dif-
ferent categories of a discrete data set. Some of our results are directly related to a wider
statistical issue known as the problem of multiple testing (multiple comparisons, multiple con-
fidence intervals estimation, and so on). We display here a short review of the original methods
proposed in the litterature.
The first attempt to perform simultaneous confidence intervals seems to be due to the works
of Scheffe´ (1953) and Tukey (1951, 1952, 1953a, 1953b). Their primary goal was to perform
multiple testing and comparisons about a mean vector from the multivariate normal distribu-
tion, by use of sets of contrasts between those mean parameters. Another well-known method
is the Bonferroni correction of single intervals. Although it is often attributed to that scientist,
there seems not to have any reference from himself; the method is described in e.g. Miller
(1966) and Johnson and Wichern (1998). Let us also mention Roy and Bose (1953) and Dunn
(1959) who provided additional methods and comments on this topic.
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The specific context of discrete data analysis was investigated in that way a bit later on.
It seems to have started first in the framework of Markov chains, with the papers of Anderson
and Goodman (1957) and Goodman (1958a, 1958b). Gold (1963) and Quesenberry and Hurst
(1964) derived multiple confidence intervals for the probabilities of a multinomial proportion;
both methods were discussed by Goodman (1965) who also proposed some alternatives meth-
ods in other frameworks (1964a, 1964b). Snedecor and Cochran (1967) proposed a method of
re-application of the general testing procedure to selected subgroups of categories, in order to
extract useful information (they illustrate it with goodness-of-fit testing).
Eventually, for the interested reader, Miller (1966) proposes a broad review of lots of simul-
taneous statistical inferences techniques, including those we just displayed together with some
other developments.
Part I
Misclassification
1

Outline
Statistics is not a discipline like physics, chemistry or biology where we study a subject to
solve problems in the same subject. We study statistics with the main aim of solving problems
in other disciplines.
C. R. Rao
T he first part of this thesis focuses on misclassification in categorical data. More precisely,one wishes to characterize how misclassified observations could seriously affect the classical
statistical tests displayed in the general introductive chapter.
First, we define the different misclassification settings carefully. Their knowledge allows to
investigate for goodness-of-fit statistics behaviors with respect to classification errors, which
constitutes the first task we solve in Chapters 1 and 2 (related to the test of goodness of fit and
the test of independence / homogeneity, respectively). But theoretical characterization is not
sufficient to perform an accurate discussion of data set stability; we next present an additional
tool, minimal contamination rates, that allows the user to get a better idea of the risk that one
experiments when drawing conclusions with possible contaminated data sets. This method is
illustrated by the analysis of a wide range of selected examples.
Unfortunately, the previous approach remains a simple discussion in terms of ranges of
statistical values, contaminants, and so on. It helps in getting a first global view of the issue,
but does not provide any efficient method to deal with. We therefore introduce a new tool,
a probability measure in fact, that helps the practitioner to characterize the risk of getting
contradictory results when misclassification is assumed to occur. This is the scope of Chapter
3, dealing with non-contradictory probabilities. We develop the methodology and characterize
it both theoretically and practically.
3

Chapter 1
Misclassification and the Test of
Goodness of Fit
I n this chapter we explain how classification errors can provoke high instability in the con-clusion of the test of goodness of fit. We start by discussing the simplest case of pairwise
misclassification (Section 1.1), then we extend it to the most general setting (Section 1.3). We
also display in Section 1.2 some tools to discuss the stability of a data set with respect to such
errors, and we illustrate the method by analyzing (in Section 1.4) both Mendel’s and Lind-
strom’s Plan data sets. Most of the material of this chapter concerning Pearson’s statistics was
first displayed in Magis (2005); we added in this chapter the corresponding properties of the
deviance.
1.1 Pairwise Misclassification
The simplest case to investigate first is to consider that classification errors can occur only
between two categories of the variable under study. We call it the pairwise misclassification
setting. This implies that all other counts are assumed to be correct, unaffected by misclassifi-
cation. In such a setting, how could misclassified data lead to major problems in the statistical
procedure?
To answer this important question, let us introduce some useful notations. Consider that
categories i and j (i, j = 1, ..., k; i 6= j) are concerned in this pairwise case. This involves
that observed counts Xi and Xj can be wrong, whereas all the other Xt ones (t 6∈ {i, j}) are
true observation numbers. It is moreover obvious that, though Xi and Xj may be uncorrectly
observed, their sum remains constant. So, to characterize the situation in a very simple way,
one will consider that the count of category i is a random variable Y , taking values in the set
I1 = ]0, Xi +Xj[. It follows directly that the count of category j is equal to Xi+Xj−Y . Now,
both goodness-of-fit statistics can be seen as functions of Y , which we denote by G2(Y ) and
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X2(Y ) respectively. One has in fact
X2(Y ) =
(Y − npii)2
npii
+
(Xi +Xj − Y − npij)2
npij
+
∑
t6∈{i,j}
(Xt − npit)2
npit
and
G2(Y ) = 2
Y log
(
Y
npii
)
+ (Xi +Xj − Y ) log
(
Xi +Xj − Y
npi − j
)
+
∑
t6∈{i,j}
Xt log
(
Xt
npit
) .
Note that extremal values (0 and Xi + Xj) of I1 could be allowed to make use of Pearson’s
statistic. However, we will keep them out to get an open interval on R, permitting therefore to
derive the following properties with a correct mathematical framework. Indeed, in a first time
Y is considered to be a real parameter on I1; some further discussion will be provided when
considering the integer case for Y . Both statistics have the following behavior with respect to
Y :
Proposition 1.1. The functions X2(Y ) and G2(Y ) are convex functions on I1. Moreover, the
minimum statistics value are reached whenever Y is equal to y∗ ∈ I1 given by
y∗ =
(Xi +Xj) pii
pii + pij
.
So, for extreme values of Y , the goodness-of-fit statistics can take large values and provoke
major changes in the final conclusion of the test. This is illustrated in Figure 1: we consider
all pairs of categories of Mendel data set, and we represent the different statistics for varying
values of Y (note that Y is the count of the first category in the main title of each graph). For
varying values of the considered count, both statistics can reach highly significant values, in
the sense that they become far larger than the limit quantile (equal to 7.815 here), and thus
this can reverse the original conclusion of adequacy between the data and Mendel’s hypothesis!
Before going on with the discussion, let us mention two interesting results. The first one
displays a useful property of Pearson’s statistic, that is not valid for the deviance:
Proposition 1.2. The function X2(Y ) is a symetric function of Y around y∗ on I1.
The second one is about the minimum value of the statistics, i.e. G2 (y∗) and X2(y∗):
Proposition 1.3. If pairwise misclassification occurs between categories i and j, then X2 (y∗)
(resp. G2 (y∗)) is equal to Pearson’s (resp. the deviance) statistic value computed with original
data set and vector of null probabilities, where categories i and j have been merged.
By this way, the derivation of the minimum statistic value is straightforward.
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Figure 1.1: Behavior of X2 (full line) and G2 (shadded line) statistics with varying cell count
Y value, Mendel data set.
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A possible explanation of the curious phenomenon described in the previous proposition
is the following. Both the deviance and Pearson’s statistics will become small when the data
provide strong confidence into the null hypothesis; in other words, as one gets close to the
null hypothesis, one increases the likelihood of this assumption. In this setting, the categories
other than the i and j ones have fixed counts; they therefore provide some fixed values to
the goodness-of-fit statistics. The question is therefore to identify how to select the counts of
categories i and j appropriately, in order to get as close to the null hypothesis as possible. But,
among the Xi+Xj observations to distribute into the two classes, the null hypothesis imposes
to set pii / (pii + pij) of them in category i, and the remaining pij / (pii + pij) ones in category j.
These are the optimal counts values displayed in Proposition 1.1. Another way to see this issue
is that, if the null hypothesis is true, one can merge categories i and j into a unique one, with
probability of occurence equal to pii+pij. Hence, getting as close to H0 as possible is performed
by applying this merging technique.
Let us now come back to our primary problem of interest. As we highlighted the potential
danger that classification errors can provoke on the test results, it is now time to propose a
more sensitive way to characterize such a risk. Our approach is presented with help of Pearson’s
statistic, but can be adapted to the use of G2 at once.
First, for any pair (i, j) of classes, we research the maximal value of X2(Y ), say X2max,
by computing X2(ε) and X2 (Xi +Xj − ε) (with ε > 0 and very close to zero) and keeping
the largest value of the two. Second, the minimum value of the statistic is simply given by
X2min = X
2 (y∗). Eventually, set Qα as the quantile of the χ2 distribution with k − 1 degrees
of freedom, using significance level α. Then, misclassification in (i, j) may lead to reversed
conclusions of the test if and only if
X2min < Qα < X
2
max. (1.1)
If (1.1) is fulfilled, (i, j) is called a problematic pair, in the sense that it may provoke problems
in the final decision. One may work equivalently with p-values : set pXmin (resp. p
X
max) as the
minimum (resp. maximum) observable p-value of the test, computed using X2max (resp. X
2
min).
Then, (1.1) is equivalent to
pXmax > α > p
X
min. (1.2)
Relation (1.2) is more accurate than (1.1), since p-values are more interpretable than the simple
conclusion of acceptance or rejection of the null hypothesis. By this method, one can there-
fore distinguish problematic pairs to non-problematic ones, being a first step in our discussion.
Technically speaking, one could obtain different conclusions using either G2 or X2; both sta-
tistics having however the same asymptotic distributions, such an unwanted fact will happen
rarely, except if the sample size is quite small or if one of the extreme statistic values is very
close to the limit quantile. Moreover, though the data counts can be affected by misclassified
observations, this has no effect on the predicted values under the null hypothesis, since they
only depend on the total sample size and the null probabilities, which are unaffected. So,
provided the asymptotic chi-square approximation was valid in the original analysis, all the
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Table 1.1: Results of problematic pairs investigation, Mendel data set.
Pair pXmin p
X
max p
G
min p
G
max Probl. ?
(R,Y), (R,G) < 0.0001 93.92 < 0.0001 93.78 Yes
(R,Y), (A,Y) < 0.0001 94.94 < 0.0001 94.86 Yes
(R,Y), (A,G) < 0.0001 97.14 < 0.0001 97.16 Yes
(R,G), (A,Y) < 0.0001 97.18 < 0.0001 97.07 Yes
(R,G), (A,G) < 0.0001 98.87 < 0.0001 98.85 Yes
(A,Y), (A,G) < 0.0001 93.82 < 0.0001 93.78 Yes
developments about misclassification (in this chapter) will remain valid with respect to that
criterion.
We illustrate the approach by fully analyzing Mendel data set; results are summarized in
Table 1.1 in terms of ranges of observable p-values. Upper scripts X and G refer respectively
to Pearson’s and the deviance statistics. We also mention the conclusion about the considered
pair (whether it is problematic or not). P-values are expressed in percentage. From this table,
it is clear that all pairs of plant categories can be considered as problematic, since the extrema
values of the statistics are far away from the limit quantile, indicating thus that completely
opposite trends in the conclusion can be observed.
Such an analysis can be optimized in the following way. First, we display a useful property
linking the minimum statistic values to the original ones (with observed data sets); this is in
fact a corollary of Proposition 1.3.
Proposition 1.4. Set X2o (resp. G
2
o) as the initial value of Pearson’s (resp. the deviance)
statistic, i.e. X2o = X
2 (Xi) (resp. G
2
o = G
2 (Xi)). Then,
X2 (y∗) = X2o −
(Xi pij −Xj pii)2
npii pij (pii + pij)
and
G2 (y∗) = G2o − 2
{
Xi log
(
Xi (pii + pij)
pii (Xi +Xj)
)
+Xj log
(
Xj (pii + pij)
pij (Xi +Xj)
)}
.
So, one can easily derive the minimum statistic value with the knowledge of the original
one. Another direct consequence of this result is that X2 (y∗) = X2o (resp. G
2 (y∗) = G2o ) if and
only if (resp. if) y∗ = Xi; in other words, if and only if initial count Xi is exactly leading to
minimum Pearson (resp. deviance) statistic value, which is completely logical. The next result
provides a simple criterion to detect whether a pair is problematic or not (with respect to X2
use).
Proposition 1.5. Let
D = (Xi pij −Xj pii)2 − npii pij (pii + pij)
(
X2o −Qα
)
.
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and define r1 and r2 such that
r1 =
pii (Xi +Xj)−
√
D
pii + pij
and r2 =
pii (Xi +Xj) +
√
D
pii + pij
.
Then, the pair of categories (i, j) is problematic with respect to Pearson’s statistic if and only
if the two following conditions are fulfiled (with notations of Proposition 1.4):
1. X2o < Qα +
(Xi pij−Xj pii)2
npii pij (pii+pij)
;
2. Either r1 > 0 or r2 < Xi +Xj or both.
In all other cases, the pair is not problematic.
Such a property is derived from Propositions 1.1 and 1.3, and provides a simple method to
detect the problematic pairs. The first criterion translates the fact that the minimum Pearson
statistic value is smaller than the limit quantile Q, whereas the second one indicates that the
maximal value of the statistic is larger than Q (in fact, [r1, r2] provides the set of all real values
of Y such that X2(Y ) ≤ Qα). If the first condition is not fulfiled, then all values of Pearson’s
statistic are larger than Qα, and no problem in the conclusion could occur. This is the same
result if condition 2 is not satisfied, but now all X2 values are smaller than Qα. Recall also that
this property was derived by considering Y as a real parameter, and thus it is valid (strictly
speaking) only if y∗ is exactly equal to an integer value. In practice, the difference between
minimum Pearson statistic values with Y integer or real being quite small, one has to be care-
full in the application of Proposition 1.5 especially if both terms of the inequality in the first
condition are close together.
It is unfortunately not possible to derive the complete analogous result for G2 statistic, since
getting the set of all Y values leading to deviance statistic values smaller than the quantile is
impossible to solve algebraically. One can nevertheless display the following rule of thumb.
Proposition 1.6. The pair of categories (i, j) is problematic with respect to the deviance
statistic if and only if the two following conditions are fulfiled (with notations of Proposition
1.4):
1. G2o < Qα + 2
{
XI log
(
Xi (pii+pij)
pii (Xi+Xj)
)
+Xj log
(
Xij (pii+pij)
pij (Xi+Xj)
)}
;
2. G2max > Qα.
In all other cases, the pair is not problematic.
Let us end up this section with some discussion about the case of considering Y as an integer
value on I1 (once again, we make use of X
2 to illustrate our purpose). All the previous proper-
ties remain valid, in a general sense; however, Proposition 1.1 remains exactly the same if and
only if y∗ is integer. Otherwise, X2 (y∗) is the“absolute” minimum value, and the minimum
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“observable” Pearson’s statistic will be reached for an integer value of Y as close to y∗ as possi-
ble; denote it by yopt. Then, setting by bac the integer part of any real a (i.e. the largest integer
being lower than or equal to a), it is obvious that X2 (yopt) = min {X2(by∗c), X2(by∗c+ 1)} is
the minimum observable statistic. This is only due to the specific characterization of X2(Y )
in Proposition 1.1. Obviously, if y∗ is integer, then y∗ = yopt. Note also that the technique
to derive the maximum observable statistic value remains the same, except that one has to
consider X2max as the maximum of {X2(1), X2 (Xi +Xj − 1)}. This is due to the fact that
we consider I1 as an open interval. In practice, this does not affect dramatically the maximal
observable goodness-of-fit statistic values. In the following, results related to absolute (resp.
observable) optimal statistics will be qualified as “absolute” (resp. “observable”) ones.
All the methodology above remains valid whenever using y∗ or yopt; the latter requires a
bit more of calculation but this computational effort is unsignificant with modern computer.
The main danger comes from the fact that, if X2 (y∗) is smaller than but very close to Qα,
then using the minimum observable Pearson statistic could lead to a different conclusion (since
X2 (y∗) ≤ X2 (yopt), the latter could become a bit larger than the quantile). However, in
such a situation, the conclusion of having or not a problematic pair is already doubtful by
itself (since the largest p-value is close to nominal level α); moreover, the difference between
minimum absolute and observable statistics decreases as n increases sufficiently. In fact, one
can give an upper bound for this difference for Pearson’s statistic; it is displayed in the following
proposition.
Proposition 1.7. If misclassification occurs between categories i and j, then
X2 (yopt)−X2 (y∗) ≤ pii + pij
4npii pij
.
In particular, one can see that this bound decreases for large n, as expected. It is far more
difficult to derive such a precise lower bound for the use of the deviance instead, since the pre-
vious result depends on the one from Proposition 1.2, that has no equivalent for the deviance.
However the asymptotic framework let us believe that both observable and absolute minimum
G2 values should be close and not provoke major trouble in the discussions.
We illustrate the potential differences that could occur by considering Y as real or integer,
by displaying all pairwise situations of the Mendel data set. Tables 1.2 and 1.3 contain the
values of X2 and G2 statistics respectively, computed either with y∗ or yopt, and the related p-
values (expressed in percentage). For Pearson’s statistic we also include the maximal difference
between minimum absolute and observable statistics (given in Proposition 1.7 and denoted by
Dmax in Table 1.2).
Among the six possibilities inside the data set, two pairs lead to y∗ values exactly equal
to an integer (the second and fifth lines of the tables); hence the goodness-of-fit statistics
and corresponding p-values are exactly equal. Moreover, one can see in Table 1.2 that, for
all the other settings, the difference between X2 (yopt) and X
2 (y∗) is always smaller than
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Table 1.2: Comparison of minimal absolute and observable Pearson statistics and related p-
values, Mendel data set. P -values are expressed in percentage.
Pair y∗ Dmax X2 (y∗) pX (y∗) X2 (yopt) pX (yopt)
(R,Y), (R,G) 317.25 0.0032 0.405 93.92 0.406 93.90
(R,Y), (A,Y) 312.00 0.0032 0.355 94.94 0.355 94.94
(R,Y), (A,G) 312.30 0.0080 0.237 97.14 0.240 97.09
(R,G), (A,Y) 104.50 0.0048 0.235 97.17 0.240 97.09
(R,G), (A,G) 105.00 0.0096 0.125 98.87 0.125 98.87
(A,Y), (A,G) 99.75 0.0096 0.410 93.82 0.412 93.77
Table 1.3: Comparison of minimal absolute and observable deviance statistics and related p-
values, Mendel data set. P -values are expressed in percentage.
Pair y∗ G2 (y∗) pG (y∗) G2 (yopt) pG (yopt)
(R,Y), (R,G) 317.25 0.412 93.78 0.413 93.76
(R,Y), (A,Y) 312.00 0.359 94.85 0.359 94.85
(R,Y), (A,G) 312.30 0.236 97.15 0.239 97.10
(R,G), (A,Y) 104.50 0.241 97.07 0.246 96.99
(R,G), (A,G) 105.00 0.126 98.86 0.126 98.86
(A,Y), (A,G) 99.75 0.412 93.77 0.415 93.72
Dmax, as expected. However, one has to discuss the case of the pair (R,G) and (A,Y): indeed,
corresponding y∗ value is equal to half an integer, which implies that the difference of minimum
statistics must be exactly equal to Dmax (according to the proof of Proposition 1.7 - see the
Appendix section). This is in fact the case: one has, for that pair,
X2 (y∗) = 0.235012, X2 (yopt) = 0.2398082 and Dmax = 0.004796163,
which is completely coherent (those values were in fact shortened in Table 1.2 for obvious
reasons of results display). Eventually, it is clear that the distinction of the integer and the real
case for Y does not affect the global discussion about problematic pairs; the range of statistic
values is not modified tremendously enough to get trouble in our conclusions.
1.2 Minimal Contaminants and Rates
The basic approach we displayed earlier has a major disadvantage: it does not provide in-
formation about the “magnitude” of misclassification that is necessary to change the conclusion
of the test. Indeed, one only learns which pairs of categories are problematic, but we do not
know anything about “how much” the data should be contaminated to reach a certain statistic
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value, or equivalently a pre-specified p-value level. We present now how this could be measured
and interpreted. The p-value approach will be discussed, mainly because of practical relevance,
though it can be easily adapted to the use of goodness-of-fit statistics instead. Once again, one
will discuss the methodology with X2 statistic, but everything remains valid using G2 instead
and making appropriate changes. Moreover, we consider first that Y is a real parameter be-
longing to I1. Further comments will take care of the discreteness of this variable.
Let pXo denote the original p-value of the test, obtained with the original data set, and
consider the pair of categories (i, j). From previous developments, one can compute the set
Pij =
[
pXmin; p
X (y∗)
]
of all observable p-values when misclassification occurs in (i, j). One
information of interest would be to determine “how much” the data should be contaminated
by misclassification in order to reach a fixed level of p-value, say p∗. For instance, one could
be interested in knowing how the data should be affected in order to get a p-value of 5 %
say. This information is an asset in the discussion, since large contaminations will indicate less
problematic situations than very small ones. In practice, any p∗ value can be set, provided it
belongs to Pij (all other values being unobservable with this pair).
Due to Proposition 1.1, there exists at most two values of Y that can lead to a X2 statistic
corresponding to p∗; we therefore suggest to look for the one that is as close toXi as possible, say
yp∗ . We consequently define the minimal contaminant at rate p
∗ as the quantity mij = yp∗−Xi.
This can moreover be used to define a minimal contamination rate by rij = |mij| / (Xi +Xj).
This rij value indicates the percentage of observations that must be misclassified inside the pair
(i, j) in order to get a p-value equal to p∗. We also call them local misclassification rates, since
they reflect the amount of misclassified observations inside the two categories (an alternative
definition would be to divide |mij| by the total sample size n, but we discard this approach).
By definition, mij can be of any sign; a positive (resp. negative) sign indicates that the closest
value of Y corresponding to p∗ is larger (resp. smaller) than the originally observed count. The
minimal rate however does not take this sign into acount, since it translates a global proportion
of misclassification, whatever the orientation to give to the contamination. Furthermore, it is
equal to zero if and only if p∗ = p0.
Computation of mij is easy since one only needs to determine yp∗ . For this task, one can
derive, by numerical optimization for instance, the two real roots y1 and y2 of the second-order
equation X2(y) = Qp∗ , and set yp∗ as the closest value of Xi among {y1, y2}. Note that, for
Pearson’s statistic, such a numerical approach can be avoided, since we know exactly the values
y1 and y2: they are indeed equal to quantities r1 and r2 defined in Proposition 1.5 (when taking
α = p∗). For the deviance statistic however, such roots being unwritable algebraically, the
previous approach has to be applied.
A direct way to compare all pairs of categories is to compute the contamination rates for
a set of selected p∗ values in ]0, 1[ and to plot them against p∗. Then, if the curve of rates for
a pair of categories lies below the corresponding curve for another pair, this means that lower
contamination rates are needed for the former to reach a specific level of p-value than for the
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Figure 1.2: Local misclassification rates with continuous Y and X2 statistic, Mendel data set.
latter. In that case, in other words, the first pair is more problematic than the second one, since
small deviations of the observed counts from their true values cause much more instability in
the result of the test. This is illustrated in Figure 1.2, wherein we computed (with Pearson’s
statistic) the contamination rates for all pairs of categories in the Mendel example. They are
displayed in separate plots for better reading. It appears that pair of categories (R,Y) and
(A,G) has smaller rates than all other cases, for any value of p∗. For instance, a misclassifica-
tion rate of around 4 % seems sufficient for the p-value to decrease up to the usual threshold of
five percent, which is a small rate; compared to the other cases, it is the smallest. Categories
(R,Y) and (A,G) are thus the most problematic ones, whereas (A,Y) and (A,G) are the less
ones (in a similar discussion). On a global appreciation however, none of the pairs have large
values of rij around the 5 % threshold (largest rate being approximately 0.1 and holding for
the pair (A,Y) and (A,G)); this indicates that all the pairs remain highly problematic in general.
Since X2 and G2 are asymptotically equivalent, misclassification rate curves using the de-
viance should be close to those obtained with Pearson’s statistic (as displayed in Figure 1.2), at
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least for large sample sizes. This phenomenon happened with Mendel data set, and this is the
reason why we do not reproduce such curves in the present discussion. Yet, such a comparison
of both statistics should be performed carefully, especially when the original p-value is quite
close to the fixed level of significance and/or the sample size is not that large (but enough
however to validate the asymptotic chi-square distribution).
To end up with this characterization, it is necesary to add some comments about the impact
that Y could have on the method when considering it as an integer count (which is the case in
practice). In that case, both Y and p∗ can take only a finite number of values, and it is not
possible to compute mij and rij for all values of p
∗ in ]0, 1[. An alternative definition of the
minimal contaminant in this discrete case is the following: mij is the minimal contamination
that has to occur in pair (i, j) in order the p-value to reach a level of at least p∗. So, if p∗
is greater (resp. smaller) than p0, then one looks at the smallest (resp. greatest) observable
p-value that is larger (resp. smaller) than or equal to p∗; yp∗ is derived accordingly. Equality
will hold if and only if p∗ is chosen in the set of observable p-values. A direct consequence is that
the curves for contamination rates will become step functions, having jumps at each observable
p-value and being constant between two of them. Of course, as Xi +Xj increases, the number
of integer Y values increases also and therefore the step curve will tend to the continuous curve
as displayed above. So, if the validity of asymptotic theory is doubtful or limit, we suggest to
plot both types of approaches on a same graph and to look for major differences between the
“integer” and the “real” approach for Y .
We illustrate this approach in Figure 1.3, where minimal contamination rates considering Y
as discrete and the Pearson’s statistic are represented. We used the same display as in Figure
1.2 (with continuous curves) to keep parallel comparisons of problematic pairs. As expected,
the most problematic pairs (with the lowest curves) are the same with any of the methods. The
ordering of the curves (from the lowest to the highest in each plot) is the same in both figures
too. The same conclusions therefore arise.
Figure 1.4 eventually displays the comparison of continuous and step curves for two par-
ticular pairs of categories in Mendel data set, namely those that have the smallest and the
largest number of plants (i.e. pairs (A,Y), (A,G) - wide traits - and (R,Y), (R,G) - thin traits
- respectively). The closeness of both kinds of curves is clear with the latter; for the former,
jumps of the step function are quite large, though a common trend appears. Moreover, these
curves do intercept at each observable p-value, as expected.
1.3 Extended Misclassification Settings
The simple pairwise misclassification setting has direct extensions when assuming that three
or more categories have incorrectly classified items. However, as the number of such classes
increases, it becomes difficult to obtain direct extensions of Propositions 1.4 and 1.5. We
therefore establish the natural generalizations of Propositions 1.1 and 1.3 and discuss them.
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Figure 1.3: Local misclassification rates with discrete Y and X2 statistic, Mendel data set.
We start with the so-called three-cell case, wherein three categories are considered, and then
one generalizes to the t-cell case (2 ≤ t ≤ k).
1.3.1 Three-Cell Case
Assume that k is at least equal to 3, and that three out of the k classes are involved in
a misclassification setting. Without loss of generality, we may assume these to be the first
three classes (it is just a matter of category numbering). One now needs two variables to fully
describe the setting. Set Y1 and Y2 as the variable counts for classes 1 and 2 respectively; then
the third class has a cell count equal to X3 (Y1, Y2) = X
∗ − Y1 − Y2 with X∗ = X1 +X2 +X3.
Other categories have constant sample counts.
To ensure strictly positive counts, one must first fix one of the variables in a convenient
interval; then the second variable must belong to another interval, depending on the previous
one, and such that all cell counts are positive. Set for instance Y1 (resp. Y2) as the first (resp.
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Figure 1.4: Comparison of local misclassification rates with discrete and continuous Y , Mendel
data set (with X2 statistic). Thin traits corresponds to pair (R,Y) and (R,G), and bold traits
to pair (A,Y) and (A,G).
second) variable to be fixed. It is easy to see that the goodness-of-fit statistics X2 (Y1, Y2) and
G2 (Y1, Y2) will be defined for any couple of variables (Y1, Y2) in
I2 = ]0, X
∗[ × ]0, X∗ − Y1[ .
Indeed, if (Y1, Y2) ∈ I2, then Y1, Y2 and X3 (Y1, Y2) belong to ]0, X∗[. Recall also that I2 must
be defined with open intervals to get a proper mathematical framework.
Extension of Proposition 1.1 is direct:
Proposition 1.8. The functions X2 (Y1, Y2) and G
2 (Y1, Y2) are convex functions on I2.
The next proposition establishes the main result about optimum values of these statistics.
Proposition 1.9. The minimum values of X2 (Y1, Y2) and G
2 (Y1, Y2) on I2 are given respec-
tively by X2 (y∗1, y
∗
2) and G
2 (y∗1, y
∗
2), where
y∗1 =
pi1X
∗
pi1 + pi2 + pi3
and y∗2 =
pi2X
∗
pi1 + pi2 + pi3
.
Note that the above-defined stationary point is the natural extension of the y∗ value of Propo-
sition 1.1, when working in dimension 2 (i.e. with two variables Y1 and Y2). To obtain the
minimum observable values for the test statistics in the three-cell case (namely, with integer
Y1 and Y2 values), we suggest to compute y
∗
1 and y
∗
2 and then to research the optimum in the
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Table 1.4: Results of problematic triplets investigation (absolute p-values), Mendel data set.
P -values are expressed in percentage.
Triplet pXmin p
X
max p
G
min p
G
max Probl. ?
(R,Y), (R,G), (A,Y) < 0.0001 97.22 < 0.0001 97.12 Yes
(R,Y), (R,G), (A,G) < 0.0001 98.87 < 0.0001 98.86 Yes
(R,Y), (A,Y), (A,G) < 0.0001 98.29 < 0.0001 98.31 Yes
(R,G), (A,Y), (A,G) < 0.0001 99.81 < 0.0001 99.81 Yes
neighborhood of (y∗1, y
∗
2) included in I2. This permits overcoming the problem of dealing with
real y∗1 and y
∗
2 values. Computation of the maximum X
2 (Y1, Y2) and G
2 (Y1, Y2) values are
easier, since these extrema on I2 are reached when one of the three cell counts is maximal and
the other cells are minimal.
Having computed these extremal values, one may conclude whether the triplet of cells is
problematic or not, using criterion (1.1) or (1.2). Note that if pairwise misclassification analy-
sis has been performed first, then this investigation is not always necessary. Indeed, if for
instance S1 (resp. S2, S3) denotes the minimum Pearson’s statistic value when considering
misclassification between cells 1 and 2 (resp. cells 1 and 3, cells 2 and 3), then it is clear that
X2 (y∗1, y
∗
2) ≤ min (S1, S2, S3). Analogously, the maximum X2 value in the three-cell case will
always be larger than (or equal to) the corresponding one with pairwise misclassified items (all
this discussion is also valid for the deviance, of course). This occurs in fact when going from
any t-cell to any other t′-cell case, with 1 < t < t′ ≤ k and all t classes included in the t′ ones.
So any three-cell setting that holds at least one problematic pair is automatically problematic.
Three-cell (and forthcoming general t-cell) case should therefore be investigated when consid-
ering a data set that is very stable with respect to pairwise misclassification.
We illustrate such a behavior by displaying the functions X2 (Y1, Y2) and G
2 (Y1, Y2) on
Figure 1.5 (in left and right plots respectively), with the particular triplet of categories (R,Y),
(R,G) and (A,Y). The general convex shape of the statistics is clear; moreover, the minimum
value is reached for a value of (y∗1, y
∗
2) belonging to I2 (corresponding to the triangle on the (Y1,
Y2) surface). A direct look at extremal values indicates that this triplet is highly problematic;
as explained above, this is not surprising since all the pairs of categories were already problem-
atic. We complete this illustration by providing (in Table 1.4) the extremum (absolute) p-values
for all the triplets of categories in this data set, using both statistics. The displayed results
are clear: all triplets are dangerously problematic, which completely corresponds to what we
expected.
Note also that there exists a generalization of Proposition 1.3 in the three-cell case; however,
this result being also true in the general t-cell case to be presented now, one will avoid displaying
a supplementary proposition here.
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Figure 1.5: Behavior of X2 (left) and G2 (right) statistics with varying cell counts Y1 and Y2
of categories (R,Y) and (R,G) respectively, Mendel’s Plant Experiment data set.
1.3.2 General t-Cell Case
Let us generalize the theoretical background by extending our purpose to the most general
case. Assume that t categories among the k ones (2 ≤ t ≤ k) are involved in a misclassification
setting. Suppose also that these are numbered from 1 to t (without loss of generality). One then
needs t− 1 variables to describe the setting properly. Assume that classes 1 to t− 1 have (vari-
able) counts Y1 to Yt−1; then the t-th class has count equal to X∗−
∑t−1
i=1 Yi with X
∗ =
∑t
i=1Xi.
As previously, one needs to define an appropriate variation interval for Y = (Y1, ..., Yt−1),
say It−1. By fixing each interval successively, we are naturally led to
It−1 = ]0, X∗[ × ]0, X∗ − Y1[ × ...×
]
0, X∗ −
t−2∑
i=1
Yi
[
.
Once again, open intervals in It−1 are needed to get a convex open space. Generalization of
Propositions 1.8 and 1.9 are straightforward:
Proposition 1.10. The functions X2(Y ) and G2(Y ) are convex functions on It−1.
Proposition 1.11. The minimum values of X2(Y ) and G2(Y ) on It−1 are given respectively
by X2 (y∗) and G2 (y∗), where y∗ =
(
y∗1, ..., y
∗
t−1
)
and
y∗i =
piiX
∗
pi1 + ...+ pit
for all i ∈ {1, ..., t− 1}.
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Table 1.5: Results of problematic pairs investigation (absolute p-values), Lindstrom data set.
P -values are expressed in percentage.
Pair y∗ pXmin p
X
max p
G
min p
G
max Probl. ?
(Gr, Go) 753.00 < 0.0001 6.92 < 0.0001 5.19 Yes
(Gr, GS) 758.25 < 0.0001 4.43 < 0.0001 3.31 No
(Gr, GGS) 748.80 < 0.0001 73.66 < 0.0001 73.41 Yes
(Go, GS) 234.50 < 0.0001 2.71 < 0.0001 2.04 No
(Go, GGS) 217.50 < 0.0001 9.86 < 0.0001 9.42 Yes
(GS, GGS) 222.75 < 0.0001 14.12 < 0.0001 13.85 Yes
Eventually, generalization of proposition 1.3 in t-cell case is the following:
Proposition 1.12. If misclassification occurs between categories 1 to t (1 < t ≤ k), then
X2 (y∗) (resp. G2 (y∗)) is equal to Pearson’s (resp. the deviance) statistic value computed with
original data set and vector of null probabilities, where levels 1 to t have been merged.
The justification of this result is obtained by natural extension of that we displayed for
Proposition 1.3. Note that in the special case of t = k, one has X2 (y∗) = G2 (y∗) = 0. This is
obvious since all classes are contaminated; it is therefore possible to match all (real) category
counts exactly to their expected values, therefore leading to statistics equal to zero. This is
the illustration of perfect data match with the null hypothesis of goodness of fit. Again, this is
useful to interpret but has no practical relevance, due to the fact that y∗ is in general a vector
of real (non integer) values. Minimum observable statistic should therefore be searched in a
close neighborhood of y∗.
1.4 Analysis of Lindstrom Data Set
We end up this chapter by performing a full analysis of the Lindstrom data set. Recall that
the original conclusion is the rejection of the hypothesis of adequacy of the null distribution
(with p-values of around 0.02). Let us investigate whether some misclassified plants could se-
riously affect such a primary conclusion. First, an investigation for possible problematic pairs
is needed. Results are summarized in Table 1.5. For convenience, categories green, golden,
green-stripped and golden-green-stripped are denoted respectively by Gr, Go, GS and GGS.
It appears that, among the six pairs of categories, two of them are not problematic: namely,
pairs (Gr, GS) and (Go, GS). Moreover, (Gr, Go) is problematic but the largest p-value is quite
close to the threshold (0.069 with X2 and 0.052 with G2); one will therefore need to learn a bit
more about this pair to conclude. Eventually, the last two pairs of Table 1.5 are problematic,
misclassification between categories Gr and GGS being the worst case (maximal p-values being
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Figure 1.6: Local misclassification rates for pair (Gr, GGS) (right) and the three problematic
remaining ones (left) of Lindstrom data set (computed with Pearson’s statistic).
larger than 0.7).
To be more precise in the discussion, especially about the first pair of Table 1.5, it would
be helpful to compute maximum observable p-values with this data set. However, the y∗ value
corresponding to pair (Gr, Go) is an integer value (precisely, y∗ = 753), so maximum absolute
and observable values are the same in this case. For all the other settings (not displayed here),
they will decrease a bit, without transforming our prior conclusions about the problematic
pairs (reductions in p-values do not affect them dramatically) and the non-problematic ones
(obviously). Therefore, the ultimate tool to be considered (for pairwise investigation) is the
local misclassification rate. Figure 1.6 contains these (continuous) curves for the four problem-
atic pairs (strictly speaking), computed using Pearson’s statistic. Since the range of absolute
p-values is far more larger for the pair (Gr, GGS) than for the other ones, we separated the
display of Figure 1.6 in two plots, with this pair being presented on the right plot and the
remaining ones on the left plot.
Although the maximal observable p-value when considering misclassification in pair (Gr,
GGS) is around 0.07, very small misclassification rates (around 2%) are needed to reach such
a value, as well as to reach very small p-values. So, this pair has eventually to be considered
as a problematic one, since very small fluctuation in pair counts provoke major modification of
the test statistic value (this is also true for G2). Such a behavior is also observable in the other
pairs of this data set. Note also that either using the deviance instead of Pearson’s statistic or
computing misclassification rates with integer Y (or both) lead to the same general conclusions,
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Table 1.6: Results of problematic triplets investigation, Lindstrom data set. P -values are ex-
pressed in percentage.
Triplet pXmin p
X
max p
G
min p
G
max Probl. ?
(Gr, Go, GS) < 0.0001 8.84 < 0.0001 6.63 Yes
(Gr, Go, GGS) < 0.0001 98.11 < 0.0001 98.09 Yes
(Gr, GS, GGS) < 0.0001 83.88 < 0.0001 83.60 Yes
(Go, GS, GGS) < 0.0001 15.12 < 0.0001 14.91 Yes
with very small, unsignificant changes in numerical results. Therefore we do not display these
alternatives here.
In conclusion, these four pairs are problematic and can yield major confusion in the initial
conclusion of the test. Several case are nevertheless less embarrassing than others. Pair (Gr,
GGS), for instance, is very unstable since one can reach highly unsignificant values of the sta-
tistics with very small misclassification rates; on the opposite, classification errors in pair (Gr,
Go) shall never induce p-values larger 7%, which can not be considered as sufficiently large
values to be fully confident in the (reversed) conclusion. It might be interesting to investigate
(if possible) on how the data were collected, and whether classification errors about such plants
are plausible or not.
To completely finish our analysis, we also display in Table 1.6 the range of (absolute) p-
values when considering all cases of misclassification in triplets of categories. As expected, all
these settings become problematic, with less doubt than before. This reinforces our feeling
about the dangerousness of drawing conclusions with such an initial analysis of the data.
1.5 General Conclusions
The approach that was presented here allows to discuss the stability of the test of goodness
of fit with respect to all possible misclassification settings. As we have seen, in most of the
cases, classification errors tend to have an important impact on the validity of the statistical
analysis and conclusions. Thus, we recommend to perform a stability analysis everytime such
a test is performed, and in particular when actual p-values are close to the α level.
Our approach is simple and does not require any computational effort. It provides basic
information that has not be considered as a definite clue of danger. However, it should help
the user to get a clearer idea of the problems that are facing with this test.
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Appendix
Proof of Proposition 1.1. By deriving X2(Y ) with respect to Y , one gets
dX2(Y )
d Y
=
2
npij
(
Y (pii + pij)
pii
−Xi −Xj
)
(1.3)
and
d2X2(Y )
d Y 2
=
2 (pii + pij)
npiipij
,
the latter being always strictly positive. Moreover, (1.3) equals zero if and only if
Y = (Xi +Xj)
pii
pii + pij
= y∗
and y∗ clearly belongs to I1.
For G2(Y ), it comes successively
dG2(Y )
d Y
= log
(
Y
npii
)
− log
(
Xi +Xj − Y
npij
)
(1.4)
and
d2G2(Y )
d Y 2
=
Xi +Xj
Y (Xi +Xj)
which is also strictly positive on ]0, Xi +Xj[ (wherein G
2(Y ) is defined). Moreover, one can
see directly that (1.4) is equal to zero if and only Y = y∗.
Proof of Proposition 1.2. Indeed, for all ε ≥ 0, one has X2(Y − ε) = X2(Y + ε) if and only
if Y = y∗.
Proof of Proposition 1.3. One has to prove that
X2 (y∗) =
(Xi +Xj − n (pii + pij))2
n (pii + pij)
+
∑
t6∈{i,j}
(Xt − npit)2
npit
(1.5)
and
G2 (y∗) = 2
(Xi +Xj) log
(
Xi +Xj
n (pii + pij)
)
+
∑
t6∈{i,j}
Xt log
(
Xt
npit
) , (1.6)
which is direct since
y∗ − npii = pii
pii + pij
(Xi +Xj − n (pii + pij))
Xi +Xj − y∗ − npij = pij
pii + pij
(Xi +Xj − n (pii + pij)) .
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Proof of Proposition 1.4. One just has to prove that
X2o −X2 (y∗) =
(Xi pij −Xj pii)2
npii pij (pii + pij)
and
G2o −G2 (y∗) = 2
{
XI log
(
Xi (pii + pij)
pii (Xi +Xj)
)
+Xj log
(
Xij (pii + pij)
pij (Xi +Xj)
)}
,
which is direct according to (1.5), (1.6) and the expressions for X2o and G
2
o (to be found in the
general introduction).
Proof of Proposition 1.5. Pair (i, j) is problematic if both X2 (y∗) < Qα and X2max > Qα.
The first condition comes from Proposition 1.4; for the second one, we rewrite first X2(Y ) as
a second-order polynomial in Y :
X2(Y ) =
(
pii + pij
npii pij
)
Y 2 − 2
(
Xi +Xj
npij
)
Y + C (1.7)
where
C = X2o +
Xi
n
(
Xi + 2Xj
pij
− Xi
pii
)
(after grouping remaining terms to get X2o ). The discriminant of second-order polynomial
X2(Y )−Qα in Y is
ρ =
4D
n2 pii2 pij2
by using (1.7) and with D as expected. A direct calculation establishes that the set of all Y
values such that X2(Y ) is smaller than Qα is equal to [r1, r2] as displayed in the proposition.
Moreover, if I1 ⊆ [r1, r2], then all values of Pearson’s statistic are smaller than the limit quantile,
which is sufficient to conclude.
Proof of Proposition 1.6. It comes directly from Proposition 1.4.
Proof of Proposition 1.7. Indeed, by Proposition 1.2, the maximal difference between the
observable and the absolute minimum X2 values will be reached whenever y∗ is equal to half
an integer; i.e.
X2 (yopt)−X2 (y∗) ≤ X2
(
y∗ +
1
2
)
−X2 (y∗)
or
X2 (yopt)−X2 (y∗) ≤ X2
(
y∗ − 1
2
)
−X2 (y∗) .
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We conclude by showing that
X2
(
y∗ − 1
2
)
−X2 (y∗) = X2
(
y∗ +
1
2
)
−X2 (y∗) = pii + pij
4npii pij
using the value of y∗ given in Proposition 1.1.
In order to simplify the further demonstrations, we shall first establish the proofs of Propo-
sitions 1.10 and 1.11, and then come back to those for Propositions 1.8 and 1.9.
Proof of Proposition 1.10. Pearson statistic may be written as
X2 (Y ) =
t−1∑
i=1
(Yi − npii)2
npii
+
(
X∗ −∑t−1i=1 Yi − npit)2
npit
+
k∑
j=t+1
(Xj − npij)2
npij
,
the last term of the sum in right-hand side being removed if t = k. We get directly that, for
any j ∈ {1, ..., t− 1},
∂ X2(Y )
∂ Yj
=
2
n
(
Yj
pij
− X
∗ −∑t−1i=1 Yi
pit
)
, (1.8)
and, for any l ∈ {1, ..., t− 1} such that j 6= l,
∂2X2(Y )
∂ Yj
2 =
2
npij
+
2
npit
and
∂2X2(Y )
∂ Yj ∂ Yl
=
2
npit
.
So, defining Aj =
2
npij
for any j = 1, ..., t and setting 1t−1 = (1, ..., 1)T ∈ Rt−1, the Hessian
matrix of X2(Y ) equals
HX =∆A + At 1t−1 1t−1T
where ∆A = diag (A1, ..., At−1). Let z = (z1, ..., zt−1)
T ∈ Rt−1 such that z 6= 0; then
zT HX z = zT ∆A z + At z
T 1t−1 1t−1T z
= zT ∆A z + At
(
1t−1T z
)T
1t−1T z
= zT ∆A z + At
(
t−1∑
i=1
zi
)2
> 0
since ∆A is a positive definite matrix. Hence, the Hessian matrix of X
2 being positive definite,
Pearson’s statistic is therefore convex on It−1.
The same method applies for the deviance: one has
G2 (Y ) = 2
{
t−1∑
i=1
Yi log
(
Yi
npii
)
+
(
X∗ −
t−1∑
i=1
Yi
)
log
(
X∗ −∑t−1i=1 Yi
npit
)
+
k∑
j=t+1
Xj log
(
Xj
npij
)}
,
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where the last term has to be removed if t = k. One gets directly, for any j, l ∈ {1, ..., t − 1}
and j 6= l,
∂ G2(Y )
∂ Yj
= 2
{
log
(
Yj
npij
)
− log
(
X∗ −∑t−1i=1 Yi
npit
)}
, (1.9)
∂2G2(Y )
∂ Yj
2 = 2
{
1
Yj
+
1
X∗ −∑t−1i=1 Yi
}
and
∂2G2(Y )
∂ Yj ∂ Yl
=
2
X∗ −∑t−1i=1 Yi .
So, by definingBj = Yj
−1 for all 1 ≤ j < t, Bt =
(
X∗ −∑t−1i=1 Yi)−1 and∆B = diag (B1, ..., Bt−1),
the Hessian matrix of G2 is equal to
HG = 2
(
∆B +Bt 1t−1 1t−1T
)
and a similar calculation as for Pearson’s statistic leads to the conclusion thatHG is a positive
definite matrix, which is sufficient.
Proof of Proposition 1.11. The demonstration is the same for both statistics. Fix j ∈
{1, ..., t− 1}. To obtain y∗j , one has to solve simultaneously
yi
pii
=
X∗ −∑t−1l=1 yl
pit
(1.10)
for all i ∈ {1, ..., t− 1} (according to (1.8) and (1.9)). This implies
y1
pi1
= ... =
yt−1
pit−1
or yi =
pii
pij
yj ∀ i 6= j.
So, inserting this into Equation (1.10) leads to
yj
pij
− X
∗
pit
+
1
pit
(
yj +
∑
l 6=j
pil yj
pij
)
= 0
or
X∗
pit
=
yj
pij pit
(
pit + pij +
∑
l 6=j
pil
)
=
yj
∑t
l=1 pil
pij pit
. (1.11)
Since y∗i has to fulfill (1.11), we get the result. Moreover, since y
∗
1 ∈ ]0, X∗[ and y∗j ≥ 0 for all
j ∈ {2, ..., t− 1}, one has y∗ ∈ It−1 if and only if
X∗ −
j−1∑
i=1
y∗i > y
∗
j for all j,
which is equivalent to
∑t
i=j+1 pii > 0 and is always fulfilled.
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Proof of Proposition 1.8. It comes directly from the proof of Proposition 1.10 with t = 3.
Proof of Proposition 1.9. It comes directly from the proof of Proposition 1.11 with t = 3.
Proof of Proposition 1.12. For Pearson’s statistic, one has to prove that(
t−1∑
i=1
(Yi − npii)2
npii
+
(
X∗ −∑t−1i=1 Yi − npit)2
npit
)∣∣∣∣∣
Yi=y∗i ∀i=1,...,t
=
(
X∗ − n ∑ti=1 pii)2
n
∑t
i=1 pii
.
Since
(y∗i − npii)2
npii
=
pii
(
X∗ − n ∑tj=1 pij)2
n
(∑t
j=1 pij
)2
for all i = 1, ..., t and
(
X∗ −
t−1∑
i=1
Yi − npit
)2
=
pit
2
(
X∗ − n ∑tj=1 pij)2(∑t
j=1 pij
)2 ,
one gets the conclusion.
For the deviance, it is sufficent to show that
t−1∑
i=1
y∗i log
(
y∗i
npii
)
+
(
X∗ −
t−1∑
i=1
y∗i
)
log
(
X∗ −∑t−1i=1 y∗i
npit
)
= X∗ log
(
X∗
n
∑t
i=1 pii
)
.
But, for all i = 1, ..., t,
y∗i
npii
=
X∗
n
∑t
j=1 pij
and X∗ −
t−1∑
i=1
y∗i =
pitX
∗∑t
j=1 pij
,
which leads to the conclusion directly.

Chapter 2
Misclassification and the Test of
Independence
I n this chapter we adapt the previous discussion to the framework of testing independencebetween two categorical variables. Two main differences occur: first, the expected values
under the null are now affected by misclassification, and we have to take it into account in
some way; and second, deriving the general behavior of both goodness-of-fit statistics (under
any misclassification setting) is a very hard task, that we did not finish completely. So, only
partial results (with extended comments) will be displayed in this chapter.
We start by describing the simplest case of classification errors that can occur in such
a table (Section 2.1). Then, we propose a method to determine some maximal ranges of
variations, such that the asymptotic framework remains valid (Section 2.2). We go on in
Section 2.3 by adapting the approach of minimal contamination rates of the previous chapter
in this framework. Eventually, we describe some extended misclassification settings and discuss
them (Section 2.4). After some comments on the related test of homogeneity (Section 2.5), we
end up (Section 2.6) by the practical analysis of several data sets displayed in the introductive
chapter. The material displayed in Sections 2.1 and 2.3 was partly published in Magis and
Ge´rard (2006); the rest was summarized in a series of unpublished manuscripts.
2.1 Pairwise Row / Column Misclassification
The simplest case of classification errors one can encounter in a two-way table is a pair-
wise setting, involving two cells of either a same row or column. This may commonly arise in
practice, since most of the data under study behold one variable whose classification errors are
almost impossible to observe (e.g. gender); the other one however could contain incorrectly
classified items. Both settings are equivalent: permuting rows into columns and vice-versa will
provide the same problem to solve. Hence, one will later on focus on pairwise row misclassifi-
cation, and we will not recall this distinction, unless necessary.
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Let cells (i, j) and (i, k) (i ∈ {1, ..., I}, j, k ∈ {1, ..., J}, j 6= k) indicate the pair of cells of
interest, i.e; wherein misclassification can occur. We write this pair in short form as [(i, j), (i,
k)]. Only one parameter is needed to characterize pairwise misclassification. If we make cell
count nij vary (in a convenient way), then nik will vary accordingly. We therefore consider the
cell count nij as the parameter of interest, say Z. Moreover, each cell count must be a positive
integer value. It implies that, for potential pair [(i, j), (i, k)], cell counts must lie between 0
and nij + nik; thus Z must belong to the interval
Iijk = ]0, nij + nik[
Three other quantities depend on Z, namely the second potential cell count nik(Z) and the
column marginal totals n+j(Z) and n+k(Z) (these notations stick the dependency on Z). It is
obvious that
nik(Z) = nij + nik − Z, n+j(Z) = n+j − nij + Z and n+l(Z) = n+k + nij − Z.
Other cell counts and column margins, as well as all row margins and the total sample size,
are constant with respect to Z. Moreover, one will assume that columns j and k contain at
least one observation in each row (other than the i-th one). In other words, both quantities
n+j − nij and n+k − nik are strictly positive; this condition will be necessary to avoid mathe-
matical problems in the derivation of the different forthcoming results.
The goodness-of-fit statistics, being now functions of Z, will be referred to as G2(Z) and
X2(Z). To derive the following results, we treat Z as a real parameter on Iijk; some minor
modifications will be needed to adapt these properties to the discrete case.
Proposition 2.1. G2(Z) and X2(Z) are convex functions of Z on Iijk.
Proposition 2.2. The function G2(Z) reaches its minimum value on Iijk at the point z
∗
G given
by
z∗G =
(n+j − nij) (nij + nik)
n+j + n+k − nij − nik .
Proposition 2.3. Define successively
bj = n+j − nij, bk = n+k − nik, ajk = n+j + n+k, d = nij + nik,
Cj = n
(∑
t6=i
ntj
2
nt+
+
bj
2
ni+
)
, Ck = n
(∑
t6=i
ntk
2
nt+
+
bk
2
ni+
)
.
and
zopt,1 =
bk + d− bj
2
and zopt,2 =
ajk
√
Cj Ck − {Ck bj + Cj (bk + d)}
Ck − Cj .
Set finally
zopt =
{
zopt,1 if Cj = Ck
zopt,2 if Cj 6= Ck .
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Then, the function X2(Z) reaches its minimum value on Iijk at the point z
∗
X given by
z∗X =

0 if zopt < 0
zopt if 0 ≤ zopt ≤ d
d if d < zopt.
.
Although Proposition 2 yields a simple solution for the deviance, the corresponding result for
X2 is far more complex. However, these optimal values are closely related in the simplest
setting of a 2× J table (i.e. a data set with only two rows), as the next property shows.
Proposition 2.4. If I = 2, then z∗G = z
∗
X .
Hence, in this special case, one can be sure that the optimum value z∗X for Pearson’s statistic
belongs to Iijk. In a general framework, this can not be assessed; nevertheless, the fact that
both statistics have the same asymptotic behavior tends to validate such an idea.
Another interesting property can be displayed in the special setting of a 2× J table.
Proposition 2.5. If I = 2, then minimum absolute Pearson’s (resp. deviance) statistic is
exactly equal to X2 (resp. G2) value computed on the basis of the initial 2 × J contingency
table, but wherein columns j and k have been merged.
This property indicates that, for such special contingency tables, the maximal absolute p-
values obtained with G2 and X2 can be easily derived.
All these properties are useful to determine quickly the extreme values that goodness-of-fit
statistics can take with a particular data set (when considering Z as a real parameter; the
discrete, integer case will be discussed later). Indeed, the maximum Pearson’s (resp. deviance)
statistic, denoted by X2max (resp. G
2
max), is given by
X2max = max
{
X2(ε), X2 (nij + nik − ε)
}
(resp. G2max = max
{
G2(ε), X2 (nij + nik − ε)
}
)
where ε > 0 and is very close to zero. For the minimum statistic value, one has simply
X2min = X
2 (z∗X) (resp. G
2
min = G
2 (z∗G)). Therefore, a considered pair [(i, j), (i, k)] is problem-
atic with respect to Pearson’s statistic (resp. the deviance) if and only if X2min < Qα < X
2
max
(resp. G2min < Qα < G
2
max) (Qα being obviously the limit quantile with (I−1) (J−1) degrees of
freedom and significance level α). The research of such problematic pairs is of primary interest
and should form the first step of any analysis of that kind.
If one focuses on integer values of Z in Iijk, the “observable” extreme values given above
have to be modified in the direct following way:
X2min = min
{
X2 (bz∗Xc) , X2 (bz∗Xc+ 1)
}
and X2max = max
{
X2(1), X2 (nij + nik − 1)
}
and
G2min = min
{
G2 (bz∗Gc) , G2 (bz∗Gc+ 1)
}
and G2max = max
{
G2(1), G2 (nij + nik − 1)
}
.
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Table 2.1: Problematic pairs investigation with Pearson’s statistic, Party Identification data
set. P-values are expressed in percentage.
i j k z∗ Observable p Absolute p Problematic?
Min. Max. Min. Max.
F Dem Ind 273.96 < .0001 3.250 < .0001 3.250 No
F Dem Rep 233.60 < .0001 89.737 < .0001 89.761 Yes
F Ind Rep 58.85 < .0001 7.212 < .0001 7.213 Yes
M Dem Ind 168.03 < .0001 3.250 < .0001 3.250 No
M Dem Rep 197.07 < .0001 89.760 < .0001 89.761 Yes
M Ind Rep 58.30 < .0001 7.209 < .0001 7.213 No
Since we have to consider all different pairs of categories inside a same row of a I × J contin-
gency table, the total number of pairs to look at is equal to I × C2J (with the usual notation
Cab = b!/[a! × (b− a)!]).
An equivalent approach consists in computing the related p-values (minimum and maxi-
mum, absolute and observable) and to compare them to the significance level α. We illustrate
this method by analyzing the Party Identification example. We consider here that misclassi-
fication can only occur between two categories corresponding to the political party affiliation
(where Dem, Ind and Rep denote respectively “Democrat”, “Independent” and “Republican”),
the other variable (gender - M for “males” and F for “females”) being hopefully unaffected by
classification errors. There are in total 2×C23 = 6 cases to consider. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 contain
the full analysis with Pearson’s statistic and the deviance, respectively. Each pair [(i, j), (i, k)]
is displayed by means of the levels i, j and k. The p-values are expressed in percentage. Note
that there are two rows in this data set; the optimum values z∗X and z
∗
G are therefore equal
(according to Proposition 2.4); we display them only in Table 2.1 in the column z∗. Moreover,
one can see that maximal absolute p-values in Table 2.2 are equal for a same choice of columns;
this is due to Proposition 2.5.
Note first that results are very close together with the use of both goodness-of-fit statistics;
the following discussion is therefore performed without distinction between G2 andX2. A direct
look at these tables learns us that two pairs are clearly not problematic: those whose pairs of
political affiliation are (Dem, Ind), whatever the gender. Maximal p-values being around 3%,
no classification errors between these classes (within the same gender group) will allow to get a
contradictory conclusion with the original one (at usual 5% significance level). On the opposite,
misclassification between opinions Democrat and Republican, in both male and female groups,
can provoke a major disaster in the test result, since one can reach p-values of almost 0.9 and
an almost complete confidence in the independence between the categorical variables. This is
of course a really annoying situation that will need to be characterized a bit more precisely.
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Table 2.2: Problematic pairs investigation with the deviance statistic, Party Identification data
set. P-values are expressed in percentage.
i j k Observable p Absolute p Problematic?
Min. Max. Min. Max.
F Dem Ind < .0001 3.269 < .0001 3.269 No
F Dem Rep < .0001 89.694 < .0001 89.719 Yes
F Ind Rep < .0001 7.161 < .0001 7.161 Yes
M Dem Ind < .0001 3.269 < .0001 3.269 No
M Dem Rep < .0001 89.717 < .0001 89.719 Yes
M Ind Rep < .0001 7.157 < .0001 7.161 Yes
The last possibility, i.e. opinions Republican and Independent for each gender, is also
annoying but in another way. Indeed, maximal p-values are a bit larger than 7%; though these
are larger than the usual α level, practitioners would not especially agree with the non-rejection
of the null hypothesis with p-values ranging rom 0.05 to 0.07. These pairs can not provoke a
reversal of the initial conclusion with sufficient confidence, but they can make it doubtful. One
will also need to take great care with further subsequent analysis of these settings.
2.2 Validity Intervals
As we saw earlier, making the count of one category vary can provoke extraordinary instabil-
ity in the data set, such that the initial conclusion of the statistical test of independence could
become doubtful or even doubtful. One has however not to forget that this test is based on an
asymptotic approximation of the distribution of goodness-of-fit statistics; such a framework is
considered to be valid whenever all expected counts of the two-way table are large enough. By
considering misclassification into a pair of classes, one modifies some expected values, possibly
dangerously making the asymptotic context becoming uncertain (whereas this issue did not
appear in the previous chapter).
Before entering into deeper considerations, let us take a look at some historically studies
and rules of thumb. Agresti (1990) suggests to verify
n
IJ
≥ 5 and µˆij ≥ 5 ∀ i, j (2.1)
to ensure asymptotic regularity conditions. Cochran (1954) proposes that, for Pearson’s statis-
tic and with tables larger than the simple 2×2 situation, one predicted cell count may be equal
to 1 if at least 80 % of the other fitted values are at least equal to 5. Roscoe and Byars (1971),
Yarnold (1970) studied the effects of small samples on Pearson chi-squared statistic. Koehler
(1986), among others, investigated the chi-square approximation in sparse tables. Koehler and
Larntz (1980) and Larntz (1978) compared G2 and X2 distributions with small sample-size
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contingency tables.
It seems clear that all rules and studies focuss on and conclude to the same fact: expected
counts µˆij should not be all too small. In this section we propose a method to determine, when
considering a particular pair of categories, what is the actual range of variation for Z such that
the chi-square approximation remains acceptable, with respect to some predefined rules.
These rules are introduced as follows. We first verify that n/(IJ) is larger than 5, in order
to be in agreement with Cochran’s recommendations. Then, we fix a minimal threshold T > 0
and a certain predefined rate r ∈]0, 1]. Our choice will be to reject the validity of the chi-square
approximation whenever the percentage of predicted values larger than T is smaller than r.
Equivalently, one can set the maximal number c∗ of such predicted values that may be smaller
than the threshold: it is simply
c∗ = b(1− r)× I × Jc
where bac is the integer part of any real a, i.e. the largest integer being smaller than or equal
to a. For instance, in a 4× 4 table, assuming that at least 80% of the predicted values must be
greater than 5, we get that at most c∗ = b3.2c = 3 fitted counts may be smaller than 5. Taking
T = 5 and r = 1 yields Agresti’s rules (2.1). By this way, we keep as flexibility as possible
in the selection of acceptable asymptotic approximations, allowing any user to define its own
threshold and rate of large fitted counts.
If we consider pairwise misclassification within the pair [(i,j), (i,k)], then some expected
values µˆlt (l ∈ {1, ..., I}, t ∈ {1, ..., J}) will depend on Z, the varying count of cell (i, j) in Iijk.
It is clear that, for all t /∈ {j, k} and all l, values µˆlt are constant with respect to Z; furthermore,
µˆlj(Z) =
nl+
n
(n+j − nij + Z) and µˆlk(Z) = nl+
n
(n+k + nik − Z) (2.2)
indicate that µˆlj(Z) and µˆlk(Z) are linear functions of the parameter, the former being increas-
ing and the latter decreasing with Z.
If we assume that the chi-square approximation is valid using original data, and that misclas-
sification can occur, it is sometimes possible to find out a contaminant such that the percentage
of fitted values smaller than T (we later call this the percentage of “bad fitted counts”) becomes
larger than 1 − r. We illustrate the situation by considering an artificial 3 × 3 data set given
in Table 2.3 (a). Setting r = 1 and T = 5, we get that at most c∗ = 0 fitted cell count must
be smaller than 5 to accept the asymptotic theory. The total sample size being 117, the first
condition n/(IJ) ≥ T is fulfilled. Moreover, the predicted values given in Table 2.3 (b) indicate
a high confidence in the chi-square approximation for this original data set, none of them being
smaller than 5.9.
Suppose now that 10 subjects with characteristic X = 1 are misclassified in column 3, and
should in fact belong to column 2. The corrected data set is now displayed in Table 2.4 (a)
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Table 2.3: Original Artificial Data Set (a) and corresponding fitted values (b).
Y Y
1 2 3 Total 1 2 3
1 13 34 21 68 1 19.18 31.38 17.44
X 2 10 12 4 26 X 2 7.33 12.00 6.67
3 10 8 5 23 3 6.49 10.62 5.90
Total 33 54 30 117
(a) (b)
Table 2.4: Modified Artificial Data Set (a) and corresponding fitted values (b).
Y Y
1 2 3 Total 1 2 3
1 13 44 11 68 1 19.18 37.20 11.62
X 2 10 12 4 26 X 2 7.33 14.22 4.44
3 10 8 5 23 3 6.49 12.58 3.93
Total 33 64 20 117
(a) (b)
(with changes from original data printed in bold characters). Corresponding fitted values are
displayed in Table 2.4 (b). As expected, µˆl1 values (l = 1, 2, 3) are unchanged; moreover, the
fitted values corresponding to cells (2,3) and (3,3) are now smaller than 5. Only 77.8% of the
predicted counts are larger than T , and we may thus not be fully confident in the validity of
the chi-square approximation.
This artificial example illustrates that, by choosing Z far away from its original nij value,
one may encounter a troubling situation. It would therefore be interesting to define an interval
for Z such that the chi-square approximation holds when fixing r and T and taking Z within
this interval. We call it a validity interval, and, for any potential pair [(i, j), (i, k)], it will be
denoted by VI ijk. We assume that nij ∈ VI ijk, so the asymptotic approximation is valid when
using original data. Moreover, we naturally have VI ijk ⊆ Iijk. In case of equality, misclassifi-
cation in that potential pair will never affect the asymptotic approximation.
We start by considering Z as a real parameter on Iijk; validity interval will therefore have
real boundaries. The integer case will be discussed later. Thus, the objective is to find out real
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values zijkmin and z
ijk
max such that
0 ≤ zijkmin ≤ zijkmax ≤ nij + nik and VI ijk =
[
zijkmin, z
ijk
max
]
.
To perform this task we display first a useful and obvious property about so-called pivotal
values. For convenience, original expected values µˆlt(nij) (l ∈ {1, ..., I, t ∈ {1, ..., J}) are
simply denoted by µˆlt,0.
Proposition 2.6. For any l ∈ {1, ..., I}, set the pivotal values pivlj and pivlk as
pivlj = nij +
n (T − µˆlj,0)
nl+
and pivlk = nik +
n (µˆlk,0 − T )
nl+
.
Then,
µˆlj (pivlj) = µˆlk (pivlk) = T.
The meaning of these pivotal values is clear: expected value for cell (l, j) will be larger
(resp. smaller) than T if and only if Z is larger (resp. smaller) than pivlj; and for cell (l, k),
expected value will be larger (resp. smaller) than T if and only if Z is smaller (resp. larger)
than pivlk. So, these values are pivots in our method, in the sense that the number of bad fitted
counts will vary as Z will vary with respect to these values. It also implies that the limits zijkmin
and zijkmax of the validity interval will either be equal to the boundaries of Iijk or to some of these
pivotal values, since the change in the number of bad fitted counts can only occur at these pivots.
Let us now introduce some further useful notations. With original data, one may find out
how many fitted values in each column are smaller than T . Let Ct (t = 1, ..., J) denote these
numbers of bad fitted counts. We assume that
∑J
t=1Ct ≤ c∗, thus working with an original data
set for which the chi-square approximation is valid. When pairwise misclassification involves
columns j and k, counts Ct (with t 6∈ {j, k}) remain constant, whereas Cj and Ck will vary
according to the parameter Z; we therefore denote them as Cj(Z) and Ck(Z) respectively. We
further denote by Cj,0 and Ck,0 the original totals of bad fitted counts in columns j and k
respectively. As Z decreases, it is clear that Cj(Z) may only increase and Ck(Z) only decrease,
and vice-versa. So we define the validity interval as the set of all real values of Z satisfying
Cj(Z) + Ck(Z) ≤ c∗ −
∑
t6∈{j,k}
Ct = c
∗∗. (2.3)
It is assumed that (2.3) is fulfilled for Z = nij, thus the original asymptotic approximation is
acceptable. Relation (2.3) is the baseline of the seven-steps procedure that we present now. It
is displayed to search for the upper bound zijkmax of the validity interval; comments about the
lower bound will be provided later. Each step is followed by some short explanation.
Step 1: If
2 I ≤ c∗∗, (2.4)
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set zijkmax = nij + nik. Else, go to Step 2.
Since 0 ≤ Cj(Z) ≤ I and 0 ≤ Ck(Z) ≤ I, it is clear that (2.3) is fulfilled if (2.4) is satisfied. In
that case, misclassification will never be disturbing enough to reject the chi-square approxima-
tion. Note however that (2.4) is rarely verified in practice.
Step 2: Calculate the Cj,0 pivotal values pivlj corresponding to original fitted counts µˆlj,0 smaller
than T . Keep the τj pivotal values belonging to ]nij ; nij + nik].
When Z increases from nij to nij+nik, only bad fitted counts µˆlj for which nij < pivlj < nij+nik
can affect Cj(Z). We therefore focus on these τj points only. It comes directly that
0 ≤ τj ≤ Cj,0 and Cj,0 − τj ≤ Cj(Z) ≤ Cj,0
for all Z ∈ ]nij ; nij + nik]. The first double inequality is trivial; for the second one, since
expected values in column j can only increase with Z, the upper bound of Cj(Z) is trivial and
the lower bound is reached whenever Z is maximal, and at this value, the number of bad fitted
counts is exactly Cj,0 − τj by definition of τj.
Step 3: Calculate the I − Ck,0 pivotal values pivlk corresponding to original fitted counts µˆlk,0
greater than T . Keep the τk pivotal values belonging to ]nij ; nij + nik].
Step 3 is similar to Step 2 but focuses now on column k. We get
0 ≤ τk ≤ I − Ck,0 and Ck,0 ≤ Ck(Z) ≤ Ck,0 + τk
for all Z ∈ ]nij ; nij + nik], with a similar development as in Step 2.
Step 4: If
Cj,0 + Ck,0 + τk ≤ c∗∗ ,
set zijkmax = nij + nik. Else go to Step 5.
Indeed, Cj,0 + Ck,0 + τk is the maximal number of bad fitted counts that can appear in this
misclassification setting (according to previous boundaries for Cj(Z) and Ck(Z)).
Step 5: Order all (τj + τk) selected pivotal values in increasing order. Assign a score of +1
(resp. −1) to each pivlj (resp. pivlk) value. If several values are identical, keep them only once
and define its score as the sum of all individual +1 and / or −1 scores for that value.
Interpretation of the scores is clear: a value of +1 (resp. −1) indicates that, when Z reaches
the related pivotal value, the total number of bad fitted counts will increase (resp. decrease) by
one unit. We add scores in the case of several equal pivotal values to have a global variation of
the total number of bad fitted counts at this value (this scenario happens rarely when pivotal
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Table 2.5: Pivotal values for columns 2 and 3, artificial data set.
X pivp2 pivp3
1 -11.397 55.397
2 2.500 41.500
3 5.435 38.565
values are real numbers).
Step 6: Define the cumulative score for each (unique) selected pivotal value, by applying a
cumulative addition of +1 / −1 scores defined in Step 5.
Step 7 : If the maximal cumulative score, say Smax, is such that
Cj,0 + Ck,0 + Smax ≤ c∗∗ , (2.5)
set zijkmax = nij+nik. Else, set z
ijk
max as the smallest pivotal value whose corresponding cumulative
score S is such that
Cj,0 + Ck,0 + S > c
∗∗.
The choice of the smallest selected pivotal value comes from the fact that we restrict to a
connected open interval, including the value nij. So, all integer values between nij and z
ijk
max
will ensure a valid chi-square approximation with misclassification setting [(i, j), (i, k)].
The research of zijkmin can be done by adapting the procedure to the case of a decreasing Z
value. Equivalently, one may apply the procedure above, but now by considering [(i, k), (i, j)]
as the potential pair of interest. By this way, we will get the maximal allowable count for cell
(i, k), or equivalently the minimal one for cell (i, j). This avoids the need for implementing
two different (but very close together) algorithms.
We illustrate now this procedure by analyzing first the artificial data set of Table 2.3 with
the particular pair [(1,2), (1,3)] of interest, step by step. We consider the validity thresholds
T = 5 and r = 1 (so that c∗ = 0) and we focus on the research of z123max. Additional basic
information is: n12 = 34, n12 + n13 = 55 and C2,0 = C3,0 = C1 = 0.
Since IJ = 6 > 0 = c∗∗, we directly go to Step 2. Table 2.5 presents pivotal values for
columns 2 and 3, for each level of X. We get τ2 = 0 (as expected) and τ3 = 2. We may
not conclude at Step 4, since C2,0 + C3,0 + τ3 = 2 > 0 = c
∗∗. The vector of ordered selected
pivotal values is (38.565; , 41.5) and the vectors of scores and cumulative scores are respectively
(+1, +1) and (+1, +2). Therefore, z123max = 38.565 since a cumulative score of +1 is enough to
break relation (2.5).
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Table 2.6: Validity intervals with several choices of r and T , artificial data set.
Iijk r = 0.8, T = 5 r = 1, T = 5 r = 1, T = 1
i j k LB UB LB UB LB UB LB UB
1 1 2 0 47 2.5 44.5 5.435 41.565 0 47
1 1 3 0 34 2.5 20.5 5.435 17.565 0 34
1 2 3 0 55 2.5 41.5 5.435 38.565 0 55
2 1 2 0 22 0.0 22.0 2.245 22.000 0 22
2 1 3 0 14 0.0 14.0 2.245 14.000 0 14
2 2 3 0 16 0.0 16.0 0.000 16.000 0 16
3 1 2 0 18 0.0 18.0 2.245 18.000 0 18
3 1 3 0 15 0.0 15.0 2.245 14.565 0 15
3 2 3 0 13 0.0 13.0 0.000 12.565 0 13
We looked at z123min by determining first z
132
max, the latter being equal to 49.565. So z
123
min =
n12 + n13 − z132max = 5.435. The final validity interval for potential pair [(1,2), (1,3)] is therefore
equal to VI123 = [5.435; 38.565], and the chi-square approximation (under misclassification be-
tween these two cells) is only valid for real values of Z in that range.
We completed the analysis of this artificial data set by examining all the other possible
cases, and also by setting different constraints on r and T . Together with those we used above,
we also considered thresholds r = 0.8 and T = 5 in one part (allowing therefore at most one
bad fitted count), and r = 1 and T = 1 (relaxing here a bit the constraint of minimal expected
values). All corresponding results are summarized in Table 2.6. We also included the bounds 0
and nij + nik of interval Iijk to permit direct comparisons with results. For convenience, lower
and upper bounds are denoted by LB and UB respectively.
The set of constraints (r = 1, T = 5) being the most restrictive, it is logical that validity
intervals are smaller in range with that setting than with the other ones. Conversely, intervals
obtained with the set (r = 1, T = 1) are all equal to maximal Iijk intervals; this allows to
conclude that pairwise misclassification will never yield expected counts smaller than 1 with
these (artificial) data. The last case to consider (r = 0.8, T = 5) is also interesting, since some
pairs of cells have validity intervals equal to maximal ones, while other ones are a bit smaller
than Iijk ones.
We further illustrate this approach by displaying validity intervals for the Party Identifica-
tion example that was treated in the previous section. Indeed, it is interesting to know whether
the conclusions we drawn about misclassification impacts on the statistical conclusion of the
test remain valid with respect to the chi-square approximation of X2 and G2 distributions.
Some preliminary analyses (not shown here) indicated that validity intervals are equal to Iijk
ones with the set of constraints (r = 0.8, T = 5) and (r = 1, T = 1) that we used for the
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Table 2.7: Validity intervals with r = 1 and several choices of T , Party Identification data set.
Iijk T = 5 T = 20 T = 40
i j k LB UB LB UB LB UB LB UB
1 1 2 0 352 0 352 0.000 350.365 0.00 301.73
1 1 3 0 504 0 504 0.000 504.000 0.00 504.00
1 2 3 0 298 0 298 1.635 398.000 50.27 298.00
2 1 2 0 212 0 212 0.000 212.000 0.00 187.73
2 1 3 0 356 0 356 0.000 356.000 0.00 356.00
2 2 3 0 238 0 238 0.000 238.000 24.27 238.00
previous artificial example. Hence, results displayed in Table 2.7 are obtained by keeping r
fixed to one and with several increased values of T , but not larger than the smallest original
expected count, being equal to µˆ22,0 = 49.347.
The first case, with classical Agresti’s constraints, reveals that none of the expected values
can become smaller than 5, which guarantees a valid chi-square approximation (and conse-
quently a valid discussion of misclassification impact) with these data. In the second case, we
increased threshold T up to 20. Most of the settings remain unchanged, except in the first
and third ones, wherein the upper and lower bounds respectively are a bit different than their
maximal possible values. The spread between both being quite small, only extreme values of
Z can lead to asymptotic problems; we therefore easily discard this implausible situation. The
last computing was done with threshold of T = 40, a very large value, to illustrate that validity
intervals reduced in almost all cases, sometimes enormously. This however does not contradict
the chi-square approximation since the threshold T selected here is sufficiently large.
We made a complementary study for this data set which is interesting to present and dis-
cuss. We started with thresholds of r = 1 and T = 5, and we increased T from 5 to 20 by
steps of one unit. It appeared that validity intervals were equal to maximal Iijk intervals till
the value of T turned from 19 to 20. This means, among others, that all expected values will
always remain larger than 19, whatever the misclassification occurring in one particular pair of
political opinions (even the extreme settings). This constitutes an ultimate clue for completely
assessing the chi-square approximation the distributions of goodness-of-fit statistics.
To end up with this important section, one has to consider now the integer case, namely
when Z takes only integer values on Iijk. It is therefore obvious that validity intervals will
have integer boundaries; hence, a simple adaptation of the procedure could be performed.
Since the real validity intervals contain all real values of Z that authorize a good chi-square
approximation, they therefore contain all integer values of that kind. So, for pair of cells (i, j)
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and (i, k) (in that order), the integer validity interval is given by
VI ijk =
[
zijkmin;
⌊
zijkmax
⌋]
if zijkmin is an integer value, and
VI ijk =
[⌊
zijkmin
⌋
+ 1 ;
⌊
zijkmax
⌋]
otherwise. It is therefore easier to compute real intervals first, and then to adjust to take care
of integer counts only. In the examples we treated previously, considering this integer approach
does not modify our findings; this is why they are not analyzed anymore with this special case.
To conclude this section, one has to recall that this approach is useful when one considers
pairwise row misclassification into a given contingency table. For more extended misclassifica-
tion settings (as we shall consider later), the methodology should be adapted to these cases.
2.3 Minimal Contaminants and Rates
Discovering which pairs of cells of a table are problematic, i.e. whether they could lead
to confusing results with an appropriate misclassification setting, is the first important exa-
mination one has to perform. A second step consists in better characterizing these problematic
pairs by determining minimal contaminants and rates, as we did for the test of goodness of
fit. Indeed, if large contamination rates are needed to obtain a small increase (or decrease) in
the test statistic, then the considered pair has less impact than another one, for which smaller
rates are sufficient to provoke problems.
The aim of this section is to (briefly) discuss these refinements. In fact, it consists in simply
adapting what we displayed in the previous chapter to that context of two-way tables. The
procedure remains the same (as usual, we discuss it with X2 statistic only): with the knowledge
of the set of all observable p-values of the test, say Pijk =
[
pXmin; p
X
max
]
, one can determine what
should be the value of Z, as close as possible to nij, that leads to an observed p-value of p
∗
say, fixed a priori in Pijk. There is at most two such Z values (according to Proposition 2.1,
analogous of that of the first chapter); let zp∗ represent the closest one to original nij value of Z.
Then, the minimal contaminant at rate p∗ is defined as the quantity mijk = zp∗ − nij, and the
minimal contamination rate by rijk = |mijk| / (nij + nik) (note that index k in the definition of
mijk does not appear in this formula, but it is masked into zp∗). The computation of zp∗ can
be performed, for instance, by a numerical approach. Indeed, zp∗ corresponds to one of the two
real roots of the equation X2 (zp∗) = Qp∗ , where Qa denotes the usual quantile of the chi-square
distribution with (I − 1)(J − 1) degrees of freedom, at significance level a.
Let us illustrate the usefulness of minimal contamination rates by computing them with
the Party Identification example and plotting the curves in Figure 2.1. Since pairs of opinions
(Democrat, Independent) for both males and females are not problematic, we did not represent
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Figure 2.1: Local misclassification rates with Pearson’s statistic, for pairs (Independent, Repub-
lican) (left) and (Democrat, Republican) (right), Party Identification data set.
them here. Notice that the scales (especially for the misclassification rates, but also for p∗) are
different, either considering categories (Democrat, Republican) or (Independent, Republican).
Remark also that misclassification rate curves are really close when considering both gender in
a same misclassification setting. Thus, forthcoming discussion will be made without splitting
the data into male and female groups.
For the pair (Independent, Republican) (on the left plot of Figure 2.1), very small mis-
classification rates (around five percent) can strongly increase our belief in the rejection of the
null; but rates of the same magnitude can also make the p-value increase up to value close to
α level of 5%, facing the statistican to a crucial problem and a difficult decision. So, although
maximal p-values are not that much elevated with this pair, one can experience a high level
of uncertainty in the decision-making process with small misclassification rates. For the other
case (pair of Democrat and Republican opinions), the right plot of Figure 2.1 shows us that
small misclassification rates can have a dramatical impact on the test conclusion itself (such a
rate of 4 percent, say, leads to an observed p-value of around 0.3!). Clearly, this pair is highly
problematic, and misclassification within it would be dangerous for the final conclusion.
Again, this approach provides more detailed information about the data and allows to better
characterize the different settings we wish to consider.
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2.4 Extended Misclassification Settings
To end up with the theoretical part of this chapter, we will now present the characteriza-
tion of some extended misclassification settings. By “extended”, we mean that the simplest
pairwise framework will be generalized to some other situations. Unfortunately, unlike the test
of goodness of fit we deeply studied previously, it is not so easy to get a direct extension to any
general setting of classification errors, and the corresponding behavior of statistics. Hence, one
will simply display some simple extended settings and provide some discussion about the most
general case.
As usual, the knowledge of statistics’ behaviors is helpful to quickly derive the extremal
values they can take on the considered data sets. So, the aim of this section is not to provide
new techniques for the practical investigation of misclassification into contingency tables; one
simply has to adapt what we proposed earlier (in the simplest pairwise framework) to such
extended features.
2.4.1 Three-Cell Row Misclassification Setting
The first extended setting we consider is the following. Assume that, in row i (1 ≤ i ≤ I),
three cells may be involved in a misclassification setting; by this way, only one row category
is involved (as previously) but classification errors can now occur among a triplet of column
classes. Let these cells be (i, j), (i, k) and (i, l) with 1 ≤ j < k < l ≤ J . One needs now two
variables to fully describe this setting; let therefore Z1 and Z2 be such that nij (Z1, Z2) = Z1 and
nik (Z1, Z2) = Z2. The third (variable) cell count equals nil (Z1, Z2) = nij +nik +nil−Z1−Z2,
to ensure a constant total sample size. Moreover, Z1 and Z2 must be chosen such that only
positive counts can be observed; these should even be restricted to strictly positive counts if
one considers the deviance statistic. Hence, we get an interval on R2 for (Z1, Z2), which is
Ii,jkl =]0, d[× ]0, d− Z1[
where d = nij + nik + nil. The first interval contains all acceptable real values for Z1, while the
second one refers to allowed real values of Z2 given a convenient Z1 value.
The goodness-of-fit statistics, depending on Z1 and Z2 and naturally denoted by G
2 (Z1, Z2)
and X2 (Z1, Z2), can be characterized in the following way.
Proposition 2.7. The function G2 (Z1, Z2) is a convex function of (Z1, Z2) on Ii,jkl. Moreover,
the minimum of G2 (Z1, Z2) on Ii,jkl is reached for (Z1, Z2) = (Z
∗
1 , Z
∗
2), with
Z∗1 =
(nij + nik + nil) (n+j − nij)
n+j + n+k + n+l − nij − nik − nil and Z
∗
2 =
(nij + nik + nil) (n+k − nik)
n+j + n+k + n+l − nij − nik − nil .
Proposition 2.8. The function X2 (Z1, Z2) is a convex function of (Z1, Z2) on Ii,jkl.
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Hence, this three-cell row setting is a natural extension of the pairwise misclassification
case that we discussed earlier. Although the derivation of the absolute minimum value for
the deviance is straightforward, the corresponding task for Pearson’s X2 seems impossible to
solve algebraically (take a look at the proof of Proposition 2.8 to get convinced). We can
nevertheless feel comfortable since the absolute minimum of X2 on Ii,jkl, though unknown, is
unique. Numerical methods can hence be used to approach this optimum value in Ii,jkl.
2.4.2 General K-Cell Row Misclassification Setting
The previous case of three-cell row misclassification can naturally be extended to the general
K-cell case (with 2 ≤ K ≤ I). Assume that categories 1 to K are involved in this setting (up
to a re-ordering of the I categories, the following method is convenient for any subset of K
classes among the I ones). As usual, one needs one variable less than the number of involved
categories. Let therefore Z1, Z2, ..., ZK−1 denote variable cells counts of categories 1, 2, ...,
K − 1 of row i respectively. It follows that ni,K = d −
∑K−1
t=1 Zt with now d =
∑K
t=1 nit. To
ensure positive counts, one has to select the vector Z = (Z1, ..., ZK−1) into the set
Ii,1...K =]0, d[× ]0, d− Z1[× . . .×
]
0, d−
K−2∑
t=1
Zt
[
.
Goodness-of-fit statistics are consequently written as X2(Z) and G2(Z).
The next two propositions describe the behaviors of these statistics with respect to Z. Note
that these are natural extensions of Propositions 2.7 and 2.8 above.
Proposition 2.9. The function G2(Z) is a convex function of Z on Ii,1...K. Moreover, the
minimum of G2(Z) on Ii,1...K is reached for Z
∗ =
(
Z∗1 , ..., Z
∗
K−1
)
, with
Z∗j =
(n+j − nij)
(∑K
t=1 nit
)
∑K
t=1 (n+t − nit)
for any j ∈ {1, ..., K − 1}.
Proposition 2.10. The function X2(Z) is a convex function on Ii,1...K.
Again, deriving the exact value of Z leading to the minimum value of Pearson’s statistic is
a huge task. The important fact is that both have (as expected) the same behavior; numerical
approximation techniques can help in determining the precise minimum value of theX2 statistic.
Once again, the special case of 2× J contingency tables can be characterized by two useful
properties.
Proposition 2.11. If I = 2, assume that i = 1. Then, the minimum of X2(Z) on I1,1...K is
reached for Z∗ =
(
Z∗1 , ..., Z
∗
K−1
)
, with
Z∗j =
n2j
∑K
t=1 n1t∑K
t=1 n2t
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for any j ∈ {1, ..., K−1}. In other words, both the deviance and Pearson’s statistics reach their
minimum value at the same point of I1,1...K.
Proposition 2.12. If I = 2, then minimum absolute Pearson’s (resp. deviance) statistic is
exactly equal to X2 (resp. G2) value computed on the basis of the initial 2 × J contingency
table, but wherein columns 1 to K have been merged.
These are the natural extensions of Propositions 2.4 and 2.5 in this general K-cell setting.
They can help in computing the minimum absolute statistic values in a direct way.
A last remark of interest is that, in a 2×J table, if one considers K = J (i.e. if all columns
are involved in the setting), then minimum absolute statistics values reduce to zero. This can
be seen directly from the proof of Proposition 2.12, but it also has a direct interpretation:
indeed, if all columns are involved, it is possible to set category counts of row i in such a way
that they are distributed in the same proportions as those of the second row, thus indicating
a perfect concordance with the null hypothesis of independence (and therefore a zero statistic
value translating that concordance). However, this is obviously not true in general for minimum
observable statistics, since the previous result is valid for real counts Zj.
2.4.3 Double Pairwise Misclassification
Another interesting setting that can occur in practice is the following. Till now, we con-
sidered pairwise row misclassification into a unique row of the data set, meaning that only one
category of the row variable is involved. If misclassification happened between two column
categories, it is not a nonsense to imagine that this could happen into several rows of the con-
tingency table, not only one. This is what we propose to examine now, in its simplest form:
the double pairwise row misclassification scheme.
We consider that misclassification can occur between columns j and k, as usual; yet, two
rows will be involved (independently of each other). Up to a reordering of the rows of the table
(which has no influence on the computation of goodness-of-fit statistics), assume that these are
rows 1 and 2. To describe this framework, one will consider variables Z1 and Z2 such that
n1j (Z1, Z2) = Z1, n2j (Z1, Z2) = Z2, n1k (Z1, Z2) = d1 − Z1 and n2k (Z1, Z2) = d2 − Z2
with di = nij + nik (i = 1, 2). Our setting imposes that (Z1, Z2) takes values into the space
I12,jk = ]0, d1[× ]0, d2[.
We describe now the behavior of both statistics into I12,jk. Note that they are a bit less
precise for Pearson’s X2 than for the deviance.
Proposition 2.13. The functions G2 (Z1, Z2) and X
2 (Z1, Z2) are convex functions on I12,jk.
Proposition 2.14. 1. If I > 2, the minimum value of G2 (Z1, Z2) on I12,jk is reached for
(Z1, Z2) = (Z
∗
1 , Z
∗
2), with
Z∗1 =
(n+j − n1j − n2j) (n1j + n1k)
n∗ − n1j − n1k − n2j − n2k and Z
∗
2 =
(n+j − n1j − n2j) (n2j + n2k)
n∗ − n1j − n1k − n2j − n2k
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and n∗ = n+j + n+k.
2. If I = 2, the minimum value of G2 (Z1, Z2) on I12,jk is exactly equal to the deviance
statistic computed on the basis of the initial 2×J contingency table, but wherein columns
j and k have been merged.
3. If I > 2, Pearson’s statistic reaches a unique minimum value on I12,jk.
4. If I = 2, the minimum value of X2 (Z1, Z2) on I12,jk is exactly equal to Pearson’s statistic
computed on the basis of the initial 2× J contingency table, but wherein columns j and k
have been merged.
Note that we splitted the proofs of these results in the Appendix for better understanding:
we separated the demonstrations for G2 and X2.
The special case of I = 2 can be explained as follows. From the proof of this Proposition,
we learn that the Hessian matrices of the goodness-of-fit statistics are semi-positive definite on
I12,jk; in fact, their determinant equals zero whenever Z1 and Z2 are in a particular relationship
(to be precise, one must have Z1 (n2j + n2k) = Z2 (n1j + n1k)). For all couples of points in
I12,jk satisfying this relationship, one will reach a minimum value; this is the reason why this
minimum is not unique (though the estimated statistic values at these points are, obviously,
the same). Graphically, this means that G2 and X2 have a global convex shape, but with
some “break” in the figure at the linear function Z1 = aZ2 (with a constant and derived from
above). We illustrate this phenomenon by graphically displaying the behavior of both statistics
by making use of the Party Identification example. In that data set, I = 2 and we consider
categories Democrat and Republican as columns j and k respectively. Moreover, Z1 and Z2
denote respectively the count of female and male Democrat opinions. The resulting plots are
presented in Figure 2.2. One can see clearly the linear “valley” appearing in the convex land-
scape of the statistics.
By contrast, we computed both the deviance and Pearson’s statistic with the Oxford Shop-
ping Survey data set, having three rows and therefore a unique minimum value into the con-
sidered space. We selected row categories “No” and “Sometimes” as rows 1 and 2 respectively,
whereas columns j and k respectively match with classes “Disagree” and “Agree”. Figure 2.3
holds both plots (one for each statistic), and the strict convexity of both functions is clearly
visible.
Another important remark is that, when considering double pairwise misclassification in a
2×J table, one obtains exactly the same minimum absolute statistics values than in the simple
pairwise case: the rule of calculation (merging columns j and k) was already established in that
particular data setting (see Proposition 2.5). Hence, in a data set with only two rows, the main
interest should be put on the maximal absolute values, when considering this double pairwise
row misclassification setting. Notice also that it does not imply the corresponding result for
minimum observable values, though they should actually be very close together (especially if
the sample size is large).
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Figure 2.2: Behavior of G2 (left) and X2 (right) statistics with varying cell counts Z1 and Z2 of
category pairs [(Females, Democrat), (Females, Republican)] and [(Males, Democrat), (Males,
Republican)] respectively, Party Identification data set.
2.5 Connection with the Test of Homogeneity
The approach we presented earlier focusses on the impact of classification errors on the
results of the test of independence between two categorical variables. One could also be inter-
ested in the adaptation of such method to the test of homogeneity, that can also be seen as a
statistical test on two cross-classified variables.
As we have seen in the introduction, both goodness-of-fit statistics take exactly the same
formula in both tests; this provides our answer, namely that one can directly make use of this
method to analyze misclassification impact on the hypothesis of homogeneity. Of course, in
that setting, misclassified observations should occur only between the different categories in
one or several populations, not between the populations themselves (since it is assumed that
the data collection into one population was done independently of the other ones).
We will illustrate this by analyzing the Cough data set, together with the other examples
of two-way tables, in the next, concluding section.
2.6 Analysis of the Examples
First, we complete our findings about the Party Identification example, that was already
partly analysed previously (mainly to illustrate our findings). Then, we perform the complete
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Figure 2.3: Behavior of G2 (left) and X2 (right) statistics with varying cell counts Z1 and Z2 of
category pairs [(No, Disagree), (No, Agree)] and [(Sometimes, Disagree), (Sometimes, Agree)]
respectively, Oxford Shopping Survey data set.
description and discussion of the Belief in Afterlife, Oxford Shopping Survey and Cough data
sets.
2.6.1 Party Identification data set
As we saw across all the previous sections, misclassification between Democrats and Re-
publicans can provoke major changes in the conclusion of the test of independence, and small
misclassification rates are enough to modify the initial conclusion. Such results are also valid
when considering pair of categories Independent and Republican, but with smaller maximal
p-values. This is also valid for both gender categories.
Let us now complete our investigation. First, we consider three-cell row misclassification
(as the largest allowable K-cell row misclassification setting here). Table 2.8 summarizes the
two settings (one for each row), with observable p-values. Clearly and obviously, considering
the three political opinions as categories with potential classification errors, can lead to highly
different conclusions of the test. This case confirms our previous findings and does not provide
much more useful information; so we will not extend further away.
The other setting of interest, namely double pairwise misclassification, is summarized in Ta-
ble 2.9. Three settings are considered, one for each pair of political opinions. One gets the same
trend as in the simple pairwise case, which is not surprising: indeed, maximal absolute p-values
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Table 2.8: Results of three-cell row misclassification investigation, Party Identification data set.
P-values are based on observable statistics values and expressed in percentage.
Pearson’s X2 Deviance G2
i Min. p Max. p Min. p Max. p
Females < 0.0001 99.947 < 0.0001 99.947
Males < 0.0001 99.993 < 0.0001 99.993
Table 2.9: Results of double pairwise misclassification investigation, Party Identification data
set. P-values are based on observable statistics values and expressed in percentage.
Pearson’s X2 Deviance G2
j k Min. p Max. p Min. p Max. p
Democrat Independent < 0.0001 3.250 < 0.0001 3.269
Democrat Republican < 0.0001 89.737 < 0.0001 89.695
Independent Republican < 0.0001 7.212 < 0.0001 7.161
are obtained by the same way in both settings (by merging appropriate columns); maximal
observable p-values are therefore quite close to the corresponding absolute ones. Moreover, it
seems clear that misclassification between Democrat and Republican opinions still leads to the
most instability in the conclusion, whereas classification errors between Democrats and Inde-
pendents does not globally affect the test, even if both male and female groups are involved in
the setting.
In conclusion, one has to take care about the initial statistical conclusion of the test of
independence. Such an analysis can obviously be subject to misclassification (asking for political
affiliation can be a sensitive issue and may lead the person under study to lie about his/her
personal opinion), and the Democrat / Republican setting is the most dangerous to consider.
2.6.2 Belief in Afterlife data set
Recall that in this example, variable “Belief in an afterlife” is cross-classified with gender to
form a 2× 2 contingency table. The initial conclusion was that both variables are independent
(p = 0.687 with both statistics). Let us assume now that some data could be misclassified
between the two response categories “Yes” and “No or undecided”, and let us investigate how
this could influence the final decision. In this simplest example of a 2 × 2 table, only two
pairs of row categories can be considered; and due to previous developments, only one double
pairwise misclassification case can be studied (though it should not provide much more useful
information, since we are in the simplest case of I = 2).
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Table 2.10: Results of problematic pair investigation, Believe in Afterlife data set.
Observable p-values
i j k Minimum Maximum
Females Yes No or Und. < 0.0001 0.9888
Males Yes No or Und. < 0.0001 0.9740
First, with Agresti’s rules (r = 1 and T = 5), one detects that both validity intervals are
exactly equal to Iijk intervals. In fact, one can increase T up to at least 50 without modifying
the boundaries of VI ijk; so our analysis will remain valid with respect to the asymptotic theory
on goodness-of-fit statistics.
Next, we looked for problematic pairs, by computing maximal observable p-values for both
statistics. Results are summarized in Table 2.10; note that we did not distinguish the deviance
and Pearson’s statistics since they yield the same ranges of p-values. Clearly, each pair can
be highly problematic: of course, the confidence in the null hypothesis can be enhanced, but
(and it is the most dangerous case) one can also experience a rejection of the null (provided
misclassification occurs in the right direction).
To refine this discussion, we computed misclassification rate curves and displayed them in
Figure 2.4. A quick look at these figures indicates that: first, they are almost confounded for
both gender, whatever the statistic; and second, very small misclassification rates can provide
very small p-values and thus completely reverse the initial conclusion. For instance, a rate of
around 4% of classification errors is sufficient to reduce the p-value up to the critical threshold
of 5%. This 4% rate validates our assumption of a very unstable data set with respect to
pairwise misclassification.
As we said earlier, no further analysis will be performed with this data set. Indeed, double
pairwise misclassification also provides a wide range of observable p-values (from almost zero
to 0.988), thus reinforcing our belief, not in an afterlife, but on an unstable data set. Careful
discussion of the conclusions and appropriate warnings should therefore be drawn.
2.6.3 Oxford Shopping Survey data set
Let us now end up our illustrated examples with the OSS data set. An initial data analysis
revealed that the null hypothesis of independence (between availability of cars and the opinion
about tiring grocery shopping) has to be rejected (p being equal to 0.002 and 0.003, respectively
for the deviance and Pearson’s statistic). The question under investigation now is: how could
misclassified observations into the second variable (personal opinion) could affect such an initial
finding?
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Figure 2.4: Misclassification rate curves with G2 (left) and X2 (right) statistics, Belief in
Afterlife data set. Solid (resp. dashed) line corresponds to row category “Females” (resp.
“Males”).
First, one has to notice that validity intervals will hold all observable values of the different
category counts with the usual Agresti’s rule (r = 1 and T = 5). Unfortunately, larger values
of T will make the intervals reduce; yet, this has no effect on the following (pairwise) consider-
ations, since we are already confident in the asymptotic conditions that can occur now.
There are 30 cases (3 × C25) of pairwise misclassification to consider. Among them, we
discovered that only two of them could yield observable p-values larger than 5%, and one with
a maximal value close to that threshold (other settings provide largest values always smaller
than 0.019). These three cases are summarized in Table 2.11. The first and third displays
are problematic; however, maximal p-values are not so far away from the 5% threshold (espe-
cially for the last setting). Moreover, this should imply misclassification between opinions that
are clearly oppposite, which is almost unconceivable. For the second setting, it involves two
neighbor categories (D and TTD), which can be a factor of misclassification, but the maximal
p-value is around 0.04, which is not enough not to reject the null hypothesis with high confi-
dence, though we would be very close to the threshold in this case.
Further discussion can be provided by the examination of misclassification rate curves for
these three pairs, displayed in Figure 2.5. We learn that quite small misclassification rates
(around 8%) can yield p-values close to 0.05, whereas around 10% misclassification is needed
between categories D and TTD to reach the largest observable p-value (in the second, not
problematic setting). From this, problematic pairs can be seen as unstable ones.
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Table 2.11: Results of problematic pair investigation, Oxford Shopping Survey data set. P-values
are based on observable statistics values and expressed in percentage.
Pearson’s X2 Deviance G2
i j k Min. p Max. p Min. p Max. p
No D A < 0.0001 14.646 < 0.0001 13.844
Sometimes D TTD < 0.0001 4.177 < 0.0001 4.060
Always TTD A < 0.0001 6.833 < 0.0001 6.659
So, at first sight, one can summarize our findings in two facts with opposite trends. First,
only a few of the possible settings could yield clear problems in the conclusions, and they involve
categories that translate opposite opinions about grocery shopping. Second, these problematic
pairs are really unstable, since small error rates are enough to make the conclusion vary. Till
now, it is difficult to determine which trend will win, in a global discussion.
We next considered all possible K-cell settings, i.e. the 30, 15 and 3 settings corresponding
to respectively K equal to 3, 4 and 5. We will only display summary results, just to catch the
attention to the most important observed facts. No distinction is made between the statistics,
since they lead to almost equal ranges of p-values. Moreover, we separate the discussion ac-
cording to the row under consideration.
1. For the first row (category “No”), it appears that selected categories (more than two)
form problematic sets if and only if these sets hold the first (“Disagree”) and the last
(“Agree”) ones. Maximal observable p-values turn around 14%; all the other settings are
not problematic.
2. For the “Sometimes” class, all subsets that contain neither category 1 nor 2 (“Disagree”
and “Tend to disagree” respectively) are never problematic (maximal p-value being not
larger than 0.021 if K = 3 and 0.03 if K = 4). For all other cases, the maximal p-values
are a bit larger than 5% (around 0.07 in the K = 5 case). Hence, this seems to be the
extended version of the pairwise misclassification setting, though some 3-cell and 4-cell
cases become (technically) problematic.
3. Eventually, the “Always” class is more difficult to characterize precisely. However, it
appears that all sets containing column categories “Tend to disagree” and “Agree” are
problematic. The strength in this fact varies among the different settings (i.e. maximal
p-values can take some varying values according to the subset under study). Some other
settings are either slightly problematic or completely not disturbing.
Thus, investigation of K-cell settings seems to globally confirm our previous findings.
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Figure 2.5: Misclassification rate curves with G2 (left) and X2 (right) statistics, Oxford Shop-
ping Survey data set. Solid (resp. dashed, dotted) line corresponds to pair [(No,D), (No,A)]
(resp. [(Som,D), (Som, TTD)], [(Alw, TTD), (Alw, A)]).
Eventually, double pairwise misclassification investigation reveals the following: whatever
the pair of row categories under consideration, problematic settings are those involving either
categories D and A, or categories TTD and A. Doubtful settings (with maximal observable
p-values of around 4%) involve categories D and TTD. This is completely parallel to the con-
clusions of the basic pairwise investigation.
In summary, one can say that miclassification could provoke serious problems if this happens
between categories that reflect almost opposite opinions. Yet, if this happens, only a few
misclassified people are enough to drastically change the initial conclusion of the test, which
should be avoided as much as possible. Most of the other settings do no affect the initial
conclusion seriously, except for a few ones, with neighbor opinions classes, but provoking at
most some doubt about the conclusion (since p-values could reach the usual α threshold).
2.6.4 Cough data set
As indicated in the previous section, contingency tables for testing homogeneity can also be
investigated with the same method. Let us therefore focus on the Cough data set, with four
populations (medical doctor’s patients) and two categories for each group (either ill with cough
problems or not). Original p-values are smaller than one percent, with both statistics (see the
introductive chapter). Homogeneity of populations is therefore rejected with high confidence;
will this remain true if we assume classification errors into one or several patients populations?
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Table 2.12: Results of problematic pair investigation, Cough data set. P-values are based on
observable statistics values and expressed in percentage.
Pearson’s X2 Deviance G2
Doctor Min. p Max. p Min. p Max. p
A < 0.0001 2.452 < 0.0001 2.412
B < 0.0001 0.038 < 0.0001 0.033
C < 0.0001 17.325 < 0.0001 17.422
D < 0.001 0.001 < 0.001 0.002
The research of validity intervals learns us that all expected values will remain sufficiently
large to get an accurate chi-square approximation: indeed, Agresti’s rule yields the largest pos-
sible intervals, and one can even increase the minimal threshold T up to 35 without modifying
these ranges. One can therefore be confident in the basic pairwise investigation.
Since we consider misclassification among the two categories of patients’s health state (and
not among the four populations), we have four pairwise misclassification settings to consider.
They are summarized in Table 2.12. It is direct to see that only one doctor’s patients group
(doctor C) is problematic; the other ones are not (all observable p-values being always smaller
than 0.025). Thus, if a certain rate of patients from medical doctor C are incorrectly classified
with respect to their health status, this could reverse the initial conclusion of homogeneity
rejection.
We further characterize this problematic pair by computing local misclassification rate
curves for both statistics; they are displayed in Figure 2.6. These rates are not that large,
thus reinforcing our belief in a really problematic setting.
We eventually looked at all possible settings of double pairwise misclassification, involving
thus two patients’ populations. The six different cases are displayed in Table 2.13. It appears
that, although all populations (except C) were not problematic alone, some combinations of two
patients groups can yield very large p-values, as indicated in the table. For instance, doctors
A and B (not leading to problematic pairs alone) can hold misclassified observations such that
the global p-value increases up to 45%, and hence clearly contradicts the initial conclusion. In
fact, only the pairs of populations (A, D) and (B, D) do not provoke major changes in the
conclusions; all other settings become problematic.
In conclusion, one has to be very careful with the way patients were classified into the
categories “Cough problems” and “No cough problems”, especially for medical doctor C. By
itself it can make the conclusion change, and this change will be more dramatical as other
populations jointly experience classification errors.
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Figure 2.6: Misclassification rate curves for the pair corresponding to doctor C, Cough data set.
2.7 Conclusions and Further Research
This chapter was central in the thesis. First, we presented an adaptation of the results
derived in Chapter 1 to the context of two-dimensional contingency tables. Such data sets are
widely used and analyzed in practice, which motivates the developments of this chapter.
Several issues still have to be treated. First, an extension of the method of validity intervals
and local misclassification rates should be considered for more general settings than the simple
pairwise case. Furthermore, the natural extension of double to K-uple pairwise misclassifica-
tion, would be an asset to generalize the theory as far as possible. Eventually, algebraic formulas
for the minimum absolute Pearson’s statistics would be an important theoretical gain.
Appendix
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Under the hypothesis of statistical independence between both
variables, we have, for all r ∈ {1, ..., I} and s ∈ {1, ..., J},
µˆrs =
nr+ n+s
n
.
Let [(i,j), (i, k)] be the pair of interest. The function G2(Z) may be written as
G2(Z) = 2
∑
r,s
nrs(Z) log
(
nnrs(Z)
nr+ n+s(Z)
)
= 2
∑
r,s
frs(Z).
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Table 2.13: Resultas of double pairwise misclassification investigation, Cough data set. P-values
are based on observable statistics values and expressed in percentage.
Doctor’s Pearson’s X2 Deviance G2
Groups Min. p Max. p Min. p Max. p
A B < 0.0001 45.381 < 0.0001 45.017
A C < 0.0001 74.394 < 0.0001 74.496
A D < 0.0001 2.739 < 0.0001 2.628
B C < 0.001 17.432 < 0.001 17.702
B D < 0.001 0.038 < 0.001 0.033
C D < 0.001 69.718 < 0.001 69.674
It is direct to see that frs(Z) does not depend on Z whenever s 6∈ {j, k}. The remaining partial
functions are
ftj(Z) = ntj log
(
etj
bj + Z
)
and ftk(Z) = ntk log
(
etk
bk + d− Z
)
for t 6= i,
fij(Z) = Z log
(
ai Z
bj + Z
)
and fik(Z) = (d− Z) log
(
ai (d− Z)
bk + d− Z
)
,
with
etu =
nntu
nt+
(u = k, l), bj = n+j − nij, bk = n+k − nik, d = nij + nik and ai = n
ni+
.
The first and second derivatives of G2(Z) with respect to Z equal
dG2(Z)
dZ
= 2
{
log
(
ai Z
bj + Z
)
− log
(
ai (d− Z)
bk + d− Z
)}
(2.6)
and
d2G2(Z)
dZ2
= 2
{
bj
Z (bj + Z)
+
bk
(d− Z) (bk + d− Z)
}
,
the latter being strictly positive on Iijk (note that it does not exist when Z = 0 or Z = nij+nik,
but increases infinitely when Z becomes very close to each boundary).
The same approach can be applied using X2 instead. With notations of Proposition 2.3,
one has
dX2(Z)
dZ
=
Ck
(bk + d− Z)2 −
Cj
(bj + Z)2
(2.7)
and
d2X2(Z)
dZ2
= 2
(
Ck
(bk + d− Z)3 +
Cj
(bj + Z)3
)
,
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the latter being strictly positive on Iijk.
Proof of Proposition 2.2. It follows from (2.6) that
z∗G =
bj d
bj + bk
=
(n+j − nij) (nij + nik)
n+j + n+k − nij − nik .
Since
n+j − nij
n+j + n+k − nij − nik < 1,
we have z∗G ∈ Iijk.
Proof of Proposition 2.3. From (2.7), the z∗X value leading to the minimum of X
2(Z) is
such that
Ck
(bk + d− Z)2 −
Cj
(bj + Z)2
= 0.
If Cj = Ck, this is equivalent to
2Z + bj − bk − d = 0,
leading to the unique solution
z∗ =
bk + d− bj
2
.
Since bk + d− z∗ > 0 and bj + Z > 0, we get(
d2X2(Z)
dZ2
)∣∣∣∣
Z=z∗
> 0
and z∗ may belong to Iijk.
If Cj 6= Ck, we have two possible roots of a second-order polynomial, which are
z1 =
−ajk
√
Cj Ck − {Ck bj + Cj (bk + d)}
Ck − Cj
and
z2 =
ajk
√
Cj Ck − {Ck bj + Cj (bk + d)}
Ck − Cj .
Now, if Ck > Cj, we have z1 < 0 and z1 < z2 ; moreover,(
d2X2(Z)
dZ2
)∣∣∣∣
Z=z2
> 0
since z2 + bj > 0 and bk + d− z2 > 0. Therefore, z2 may belong to Iijk.
If Ck < Cj, we show successively that z2+ bj > 0, bk+ d− z2 > 0 and bk+ d− z1 < 0. Since
z2 < z1 and z1 > d, we obtain the same conclusion as in the previous case.
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Proof of Proposition 2.4. If I = 2, then i = 1 or 2. Assume that i = 1; then,
z∗G =
n2j d
n2j + n2k
. (2.8)
Moreover, bj = n2j and bk = n2k, whence
Cj =
n2 n2j
2
n1+ n2+
and Ck =
n2 n2k
2
n1+ n2+
.
Thus, if n2j = n2k,
z∗G =
d
2
and zopt,1 =
n1j + n2j
2
=
d
2
.
If n2j 6= n2k, then it is direct to see that zopt,2 is equal to (2.8).
Proof of Proposition 2.5. In a 2 × J table and by considering the pair [(i, j), (i, k)], the
deviance statistic takes the form
G2(Z) = 2
{
C + Z log
(
nZ
n1+ (n2j + Z)
)
+ n2j log
(
nn2j
n2+ (n2j + Z)
)
+(d− Z) log
(
n (d− Z)
n1+ (d+ n2k − Z)
)
+ n2k log
(
nn2k
n2+ (d+ n2k − Z)
)}
where d = n1j + n1k and C is constant with respect to Z. Since
z∗G =
n2j d
n∗ − d,
with n∗ = n+j + n+k, it is sufficient to show that
G2(Z)
∣∣
Z=z∗G
= 2
{
C + d log
(
n d
n1+ n∗
)
+ (n∗ − d) log
(
n (n∗ − d)
n2+ n∗
)}
,
which is direct.
The same approach is used to demonstrate the corresponding result for Pearson’s X2. In-
deed, with such a table and the pair [(i, j), (i, k)] of interest, this statistic reduces to
X2(Z) = C ′ +
(Z − µˆ1j)2
µˆ1j
+
(n2j − µˆ2j)2
µˆ2j
+
(d− Z − µˆ1k)2
µˆ1k
+
(n2k − µˆ2k)2
µˆ2k
with C ′ being another constant with respect to Z. It is then sufficient to establish that
G2
∣∣
Z=z∗X
= C ′ +
(d− µˆ1)2
µˆ1
+
(n∗ − d− µˆ2)2
µˆ2
with
µˆ1 =
n1+ n
∗
n
and µˆ2 =
n2+ n
∗
n
,
which is direct since z∗G = z
∗
X in that case (according to Proposition 2.4).
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Proof of Proposition 2.6. Using (2.2) and the definitions of original expected values, one
has
µˆlj (pivlj) =
nl+
n
(n+j − nij + pivlj) = nl+
n
{
n+j +
n
nl+
(T − µˆlj,0)
}
= T
and
µˆlk (pivlk) =
nl+
n
(n+k + nij − pivlk) = nl+
n
{
n+k − n
nl+
(µˆlk,0 − T )
}
= T.
To demonstrate the next four results, we shall first display a useful technical Lemma; then,
one will display the proofs of propositions 2.9 and 2.10, before coming back to those of Propo-
sitions 2.7 and 2.8.
Lemma 2.1. For any strictly positive integer p, let A1, ..., Ap and B be strictly positive real
values. Let moreover I, B and A be the p-vectors (1, ..., 1)T , (B, ..., B)T and (A1, ..., Ap)
T
respectively. Then, the p× p matrices
H =∆A +B I
T and M =∆B +AI
T
(where ∆A = diagA and ∆B = diagB) are positive definite.
Proof of Lemma 2.1. LetX = (x1, ..., xp) be a p-vector of real components such thatX 6= 0.
One has first
XT HX =XT ∆AX +X
T B IT X =
p∑
i=1
Ai xi
2 +
(
p∑
i=1
B xi
) (
p∑
i=1
xi
)
=
p∑
i=1
Ai xi
2 +B
(
p∑
i=1
xi
)2
> 0,
whence the matrixH is positive definite. To establish the same result forM , one has to prove
that the determinant of any squared upper-left sub-matrix ofM is strictly positive. Since, for
any integer t such that 1 ≤ t ≤ p,
det

A1 +B A1 . . . A1
A2
. . . . . .
...
...
. . . . . . At−1
At . . . At At +B
 = det

∑t
i=1Ai +B 0 0 . . . 0
A2 B 0
. . . 0
... 0
. . . . . .
...
...
...
. . . . . . 0
At 0 . . . 0 B

(by successively replacing the first row by the sum of the t ones, and then by substracting the
first column to the other ones), the determinant of this matrix is equal to
(
B +
∑t
i=1Ai
)
Bt−1
and is strictly positive, which is sufficient to conclude.
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Proof of Proposition 2.9. For any k ∈ {1, ..., K−1}, a long but straightforward calculation
provides
∂ G2(Z)
∂ Zk
= 2
log
(
nZk
ni+ (ak + Zk)
)
− log
 n
(
d−∑K−1t=1 Zt)
ni+
(
n+K +
∑K−1
t=1 (nit − Zt)
)
 (2.9)
where ak = n+k − nik for all k. Thus, the stationary points of G2(Z) are vectors Z that are
solutions of (according to (2.9))
Zk
ak + Zk
=
d−∑K−1t=1 Zt
n+K +
∑K−1
t=1 (nit − Zt)
for all k ∈ {1, ..., K − 1}. Equation above is equivalent to
Zk (aK + ak) + ak
K−1∑
t = 1
t 6= k
Zt = d ak
for all k; or in matrix notations
MZ = d
 a1...
aK−1

with M defined in Lemma 2.1, setting B = aK and At = at for all t = 1, ..., K − 1. Thus,
the matrix of the system is of full rank and leads to the (unique) solution that was announced:
indeed, for all k, one has
(
ak . . . ak ak + aK ak . . . ak
) d∑K
t=1 at
 a1...
aK−1
 = d ak ∑Kt=1 at∑K
t=1 at
= d ak
as expected. Eventually, Z∗1 < d and, for all j = 2, ..., K − 1, one has
Z∗j < d−
j−1∑
t=1
Z∗t ⇔ aj <
K∑
t=1
at −
j−1∑
t=1
at =
K∑
t=j
at,
which is always fulfilled. Hence, Z∗ belongs to Ii,1...K .
To end up with this demonstration, let us show that the Hessian matrix of G2(Z) is positive
definite on Ii,1...K . From above, it therefore follows that, for any k, l ∈ {1, ..., K − 1} such that
k 6= l,
∂2G2(Z)
∂ Zk ∂ Zl
=
2 aK(
d−∑K−1t=1 Zt) (n+K +∑K−1t=1 (nit − Zt)) (2.10)
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and
∂2G2(Z)
∂ Zk
2 =
2 ak
Zk (ak + Zk)
+
∂2G2(Z)
∂ Zk ∂ Zl
.
Hence, by setting B equal to (2.10) and At = 2 ak/ [Zk (ak + Zk)] for any t ∈ {1, ..., K − 1},
the Hessian matrix of G2(Z) takes the form of the matrix H of Lemma 2.1, and is therefore
positive definite.
Proof of Proposition 2.10. For any k ∈ {1, ..., K}, set
Cik =
∑
j 6=i
nnjk
2
nj+
where j takes values from 1 to J . With notations of the previous proof, one has
∂ X2(Z)
∂ Zk
=
−Cik
(ak + Zk)
2 −
nZk
2
ni+ (ak + Zk)
2 +
2nZk
ni+ (ak + Zk)
+ C∗
where
C∗ =
CiK(
n+K +
∑K−1
t=1 (nit − Zt)
)2 + n
(
d−∑K−1t=1 Zt)2
ni+
(
n+K +
∑K−1
t=1 (nit − Zt)
)2
−
2n
(
d−∑K−1t=1 Zt)
ni+
(
n+K +
∑K−1
t=1 (nit − Zt)
) .
Hence, for any k, l ∈ {1, ..., K − 1} such that k 6= l,
∂2X2(Z)
∂ Zk ∂ Zl
=
2CiK(
n+K +
∑K−1
t=1 (nit − Zt)
)3 (2.11)
and is strictly positive on Ii,1...K since
n+K +
K−1∑
t=1
(nit − Zt) = d+ aK −
K−1∑
t=1
Zt and
K−1∑
t=1
Zt ≤ d.
Moreover, for any k,
∂2X2(Z)
∂ Zk
2 =
2ni+Cik + 2n ak
2
ni+ (ak + Zk)
3 +
∂2X2(Z)
∂ Zk ∂ Zl
and the first term of the sum in the right-hand side is also strictly positive on Ii,1...K . In total,
the Hessian matrix of X2(Z) takes the form of matrix H in Lemma 2.1, with
B =
2CiK(
n+K +
∑K−1
t=1 (nit − Zt)
)3 and At = 2ni+Cik + 2n ak2ni+ (ak + Zk)3 for all t ∈ {1, ..., K − 1}
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and the conclusion arises from this Lemma.
Proof of Proposition 2.7. The proof is a particular case of that of Proposition 2.9, with
K = 3.
Proof of Proposition 2.8. The proof is a particular case of that of Proposition 2.10, with
K = 3.
Proof of Proposition 2.11. Due to Proposition 2.10, it is sufficient to show that the first
derivatives (2.11) are all equal to zero whenever Zk = Z
∗
k and Z
∗
k defined in Proposition 2.9.
This can be shown directly, since I = 2 and thus all the formulas reduce to simple forms that
all sum to zero.
Proof of Proposition 2.12. In a 2× J table, assume that i = 1 and set
d =
K∑
t=1
n1t and n
∗ =
K∑
t=1
n+t.
Then, if
C =
∑
j>K
{
n1j
(
n1j
µˆ1j
)
+ n2j
(
n2j
µˆ2j
)}
with
µˆij =
ni+ n+j
n
, i = 1, 2
(and C being of course equal to zero if K = J), then it is sufficient to prove that
G2 (Z∗) = 2
{
C + d log
(
n d
n1+ n∗
)
+ (n∗ − d) log
(
n (n∗ − d)
n2+ n∗
)}
,
which is direct.s
For Pearson’s X2, if
C ′ =
∑
j>K
{
(n1j − µˆ1j)2
µˆ1j
+
(n2j − µˆ2j)2
µˆ2j
}
,
(and C ′ = 0 if K = J), then one has to prove that
X2 (Z∗) = C ′ +
(d− µˆ1)2
µˆ1
+
(n∗ − d− µˆ2)2
µˆ2
with
µˆ1 =
n1+ n
∗
n
and µˆ2 =
n2+ n
∗
n
,
which is direct (according to Proposition 2.11 and some calculations).
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Proof of Proposition 2.13 (First Part). Set d1 = n1j + n1k, d2 = n2j + n2k and aj =
n+j − n1j − n2j. According to our setting, one has aj > 0 on I12,jk. Rewriting G2 in terms of
Z1 and Z2 and deriving it appropriately, leads to the following results:
∂ G2 (Z1, Z2)
∂ Z1
= 2
{
log
(
nZ1
n1+ (aj + Z1 + Z2)
)
− log
(
n (d1 − Z1)
n1+ (n∗ − aj − Z1 − Z2)
)}
and
∂ G2 (Z1, Z2)
∂ Z2
= 2
{
log
(
nZ2
n2+ (aj + Z1 + Z2)
)
− log
(
n (d2 − Z2)
n2+ (n∗ − aj − Z1 − Z2)
)}
.
It follows that
∂2G2 (Z1, Z2)
∂ Z1
2 = 2
{
aj + Z2
Z1 (aj + Z1 + Z2)
+
n∗ − aj − d1 − Z2
(d1 − Z1) (n∗ − aj − Z1 − Z2)
}
,
∂2G2 (Z1, Z2)
∂ Z2
2 = 2
{
aj + Z1
Z2 (aj + Z1 + Z2)
+
n∗ − aj − d2 − Z1
(d2 − Z2) (n∗ − aj − Z1 − Z2)
}
and
∂2G2 (Z1, Z2)
∂ Z1 ∂ Z2
= −2
{
1
aj + Z1 + Z2
+
1
n∗ − aj − Z1 − Z2
}
.
Thus, the Hessian matrix of G2 on I12,jk can be written as
HG2 = 2
(
AC1 +BD1 −A−B
−A−B AC2 +BD2
)
with
A = (aj + Z1 + Z2)
−1, B = (n∗ − aj − Z1 − Z2)−1, C1 = aj + Z2
Z1
, C2 =
aj + Z1
Z2
,
D1 =
n∗ − aj − d1 − Z2
d1 − Z1 and D2 =
n∗ − aj − d2 − Z1
d2 − Z2 .
Notice that all these terms are strictly positive on I12,jk. The Hessian matrixHG2 will therefore
be positive definite on that space if and only if its determinant is strictly positive. But
detHG2 = A
2 (C1C2 − 1) +B2 (D1D2 − 1) + AB (C1D2 +D1C2 − 2) .
It comes first that
C1C2 − 1 = aj (aj + Z1 + Z2)
Z1 Z2
and is positive on I12,jk. Second,
D1D2 − 1 = (n
∗ − aj − Z1 − Z2) (n∗ − aj − d1 − d2)
(d1 − Z1) (d2 − Z2) .
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Since Z1 < d1 and Z2 < d2, it comes that
n∗ − aj − Z1 − Z2 > n∗ − aj − d1 − d2 = n∗ − aj − d1 − d2 = n+k − n1k − n2k,
the latter being positive on I12,jk. Finally,
C1D2 +D1C2 − 2 = 1
Z1 Z2 (d1 − Z1) (d2 − Z2) ×
{(aj + Z2) (n∗ − aj − d2 − Z1) Z2 (d1 − Z1)
+ (aj + Z1) (n
∗ − aj − d1 − Z2) Z1 (d2 − Z2)
−2Z1 Z2 (d1 − Z1) (d2 − Z2)} .
Since
n∗ − aj − d2 = n+k − n2k + n1j = d1 + n+k − n1k − n2k ≥ d1
and
n∗ − aj − d1 = n+k − n1k + n2j = d2 + n+k − n1k − n2k ≥ d2
it comes that
(aj + Z2) (n
∗ − aj − d2 − Z1) Z2 (d1 − Z1) ≥ Z2 (d1 − Z1) Z2 (d1 − Z1) = Z22 (d1 − Z1)2
and
(aj + Z1) (n
∗ − aj − d1 − Z2) Z1 (d2 − Z2) ≥ Z1 (d2 − Z2) Z1 (d2 − Z2) = Z12 (d2 − Z2)2.
So,
C1D2 +D1C2 − 2 ≥ {Z2 (d1 − Z1)− Z1 (d2 − Z2)}
2
Z1 Z2 (d1 − Z1) (d2 − Z2) ≥ 0.
Thus, the Hessian matrix HG2 is semi-positive definite on I12,jk, which is sufficient to get a
convex function on I12,jk.
Proof of Proposition 2.13 (Second Part). We make use of the notations of the previous
proof for G2. Set moreover, for l ∈ {j, k},
Cl =
{ ∑J
t=3
nntl
2
nt+
if J > 2
0 if J = 2.
Then,
∂ X2
∂ Z1
= C (Z1, Z2) +
2nZ1
n1+ (aj + Z1 + Z2)
− 2n (d1 − Z1)
n1+ (n∗ − aj − Z1 − Z2) (2.12)
and
∂ X2
∂ Z2
= C (Z1, Z2) +
2nZ2
n2+ (aj + Z1 + Z2)
− 2n (d2 − Z2)
n2+ (n∗ − aj − Z1 − Z2) (2.13)
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with
C (Z1, Z2) = − Cj
(aj + Z1 + Z2)
2 +
Ck
(n∗ − aj − Z1 − Z2)2
+
2∑
l=1
(
n (dl − Zl)2
nl+ (n∗ − aj − Z1 − Z2)2
− nZl
2
nl+ (aj + Z1 + Z2)
2
)
.
Since, for l ∈ {j, k},
∂ C (Z1, Z2)
∂ Zl
= C∗ (Z1, Z2)− 2nZl
2
nl+ (aj + Z1 + Z2)
− 2n (dl − Zl)
nl+ (n∗ − aj − Z1 − Z2)2
with
C∗ (Z1, Z2) = C∗∗ +
2∑
l=1
(
2nZl
2
nl+ (aj + Z1 + Z2)
3 +
2n (dl − Zl)2
nl+ (n∗ − aj − Z1 − Z2)3
)
,
and
C∗∗ =
2Cj
(aj + Z1 + Z2)
3 +
2Ck
(n∗ − aj − Z1 − Z2)3
,
it comes that, by deriving (2.12) and (2.13) with respect to Z1 and Z2, and by grouping terms
appropriately, one gets finally
∂2X2
∂ Z1
2 = C
∗∗ +
2n
(aj + Z1 + Z2)
3
(
Z2
2
n2+
+
(aj + Z2)
2
n1+
)
+
2n
(n∗ − aj − Z1 − Z2)3
(
(d2 − Z2)2
n2+
+
(d1 − n∗ + aj + Z2)2
n1+
)
,
∂2X2
∂ Z2
2 = C
∗∗ +
2n
(aj + Z1 + Z2)
3
(
Z1
2
n1+
+
(aj + Z1)
2
n2+
)
+
2n
(n∗ − aj − Z1 − Z2)3
(
(d1 − Z1)2
n1+
+
(d2 − n∗ + aj + Z1)2
n2+
)
,
and
∂2X2
∂ Z1 ∂ Z2
= C∗∗ − 2n
(aj + Z1 + Z2)
3
(
Z1 (aj + Z2)
n1+
+
Z2 (aj + Z1)
n2+
)
−2n (d1 − Z1) (n
∗ − aj − d1 − Z2)
n1+ (n∗ − aj − Z1 − Z2)3
− 2n (d2 − Z2) (n
∗ − aj − d2 − Z1)
n2+ (n∗ − aj − Z1 − Z2)3
.
Since the second derivative of X2 with respect to Z1 is positive on I12,jk, one just has to prove
that the determinant of the Hessian matrix of X2 (denoted by HX2) remains positive on that
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space, which will be enough to conclude (since one will get a semi-positive definite matrix). For
l ∈ {1, 2}, set
Al = (nl+)
−1 (aj + Z1 + Z2)
−3 and Bl = nl+−1 (n∗ − aj − Z1 − Z2)−3.
Then, according to previous results a some complementary calculations,
det HX2 = A1A2 aj
2 (aj + Z1 + Z2)
2
+A1B1 {d1 (aj + Z2)− Z1 (n∗ − d1)}2
+A1B2 {(aj + Z2) (n∗ − aj − d2 − Z1)− Z1 (d2 − Z2)}2
+A2B1 {Z2 (d1 − Z1)− (aj + Z1) (n∗ − aj − d1 − Z2)}2
+A2B2 {d2 (aj + Z1)− Z2 (n∗ − d2)}2
+B1B2 (n
∗ − aj − Z1 − Z2)2 (n∗ − aj − d1 − d2)2
+(A1 + A2) C
∗∗ (aj + Z1 + Z2)
2
+(B1 +B2) C
∗∗ (n∗ − aj − Z1 − Z2)2.
All terms being positive (perhaps equal to zero) on I12,jk, one finally reaches the conclusion.
Proof of Proposition 2.14 (First Part). According to the first derivatives of G2 (with re-
spect to Z1 and Z2), displayed in the previous proof, the extrema of G
2 on I12,jk have to satisfy
the following system: (
n∗ − d1 −d1
−d2 n∗ − d2
) (
Z1
Z2
)
= aj
(
d1
d2
)
. (2.14)
The determinant of the system (2.14) matrix is equal to n∗ (n∗ − d1 − d2).
If I > 2, this determinant is strictly positive, leading thus to a unique solution given by(
Z∗1
Z∗2
)
=
aj
n∗ (n∗ − d1 − d2)
(
n∗ − d2 d1
d2 n
∗ − d1
) (
d1
d2
)
=
aj
n∗ − d1 − d2
(
d1
d2
)
which is exactly the expected result. Moreover, it is the minimum of G2 (according to Propo-
sition 2.11) and it belongs to I12,jk, since aj < n
∗ − d1 − d2.
If I = 2, then n∗ = d1 + d2 and the matrix of the system (2.14) is not of full rank anymore.
The system remains nevertheless compatible since it reduces to(
d2 −d1
−d2 d1
) (
Z1
Z2
)
=
(
0
0
)
.
and thus to the unique constraint
d2 Z1 − d1 Z2 = 0.
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Hence, each couple of points
(
Z1,
d2
d1
Z1
)
with Z1 ∈ ]0, d1[ leads to the minimum value of G2.
To get the expected result, one has to end up by showing that
G2 (Z1, Z2)
∣∣
Z2=
d2
d1
Z1
= 2
{
C + d1 log
(
n d1
n∗ n1+
)
+ d2 log
(
n d2
n∗ n2+
)}
with
C =
∑
t6∈{j,k}
{
n1t log
(
nn1t
n1+ n+t
)
+ n2t log
(
nn2t
n2+ n+t
)}
,
which is a simple matter of calculation.
Proof of Proposition 2.14 (Second Part). If I > 2, then aj > 0, C
∗∗ > 0 and n∗ > d1+d2.
This is sufficient to conclude that the minimum of X2 (Z1, Z2) on I12,jk is unique. Indeed, the
determinant (2.14) of the Hessian matrix of X2 has strictly positive terms, providing therefore
a positive definite matrix and thus a unique minimum value.
If I = 2, this determinant reduces to zero (since all terms in (2.14) cancel). Moreover, one
has
C (Z1, Z2) =
2∑
l=1
(
n (dl − Zl)2
nl+ (n∗ − Z1 − Z2)2
− nZl
2
nl+ (Z1 + Z2)
2
)
and the first derivatives of X2 with respect to the two variables reduce to
∂ X2
∂ Z1
= C (Z1, Z2) +
2n (d2 Z1 − d1 Z2)
n1+ (Z1 + Z2) (n∗ − Z1 − Z2)
and
∂ X2
∂ Z2
= C (Z1, Z2) +
2n (d1 Z2 − d2 Z1)
n2+ (Z1 + Z2) (n∗ − Z1 − Z2) .
The stationary points of X2 are the couples (Z1, Z2) ∈ I12,jk that simultaneously cancel both
derivatives above. It is furthermore clear that these points have to satisfy
d2 Z1 − d1 Z2
n1+
=
d1 Z2 − d2 Z1
n2+
,
which is possible if and only if d2 Z1 = d1 Z2. Hence, the stationary points of X
2 (in this
setting) are the couples
(
Z1,
d2
d1
Z1
)
with 0 < Z1 < d1 (note that C
(
Z1,
d2
d1
Z1
)
= 0, which
confirms what we established here). Eventually, since
X2 =
∑
i,j
(nij − µˆij)2
µˆij
=
∑
i,j
nij
2
µˆij
− n,
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one just has to show that
X2 (Z1, Z2)
∣∣
Z2=
d2
d1
Z1
=
∑
t6∈{j,k}
(
nn1t
2
n1+ n+t
+
nn2t
2
n2+ n+t
)
+
n d1
2
n1+ n∗
+
n d2
2
n2+ n∗
− n
which is a simple matter of calculation.
Chapter 3
Non-Contradictory Probabilities
T he previous chapters focused on the general description of the effects of misclassified ob-servations on the global conclusion based on goodness-of-fit statistics. The methodology
is simple but does not provide any quantitative measurement of the risk of getting a reversed
conclusion. The aim of this chapter is to present a method of computing a probability that,
even if misclassification occurs in a data set, it will not change the global conclusion of the test;
we refer to this as a non-contradictory probability. This will be helpful to determine whether a
potentially problematic setting is indeed dangerous for the initial conclusion or not.
This approach can be used either for the test of independence in a two-way table, or with
the test of goodness of fit (by adapting the framework properly), which gives lots of flexibility
in the analysis. However, it is (in its displayed form) restricted to pairwise misclassification
considerations. Extended versions of this method to larger settings seems to be a tremendous
task, though it should be really helpful in a global discussion of the misclassification issue; we
provide some comments on that topic at the end of the chapter.
We start by defining the non-contradictory probability measure (Section 3.1), on the simple
basis of previous characterizations of goodness-of-fit statistics. To perform this correctly, we
will consider first the “test of independence” framework. The discussion will bring us to the
need to derive the distribution of a discrete random variable (to be introduced); two approaches,
the individual-based (Section 3.2) and the direct (Section 3.3) one, are then detailed. We then
go on (Section 3.4) with a short presentation of a method of data analysis and graphical dis-
play, which is illustrated in Section 3.5 with the practical re-analysis of several datasets from
Chapter 2. We end up (Section 3.6) with some comments about the adaptation of our method
to the case of the test of goodness of fit, and we proceed to the re-analysis of Mendel’s and
Lindstrom’s Plant data sets.
Most of the material displayed in the first three sections is considered for publication. The
rest of this chapter has been edited in a working paper (Magis, 2005a) that will also be sub-
mitted soon.
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3.1 Non-Contradictory Probabilities
As we announced, we will focus on two-dimensional contingency tables and the test of in-
dependence first. Let us start by recalling some notations and establishing our framework as
precisely as possible. Assume that, in a I×J contingency table, (i, j) and (i, k) (i ∈ {1, ..., I};
j, k ∈ {1, ..., J}; j 6= k) are the cells of interest in the pairwise misclassification setting. We
denote this couple of cells by [(i, j), (i, k)] and we simply call it a pair. Under misclassified
data, as we have seen, our setting allows both cell counts to vary in any direction (increasing
or decreasing), with opposite trends (to ensure a constant sum of counts). However, in this
chapter, we restrict our purpose by setting that misclassification may only arise from cell (i, j)
to cell (i, k). In other words, true (i, j) (resp. (i, k)) count may not be greater (resp. smaller)
than observed nij (resp. nik) value, if misclassified data occur in that pair. To distinguish these
concepts, we refer to an oriented pair, and we make use of the short notation (i, j, k). The need
for splitting the domain of variation of both category counts will take all its sense a bit later. Let
us just notice that it has no impact on the previous methods for problematic pairs identification.
Our aim is to define and compute a probability that the initial conclusion of independence
testing is not contradicted when misclassification occurs in the oriented pair (i, j, k). In pair
[(i, j), (i, k)], assume that true count of cell (i, j) is a random variable Z that can take any
integer value z in Iijk = ]0, nij + nik[, as we set it in Chapter 2 (notice that we will consider
Z as an integer value throughout the chapter). We denote by nij(Z) and nik(Z) the random
counts for both cells of the pair; recall then that nij(Z) = Z and nik(Z) = nij + nik − Z, to
ensure a constant sample size. Recall moreover that goodness-of-fit statistics are now convex
functions of Z (Proposition 2.1) and that we derived a method to get integer values of z leading
to the minimum observable statistics values (on the basis of Propositions 2.2 to 2.4 and with
minor changes). In order to keep a simple setting, we will use notations z∗G and z
∗
X to denote
these integer values (in Chapter 2 these referred to the real values). The rest of this section
is devoted to G2 use, but remains completely valid using X2 instead (and making appropriate
changes in the discussion).
Let us now introduce our probability measure. This will be done in three steps. First,
we define it in general terms; the key idea is to get a representation of the convex behavior
of G2(Z). Then, using appropriate notations, we develop it in a simpler way. Eventually, we
make use of a linear transformation of Z to simplify our purpose.
In our context of an oriented pair (i, j, k), Z can only take values in Iij→k = ]0, nij]. There-
fore, if nij is smaller than or equal to z
∗
G, then G
2(Z) increases as Z decreases to 0; otherwise,
G2(Z) will successively decrease, reach its minimum value (at the point z∗G) and then increase.
Moreover, with initial data, one can get the initial value G2 (nij); if this is larger than the
quantile of the chi-square distribution with (I − 1) (J − 1) degrees of freedom (denote this
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quantile by Q), then statistical independence between the categorical variables does not hold.
The same conclusion arises if we work rather with p-values: if the latter is smaller than α level,
the null hypothesis does not match well with the data. Now, if there exists Z values in Iij→k
leading to statistics values smaller than Q (resp. p-values larger than α), then the considered
oriented pair leads to contradictory conclusions about independence testing (exactly as we did
earlier). In that case we refer to it as an oriented problematic pair. This label will also be used
to characterize situations of initial values of the statistics (resp. p-values) smaller than Q (resp.
greater than α) and becoming large (resp. small) enough, for some Z value, to reject the null
hypothesis.
This leads to our definition of a probability of getting a non-contradictory (shortly labelled
as NC) conclusion when considering any particular oriented pair (i, j, k):
pijk =
{
P (G2(Z) < Q) if G2 (nij) < Q
P (G2(Z) > Q) if G2 (nij) > Q
(3.1)
We refer to it as the NC probability for (i, j, k). The case of perfect equality between Q and G2
is avoided because of practical irrelevance.
Let us now rewrite (3.1) a bit more precisely. Set IQ = [zl, zr] as the interval of z values in
Iij→k such that G2(z) < Q. Obviously, IQ = Iij→k (resp. IQ = ∅) if and only if maxz G2(z) < Q
(resp. minz G
2(z) > Q). Furthermore, zl = 1 (resp. zr = nij) if and only if G
2(1) (resp.
G2 (nij)) is smaller than Q. Eventually, if zl = zr, then IQ reduces to {z∗G} if (i, j, k) is
problematic (and obviously z∗G = zl = zr). Due to the particular behavior of G
2(Z) as Z
decreases, (3.1) becomes
pijk =
{
P (Z ∈ IQ) if G2 (nij) < Q
P (Z 6∈ IQ) if G2 (nij) > Q (3.2)
Note that, if (i, j, k) is not problematic, then pijk = 1: indeed, in that case, if G
2 (nij) < Q
(resp. G2 (nij) > Q), then IQ = Iij→k (resp. IQ = ∅) and the conclusion follows from (3.2).
This translates the fact that, when considering a non problematic oriented pair, one will never
experience a contradictory result in the independence testing. Let us consider therefore an
oriented problematic pair (i, j, k). Then, (3.2) may be decomposed as
pijk =

P (Z ≥ zl) if zr = nij
P (Z > zr) if zr < nij and zl = 1
P (Z > zr) + P (Z < zl) otherwise
or
pijk =
{
P (Z ≥ z∗r ) if either zr = nij or zl = 1 (Case I)
P (Z ≥ z∗r ) + P (Z < zl) otherwise (Case II) (3.3)
with
z∗r =
{
zl if zr = nij
zr + 1 if zr < nij .
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of Case I settings for NC probability computing, artificial data.
We illustrate these writings in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 with artificial data. In the former one dis-
plays the two settings of oriented problematic pairs leading to Case I, whereas in the latter
one illustrates typical Case II setting. The other two possible settings are those leading to non
problematic pairs and were discarded from this display.
One can work equivalently with the number of misclassified subjects in the oriented pair
(i, j, k), that we denote by Zijk. Since Zijk may take integer values in {0, ..., nij − 1}, it is
obvious that Zijk = nij − Z and thus (3.3) becomes
pijk =
{
P (Zijk ≤ nij − z∗r ) in Case I
P (Zijk ≤ nij − z∗r ) + P (Zijk > nij − zl) in Case II. (3.4)
Denoting by F the cumulative density function (c.d.f.) of Zijk, (3.4) takes the final form
pijk =
{
F (nij − z∗r ) in Case I
1 + F (nij − z∗r )− F (nij − zl) in Case II (3.5)
or, using the fact that z∗r = zr + 1 in Case II,
pijk =
{
F (nij − z∗r ) in Case I
1 + F (nij − zr − 1)− F (nij − zl) in Case II. (3.6)
Since zl ≤ zr, probability pijk is always smaller than (or equal to) 1 in Case II.
Formula (3.6) will be exploited as the standard form of NC probability for oriented pair
(i, j, k). It depends on the values of zl, zr and nij (which are determined with initial data
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of Case II setting for NC probability computing, artificial data.
sets and remain fixed) and the distribution of Zijk. For the latter, one has no previous in-
formation inside the data; so we propose to set an a priori discrete distribution, depending
on parameters that can be fixed by the user. Primary choice of such a distribution is there-
fore a key issue. On the other hand, the choice of the distribution (and its related parameter
values) will have some impact on the NC probability, and this has to characterized theoretically.
To overcome this issue, two main approaches can be followed. First, one can start by
assessing to each individual, among the nij ones, a probability of being misclassified. From
this, the distribution of Zijk can be derived; this is the individual-based approach of the next
section. Second, one can set a discrete distribution to Zijk at once, according to some natural
criteria; this is the direct approach of Section 3.3.
3.2 Some Individual-Based Distributions for Zijk
The method for obtaining individual-based distributions is the following. We set first in-
dividual misclassification probabilities for each subject initially belonging to cell (i,j); then,
corresponding Zijk distribution is derived. Note that, since Zijk takes values in {0, ..., nij − 1},
it is assumed that at least one subject is correctly classified in cell (i, j). For all r ∈ {1, ..., nij},
set pr,ijk as the probability that individual r is classified in cell (i, j) but belongs in fact to cell
(i, k). Small values obviously indicate high confidence in the initial subject classification.
In all the future developments, we assume that each item can be misclassified independently
of the others; this is our basic hypothesis, though it may be obviously doubtful (for instance,
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if the same person was assigned in final subject classification). Moreover, in a first time, we
also assume that all pr,ijk values are equal to a common probability, say p0. Then, it comes
directly that Zijk has a binomial distribution with parameters nij − 1 and p0, shortly denoted
by B (nij − 1, p0). Computation of (3.5) is therefore direct in that case.
In order to characterize the behavior of pijk with respect to p0, let us mention first an
important result.
Lemma 3.1. Let n be a positive integer such that n > 1 and set 0 < p < 1. If Zijk has a
B (n− 1, p) distribution and if F is the c.d.f. of Zijk, then, for any t ∈ {0, ..., n− 2}, one has
∂ F (t)
∂ p
= −Ctn−1 pt (1− p)n−t−2 (n− t− 1). (3.7)
Moreover, for all t < n− 1, F (t) converges to 1 (resp. 0) as p0 decreases to 0 (resp. increases
to 1).
It implies that F (t) is a decreasing function of p, for any t < n. This result was already
cited by Rao (1952). However, no precise formula for the first derivative of F (t) was provided,
which is achieved above. Moreover, (3.7) will be of great help for forthcoming developments.
We are now able to characterize pijk (in Case I) in terms of p0.
Proposition 3.1. If Zijk has a B (nij − 1, p0) distribution and if pijk is defined in Case I, then
1. pijk is a decreasing function of p0,
2. limp0→0 pijk = 1 and limp0→1 pijk = 0.
As expected, if individual misclassification probability increases, NC probability for (i, j, k)
decreases, indicating that the risk of getting contradictory results in the conclusion of indepen-
dence testing becomes larger.
All the discussion above should be adapted when pijk is defined in Case II. But now, pijk
is defined as the sum of F (nij − xr − 1) and 1 − F (nij − xl), according to (3.6), which are
respectively decreasing and increasing with respect to p0 (due to Lemma 3.1). Predicting
exactly how pijk will behave, as individual misclassification probability increases, is established
below.
Proposition 3.2. If Zijk has a B (nij − 1, p0) distribution and if pijk is defined in Case II,
then:
1. limp0→0 pijk = limp0→1 pijk = 1;
2. pijk reaches its minimal value when p0 is equal to
p∗ =
T
1
ν
1 + T
1
ν
(3.8)
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with ν = zr − zl +1 and T =
∏zr−1
t=zl−1
nij−t−1
t
, and is strictly decreasing (resp. increasing)
when p0 < p
∗ (resp. p0 > p∗).
So, for small values of p0, one has a similar behavior of pijk as in Case I. Since p0 corresponds
to the (common) individual probability of being wrongly classified, one should focus indeed on
p0 values close to zero, and look at “speed of decrease” of the NC probability. Moreover, as p0
converges to 1, it becomes almost sure that true count of cell (i, j) should be close to zero. In
Case II, this implies that true goodness-of-fit statistics values should be greater than Q, and
thus conclusion of the test would not be that much different from the initial one.
To get an accurate initial choice of p0, we suggest to take a value such that the expected num-
ber of misclassified items, E (Zijk), corresponds to our prior belief. Since E (Zijk) = (nij − 1) p0
(due to binomial distribution), the choice can be made very easily. Note that as p0 increases,
this expected number increases too, which is completely logical. Another possibility is to com-
pute NC probabilities for a range of p0 values, and to plot them in order to get a global idea of
the evolution of pijk as p0 increases.
The distribution we presented here assumes that all individuals have equal probability to be
misclassified. However, this hypothesis does not hold in general: one or several subjects may
have greater chance to be wrongly classified in cell (i, j). Consider now the following extended
setting. Assume that τ subjects among the nij − 1 have the same misclassification probability
pτ and the remaining n
∗ = nij − τ − 1 ones have a corresponding value of p0. We assume of
course that 0 < τ < nij − 1, such that 0 < n∗ < nij − 1. To determine the distribution of Zijk
in this case, one needs to calculate P (Zijk = t) for all t ∈ {0, ..., nij − 1}. An easy way is to
set Yτ (resp. Zτ ) as the number of misclassified subjects among the τ (resp. n
∗) ones. It is
direct to see that Yτ and Zτ have binomial distributions with parameters (τ, pτ ) and (n
∗, p0)
respectively. Then, it comes first that, for any t ∈ {0, ..., nij − 1} and s ∈ {0, ..., τ},
P (Zijk = t|Yτ = s) = P (Zτ = t− s)
=
{
Ct−sn∗ p0
t−s (1− p0)n
∗−t+s if 0 ≤ t− s ≤ n∗
0 otherwise.
(3.9)
It follows that
P (Zijk = t) =
τ∑
s=0
P (Zτ = t− s) P (Yτ = s) , (3.10)
and one can thus compute P (Zijk = t) easily.
Notice that the probability P (Zτ = t− s) is equal to zero when either t−s < 0 or t−s > n∗
(or respectively s > t and s < t− n∗); therefore, (3.10) can be rewritten as
P (Zijk = t) =
inf(t,τ)∑
s=sup(0,t−n∗)
P (Zτ = t− s) P (Yτ = s) . (3.11)
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It is direct to verify that sup (0, t− n∗) ≤ inf(t, τ) for all t (using the definition of n∗).
Distribution defined by (3.9) and (3.11) will be referred to as the B (nij, τ, p0, pτ ) distri-
bution. Of course, such a computation by hand becomes a tremendous task, but standard
statistical software perform it in an efficient way.
Before entering into precise characterizations, let us mention first the following useful result.
Lemma 3.2. If Zijk has a B (nij, τ, p0, pτ ) distribution and if F is the c.d.f. of Zijk, then, for
any t ∈ {0, ..., nij − 2}, one has
F (t) =
inf(t,τ)∑
s=0
P (Yτ = s) FZ(t− s)
where FZ is the c.d.f. of a random variable having a B (n
∗, p0) distribution.
Note that, to demonstrate this result, one makes use of (3.10) rather than (3.11), which is not
a problem since supplementary terms of (3.10) that do not appear in (3.11) are all equal to zero.
We display now an accurate description of the c.d.f. of Zijk and its first derivative with
respect to p0 and pτ respectively. This is the extended version of Lemma 3.1 in this setting.
Lemma 3.3. If Zijk has a B (nij, τ, p0, pτ ) distribution and if F is the c.d.f. of Zijk, then, for
any t ∈ {0, ..., nij − 2}, one has
∂ F (t)
∂ p0
= −
l2∑
l=l1
Ct−ln∗ p0
t−l (1− p0)n
∗−t+l−1 (n∗ − t+ l) P (Yτ = l)
where l1 = sup (0, t− n∗ + 1) and l2 = inf(t, τ), and
∂ F (t)
∂ pτ
= −
l′2∑
l=l′1
C lτ pτ
l (1− pτ )τ−l−1 (τ − l) P (Zτ = t− l)
where l′1 = sup (0, t− n∗) and l′2 = inf(t, τ − 1). Moreover:
1. if p0 is fixed, then
lim
pτ→0
F (t) = FZ(t) and lim
pτ→1
F (t) =
{
FZ(t− τ) if t ≥ τ
0 if t < τ
where FZ is the c.d.f. of a random variable having a B (n
∗, p0) distribution.
2. if pτ is fixed, then
lim
p0→0
F (t) =
{
FY (t) if t < τ
1 if t ≥ τ and limp0→1F (t) =
{
FY (t− n∗) if t ≥ n∗
0 if t < n∗
where FY is the c.d.f. of a random variable having a B (τ, pτ ) distribution.
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The NC probability in Case I may now be easily characterized; notice that this is also the
natural extension of the corresponding result whenever τ = 0 (Proposition 3.1).
Proposition 3.3. If Zijk has a B (nij, τ, p0, pτ ) distribution and if pijk is defined in Case I,
then:
1. For any pτ ∈ ]0, 1[,
(a) pijk is a decreasing function of p0,
(b)
lim
p0→0
pijk =
{
FY (nij − x∗r) if nij − x∗r < τ
1 if nij − x∗r ≥ τ
and
lim
p0→1
pijk =
{
FY (τ − x∗r + 1) if x∗r ≤ τ + 1
0 if x∗r > τ + 1
where FY is the c.d.f. of a random variable having a B (τ, pτ ) distribution.
2. For any p0 ∈ ]0, 1[,
(a) pijk is a decreasing function of pτ ,
(b)
lim
pτ→0
pijk = FZ (nij − x∗r)
and
lim
pτ→1
pijk =
{
Fτ (n
∗ − x∗r + 1) if x∗r ≤ n∗ + 1
0 if x∗r > n
∗ + 1
where FZ is the c.d.f. of a random variable having a B (n
∗, p0) distribution.
Characterization of NC probability in Case II is more complicated, because there is no more
simple writing of pijk (as in the previous case of τ = 0). We are nevertheless able to display
partial results, giving exact behavior of NC probability with pτ fixed and extremal values of p0,
and in some particular cases of fixed p0 values. Let us display first a technical lemma, really
helpful in the following results.
Lemma 3.4. Let a, b, τ , n and x (resp. y) be positive integers such that 0 ≤ a < b, n > 0 and
b− n+ 1 ≤ x ≤ a (resp. b+ τ − n ≤ y ≤ a). Then, the function
h(x) =
T (x)
1
ν
1 + T (x)
1
ν
(
resp. h′(y) =
T ′(y)
1
ν
1 + T ′(y)
1
ν
)
where ν = b− a and
T (x) =
(b− x)! (n− b+ x− 1)!
(a− x)! (n− a+ x− 1)!
(
resp. T ′(y) =
(b− y)! (n− b+ y)!
(a− y)! (n− a+ y)!
)
is a strictly decreasing function of x (resp. y).
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General behavior of pijk in Case II may now be (partly) described as follows.
Proposition 3.4. If Zijk has a B (nij, τ, p0, pτ ) distribution and if pijk is defined in Case II,
then:
1. For any pτ ∈ ]0, 1[:
(a)
lim
p0→0
pijk =

1− FY (nij − zl) + FY (nij − zr − 1) if zl > n∗ + 1
FY (nij − zr − 1) if zl ≤ n∗ + 1 ≤ zr
1 if zr < n
∗ + 1
and
lim
p0→1
pijk =

1− FY (τ − zl + 1) + FY (τ − zr) if τ > zr − 1
1− FY (τ − zl + 1) if zl − 1 ≤ τ ≤ zr − 1
1 if τ < zl − 1
where FY is the c.d.f. of a random variable having a B (τ, pτ ) distribution.
(b) if zr ≤ n∗, then pijk is a strictly decreasing function of p0 on ]0, h(τ)[.
(c) if zl ≥ τ + 2, then pijk is a strictly increasing function of p0 on ]h(0), 1[.
2. For any p0 ∈ ]0, 1[ :
(a)
lim
pτ→0
pijk = 1− FZ (nij − zl) + FZ (nij − zr − 1)
and
lim
pτ→1
pijk =

1− FZ (n∗ − zl + 1) if zr < n∗ + 1
+FZ (n
∗ − zr)
1− FZ (n∗ − zl + 1) if zl ≤ n∗ + 1 ≤ zr
1 if zl > n
∗ + 1
where FZ is the c.d.f. of a random variable having a B (n
∗, p0) distribution;
(b) if zr ≤ n∗ + 1 and p0 < h′(τ − 1), then pijk is a strictly decreasing function of pτ ;
(c) if zl ≥ τ + 1 and p0 > h′(0), then pijk is a strictly increasing function of pτ .
These partial results will be illustrated later on with the analysis of the real examples. The
main conclusion of the analysis of this B (nij, τ, p0, pτ ) distribution can be summarized as: any-
way the considered case (I or II), NC probability will decrease as p0 increases (with pτ fixed
and up to a certain limit, at least). In order to assess data stability with respect to pairwise
misclassification, we need to investigate “how fast” is this drop: if NC probabilities become
small when using small p0 and pτ values, one may not be fully confident about stability of
the initial conclusion of the test. On the opposite, if quite large individual misclassification
probabilities do not yield important decreases in non - contradictory values, then the (oriented)
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problematic pair has little influence on the final conclusion.
The choice of accurate p0 and pτ values can be driven by the expected number of misclassified
subjects. Next result gives the explicit formula for that mean value.
Proposition 3.5. If Zijk has a B (nij, τ, p0, pτ ) distribution, then the expected number of mis-
classified items is equal to E (Zijk) = n
∗ p0 + τ pτ . It implies that:
1. For any pτ ∈]0, 1[:
(a) E (Zijk) is a strictly increasing function of p0,
(b)
lim
p0→0
E (Zijk) = τ pτ and lim
p0→1
E (Zijk) = n
∗ + τ pτ .
2. For any p0 ∈]0, 1[:
(a) E (Zijk) is a strictly increasing function of pτ ,
(b)
lim
pτ→0
E (Zijk) = n
∗ p0 and lim
pτ→1
E (Zijk) = n
∗ p0 + τ.
Thus, giving a prior belief for E (Zijk) and a fixed value for p0 (resp. pτ ), one can derive the
corresponding value for pτ (resp. p0). Later on we will propose some clue for selecting these
values and computing related NC probabilities in an efficient way.
3.3 Some Direct Distributions for Xijk
Let us now make use of a more global approach, wherein a discrete distribution for Zijk is
derived directly from a known continuous one (e.g. exponential, gaussian, etc.). Several guide-
lines must be fulfilled. First, each distribution is defined for all Zijk values in {0, ..., nij − 1}.
Next, maximal (resp. minimal) probability corresponds to Zijk = 0 (resp. Zijk = nij − 1).
Finally, the probability function P (Zijk = t) is decreasing with respect to t on {0, ..., nij − 1}.
In that way, we assume that large misclassification rates are almost implausible. Of course,
most of these distributions will be parametric, so one will be able to adjust these distributions
with respect to some rules. Accurate choice of parameters is also discussed below.
3.3.1 Linear Distribution
Our first proposal is to consider that P (Zijk = t) is a linearly decreasing function of t on
{0, ..., nij − 1}. We therefore set P (Zijk = t) = −a t + b (t = 0, ..., nij − 1), subject to the
constraints
a > 0, P (Zijk = 0) < 1, P (Zijk = nij − 1) > 0 and
nij−1∑
t=0
P (Zijk = t) = 1.
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of L-distribution with nij = 11 and three values of parameter a.
By this way, maximal value in the distribution will be reached with t = 0 (so no misclassified
item is the most probable situation) and all t values smaller than or equal to nij − 1 produce
a non-zero probability (but linearly decreasing as t increases). Solving the set of constraints
above yields the linear (or L-) distribution, given by
P (Zijk = t) = a
(
nij − 1
2
− t
)
+
1
nij
, a ∈
]
0;
2
nij (nij − 1)
[
(3.12)
for all t = 0, ..., nij−1. For convenience, let a∗ denote the upper bound for a, given by (3.12). If
a decreases to zero, then P (Zijk = t) converges to nij−1 for all t, and thus to a discrete uniform
distribution. On the other hand, if a increases to a∗, then P (Zijk = nij − 1) decreases to zero.
Both settings are avoided by the fact that extremal values of a are excluded from the definition.
Figure 3.3 displays some representations of this L-distribution, for nij equal to 11 and three
selected values of a in ]0, 2/110[.
Computation of NC probability is direct, using (3.6) for instance; moreover, in that case,
algebraic formulas for pijk can be easily derived, as we display below.
Proposition 3.6. If Zijk has a L-distribution with parameter a, then:
1. If pijk is defined in Case I, then
pijk = (nij − z∗r + 1)
(
a
2
(z∗r − 1) +
1
nij
)
.
It implies that
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(a) pijk is an increasing function of a on ]0, a
∗[ whenever z∗r > 1, and is constant with
respect to a if z∗r = 1;
(b)
lim
a→0
pijk =
nij − z∗r + 1
nij
and lim
a→a∗
pijk =
(nij − z∗r + 1) (nij + z∗r − 2)
nij (nij − 1) .
2. If pijk is defined in Case II, then
pijk = 1 + (zr − zl + 1)
(
a
2
(nij − zr − zl + 1)− 1
nij
)
.
It implies that
(a) pijk is an increasing (resp. decreasing, constant) function of a on ]0, a
∗[ whenever
zr + zl is larger than (resp smaller than, equal to) nij + 1;
(b)
lim
a→0
pijk =
nij − zr + zl − 1
nij
and lim
a→a∗
pijk = 1 +
(zr − zl + 1) (2− zr − zl)
nij (nij − 1) .
Let us finish this first approach by characterizing the expected number of misclassified items,
E (Zijk), with this L-distribution.
Proposition 3.7. If Zijk has a L-distribution with parameter a, then
E (Zijk) =
nij (nij − 1)
2
{
1
nij
− a nij + 1
6
}
, (3.13)
It implies that
1. E (Zijk) is a linearly decreasing function of a;
2.
lim
a→0
E (Zijk) =
nij − 1
2
and lim
a→a∗
E (Zijk) =
nij − 2
3
.
This L-distribution has many advantages. First, it is the easiest decreasing trend to model
and to implement. Nice algebraic formulas for NC probabilities are provided, as well as clear
trends in their behavior with respect to a. Moreover, one can use very flexible distributions by
an appropriate choice of a. This can be done, for instance, by using some a priori belief on the
expected number of misclassified subjects. For an a priori given value of E (Zijk), Equation
(3.13) can therefore be inverted to get
a =
6 {nij − 1− 2E (Zijk)}
(nij − 1) nij (nij + 1) . (3.14)
However, some drawbacks could minimize the use of this simple distribution. First, this ex-
pected number will never be smaller than (nij − 2) /3, which can become tremendous for large
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samples. Another related problem is that the probability of having a perfect classification (i.e.
P (Xijk = 0)) belongs to ]nij−1 , 2nij−1[; this does not allow the user to give much probability
mass to that case (especially for large samples). Eventually, although it is the simplest concep-
tual setting, a linear trend in NC probabilities with respect to the parameter is not that much
intuitive.
3.3.2 Exponential Distribution
Another approach is to set probabilities with an exponential decreasing trend. We set
P (Xijk = t) = K exp (−λ t)
with λ > 0 and K constant (possibly depending on λ). So, misclassification probability de-
creases exponentially as t increases from 0 to nij − 1. The value of K must be fixed in order
to ensure
∑
t P (Zijk = t) = 1. We are led naturally to the following exponential decreasing (or
E-) distribution:
P (Zijk = t) =
exp(−λ t)∑nij−1
l=0 exp(−λ l)
=
1− exp(−λ)
1− exp (−λnij) exp(−λ t) (3.15)
for any t ∈ {0, ..., nij − 1}. When λ grows to infinity, (3.15) decreases towards 0 (resp. increases
towards 1) if t > 0 (resp. t = 0); one therefore tends to a degenerated distribution, having all
probability mass concentrated at Zijk = 0. On the opposite, if λ decreases to zero, then (3.15)
converges to nij
−1 for all t, i.e. a discrete uniform distribution. A particular choice of λ will
therefore reflect a particular probability distribution; we represent several of them in Figure 3.4.
The NC probability in Case I is linked to parameter λ in the following way.
Proposition 3.8. If Zijk has E-distribution with parameter λ and if pijk is defined in Case I,
then:
1. pijk is an increasing function of λ on ]0,+∞[,
2.
lim
λ→+∞
pijk = 1 and lim
λ→0
pijk =
nij − z∗r + 1
nij
.
This is intuitive: as λ increases, all probability mass tend to get concentrated at the smallest
values of Zijk, indicating therefore that few misclassified items is the most probable setting and
thus making the NC probability increase.
The counterpart of proposition 3.8 in Case II is given as follows:
Proposition 3.9. If Zijk has E-distribution with parameter λ and if pijk is defined in Case II,
then:
1. If zl + zr ≤ nij + 1, then pijk is an increasing function of λ on ]0,+∞[.
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of E-distribution with nij = 11 and three values of parameter λ.
2. If zl+zr > nij+1, then there exists a unique value λ
∗ ∈]0,+∞[ of λ such that pijk reaches
its minimal value at λ∗ and is decreasing (resp. increasing) on ]0, λ∗[ (resp. ]λ∗,+∞[).
3.
lim
λ→0
pijk =
nij − zr + zl − 1
nij
and lim
λ→+∞
pijk = 1.
Note that, to demonstrate Propositions 3.8 and 3.9, one introduces some technical lemmas in
the Appendix, and we make use of the well-known Descartes’ rule of signs, which is displayed
at the end of this chapter for simple recall. The reader can find the demonstration of that rule
in e.g. Hart et al. (1943). Moreover, the technical results will also be helpful to demonstrate
equivalent properties with the Gaussian distribution (in the next section).
Let us now characterize the expected number of misclassified items using E distribution.
Proposition 3.10. If Zijk has E distribution with parameter λ, then
1. E (Zijk) is a decreasing function of λ on ]0,+∞[,
2.
lim
λ→0
E (Zijk) =
nij − 1
2
and lim
λ→+∞
E (Zijk) = 0.
This result is also demonstrated by means of a more general (technical) lemma, displayed
in the Appendix, and of great help in the next section. Again, this property has an intuitive
interpretation: as λ increases, the expected number of misclassified subjects diminishes, which
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makes obviously increase the corresponding NC probability. Moreover, to each value of λ
corresponds a unique average number of misclassified items from 0 to (nij − 1) /2. Consequently,
if we fix E (Zijk) equal to a predefined value, say M , belonging to ]0, (nij − 1) /2[ and reflecting
some prior belief in the amount of misclassified subjects, the corresponding λ value may be
derived in such a way that ∑nij−1
t=0 t exp(−λ t)∑nij−1
l=0 exp(−λ l)
=M (3.16)
by definition of E-distribution. Some numerical procedure has to be used to solve Equation
(3.16), i.e. to get the real root of polynom
p(λ) =
∑nij−1
t=0 t exp(−λ t)∑nij−1
l=0 exp(−λ l)
−M.
This issue can easily be solved by standard statistical software such as R.
This distribution allows a more flexible representation of the misclassification setting. In-
deed, expected misclassification rates can now be modelled for values close to zero; this is an
advantage with respect to L-distribution. However, getting parameter value for a given value of
E (Zijk) is more complicated here, since one needs a numerical approximation routine, though
it remains not computationally intensive.
3.3.3 Gaussian Distribution
Our last proposal is to adapt the gaussian distribution to this setting. We set gaussian (or
G-) distribution by
P (Zijk = t) = K exp
(
− t
2
2σ2
)
where σ is a strictly positive parameter, and K has to be fixed in order to get a probability
distribution; so
P (Zijk = t) =
exp
(
− t2
2σ2
)
∑nij−1
t=0 exp
(− t2
2σ2
) . (3.17)
This choice is motivated by the shape of the continuous gaussian distribution; G-distribution
is decreasing with t, and is concave (resp. convex) for t values smaller (resp. greater) than
σ. Moreover, if σ grows infinitely, then (3.17) tends to nij
−1 for all t; and if σ converges to
zero, (3.17) decreases towards 0 (resp. increases towards 1) if t > 0 (resp. t = 0). This limit
behavior is identical to that of E distribution. We represent this G-distribution in Figure 3.5
for some choices of σ values.
The NC probability in Case I has the following behavior.
Proposition 3.11. If Zijk has G-distribution with parameter σ and if pijk is defined in Case
I, then:
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of G-distribution with nij = 11 and three values of parameter σ.
1. pijk is a decreasing function of σ on ]0,+∞[,
2.
lim
σ→0
pijk = 1 and lim
σ→+∞
pijk =
nij − z∗r + 1
nij
.
Whereas in Case II, one has the following result:
Proposition 3.12. Set a = nij − zr, b = nij − zl and
t(a, b) = a (a− 1) (2 a− 1)− b (b+ 1) (2 b+ 1) + nij (2nij − 1) (b− a+ 1).
If Zijk has a G-distribution with parameter σ and if pijk is defined in Case II, then:
1. If t(a, b) ≤ 0, then pijk is a decreasing function of σ on ]0,+∞[.
2. If t(a, b) > 0, then there exists a unique value σ∗ ∈ ]0,+∞[ of σ such that pijk reaches its
minimal value at σ∗ and is decreasing (resp. increasing) on ]0, σ∗[ (resp. ]σ∗,+∞[).
3.
lim
σ→0
pijk = 1 and lim
σ→+∞
pijk =
nij − zr + zl − 1
nij
.
Let us end up this description by characterizing E (Zijk) with G-distribution.
Proposition 3.13. If Zijk has G-distribution with parameter σ, then:
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1. E (Zijk) is an increasing function of σ on ]0,+∞[,
2.
lim
σ→0
E (Zijk) = 0 and lim
σ→+∞
E (Zijk) =
nij − 1
2
.
Once again, this can be logically interpreted, as we did with previous distributions. More-
over, with a prior value for E (Zijk) (say M), one can derive the corresponding σ value by
solving ∑nij−1
t=0 t exp (−t2/ (2σ2))∑nij−1
l=0 exp (−l2/ (2σ2))
−M = 0
just as we did with the E-distribution.
3.4 Performing a Data Set Analysis
After all these (rather theoretical) developments, let us come back to more practical discus-
sion. The aim of this section is to provide guidelines for conducting an efficient data set analysis
and interpreting the results. Three steps must be considered, namely: (1) the identification
of all oriented problematic pairs with respect to original data; (2) the computation of related
IQ intervals and the related type determination (Case I or II); (3) the choice of a distribution
and appropriate parameter values for Zijk. With these three steps, one will be able to detect,
among the oriented pairs, those that are stable and those that are not; by “stable”, we mean
that the considered pair will definitely have not that much impact on the test results (though
it remains problematic). Usually the less stable pairs will be those reaching lower pijk levels
than the other ones, with the same distributions and parameter values.
The first two points of the method can be investigated altogeteher. Indeed, the knowledge
of IQ intervals determine the type of oriented pair (i.e. problematic or not), since an oriented
pair is not problematic if either IQ reduces to ∅ or is exactly equal to its largest range Iij→k.
We therefore discuss the two (remaining) points of interest in detail.
3.4.1 Computation of IQ Intervals
Each I × J contingency table holds I × C2J pairs of cells (coming from a same row); thus
2 × I × C2J oriented pairs must be considered. However, it is obvious that, if oriented pair
(i, j, k) is problematic and of Case II, then (i, k, j) can not be problematic. Correspondingly, if
(i, j, k) is problematic and Case I, then (i, k, j) could be problematic. Note also that, if initial
goodness-of-fit statistic is smaller than the quantile Q, then all oriented problematic pairs (if
any) will be of Case I; if it is larger than Q, then both kinds of cases are observable, but no
more than I × C2J oriented problematic pairs can occur (for the reason we gave above).
The method we describe now allows to quickly determine whether oriented pair (i, j, k) is
problematic or not, by computing its IQ interval. We illustrate it with the deviance statistic,
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though it remains valid with Pearson’s X2 instead (with appropriate changes of notations).
Method to compute IQ intervals
1. Compute G20 = G
2 (nij), the initial statistic value.
2. If G2 (nij) ≤ Q:
(a) Set zr = nij.
(b) Compute G2(1).
i. If G2(1) ≤ Q, set zl = 1.
ii. If G2(1) > Q, start with x = nij and compute G
2(x) with decreasing values of
x by steps of one unit. Stop as soon as G2(x) > Q, and set zl = x+ 1.
3. If G2 (nij) > Q:
(a) Compute the z∗ value in Iijk = ]0, nij + nik[ leading to the minimum observable G2
statistic value.
(b) If z∗ ≥ nij or G2 (z∗) > Q, set Iij→k = ∅.
(c) If z∗ < nij and G2 (z∗) ≤ Q:
i. Start with x = nij and compute G
2(x) with decreasing values of x by steps of
one unit; stop as soon as G2(x) ≤ Q, and set zl = x.
ii. Compute G2(1).
iii. If G2(1) ≤ Q, set zl = 1.
iv. If G2(1) > Q, start with x = 1 and compute G2(x) with increasing values of x
by steps of one unit. Stop as soon as G2(x) ≤ Q, and set zl = x.
This procedure is very simple and not computationally intensive, except when repeated
iterative computation is required, such as in parts 2.(b) ii. and 3.(c) i. and iv. If the analysis
leads to situations described in 2.(b) i., 3.(b) and 3.(c) iii., then it means that one deals with a
non problematic oriented pair, and thus NC probabilities will be equal to one. In other settings,
∅ ⊂ IQ ⊂ Iij→k and one will need to select both a distribution and parameter values for Zijk,
as we discuss below.
Recall eventually that IQ intervals could be different whether using the deviance or Pearson’s
statistics. Thus, it is convenient first to ensure that both are equal (with respect to a same
oriented problematic pair); then a (common) analysis can be preformed. If they are slightly
different, corresponding discussions should be drawn in separate investigations.
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3.4.2 Choice of Distribution and Parameters for Zijk
The choice of parametric distributions (either for direct or individual-based ones) is a key
issue in the computation and interpretation of NC probabilities. However, though we discussed
the behavior of pijk for each distribution and parameter variation, we did not compare them in
a global, comparable scale. Thus, we suggest to make use of each of them, and to compare the
obtained results on a same graph. Furthermore, the gap between direct and individual-based
distributions is that for the former, only one parameter value must be specified; whereas for the
latter, three values (τ , p0 and pτ ) must be provided. For that reason, we suggest to separate
the displays corresponding to each approach, in the following way.
With individual-based distributions, we suggest to fix τ and to compute pijk for a range
of p0 and pτ values, scaling from almost zero to one half. Though there is no mathematical
reason to restrict individual probability values to at most 0.5, the overall attitude is to consider
that there is more chance for single obervations to be correctly classified than not. Moreover, τ
could be set such that the ratio τ/nij is equal to some a priori value, but also less than one half
(for instance 10% or 20%). Thus, plotting surfaces of NC probabilities for different increasing
τ ’s could provide useful information; however the number of plotting figures increases with the
choices of τ . One has therefore to select some illustrative τ ’s to compare curves efficiently.
In the special case of taking τ equal to zero, one simple graphical display is to compute NC
probabilities for values of p0 ranging from zero to one half (for each problematic pair) and to
plot them simultaneously on a graph. It allows direct comparison of all the pairs with respect
to that measure.
With direct distributions, things are a bit clearer. Indeed, as it was already suggested,
we will determine the parameter estimate by giving a priori values of the expected number
of misclassified data, and we compute related NC probability. To perform such a practical
analysis, we suggest to proceed as follows.
1. Start by selecting a sequence of adequate values for the expected proportion of misclas-
sified observations, i.e. E (Zijk) / (nij − 1). By “adequate”, we mean that this sequence
should be ranged from
• (nij − 2) / (3 (nij − 1)) to one half if one works with L-distribution,
• zero to one half if one works with either E- or G-distribution.
Note that all these lower and upper bounds are to be excluded in the selected ranges
since they refer to limit expectations when corresponding parameters converge to limit
(but excluded) values. We recommend to select enough different values in these sequences,
in order to get the most continuous representation of the NC probabilities.
2. For each selected value of the sequence, compute (either with an algebraic formula or nu-
merically) the related parameter value of the distribution under consideration. As we have
seen earlier, this parameter value will be unique (whatever the considered distribution).
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3. With the computed parameter value, obtain the related pijk value.
4. Plot these NC probability values against the sequence of expected rates and compare
their behavior.
In that way, one does not need to select a specific parameter value, most often based on
a priori assumptions of the misclassification setting. This method provides moreover a global
representation of the risk the user takes by drawing statistical conclusions with original data:
interpreting these curves with respect to an expected misclassification rate simplifies the dis-
cusison and clarifies the purpose. The method also enables to compare NC probabilities at
fixed expected rates with different distributions for Zijk; this is made possible by the use of
a common sequence of rates. Eventually, one can discuss about minimal pijk values just by
taking a look at the plot, and one may therefore draw conclusions about data set stability in
an efficient way.
It is also possible to summarize the information by looking for the minimum NC probability
value to be observed with a particular pair of cells, and the related expected misclassification
rate. On the basis of both, one could draw interesting comments. If the setting to consider is
Case I, then this is easy: one just has to compute pijk with an extremum value of the distri-
bution parameter (see previous results), and the related expected rate can also be derived at
once. However, if we are in Case II, it may be useful to proceed as follows. First, make use of a
numerical procedure to detect which parameter value yields the smallest NC probability; this
value is unique, due to former characterizations. Of course, minimal pijk value can directly be
derived. Next, one just has to compute the expected value of Zijk with the optimal parameter
value, and derive the expected rate, by dividing this expected value by nij − 1. Accurate com-
ments could then be performed and a global conclusion be drawn.
If we deal with Case I setting, then deriving the minimum non-contradictory probability
could not be enough to have an interesting description of the pair under consideration. Another
interesting measure, in that case, would be to compute the expected misclassification rate
leading to a pijk value of approximately one half. This value may of course be undefined (if
the minimum NC probability is larger than 0.5); this would then indicate a quite stable pair.
Else, a simple numerical procedure permits to detect it (by deriving first the optimal parameter
value and then computing the related rate). Pairs reaching a one-half pijk value with smaller
rates would therefore be considered as less stable than the other ones.
3.5 Re-Analysis of Some Examples
We perform now some analyses based on the different data sets that were already presented
and studied in the previous chapters. Due to the large number of plots that should be displayed
to have a global point of view of each data set, the full analysis of only two data sets (namely,
the Oxford Shopping Survey and the Belief in Afterlife ones) will be presented here. Some
general comments are consecrated to the Party Identification and Cough data sets, without full
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Table 3.1: Oriented problematic pairs (i, j, k) and corresponding IQ intervals and nij values,
Oxford Shopping Survey data set.
i j k zl zr nij Case
No Agree Disagree 62 88 100 II
Always Agree Tend to Disagree 6 11 20 II
display of the investigation process. All throughout this section, we consider usual α level of
5%.
3.5.1 Oxford Shopping Survey
For this data set, the initial goodness-of-fit statistics are larger than the quantile with 8
degrees of freedom. Thus, a maximum of 3 × C25 = 30 oriented pairs should be investigated
in that case. In the end, we identified only two of them as being problematic: pairs “(No,
Agree, Disagree)” and “(Always, Tend to Disagree, Agree)”. Related results are summarized
in Table 3.1; one can directy notice that both oriented pairs refer to Case II settings (since
1 < zl < zr < nij). Let us now characterize NC probability for each of them, with different
choices of distributions and parameters.
Let us start with individual-based distributions. We selected two τ values, such that the
ratio τ/nij is approximatively equal to 10% and 20%. Value zero for τ was also selected to
illustrate the basic case of a binomial distribution. The resulting plots (six in total, three for
each pair) are displayed in Figure 3.6; ratios τ/nij are set equal to 0, 0.1 and 0.2 in rows 1,
2 and 3 respectively. In the first row, since τ = 0, it is clear that the curves for increasing
p0 values are the same for any pτ since it does not appear in the computation. Moreover, the
p∗ value defined by (3.8) is equal to 0.244 for pair “(No, Agree, Disagree)” and 0.609 for pair
“(Always, Tend to Disagree, Agree)” and reflects the p0 value leading to the minimum NC
probability. In the former, p∗ is clearly visible on the plot; whereas in the latter it does not
appear since it exceeds 0.5. Furthermore, the same general trend appears when increasing τ
values. Globally, the first pair can be really problematic since NC probability values drop very
quickly as p0 increases. The second pair, however, does not provoke major trouble, except if
one allows quite large values for individual miclassification probabilities.
Let us focus now on direct distributions. Figure 3.7 summarizes the use of the three pro-
posed settings, with the display we suggested in the previous section. One can see at once that
the three distributions give similar results, and that global curves from E- and G-distributions
are not that far together.
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Figure 3.6: NC probability plots (with individual-based distributions) for both oriented problem-
atic pairs, Oxford Shopping Survey data set.
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Figure 3.7: NC probability plots (with direct distributions) for both oriented problematic pairs,
Oxford Shopping Survey data set.
With pair “(No, Agree, Disagree)”, the NC probabilities converge to 0.73 as the expected
proportion increases to one half. Moreover, a direct application of Propositions 3.9 and 3.12
indicates that the minimal pijk value is reached for some expected rate E (Zijk) / (nij − 1) be-
tween zero and one half; indeed, one has 150 = zl + zr > nij + 1 = 101 and t(a, b) = 426222.
This optimal rate is approximately equal to 0.19 (resp. 0.23) with E- (resp. G-) distribution,
and corresponding (minimal) probability values roughly equal 0.584 (resp. 0.485). It seems
therefore that this pair is quite unstable and can provoke some important problems with con-
clusions’ drawings.
With pair “(Always, Tend to Disagree, Agree)” now, it appears that NC probability curves
are strictly decreasing with expected rate. This can also be easily confirmed by Propositions
3.9 and 3.12: in that case, 17 = zl + zr < nij + 1 = 21 and t(a, b) = −186. Moreover, all
probabilities converge to 0.7 as this rate increases to one half. All other pijk being larger than
0.7, it is clear that this pair is not that much influential for the initial conclusion.
Both kinds of distributions leads in that example to the same general conclusion. Avoiding
any general consideration about the possibility of getting misclassified observations in such
oriented pairs (which was already discussed in Chapter 2), one can conclude that the first pair
of Table 3.1 is far more problematic than the second one.
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Table 3.2: Oriented problematic pairs (i, j, k) and corresponding IQ intervals and nij values,
Belief in Afterlife data set.
i j k zl zr nij Case
Females Yes NoU 398 435 435 I
Females NoU Yes 124 147 147 I
Males Yes NoU 354 375 375 I
Males NoU Yes 104 134 134 I
3.5.2 Belief in Afterlife
Recall that an initial analysis of this data set permitted to conclude that there was no
dependency between gender and belief in an afterlife. Without further investigation, it means
that if there exists some oriented problematic pairs, they will all be of Case I type since zr will
always be equal to nij, whatever the pair.
It appeared in fact that all the four possible oriented problematic pairs were problematic,
as results (summarized in Table 3.2) show. Abbreviation “NoU” denotes category “No or Un-
decided” of the dependent variable. It is therefore recommended to consider each oriented pair
and to investigate carefully for possible major influence on the test results. Note that these IQ
intervals are the same, regardless of the test statistic to be considered; so we will not distinguish
both statistics in the following.
With individual-based distributions, we already know that all NC probability curves will
decrease with respect to one individual probability value, the other one remaining fixed. We
first considered the initial case of τ = 0, and we displayed the four curves on a same plot
(sin Figure 3.8) for easier comparison. One can see that probability curve corresponding to
problematic pair “(Males, Yes, NoU)” lies below all the others. So, smaller pijk values are
obtained at a same p0 level with that pair. It is therefore the less stable, with respect to pair-
wise misclassification. Conversely, pair “(Males, NoU, Yes)” is the most stable one. Notice
also that both pairs with orientation “NoU” to “Yes” are the most stable; it implies (in terms
of this distribution) that getting classification errors from category “Yes” to category “NoU”
yields less influence on the tests results than the reverse phenomenon, whatever the gender class.
In a more quantitative approach, one may detect which p0 value is needed to reach a 50%
chance of getting a contradictory (or non-contradictory) result. These values are roughly equal
to 0.06, 0.1, 0.17 and 0.23; see Figure 3.8 for corresponding problematic pairs. For instance,
it involves that all males classified in category “NoU” should have around 25% chance to be
misclassified (and thus should truly belong to class “Yes”) in order to get a 50% probability of
non-contradictory result. This value for p0 being quite large, this confirms what we observed
above.
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Figure 3.8: NC probability plots (with individual-based distribution and τ = 0) for all oriented
problematic pairs, Belief in Afterlife data set.
We also computed curves by setting τ roughly equal to nij/5 for each pair, and represented
(on the different plots of Figure 3.9) the NC probability values for increasing p0 and pτ se-
quences. All expected theoretical behaviors are assessed by these drawings; moreover, the same
ordering in the oriented pairs (from less to most stable one) appears (take care about the dif-
ferent axis displays for p0; this was done for better viewing of the curves).
A quick further investigation with direct distributions provides the same conclusions. These
three settings were computed for all four pairs and are displayed in Figure 3.10. One can see
that pairs “(Females, Yes, NoU)” and “(Males, Yes, NoU)” hold lower probabilities than the
other two, for any fixed expected rate between zero and one half. Furthermore, all direct distri-
butions are quite close together for any oriented pair, which tends to confirm what we observed
in the previous example.
Another interesting measure consists in determining the expected misclassification rate
needed to reach a 50% pijk value, for each pair and each distribution. Only E- and G-
distributions are involved in this process; the values are displayed in Table 3.3. The same
trend between cell pairs can be observed, as logically expected. Moreover, these percentages
are quite small, except for the best pair. Eventually, these values are a bit smaller with G-
than with E-distribution.
In conclusion, one has to be very careful when drawing conclusions from this data set
analysis. Some specific settings may provoke major trouble with very poor misclassification
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Figure 3.9: NC probability plots (with individual-based distributions) for all oriented problematic
pairs, Belief in Afterlife data set.
constraints. Statistical conclusion on the basis of this example is therefore subject to doubt.
3.5.3 Party Identification Example
Primary analysis of this data set revealed that independence between gender and political
affiliation could not be accepted at usual significance level. This initial conclusion was however
deeply discussed in the last chapter, since it appeared that classification errors (mainly between
Democrat and Republican opinions) could strongly affect this conclusion. The forthcoming in-
vestigation is therefore of primary interest to assess our previous findings.
First, among the 12 oriented pairs from this 2× 3 table, only four of them are problematic;
since initial statistics values are larger than the corresponding quantile, all of them refer to
Case II. Table 3.4 display these pairs, together with IQ intervals and additional information to
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Figure 3.10: NC probability plots (with direct distributions) for all oriented problematic pairs,
Belief in Afterlife data set.
be discussed later. All intervals being equal with both goodness-of-fit statistics, the discussion
will be valid for the use of any of them.
The computation of NC probability curves (not shown here) indicates that the non-contradic-
tory measure decreases very fastly as the individual misclassification probability increases a bit.
Column p∗ of Table 3.4 denotes the optimum value (3.8) of p0, leading to the minimum ob-
servable pijk value (when considering τ = 0); they are all quite small, and all corresponding
NC probabilities are very close to zero. Drops in these values differ slightly from pair to pair,
and it is not easy to determine which one has the fastest drop; remark nevertheless that pair
“(Males, Rep., Ind.)” reaches first its minimal pijk value when p0 increases. The same results
come from considering strictly positive τ values.
With continuous distributions, the same phenomenon can be detected: a fast drop in NC
probabilities as the expected rate of misclassified items increases. Columns “Min” and “Exp.
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Table 3.3: Expected misclassification rates (in percentage) corresponding to one half NC pro-
babilities, Belief in Afterlife data set.
Or. Probl. Pair Expected Rate
i j k E− dist. G− dist
F Y N 12.46 10.21
F N Y 22.17 18.95
M Y N 8.33 6.80
M N Y 29.40 26.79
Table 3.4: Oriented problematic pairs (i, j, k), corresponding IQ intervals, nij values, p
∗ values
and optimum results with E- and G-distributions, Party Identification data set.
E-dist. G-dist.
i j k zl zr nij p
∗ Min. Exp. Rate Min. Exp. rate
Females Dem. Rep. 193 275 279 0.136 0.176 0.094 0.103 0.097
Females Ind. Rep. 51 67 73 0.184 0.539 0.164 0.429 0.137
Males Rep. Dem. 130 188 191 0.142 0.184 0.100 0.108 0.105
Males Rep. Ind. 173 187 191 0.053 0.479 0.047 0.363 0.042
Rate.” in Table 3.4 refer respectively to the minimal observable non-contradictory probability
and related expected rate. They are displayed for both exponential- and gaussian-like distribu-
tions. Related expected values are quite small (and comparable, in some sense, to p∗ ones), but
related minimum pijk’s are larger than with individual-based distributions. Moreover, minimas
obtained with G-distribution are smaller than those with E-distribution.
With this direct approach, pair “(Males, Rep., Ind.)” still reaches first its minimum value,
but that minimum is quite large (around 48% with exponential and 36% with gaussian distribu-
tion), whereas smaller minimas can be found with pairs “(Females, Dem., Rep.)” and “(Males,
Rep., Dem.)” (but for larger rates). It seems therefore that, although the main conclusions
about the stability of the pairs remains unchanged, the discussion between the pairs can take
different orientations, provided one uses individual-based or direct approach to perform the
analysis. This is the first example we treat that highlights this gap between both approaches.
To conclude, it appears clearly that classification errors occurring either from category
“(Females, Republican)” to any other Female group, or from any Male category to “(Males,
Republican)” pair, can provoke major instability in the final conclusion of the test of indepen-
dence. One gets roughly the same non-contradictory probability values, whatever the choice of
the distribution and with small parameter values.
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Table 3.5: Oriented problematic pairs (i, j, k), corresponding IQ intervals, nij values, p
∗ values
and optimum results with E- and G-distributions, Cough data set.
E-dist. G-dist.
Stat. i j k zl zr nij p
∗ Min. Exp. Rate Min. Exp. rate
G2 C Yes No 68 98 121 0.312 0.679 0.292 0.609 0.246
X2 C Yes No 69 98 121 0.307 0.665 0.300 0.591 0.238
3.5.4 Cough Data Set
The last example of two-way table investigation is the analysis of the Cough data set. Re-
call that the underlying hypothesis of interest is to test whether there is homogeneity between
medical doctors with respect to their patient’s populations (in terms of being ill or not). Such
a basic conclusion was significantly rejected and further analysis established that main source
of misclassification impact would come from population C, the other ones being unefficient on
the initial conclusion (in terms of pairwise misclassification errors).
The first step of our investigation method reveals two interesting facts: first, only one ori-
ented pair is problematic, namely pair “(C, Yes, No)”; second, corresponding IQ intervals are
slightly diferent according to either deviance or Pearson’s statistic use. Table 3.5 displays both
settings with corresponding results (table presentation is identical to Table 3.4 since we also
deal with Case II setting). One just added the statistic’s criterion in the first column.
With individual-based distribution and τ equal to zero first, one detects that minimal non-
contradictory probability is small, around 0.001 (resp. 0.002) with the deviance (resp. Pearson’s
statistic); however, optimal p0 value corresponding to that minimum is equal to p
∗ = 0.312 (resp.
p∗ = 0.307). Furthermore, pijk probability remains very close to nominal 1 level as long as p0 is
smaller than 10% roughly, and a NC probability of one half is first observed when p0 increases
up to around 0.19 (resp. 0.18). Thus, even if quite small non-contradictory probabilities can
be observed, this would imply quite large individual misclassification probability values. Such
a discussion also holds when taking larger values for τ and pτ .
Some similar comments can be drawn with the use of direct distributions. Either with the
deviance or Pearson’s statistic, one reaches the minimal non-contradictory probability value for
an expected rate of approximately 0.3 (resp. 0.24) when making use of E- (resp. G-) distribu-
tion. The corresponding minimum pijk values are listed in Table 3.5; notice that these are quite
larger than those we obtained with individual-based distributions, being the most important
difference between both approaches. We may compare them on a same graph, plotting NC
probabilities with E- and G-distributions as usual and adding the corresponding curve with
individual-based distribution and τ set to zero (in this case, expected rate of misclassified items
simply reduces to p0). We represent them on Figure 3.11, both for the deviance and Pearson’s
statistics; the difference is now clearly observable. Notice that this could also be done with
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of NC probability values with direct E- and G-distributions and with
individual-based (τ = 0) one, using G2 (left) and X2 (right) statistics, Cough data set.
Oxford Shopping Survey data set, where such a similar trend was observed.
In conclusion, we can say that pair “(C, Yes, No)” (the unique problematic pair of this
data set) can yield important instability in the final conclusion; this must however be lowered
by the fact that direct distributions, though indicating a common trend, do not lead to very
small NC probability values, whereas individual-based settings do. Furthermore, small expected
miclassification rates do not provoke any decrease in the pijk’s, up to rates of around 10%. The
data set can therefore be considered as stable, in a global point of view. Recall also that it is
our first practical example wherein IQ intervals are different with respect to the choice of the
goodness-of-fit statistic.
3.6 Connection with Goodness-of-Fit Testing and Ex-
amples
It was previously announced that the method of non-contradictory probabilities could be
easily transposed to the context of goodness-of-fit testing and paiwise misclassification. The
aim of this final section is to display key points for such an adaptation.
First, if we consider a data set with K categories, then the number of oriented pairs in this
set is now equal to 2 × C2K . Such an oriented pair is now represented by (i, j) since the row
indicator is not meaningful here. Notation (i, j) thus indicates that misclassification can only
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Table 3.6: Oriented problematic pairs (i, j), corresponding IQ intervals and additional results,
Lindstrom’s Plant data set.
Stat. i j ni zl zr zr + zl t(a, b)
G2 1 2 773 750 756 1506 8343027
G2 1 4 773 726 770 1496 53528535
G2 2 4 231 209 226 435 1894248
G2 3 4 238 212 233 445 2450074
X2 1 2 773 742 764 1506 27407283
X2 1 4 773 727 770 1497 52347504
X2 2 4 231 208 227 435 103960
X2 3 4 238 211 234 445 2671704
occur from category i to category j, and interval Iij→k is naturally rewritten as Ii→j = ]0, ni].
The method of computation of IQ intervals remains the same, up to the notations’ update in
this framework (among others, replace nij by ni). To determine z
∗ value leadig to the minimum
observable statistic value, we refer to the developments we established in Chapter 1. The rest
of the methodology (choice of distribution and parameters for Zijk, obviously written here as
Zij) remains completely identical, since it only depends on the knowledge of ni (obtained from
the data) and IQ (that is computed earlier).
Let us now fully analyze Lindstrom’s Plant data set; only the main conclusions that we can
draw about Mendel’s Plant example will be displayed (to gain space and clarity).
3.6.1 Lindstrom’s Plant example
Recall that a primary analysis of this data set revealed that the null hypothesis has to be
rejected (p-values of around 2%) and that four out of the six pairs of categories are problematic
(see Section 1.4). Let us now investigate them more precisely.
First, we detected four oriented problematic pairs of Case II type. They are summarized in
Table 3.6, together with additional information related to Propositions 3.9 and 3.12. The last
two columns indicate that, by using either E- or G-distribution, one will reach the minimum
non-contradictory probability value for some expected misclassification rate smaller than one
half. Furthermore, as one can see, some major differences in IQ intervals occur, especially with
pair “(Gr,Go)”. We will see later how this will have an impact on the NC probability values.
Table 3.7 holds the minimum non-contradictory probability values and related expected
misclassification rates, for the individual-based (with τ = 0), exponential and gaussian distri-
butions. One can notice first that all minimum values are smaller with gaussian distribution
than with exponential one, for every pair. Such a phenomenon was already observed in previous
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Table 3.7: Oriented problematic pairs (i, j) and optimum results with individual-based (τ = 0),
E- and G-distributions, Lindstrom’s Plant data set. Expected rates and minimum values are
expressed in percentage.
IB-dist. (τ = 0) E-dist. G-dist.
Stat. i j Min. Exp. Rate Min. Exp. Rate Min. Exp. Rate
G2 Gr Go 42.743 2.578 87.377 2.587 83.398 2.070
G2 Gr GGS 0.001 2.682 22.077 2.070 13.438 2.070
G2 Go GGS 0.831 5.411 48.794 4.762 37.333 4.329
G2 GS GGS 0.232 5.953 44.485 5.462 32.953 4.622
X2 Gr Go 0.709 2.440 56.255 2.329 45.423 1.940
X2 Gr GGS 0.001 2.632 22.418 2.070 13.698 1.940
X2 Go GGS 0.923 5.283 41.783 4.762 30.360 3.896
X2 GS GGS 0.075 5.816 38.031 5.042 26.800 4.622
examples with Case II pairs. Moreover, there are some minor differences in minimum values
and expected rates between both statistics, except with pair “(Gr,Go)” where the split is quite
dramatical (take a look for instance at individual-based results). It can also be seen that all
minimum values are reached for very small expected rates (at most 6%); this indicates that
non-contradictory probabilities decrease very fastly, and thus that all pairs are really unstable.
To better highlight the spread between deviance and Pearson’s statistics, especially with the
first pair of Table 3.6, we computed complete NC probability curves with the three distributions
of Table 3.7; they are displayed in Figures 3.12 (for individual-based distribution, where the
difference is the most important) and 3.13 (for the two direct distributions). Other pairs are
discarded from this presentation.
In conclusion of this data set analysis, one can say that all oriented problematic pairs can
cause much instability in the results of goodness-of-fit testing. Whatever the choice of the
distribution, decrease in non-contradictory probability values is very quick for small increasing
expected rates. Conclusions hold for both statistics, yet with some discrepancies due to differ-
ences in IQ intervals. Drawing conclusions on the basis of initial analyses is therefore subject
to important doubt and should be cautiously checked.
To end up with this discussion, let us investigate on the impact of α level on IQ interval
values. We have seen that, with usual 5% significance level, some major discrepancies appear
between these intervals when computed with either the deviance or Pearson’s X2, especially
with pair “(Gr,Go)”. To better characterize this phenomenon, we computed such intervals for
varying values of α; some of them are summarized in Table 3.8. One can see that the spread
between interval bounds diminishes as α decreases to zero; yet, IQ intervals computed with
Pearson’s X2 are still a bit larger than those for the deviance. Furthermore, maximal absolute
p-value being equal to 0.0519 (resp. 0.0692) with G2 (resp. X2) statistic, it is clear that α
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Figure 3.12: NC probability curves with individual-based (τ = 0) distribution and both goodness-
of-fit statistics, pair “(Gr,Go)”, Lindstrom’s Plant data set.
values larger than these optima will lead to undefined (i.e. empty) IQ intervals (as expressed
in Table 3.8). Hence, in order to make the previous surprising observation vanish, it could be
adequate to slightly decrease α level in that case. This would however not modify discussion
above dramatically.
3.6.2 Mendel data set
Let us now provide a short summary of the different results that appeared throughout the
analysis of Mendel data set.
First, all the oriented pairs were detected to be problematic, and of Case I type (since the
initial goodness-of-fit statistics values were smaller than quantile Q). It also appeared that
some IQ lower bounds are slightly different according to the statistic in use. However, these
differences never exceed one unit, producing thus only minor and not dramatical changes in
the discussion.
Furthermore, every oriented pair can yield very small non-contradictory probability values,
whatever the selected distribution for Zij. We therefore focussed on the value of the expected
misclassification rate that provides a NC probability of around one half. Table 3.9 summa-
rizes these optimal rates, for all oriented problematic pairs and goodness-of-fit statistics, with
individual-based (and τ = 0), exponential and gaussian distributions.
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Figure 3.13: NC probability curves with E- (left) and G- (right) distributions and both goodness-
of-fit statistics, pair “(Gr,Go)”, Lindstrom’s Plant data set.
First, the oriented pairs for which IQ intervals are equal (either using G
2 or X2) corre-
spond to those having exactly the same expected rates with the two statistics, whatever the
considered distribution. One can see moreover that the most stable pairs (i.e. with the largest
expected rates) have in general a larger value with Pearson’s statistic than with the deviance;
the opposite being true for less stable pairs. Furthermore, among all the pairs (i, j) and (j, i)
(i 6= j), there is always one that is clearly more stable than the other one, except maybe when
{i, j} = {2, 3}. Eventually, one can observe that pairs (1,3) and (1,4) are the most problematic
ones, their expected rates never being larger than 13% (see Table 3.9).
Such conclusions could also be drawn by computing complete curves (as we did for Lind-
strom’s plant example) and also by increasing τ when making use of individual-based distri-
bution. However, as we announced earlier, these complementary analyses will not be fully
displayed in this presentation.
To conclude with this example, one can say that Mendel’s Plant data set is really unstable
with respect to pairwise misclassification. Indeed, all orinted pairs are problematic and, though
some of them need quite large expected rates to get small non-contradictory probabilities, it is
not possible to have total confidence in initial conclusions drawn by classical statistical analysis,
since small instability in the data could provoke much variation in the test statistics.
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Table 3.8: IQ intervals with both goodness-of-fit statistics and some α-level values, pair
“(Gr,Go)”, Lindstrom’s Plant data set.
α Deviance Pearson
0.01 727 773 726 773
0.02 733 772 731 773
0.03 738 768 735 771
0.04 743 763 739 767
0.05 750 756 742 764
0.06 NA NA 746 760
3.7 Finals Comments and Further Research
The whole methodology that was developed in this chapter is simple: identification of ori-
ented problematic pairs and computation of non-contradictory probabilities. The latter can
be used to discuss how pairwise misclassification can have a dramatical impact on the test
results. Computational part is not intensive but does require some efficient statistical soft-
ware. Furthermore, theoretical developments are helpful to predict non-probability behavior
with respect to the initial setting under consideration; they are also the basic foundation of
the analytic method that was displayed in Section 3.4. Another advantage of the method is its
flexibility with respect to the choice of α level. Indeed, one just has to modify related quantile
Q; this will have an impact on IQ computation, but the rest of the method is not sensitive
to this change. Furthermore, we have seen (in the Lindstrom’s Plant example) that a slight
modification of α value could bring us to more reliable results with both statistics.
The methodology could be directly applied to other settings, where statistics would have
completely different behaviors with respect to pairwise misclassification. The key task would
therefore to determine the set IQ; and the derivation of related properties for pijk would be-
come the next challenge for the researcher. In this study the very simple, quadratic shape for
both goodness-of-fit statistics simplified the framework; it it possible that this does not arise
anymore in other cases.
Several issues (not treated here) may be pointed out:
• The precise determination of the optimal parameter values λ∗ and σ∗ leading to mini-
mum non-contradictory probabilities in Case II, with E- and G-distributions respectively.
Though this can be solved numerically, algebraic expressions for λ∗ and σ∗ could be an
asset.
• The theoretical comparison of direct distributions between them, and also between indivi-
dual-based distributions. We highlighted some empirical observations throughout data
sets analyses, but this has not to be considered as formal evidence. Thus, a more global
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Table 3.9: Expected misclassification rates leading to one-half non-contradictory probability
values, Mendel’s data set. Rates are expressed in percentage.
IB (τ = 0) Exponential Gaussian
i j G2 X2 G2 X2 G2 X2
1 2 7.213 6.893 10.406 9.942 8.494 8.117
2 1 23.916 24.846 30.419 31.285 27.985 28.999
1 3 8.802 8.800 12.670 12.670 10.377 10.377
3 1 20.599 21.595 27.168 28.176 24.242 25.385
1 4 6.256 5.938 9.026 8.571 7.364 6.987
4 1 37.237 40.427 41.186 43.462 40.609 43.147
2 3 22.050 22.050 28.648 28.648 25.906 25.906
3 2 16.611 16.611 22.817 22.817 19.570 19.570
2 4 16.460 16.460 22.642 22.642 19.396 19.396
4 2 34.043 37.237 38.814 41.186 37.896 40.609
3 4 15.614 15.614 21.645 21.645 18.390 18.390
4 3 37.237 40.427 41.186 43.462 40.609 43.147
approach could be set to compare them precisely, though it appeared that the choice of a
distribution was less influent than the choice of accurate parameter values (as it can also
be observed in other statistical fields, e.g. kernel density estimation).
• The extension of the methodology to settings larger than the simple pairwise case. In
that framework, issues like the definition of distance from the original counts and the
extension of the distributions to larger settings will probably appear.
• Maybe the definition of other distributions for Zijk could be considered.
Thus, further research is needed to answer these problems conveniently.
Appendix
Proof of Lemma 3.1. If t = 0, then F (0) = P (Zijk = 0) = (1− p)n−1, and
∂ F (0)
∂ p
= −(n− 1) (1− p)n−2,
which is the expected result in that case. Now, if it is true for t = l − 1 (with 1 ≤ l < n− 1),
let us show that it remains valid for t = l . One has
F (l) = F (l − 1) + P (Zijk = l) = F (l − 1) + C ln−1 pl (1− p)n−l−1 ,
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so
∂ F (l)
∂ p
= −C l−1n−1 pl−1 (1− p)n−(l−1)−2 (n− (l − 1)− 1)
+C ln−1
{
l pl−1 (1− p)n−l−1 − pl (n− l − 1) (1− p)n−l−2
}
= pl−1 (1− p)n−l−1 {−C l−1n−1 (n− l) + C ln−1 l}
−C ln−1 pl (1− p)n−l−2 (n− l − 1)
and the conclusions arises from the fact that (n− l)C l−1n−1 = l C ln−1. Limiting results are derived
from the formula
F (t) = (1− p)n−1 +
t∑
l=1
Ctn−1 p
t (1− p)n−t−1
for all t > 0 (the sum in the right-hand side above canceling whenever t = 0).
Proof of Proposition 3.1. It is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.1 and (3.5).
Proof of Proposition 3.2. The first part is is trivial, according to (3.6) and Lemma 3.1.
Set now a = nij − zr − 1 and b = nij − zl ; so a < b (since zl ≤ zr). One has (with F being
the c.d.f. of Zijk)
∂ pijk
∂ p0
= −∂ F (b)
∂ p0
+
∂ F (a)
∂ p0
= Cbnij−1 p0
b (1− p0)nij−b−2 (nij − b− 1)− Canij−1 p0a (1− p0)nij−a−2 (nij − a− 1)
= p0
a (1− p0)nij−b−2
{
Cbnij−1 p0
b−a (nij − b− 1)− Canij−1 (1− p0)b−a (nij − a− 1)
}
,
also using (3.6) and Lemma 3.1. Hence
∂ pijk
∂ p0

>
=
<
 0 ⇔
(
p0
1− p0
)b−a
>
=
<
 (nij − a− 1) Canij−1(nij − b− 1) Cbnij−1 (3.18)
and
(nij − a− 1) Canij−1
(nij − b− 1) Cbnij−1
=
b! (nij − b− 2)!
a! (nij − a− 2)! =
(nij − zr) ... (nij − zl)
(zl − 1) ... (zr − 1) = T,
using definitions of a and b. Final conclusion comes from inverting (3.18) and using b− a = ν.
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Proof of Lemma 3.2. According to (3.10),
F (t) =
t∑
l=0
τ∑
s=0
P (Zτ = l − s) P (Yτ = s)
=
τ∑
s=0
P (Yτ = s)
t∑
l=0
P (Zτ = l − s) .
Now, P (Zτ = l − s) will be equal to zero if either l − s < 0 or l − s > n∗. Since
l − s < 0 ∀ l ⇔ s > t and l − s > n∗ ∀ l ⇔ s < −n∗,
the only s values not leading to zero probabilities are those belonging to [0, inf(t, τ)] (since the
second condition above is impossible). Hence, F (t) becomes
F (t) =
inf(t,τ)∑
s=0
P (Yτ = s)
t∑
l=0
P (Zτ = l − s) .
Moreover, for any fixed s, to get a non-zero P (Zτ = l − s) probability, counter l must be at
least equal to s (otherwise l− s < 0) and at most equal to s+n∗ (otherwise l− s > n∗). Thus,
F (t) reduces to
F (t) =
inf(t,τ)∑
s=0
P (Yτ = s)
inf(t,s+n∗)∑
l=s
P (Zτ = l − s)
=
inf(t,τ)∑
s=0
P (Yτ = s)
inf(t−s,n∗)∑
l=0
P (Zτ = l)
since sup(0, s) = s. To conclude, one just has to notice that
inf(t−s,n∗)∑
l=0
P (Zτ = l) = FZ(t− s)
since, if t− s ≥ n∗, then FZ(t− s) = FZ (n∗) = 1 and the term above also sums to 1.
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let us start with the derivative of F (t) with respect to p0. If t = 0,
then F (0) = (1− p0)nij−τ (1− pτ )τ = P (Zτ = 0) P (Yτ = 0) (since l1 = l2 = 0 in that case); so
∂ F (0)
∂ p0
= −n∗ (1− p0)n
∗−1 P (Yτ = 0) ,
which is the expected result. Assume now that the result is true for t = u − 1 (with
1 ≤ u ≤ nij − 2), and let us prove that it remains valid when t = u.
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Consider first that u ≤ τ ; then, inf(u−1, τ) = u−1 and inf(u, τ) = u. Moreover, according
to (3.11),
P (Zijk = u) =
u∑
l=l∗
Cu−ln∗ p0
u−l (1− p0)n
∗−u+l P (Yτ = l) ,
with l∗ = sup (0, u− n∗). Hence,
∂ P (Zijk = u)
∂ p0
=
u∑
l=l∗
Cu−ln∗ P (Yτ = l)
{
(u− l) p0u−l−1 (1− p0)n
∗−u+l
−p0u−l (n∗ − u+ l) (1− p0)n
∗−u+l−1
}
.
It follows that
∂ F (u)
∂ p0
=
∂
∂ p0
{F (u− 1) + P (Zijk = u)}
= −
u−1∑
l=l∗
Cu−l−1n∗ p0
u−l−1 (1− p0)n
∗−u+l (n∗ − u+ l + 1) P (Yτ = l)
+
u∑
l=l∗
Cu−ln∗ P (Yτ = l) (u− l) p0u−l−1 (1− p0)n
∗−u+l
−
u∑
l=l∗
Cu−ln∗ P (Yτ = l) p0u−l (n∗ − u+ l) (1− p0)n
∗−u+l−1
=
u−1∑
l=l∗
p0
u−l−1 (1− p0)n
∗−u+l P (Yτ = l) ×{
(u− l)Cu−ln∗ − (n∗ − u+ l + 1) Cu−l−1n∗
}
−
u∑
l=l∗
Cu−ln∗ P (Yτ = l) p0u−l (n∗ − u+ l) (1− p0)n
∗−u+l−1.
The conclusion is direct, since
(u− l)Cu−ln∗ = (n∗ − u+ l + 1) Cu−l−1n∗
for all l < u ≤ τ .
Now, if u > τ , then inf(u− 1, τ) = inf(u, τ) = τ and all previous calculations remain valid;
one just has to replace all u− 1 and u upper bounds of all the sums by τ ; but it does not affect
the calculations.
Let us apply the same method for the corresponding result with pτ instead. The result is
obvious when t = 0 (as in the previous case). Assume now that it is true when t = u− 1 (with
again 1 ≤ u ≤ nij − 2) and let us establish it with t = u.
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If u < n∗ + 1, then sup (0, u− n∗) = sup (0, u− n∗ − 1) = 0; hence,
∂ F (u− 1)
∂ pτ
= −
inf(u−1,τ−1)∑
l=0
C lτ pτ
l (1− pτ )τ−l−1 (τ − l)P (Zτ = u− l − 1)
and
P (Zijk = u) =
inf(u,τ)∑
l=0
C lτ pτ
l (1− pτ )τ−l P (Zτ = u− l)
(still according to (3.11)). It follows that
∂ F (u)
∂ pτ
=
∂
∂ pτ
{F (u− 1) + P (Zijk = u)}
= −
inf(u−1,τ−1)∑
l=0
C lτ pτ
l (1− pτ )τ−l−1 (τ − l)P (Zτ = u− l − 1)
+
inf(u,τ)∑
l=0
C lτ l pτ
l−1 (1− pτ )τ−l P (Zτ = u− l)
−
inf(u,τ)∑
l=0
C lτ pτ
l (τ − l) (1− pτ )τ−l−1 P (Zτ = u− l) .
Since inf(u− 1, τ − 1) = inf(u, τ)− 1 and
inf(u,τ)∑
l=0
C lτ l pτ
l−1 (1− pτ )τ−l P (Zτ = u− l)
=
inf(u,τ)−1∑
l=0
C l+1τ (l + 1) pτ
l (1− pτ )τ−l−1 P (Zτ = u− l − 1) ,
one gets eventually
∂ F (u)
∂ pτ
=
inf(u,τ)−1∑
l=0
P (Zτ = u− l − 1) pτ l (1− pτ )τ−l−1
{
(l + 1)C l+1τ − (τ − l)C lτ
}
−
inf(u,τ)∑
l=0
C lτ pτ
l (τ − l) (1− pτ )τ−l−1 P (Zτ = u− l)
and conclusion follows from the fact that
(l + 1)C l+1τ = (τ − l)C lτ
for all l ≤ τ − 1.
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Now, if u ≥ n∗ + 1, then sup (0, u− n∗ − 1) = u− n∗ − 1 and sup (0, u− n∗) = u− n∗. All
previous calculations can be directly adapted; one just has to replace the 0 lower bound of the
sums by u− n∗ − 1 and u− n∗ in a convenient way, in order to obtain eventually
∂ F (u)
∂ pτ
=
inf(u,τ)−1∑
l=u−n∗−1
P (Zτ = u− l − 1) pτ l (1− pτ )τ−l−1
{
(l + 1)C l+1τ − (τ − l)C lτ
}
−
inf(u,τ)∑
l=u−n∗
C lτ pτ
l (τ − l) (1− pτ )τ−l−1 P (Zτ = u− l)
and the same conclusion.
Limiting results are obtained as follows :
1. One has
F (0) = (1− pτ )τ FZ(0)
and
F (t) = (1− pτ )τ FZ(t) +
inf(t,τ)∑
s=1
P (Yτ = s) FZ(t− s)
for any t > 0. Hence, if p0 is fixed, one gets limiting results using the fact that
lim
pτ→0
P (Yτ = s) =
{
1 if s = 0
0 if s > 0
and lim
pτ→1
P (Yτ = s) =
{
0 if s < τ
1 if s = τ
2. One has
FZ(t− s) = (1− p0)n
∗
+
t−s∑
l=1
C ln∗ p0
l (1− p0)n
∗−l ,
the sum of the right-hand side canceling whenever t − s = 0. So, if pτ is fixed and p0
decreases to zero, then FZ(t− s) converges to 1 (resp. is equal to 1) if t− s < n∗ (resp.
t− s ≥ n∗). It is therefore direct to see that
lim
p0→0
F (t) = FY (inf(t, τ)) ,
as expected. Now, if t < n∗, then t− s < n∗ for all s ≥ 0 and FZ(t− s) converges to zero
as p0 increases to 1. On the opposite, if t ≥ n∗, then
F (t) =
t−n∗∑
s=0
P (Yτ = s) +
inf(t,τ)∑
s=t−n∗+1
P (Yτ = s) FZ(t− s)
(the second sum canceling whenever t = n∗), and the conclusion is direct.
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Proof of Proposition 3.3. It is a direct consequence of (3.5) and Lemma 3.3.
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Since, for all t > 0 and ν > 0, the function g(t) = ν
√
t/
(
1 + ν
√
t
)
is
an increasing function of t, let us simply prove that T (x) and T ′(y) are decreasing functions
of x and y respectively. Parameters x and y being integer values, it is sufficient to show that
T (x+ 1) < T (x) and T ′(y + 1) < T ′(y). This is direct, since
T (x+ 1) = T (x)× (a− x) (n− b+ x)
(b− x) (n− a+ x)
and
T ′(y + 1) = T ′(y)× (a− y) (n− b+ y + 1)
(b− y) (n− a+ y + 1) ,
and the second multiplicative terms of right-hand sides are always strictly smaller than 1.
Proof of Proposition 3.4. Limiting results come from (3.6) and Lemma 3.3.
1. Set a = nij − zr − 1 and b = nij − zl. According to (3.6), one has pijk = 1−F (b) +F (a);
hence, using Lemma (3.3),
∂ pijk
∂ p0
=
inf(b,τ)∑
l=lb
Cb−ln∗ p0
b−l (1− p0)n
∗−b+l−1 (n∗ − b+ l) P (Yτ = l)
−
inf(b,τ)∑
l=la
Ca−ln∗ p0
a−l (1− p0)n
∗−a+l−1 (n∗ − a+ l) P (Yτ = l)
where la = sup (0, a− n∗ + 1) and lb = sup (0, b− n∗ + 1).
First, if a ≥ τ (or equivalently zr ≤ n∗), then inf(a, τ) = inf(b, τ) = τ . Since moreover
la ≤ lb (equality holding only if both equal zero), one gets
∂ pijk
∂ p0
=
τ∑
l=lb
p0
a−l(1− p0)n
∗−b+l−1 P (Yτ = l)×H(l)
−
lb−1∑
l=la
Ca−ln∗ p0
a−l (1− p0)n
∗−a+l−1 (n∗ − a+ l) P (Yτ = l) ,
where
H(l) = Cb−ln∗ p0
b−a (n∗ − b+ l)− Ca−ln∗ (1− p0)b−a (n∗ − a+ l)
and the last (negative) term cancels whenever la = lb. Moreover, using notations of Lemma
3.4,
H(l) < 0 ⇔
(
p0
1− p0
)b−a
<
Ca−ln∗ (n
∗ − a+ l)
Cb−ln∗ (n∗ − b+ l)
= T (l)
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for all l ∈ {lb, ..., τ} (taking n = n∗ in the Lemma). Since minl∈{lb,...,τ} h(l) = h(τ), one gets
that the derivative of pijk with respect to p0 is strictly negative for p0 < h(τ), which proofs
part (b) of the first point.
Now, if b − n∗ + 1 ≤ 0 (or equivalently zl ≥ τ + 2), then la = lb = 0. Since moreover
inf(a, τ) ≤ inf(b, τ), one gets
∂ pijk
∂ p0
=
inf(a,τ)∑
l=0
p0
a−l(1− p0)n
∗−b+l−1 P (Yτ = l)×H(l)
+
inf(b,τ)∑
l=inf(a,τ)+1
Cb−ln∗ p0
b−l (1− p0)n
∗−b+l−1 (n∗ − b+ l) P (Yτ = l)
with H(l) defined above, and where the last (positive) term cancels whenever inf(a, τ) =
inf(b, τ). Hence, if p0 > h(0) = maxl∈{0,...,inf(a,τ)} h(l), then H(l) is strictly positive for all l less
than or equal to inf(a, τ), and the derivative above is strictly positive, which is sufficient to
prove part (c) of the first point.
2. Keep notations a and b of above. Now,
∂ pijk
∂ pτ
=
inf(b,τ−1)∑
l=l′b
C lτ pτ
l (1− pτ )τ−l−1 (τ − l)P (Zτ = b− l)
−
inf(a,τ−1)∑
l=l′a
C lτ pτ
l (1− pτ )τ−l−1 (τ − l)P (Zτ = a− l)
where now l′a = sup (0, a− n∗) and l′b = sup (0, b− n∗).
First, if a ≥ τ − 1 (or equivalently zr ≤ n∗ + 1), then inf(a, τ − 1) = inf(b, τ − 1) = τ − 1,
and
∂ pijk
∂ pτ
=
τ−1∑
l=l′b
C lτ pτ
l (1− pτ )τ−l−1 (τ − l) {P (Zτ = b− l)− P (Zτ = a− l)}
−
l′b−1∑
l=l′a
C lτ pτ
l (1− pτ )τ−l−1 (τ − l)P (Zτ = a− l)
where the last (negative) term cancels whenever l′a = l
′
b. Since, for all l ∈ {l′b, ..., τ − 1},
P (Zτ = b− l)− P (Zτ = a− l) = p0a−l (1− p0)nij−τ−b+l ×{
Cb−ln∗ p0
b−a − Ca−ln∗ (1− p0)b−a
}
,
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which is strictly negative if and only if(
p0
1− p0
)b−a
<
Ca−ln∗
Cb−ln∗
= T ′(l)
(taking n = n∗ in Lemma 3.4), it comes that, if p0 < minl∈{l′b,...,τ−1} h
′(l) = h′(τ − 1), the
derivative of pijk with respect of pτ is strictly negative on ]0, 1[, which proofs part (b) of the
second point.
If now b− n∗ ≤ 0 (or equivalently zl ≥ τ + 1), then l′a = l′b = 0 and
∂ pijk
∂ pτ
=
inf(a,τ−1)∑
l=0
C lτ pτ
l (1− pτ )τ−l−1 (τ − l) {P (Zτ = b− l)− P (Zτ = a− l)}
+
inf(b,τ−1)∑
l=inf(a,τ−1)+1
C lτ pτ
l (1− pτ )τ−l−1 (τ − l)P (Zτ = b− l)
where the last (positive) term cancels whenever inf(a, τ − 1) = inf(b, τ − 1). Hence, by the
same reasoning as above, if p0 > maxl∈{0,...,inf(a,τ−1)}h′(l) = h′(0), then the derivative above is
strictly positive on ]0, 1[, which proofs part (c) of the second point.
Proof of Proposition 3.5. It comes directly from the fact that Zijk = Yτ +Zτ , where Yτ and
Zτ are binomial random variables with parameters (τ, pτ ) and (n
∗, p0) respectively. Limiting
results are trivial.
Proof of Proposition 3.6. All results come directly from (3.6) and the fact that
l∑
t=0
P (Zijk = t) = (l + 1)
(
a
2
(nij − l − 1) + 1
nij
)
in that case.
Proof of Proposition 3.7. Equation (3.13) can be easily established by using (3.12) and the
fact that
E (Zijk) =
nij−1∑
t=0
tP (Zijk = t) .
We introduce now four technical lemmas and their corresponding proofs.
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Lemma 3.5. Let x, k and n be integers such that k > 0 and 1 < x ≤ n. For any z ∈]0, 1[, set
F (z) =
1
A
n−x∑
t=0
zt
k
where A =
∑n−1
l=0 z
lk . Then,
∂ F (z)
∂ z
=
1
A2
n−x∑
t=0
n−1∑
l=n−x+1
zt
k+lk−1 (tk − lk) .
Moreover, this derivative is strictly negative for any z ∈]0, 1[.
Proof of Lemma 3.5. If x = n, the result is trivial. Assume therefore that x < n; one has
A2 × ∂ F (z)
∂ z
=
(
n−x∑
t=0
tk zt
k−1
) (
n−1∑
l=0
zl
k
)
−
(
n−x∑
t=0
zt
k
) (
n−1∑
l=0
lk zl
k−1
)
=
(
n−x∑
t=0
tk zt
k−1
) (
n−1∑
l=n−x+1
zl
k
)
−
(
n−x∑
t=0
zt
k
) (
n−1∑
l=n−x+1
lk zl
k−1
)
=
n−x∑
t=0
n−1∑
l=n−x+1
zt
k+lk−1 (tk − lk) .
Since moreover t ∈ {0, ..., n − x} and l ∈ {n − x + 1, ..., n}, all tk − lk terms in the sum are
strictly negative.
Lemma 3.6. Let a, b, k and n be integers such that k > 0 and 1 ≤ a ≤ b < n − 1. for any
z ∈]0, 1[, set
G(z) = 1− 1
A
b∑
t=a
zt
k
where A =
∑n−1
l=0 z
lk . Then,
∂ G(z)
∂ z
=
za
k−1
A2
p(z) (3.19)
where
p(z) =
{
a−1∑
t=0
b∑
l=a
−
b∑
t=a
n−1∑
l=b+1
}
zt
k+lk−ak (tk − lk) .
Proof of Lemma 3.6. Since
G(z) = 1 +
1
A
{
a−1∑
t=0
zt
k −
b∑
t=0
zt
k
}
,
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by using Lemma 3.5, one gets
A2 × ∂ G(z)
∂ z
=
a−1∑
t=0
n−1∑
l=a
zt
k+lk−1 (tk − lk)− b∑
t=0
n−1∑
l=b+1
zt
k+lk−1 (tk − lk)
=
a−1∑
t=0
b∑
l=a
zt
k+lk−1 (tk − lk)− b∑
t=a
n−1∑
l=b+1
zt
k+lk−1 (tk − lk)
=
{
a−1∑
t=0
b∑
l=a
−
b∑
t=a
n−1∑
l=b+1
}
zt
k+lk−1 (tk − lk) .
Moreover, the smallest power of z in the term above is given by t = 0 and l = a, and this power
equals ak − 1. Thus,
A2 × ∂ G(z)
∂ z
= za
k−1 × p(z)
as expected.
Lemma 3.7. With notations of Lemma 3.6, polynomial p(z) has only one change of sign in
its coefficients. Moreover, p(0) = −ak and
p(1) =
{
a−1∑
t=0
b∑
l=a
−
b∑
t=a
n−1∑
l=b+1
} (
tk − lk) .
Proof of Lemma 3.7. Indeed, coefficients tk− lk are strictly negative for all values of t and l
in each of the double sums. Moreover, due to the negative sign between these double sums, the
smallest (resp. largest) power of z with positive (resp. negative) related coefficient is equal to
tk + lk − ak∣∣
t=a,l=b+1
= (b+ 1)k
(
resp. tk + lk − ak∣∣
t=a−1,l=b = (a− 1)
k + bk − ak
)
.
Since (a− 1)k + bk − ak < (b+ 1)k, all coefficients corresponding to the largest (resp. small-
est) powers of z are strictly positive (resp. negative), implying thus that only one change in
coefficients’ signs occur. Particular values of p(z) are obtained directly.
Lemma 3.8. Let k and n be integers such that n > 1 and k > 0. For any z ∈]0, 1[, set
E(z;n, k) =
∑n−1
t=0 t z
tk∑n−1
l=0 z
lk
. (3.20)
Then, E(z;n, k) is a strictly increasing function of z on ]0, 1[.
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Proof of Lemma 3.8. Set An =
∑n
l=0 z
lk . Then,
∂ E(z;n, k)
∂ z
=
1
An−12
n−1∑
t=1
n−1∑
l=0
t zt
k+lk−1 (tk − lk) .
If n = 2, then this derivative trivially reduces to 1, which indicates the expected result. Assume
now that it is true for n = n∗ (with n∗ ≥ 2), and let us show that the result remains valid for
n = n∗ + 1. From (3.20), it comes that
∂ E (z;n∗ + 1, k)
∂ z
=
1
An∗
2
(
n∗−1∑
t=1
+
n∗∑
t=n∗
) (
n∗−1∑
l=0
+
n∗∑
l=n∗
)
t zt
k+lk−1 (tk − lk)
=
1
An∗
2
{
T +
n∗−1∑
t=0
zn
∗k+tk−1
(
n∗k − tk
)
(n∗ − t)
}
where T is the numerator of the right-hand side of (3.20). Conclusion comes directly from the
recurence hypothesis and the fact that t < n∗.
We display now a well-known rule, without proof (see e.g. Hart et al. (1943) for a demon-
stration of that result).
Lemma 3.9. (Descartes’ Rule of Signs) Let f(x) = an x
n+ an−1 xn−1 + ...+ a1 x+ a0. Set
S as the number of successive changes of signs in the coefficients of f (from an to a0). Then,
the number of positive roots of the equation f(x) = 0 cannot be larger than S.
We have now enough tools to go on with the proofs of previously displayed results.
Proof of Proposition 3.8. Set z = exp(−λ). Then, it comes from (3.6) and (3.15) that
pijk =
∑nij−z∗r
t=0 z
t∑nij−1
l=0 z
l
.
Result comes from Lemma 3.5, by taking k = 1, n = nij and x = z
∗
r . Limiting results are
direct.
Proof of Proposition 3.9. In Case II, pijk = G(z), using notations of Lemma 3.6 and with
z = exp(−λ), n = nij, a = nij − zr, b = nij − zl and k = 1. The multiplicative term of p(z) in
(3.19) is strictly positive for any z ∈]0, 1[; moreover, polynomial p(z) has at most one positive
root (due to Lemmas 3.7 and 3.9). Since p(0) < 0, two cases can arise:
1. If p(1) ≤ 0, then p(z) is strictly negative on ]0, 1[ (otherwise it has at least two positive
roots on that interval, which contradicts Lemma 3.7).
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2. If p(1) > 0, then pijk is equal to zero for some z
∗ in ]0, 1[, and is strictly negative (resp.
positive) on ]0, z∗[ (resp. ]z∗, 1[). Moreover, this z∗ value is unique on ]0, 1[ (otherwise it
would contradict Lemma 3.7).
Furthermore, a direct calculation permits to establish that
p(1) =
1
2
nij (zr − zl + 1) (zr + zl − nij − 1)
(with notations of Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7, with k = 1 and by replacing a and b by their respective
values). The conclusion follows directly. Limiting results are trivial.
Proof of Proposition 3.10. Set z = exp(−λ). Then, z ∈]0, 1[ and
E (Zijk) =
∑nij−1
l=0 l z
l∑nij−1
l=0 z
l
.
Conclusion comes from Lemma 3.8 (taking k = 1 and n = nij). Limiting results are trivial.
Proof of Proposition 3.11. Set z = exp [−1/ (2σ−2)]. Then, it comes from (3.6) and (3.17)
that
pijk =
∑nij−z∗r
t=0 z
t2∑nij−1
l=0 z
l2
.
Result comes from Lemma 3.5, by taking k = 2, n = nij and x = z
∗
r . Limiting results are
direct.
Proof of Proposition 3.12. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 3.9; one just has to
set z = exp [−1/ (2σ2)] and to notice that, with k = 2, one has
p(1) =
1
6
nij t(a, b)
as expected.
Proof of Proposition 3.13. Set z = exp [−1/ (2σ2)]. Then, z ∈]0, 1[ and one has
E (Xijk) =
∑nij−1
t=0 t z
t2∑nij−1
l=0 z
l2
and the result comes from Lemma 3.8 (with n = nij and k = 2). Limiting results are directly
obtained.

Part II
Information inside Subsets of
Categories
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Outline
I can’t understand why people are frightened of new ideas. I’m frightened of the old ones.
J. Cage
T he main objective of this second part is, whenever the null hypothesis is rejected at somesignificance level, to determine which subsets of categories provoke that rejection. Classical
approach is to perform multiple testing on the sub-categories. Several authors suggested some
multiple testing methods to deal with that issue; a short review of the literature about these
techniques is provided to the reader in the end of the introductive chapter.
However, all the methods that were proposed till now are basically new test procedures,
with all the underlying issues that occur with multiple testing (control for size and power, reli-
ability of results, ...). We focused on a new perception of the problem, which is more a matter
of different conceptual point of view than a new test approach. We aim indeed at determining
categories yielding large statistics values; since we better know how they behave (this was dis-
cussed in the previous chapters), we will be able to pass through many difficulties to reach our
objectives. In some cases, it is also possible to derive some kind of multiple confidence inter-
vals and to discuss them with respect to well-known adaptive methods to stick α level of the test.
The general method is basically the same for all tests; we will therefore explain it quite
in detail in Chapter 4, dealing with the test of a vector of proportions. Such a test yields
very basic and useful results, which will unfortunately not be found out in the other chapters.
However, very interesting adaptations will be proposed for the test of goodness of fit (Chapter
5) and the general test of homogeneity (Chapter 6).
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Chapter 4
Decisive Sets and the Test of a Vector
of Proportions
T his chapter has two objectives: first, to present the new conceptual approach in a generalguideline style; and second, to adapt and illustrate it in the framework of the test of a
vector of proportions. This needs first a correct definition of some useful tools, performed in
Section 4.1. Then, the specific vector’s test is analyzed by means of this method (Section 4.2).
In that particular test, the results are directly interpretable; more important, they allow to
easily define multiple confidence intervals for tested proportions. This is discussed in Section
4.4, just next to the display (Section 4.3) of a synthesis about the investigation method that
will be useful, both in this chapter and the forthcoming ones. We end up in Section 4.5 by the
analysis of an illustrative example.
The main definitions of the next section are generic and do not especially require to consider
a specific test to be valid. Thus, in further chapters, one will always refer to the topics displayed
now and neither time nor place will be wasted to re-definition of such tools.
4.1 Decisive Subsets and Detection
The main concept of this second thesis’ part is the idea of decisive subsets. Basically one
can define them as follows:
A decisive subset is a subset of categories whose corresponding counts are sufficiently far away
from their expected values in order to reject the null hypothesis, whatever the values of the re-
maining counts.
The idea is clear: if H0 is rejected, one would like to determine which category counts yield
that rejection. These should be so different from their expected values (under the null) that
their observations through random sampling is sufficient to ensure a rejection of the hypothesis,
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without needing the knowledge of other category counts. This is not a new idea by itself, but
the key point is to identify subsets being decisive by themselves, without links or interactions
between other classes.
Let us now formulate some remarks of primary interest. First, a (strict) decisive subset
can not hold less than 1 category (2 in case of testing homogeneity) and not more than k − 1
categories (k − 2 in case of goodness-of-fit testing). Otherwise, all the k levels belong to that
subset and thus one can not extract useful information from that method. Moreover, such a
subset is not necessarily unique; one has therefore to look at all the possible subsets of one, two
... k − 1 components. To shorten this full research, we suggest to start with single categories,
and to increase the set until a decisive group has been found. This is also motivated by the
following remark: if a subset of categories is decisive, then adding any other category will also
produce a decisive subset. It is therefore sufficient to find out which subset (with the smallest
number of elements) provokes the rejection of the null. Note also that some subsets could be
decisive with respect to one of the goodness-of-fit statistics and not with respect to the other
one. This case is quite rare, since both statistics have the same asymptotic behavior; on the
conceptual point of view, however, this issue should not be forgotten. So, one will later consider
decisive subsets with respect to X2 or G2, according to the case; this additional information
will be dropped whenever the subset is decisive with respect to both statistics.
4.2 Adaptation to Testing a Vector of Proportions
Let us illustrate this notion in the framework of testing a vector of proportions. Recall that,
in this setting, one wishes to test whether success probability pii of category i (i = 1, ..., k) is
equal to some fixed (and known) value pi∗i , for all i. If Xi denotes the number of successful
events recorded among the ni subjects drawn from population i, then both G
2 and X2 statistics
can be written as
X2 =
k∑
i=1
Fi (Xi) and G
2 =
k∑
i=1
Gi (Xi)
with
Fi (Xi) =
(Xi − ni pii)2
ni pii (1− pii) and Gi (Xi) = 2
{
Xi log
(
Xi
ni pii
)
+ (ni −Xi) log
(
ni −Xi
ni (1− pii)
)}
.
Under the null, both have an asymptotic chi-square distribution with k degrees of freedom. In
this chapter, we will stick the dependency of X2 and G2 on category counts X1, ..., Xk, by
using the following notations:
X2 (X1, ..., Xk) and G
2 (X1, ..., Xk) .
Moreover, category counts Xi will be first considered as real parameters in ]0, ni[, in order to
derive the forthcoming results properly.
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Let us focus first on the set {1} of, say, the first category. Note that it is not mandatory to
consider the first recorded one, since it is just a matter of re-numbering of the categories; the
key idea is that one will first focus on a single population. Then, with our definition above,
Category 1 is decisive w.r.t. X2 ⇔ X2 (X1,X1) > Qk ∀X1 ∈ I1
where Qk is the 1− α quantile of the chi-square distribution with k degrees of freedom, and
X1 = (X2, ..., Xk) and I1 = ]0, n2[× ...× ]0, nk[ .
Of course, this also applies with deviance G2 statistic; recall also that these have to be computed
under the null (i.e. expected proportions pii are known and equal to pi
∗
i values). The equivalence
above can be formalized a bit more, as we explain in the next result.
Proposition 4.1. 1. Category 1 is decisive with respect to X2 statistic if and only if
F1 (X1) > Qk.
2. Category 1 is decisive with respect to G2 statistic if and only if
G1 (X1) > Qk.
Previous results indicates in fact that a single category, say Xi, will be decisive if and only
if its own contribution Fi (Xi) (resp. Gi) to Pearson’s (resp. the deviance) statistic is larger
than Qk. In other words, to detect decisive single categories, it is sufficient to compute all com-
ponents of the goodness-of-fit statistics and to look at those that are larger than the quantile.
With Pearson’s X2, one can establish an equivalent but more practical result; we further
use notation [a± b] to denote interval [a− b; a+ b].
Proposition 4.2. Category 1 is decisive with respect to X2 statistic if and only if X1 6∈ IX1
with
IX1 =
[
n1 pi
∗
1 ±
√
n1 pi∗1 (1− pi∗1)Qk
]
.
Proposition 4.2 has unfortunately not a completely equivalent form for the deviance statistic.
All that we can say is the following:
Proposition 4.3. Category 1 is decisive with respect to G2 statistic if and only if X1 6∈ IG1 ,
where lower (resp. upper) bound of IG1 is equal to the smallest (resp. largest) real root of
equation G1 (X1)−Qk = 0.
So, though the same structural description can be furnished about a decisive category with
respect to either Pearson’s X2 or the deviance statistic, it is impossible to display an explicit
algebraic formula for the latter, as it was done with the former. Of course, numerical opti-
mization allows to solve this issue easily and fastly. Notice moreover that both IG1 and I
X
1
are non-empty intervals (they both contain the value n1 pi
∗
1) but could possibly be larger than
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]0, n1[. Thus, in practice, it is necessary to restrict them to that largest interval.
Assume now that none of the categories are decisive with respect to X2 (resp. G2) statistic.
It would then be useful to determine whether a pair of categories could be decisive. Let
us consider pair {1, 2} for instance. Then, by hypothesis, X1 belongs to IX1 (resp. IG1 ), or
equivalently QX(1) = Qk − F1 (X1) ≥ 0 (resp. QG(1) = Qk − G1 (X1) ≥ 0); let us then keep it
fixed. Then, one can characterize the decisive pair {1, 2} of categories (with respect to X2 for
instance) as follows:
Categories {1, 2} are decisive w.r.t. X2 ⇔ X2 (X1, X2,X2) > Qk ∀X2 ∈ I2
with
X2 = (X3, ..., Xk) and I2 = ]0, n3[× ...× ]0, nk[ .
This statement can be better described in the following result:
Proposition 4.4. 1. Let category 1 not be decisive with respect to Pearson’s statistic. Then,
the pair of categories {1, 2} is decisive with respect to X2 statistic if and only if
F2 (X2) > Q
X
(1).
2. Let category 1 not be decisive with respect to the deviance statistic. Then, the pair of
categories {1, 2} is decisive with respect to G2 statistic if and only if
G2 (X2) > Q
G
(1).
Of course, the previous proposition could be rewritten by considering that X2 is held fixed in
IX2 (resp. I
G
2 ) and that X1 has to satisfy F1 (X1) > Q
X
(2) (resp. F1 (X1) > Q
G
(2)), but this is just
a matter of re-numbering.
One can now display the extended versions of Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 for decisive pairs of
categories as follows:
Proposition 4.5. 1. Let category 1 not be decisive with respect to Pearson’s statistic. Then,
the pair of categories {1, 2} is decisive with respect to X2 if and only if X2 6∈ IX2 (X1),
where
IX2 (X1) =
[
n2 pi
∗
2 ±
√
n2 pi∗2 (1− pi∗2) QX(1)
]
.
2. Let category 1 not be decisive with respect to the deviance statistic. Then, the pair of
categories {1, 2} is decisive with respect to G2 if and only if X2 6∈ IG2 (X1), where lower
(resp. upper) bound of IG2 (X1) is equal to the smallest (resp. largest) real root of equation
G2 (X2)−QG(1) = 0.
Notice that interval IX2 (X1) is well defined since Q
X
(1) is positive if and only if X1 ∈ IX1 .
Furthermore, it has the same structural form than interval IX1 , and both are centered around
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the expected value of X1 and X2 under the null, respectively. Once again, interval I
G
2 (X1)
can be determined numerically but not algebraically, and restricted intervals to ]0, n2[ could be
considered if necessary.
Let us end up this primary description by displaying the general extension of that method.
Assume that all subsets of t − 1 categories (t = 2, ..., k − 2) are not decisive with respect to
Pearson’s (resp. the deviance) statistic, and let us now focus on the subset {1, ..., t − 1, t} of
categories. From the hypothesis (and with natural extended notations), one has
(X1, X2, ..., Xt−1) ∈ IX1 × IX2 (X1)× ...× IXt−1 (X1, ..., Xt−2)
(resp. the same multiple interval where subscript X is replaced by subscript G). It is also
equivalent to assume that
QX(1,...,t−1) = Qk −
t−1∑
i=1
Fi (Xi) ≥ 0 (resp. QG(1,...,t−1) = Qk −
t−1∑
i=1
Gi (Xi) ≥ 0).
Then,
Categories {1, ..., t} are decisive w.r.t. X2 ⇔ X2 (X1, ..., Xt,Xt) > Qk ∀Xt ∈ It
with
Xt = (Xt, ..., Xk) and It = ]0, nt[× ...× ]0, nk[
(this obviously adapts to the deviance statistic). Or equivalently:
Proposition 4.6. 1. Let the set of categories {1, ..., t − 1} be not decisive with respect to
Pearson’s statistic. Then, categories {1, ..., t} are decisive with respect to X2 statistic if
and only if
Ft (Xt) > Q
X
(1,...,t−1).
2. Let the set of categories {1, ..., t− 1} be not decisive with respect to the deviance statistic.
Then, categories {1, ..., t} are decisive with respect to G2 statistic if and only if
Gt (Xt) > Q
G
(1,...,t−1).
By definition of QX(1,...,t−1), it is clear that categories {1, ..., t} are decisive with respect to X2
(given that no strict subset from {1, ..., t} is decisive) if and only if the sum of components
F1 (X1) to Ft (Xt) is smaller than the quantile Qk (and this can obviously be adapted to G
2).
The following result is the natural extension of Proposition 4.5:
Proposition 4.7. 1. Let the set of categories {1, ..., t − 1} be not decisive with respect to
Pearson’s statistic. Then, categories {1, ..., t} are decisive with respect to X2 if and only
if Xt 6∈ IXt (X1, ..., Xt−1), where
IXt (X1, ..., Xt−1) =
[
nt pi
∗
t ±
√
nt pi∗t (1− pi∗t ) QX(1,...,t−1)
]
.
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2. Let the set of categories {1, ..., t − 1} be not decisive with respect to the deviance sta-
tistic. Then, categories {1, ..., t} are decisive with respect to G2 if and only if Xt 6∈
IGt (X1, ..., t− 1), where lower (resp. upper) bound of IGt (X1, ..., t− 1) is equal to the
smallest (resp. largest) real root of equation Gt (Xt)−QG(1,...,t−1) = 0.
Let us recall that the numbering and the ordering of the categories is not important; the
sticky idea is that, to consider a subset of t populations to be possibly decisive, one has to ensure
first that all pairs, triplets, ..., (t−1)-uples from that subset are all not decisive. Mathematically,
if at least one of them is decisive (with respect to X2 say), it will be impossible to compute
interval IXt (X1, ..., Xt−1) since one will encounter strictly negative terms under a square root.
4.3 A Generic Detection Method
Before going on with additional developments with the test of a vector of proportions, let
us display the sketch of an investigation method that we will make use throughout this and the
following chapters. This has to be considered as a generic method, in the sense that the main
body of the methodology will not change across the chapters, as we shall see further. Only
minor adaptations will take place, due to the change in the tested hypotheses and related nota-
tions. Furthermore, the method is described independently of the choice of the goodness-of-fit
statistic, and can thus be used with both.
Let us consider a set of k categories from which a drawn random sample lead to the rejection
of some null hypothesis H0. If X1, ..., Xk denote category counts related (in some way) to each
population, then the following method allows to detect whether a (strict) decisive subset of
categories exist.
Generic Method for Decisive Subsets Detection
1. For each Xi (i = 1, ..., k), compute related interval Ii (described in the methodology
related to the specific test under consideration).
• If there exists at least one index j such that Xj 6∈ Ij, then category j is decisive and
the procedure stops. Investigate for possible other single decisive categories.
• If Xi ∈ Ii for all i, then go to next step.
2. Consider all pairs of category counts (Xi, Xj) (i, j = 1, ..., k; i 6= j). Keep Xi fixed and
compute interval Ij (Xi) related to Xj.
• If there exists at least a pair of different indexes (t, l) such that Xl 6∈ Il (Xt), then
pair of categories (t, l) is decisive and the procedure stops. Investigate for possible
other decisive pairs of categories.
• If Xj ∈ Ij (Xi) for all i 6= j, then go to next step.
3. ...
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k − 1. Consider all (k−1)-uples of category counts (Xi1 , ..., Xik−1) with {i1, ..., ik−1} ⊆ {1, ..., k}.
Keep Xi1 , ..., Xik−2 fixed and compute Iik−1
(
Xi1 , ..., Xik−2
)
related to Xik−1 .
• If there exists at least a subset of indexes {i1, ..., ik−1} such that
Xik−1 6∈ Iik−1
(
Xi1 , ..., Xik−2
)
,
then the (k − 1)-uple of categories (i1, ..., ik−1) is decisive and the procedure stops.
Investigate for possible other decisive (k − 1)-uple subsets.
• If Xk−1 ∈ Ik−1 (X1, ..., Xk−2) for all (1, ..., k− 1), there exist no strict decisive subset
and the procedure stops.
Step number corresponds to the size of the subset that is considered at this step; it follows
that, at step j (j = 1, ..., k−1), one has to consider Cjk = k!/ [(j! (k − j)!] subsets and therefore
to compute Cjk intervals. This could of course become a huge task if the number of populations
is large; a maximum of 2k − 1 of such computations should be performed if by mischance all
subsets with size smaller than k − 1 are not decisive. Hopefully the research method would
provide a decisive subset before the final step, but it is not guaranteed.
Notice that, with goodness-of-fit testing, the maximal step number will be step k − 2; for
the test of homogeneity, the first step will consist in looking for pairs of categories. This is intu-
itively obvious since, for the former, the knowledge of k−1 category counts involves the perfect
knowledge of the last one; for the latter, a unique population is not sufficient to provoke the
rejection of the hypothesis of homogeneity (since at least two populations must be compared).
In the particular framework of the test of a vector of proportions, according to the displayed
results of previous section, this detection method can be grandly simplified:
Method for Decisive Subsets Detection in the Test of a Vector of Proportions
1. For all t ∈ {1, ..., k}, compute the components Ft (Xt) (resp. Gt (Xt)) of Pearson’s X2
(resp. G2) statistic.
2. • If there exits at least one index i in {1, ..., k} such that Fi (Xi) > Qk (resp. Gi (Xi) >
Qk), then at least one single category is decisive w.r.t. X
2 (resp. G2). Investigate
for possible other single decisive categories, then stop the procedure.
• If all single components are smaller than Qk, go to next step.
3. • If there exits at least one pair of indexes (i, j) in {1, ..., k} such that i 6= j and
Fi (Xi) + Fj (Xj) > Qk (resp. Gi (Xi) + Gj (Xj) > Qk), then at least one pair of
categories is decisive w.r.t. X2 (resp. G2). Investigate for possible other decisive
pairs, then stop the procedure.
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• If all sums of pair components are smaller than Qk, go to next step.
4. ...
k • If there exits at least one (k−1)-uple subset of indexes S = {i1, ..., ik−1} in {1, ..., k}
such that
∑
t∈S Ft (Xt) > Qk (resp.
∑
t∈S Gt (Xt) > Qk), then at least one (k − 1)-
uple subset of categories is decisive w.r.t. X2 (resp. G2). Investigate for possible
other decisive (k − 1)-uple subsets, then stop the procedure.
• If all sums of (k − 1)-uple components are smaller than Qk, then there is no strict
decisive subset in the set {1, ..., k} of categories and the procedure stops.
This detection method consists therefore in looking directly at individual, pairs, triplets, ...
of statistics’ components and to compare their respective sums to the prescribed quantile. This
is an intuitive approach, most often performed by practitioners, and this receives here some
theoretical credit to make use. Nevertheless, this is not common to all other test frameworks,
as we shall discover in the next chapters (although it is too often performed in practice). The
reason why this happens so simply here is that all components are independent of other category
counts, which simplifies significantly both the mathematical derivations of the results (see the
Appendix) and their interpretation.
4.4 Multiple Confidence Intervals
In the context of the test of a vector of proportions, it is possible to derive (multiple) confi-
dence intervals for all pii probabilities without making specific α level adjustment. Let us first
stick some useful notations (directly derived from previous sections).
Let X = (X1, ..., Xk) be a vector of success counts from populations 1 to k, and let
IX = IX1 × IX2 (X1)× ...× IXk (X1, ..., Xk−1)
as defined in Section 4.2 (upperscript X denotes Pearson’s statistic, but can be replaced by G
to stick notation with respect to the deviance). We established earlier that
X ∈ IX ⇔ X2 (X) ≤ Qk and X ∈ IG ⇔ G2 (X) ≤ Qk,
and we used this as a rule-of-thumb to detect decisive subsets of categories that could yield the
rejection of the null hypothesis. Let us now display the main result of this section; it establishes
that I1 and all It (X1, ..., Xt−1) intervals (t = 2, ..., k) can be “inverted” in a nice way:
Proposition 4.8. Let pi = (pi∗1, ..., pi
∗
k) be the vector of null success probabilities. Then:
1. One has
X ∈ IX ⇔ pi ∈ IXpi
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with
IXpi = I
X
pi1
× IXpi2 (pi1)× ...× IXpik (pi1, ..., pik−1)
and where
IXpi1 =
 2X1 +Qk
2 (n1 +Qk)
±
√
n1Qk
(
n1Qk + 4n1X1 − 4X12
)
2n1 (n1 +Qk)

and (given that pi∗j ∈ IXpij (pi1, ..., pij−1) for any j < t)
IXpit (pi1, ..., pit−1) =
 2Xt +QX(1,...,t−1)
2
(
nt +QX(1,...,t−1)
) ±
√
ntQX(1,...,t−1)
(
ntQX(1,...,t−1) + 4ntXt − 4Xt2
)
2nt
(
nt +QX(1,...,t−1)
)

for all t ∈ {2, ..., k}.
2. One has
X ∈ IG ⇔ pi ∈ IGpi
with
IGpi = I
G
pi1
× IGpi2 (pi1)× ...× IGpik (pi1, ..., pik−1) .
Moreover, the lower (resp. upper) bound of IGpi1 corresponds to the smallest (resp. largest) root
of equation (in pi∗1) G1 (X1)−Qk = 0; and for any t ∈ {2, ..., k}, the lower (resp. upper) bound
of IGpit (pi1, ..., pit−1) (given that pi
∗
j ∈ IGpij (pi1, ..., pij−1) for any j < t) corresponds to the smallest
(resp. largest) root of equation (in pi∗t ) Gt (Xt)−QG(1,...,t−1) = 0.
This permits to bring us tot the following statement:
pi ∈ IXpi ⇔ X2 (X) ≤ Qk and pi ∈ IGpi ⇔ G2 (X) ≤ Qk,
which translates the fact that both IXpi and I
G
pi can be seen as 100 (1−α) % confidence regions
for the vectors pi of null proportions of success. Equivalently, IXpi and I
G
pi hold all acceptable pi
vectors of null proportions with respect to X2 and G2 statistics respectively. Explicit formulas
of the former, displayed in the previous proposition, make Pearson’s statistic’s use easier than
the deviance statistic; nevertheless the confidence region for G2 can also be easily determined,
by means of numerical estimation methods.
Let us illustrate this notion be displaying confidence regions computed with the following
two-sample data set (the data come from a real data set displayed in Albert (2003), p. 139;
they will however not be analyzed further, so we just use them here as an illustrative example).
The vector of success counts is equal to X = (348, 950) and the vector of sample sizes is given
by (402, 1067). Figure 4.1 represents confidence regions IXpi1 × IXpi2 (pi1) and IGpi1 × IGpi2 (pi1) for the
vectors (pi1, pi2) of success probabilities, at increasing confidence level (or decreasing α levels;
we selected values of 5%, 1% and 0.1%). First, at fixed α value, ellipsoids drawn with the two
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Figure 4.1: Confidence regions for a 2-dimensional vector of proportions (with particular data
values), corresponding to Pearson’s (left) and the deviance (right) statistics and for some values
of (1− α) confidence level.
statistics are very close in terms of range and shape. This can be partly explained by the fact
that distributions of X2 and G2 are almost identical, since the smallest expected value in the
2× 2 table is larger than 45. Moreover, it is completely obvious that confidence regions should
increase in superficy as the Type I error decreases, which is clearly seen on the plots.
The perfect knowledge of these confidence regions IXpi and I
G
pi is helpful to derive multiple
confidence intervals for the vector of proportions pi. Indeed, for any t ∈ {2, ..., k}, the interval
for pit depends on the fixed values of preceeding pi1, ..., pit−1 values; only the corresponding one
for pi1 is unaffected by such a prior setting. A way to determine multiple confidence intervals
for components of pi is to look for maximal ranges of each pij component, as determined by I
X
pi
(resp. IGpi). Geometrically, it is equivalent to determining the projections of I
X
pi (resp. I
G
pi) on
each coordinate axis; confidence intervals are then equal to these projections. This derivation
method is often called a projection a` la Scheffe´, and the obtained multiple confidence intervals
are also denoted with this add-on expression (see e.g. Miller, 1966).
The following result characterizes this approach in our present framework:
Proposition 4.9. With the test of a vector of proportions, (multiple) confidence intervals “a` la
Scheffe´” of proportion pit (t = 1, ..., k), based on X
2 (resp. G2) statistic, is given by IXpit (resp.
IGpit).
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Let
IXS = I
X
pi1
× ...× IXpik and IGS = IGpi1 × ...× IGpik
denote the (multiple) confidence regions (a` la Scheffe´) for vector pi with respect to X2 and G2
statistics respectively. Since these are derived by projections of confidence regions and to the
coordinate axes, it is clear that
IXpi ⊆ IXS and IGpi ⊆ IGS
and therefore the coverage probability of confidence regions a` la Scheffe´ is larger than initial
100 (1 − α) % threshold (which is actually the one for our derived confidence regions). This
is a well-known issue of simultaneous interval estimation (e.g. Quesenberry and Hurst (1964)
noticed it in the framework of goodness-of-fit testing; we shall come back to it later on).
To end up with this section, let us compare the confidence region a` la Scheffe´, derived with
Pearson’s X2, to another one, based on univariate confidence intervals for single proportions.
Indeed, since the k populations have independent success counts distributions, an inutitive
approach is to derive some univariate confidence interval for each pit component of pi, and to
combine all of them into a unique confidence region.
The (univariate) 100 (1 − α) % confidence interval for a single proportion pi that will be
considered here is based on the well-known asymptotic normality of a discrete binomial random
variable X with parameters n and pi :
X − npi√
npi (1− pi) → N(0, 1) or
(X − npi)2
npi (1− pi) → χ
2
(1).
The confidence interval can be seen as the set CIXpi of all pi values in ]0, 1[ leading to a sufficiently
small statistic value; or in other words,
CIXpi =
{
pi ∈]0, 1[
∣∣∣∣∣ (X − npi)2npi (1− pi) ≤ Q1
}
(with previous notations for the quantile). Combining now all these intervals into the confidence
region CIXpi = CI
X
pi1
× ...× CIXpik , one can obtain the following statement:
Proposition 4.10. One has CIXpi ⊆ IXS and
P
(
pi ∈ CIXpi
) ≤ 1− α ≤ P (pi ∈ IXS ) .
The coverage probability of confidence region CIXpi is in fact equal to (1− α)k (see the
proof of previous result), and it can therefore become very small with respect to nominal
100 (1−α)% level. An easy way to adapt these multiple confidence intervals, in order to reach
a higher confidence level, is to increase the single α level for each univariate confidence interval.
Due to actual coverage probability of CIXpi , the simplest way is to fix now a common α-level
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Table 4.1: Numerical values (in percentage) of confidence regions IXS , CI
X
pi and CI
X
pi (α
′)
displayed in Figure 4.2.
Conf. Region pi1 pi2
IXS 81.863 90.197 86.472 91.162
CIXpi (α
′) 82.311 89.925 86.710 90.995
CIXpi 82.885 89.557 87.018 90.771
value, say α′, such that the coverage probability of the new confidence region (denote it by
CIXpi (α
′)) roughly equals 1− α. It is direct to see that
(1− α)k ≈ 1− α ⇔ α′ ≈ 1− (1− α) 1k .
This is nothing else than a Bonferroni correction. Of course, for integer k values larger than
one, new level α′ is smaller than α and thus univariate intervals become larger, as expected.
For instance, if α = 0.05 and k = 2, one gets α′ ≈ 0.0253. Notice moreover that, although α′ is
larger than α, the new confidence region will nevertheless remain (in general) included in the a`
la Scheffe´ confidence region. This can be explained by the fact that the coverage probability of
the former is around 1− α (according to the choice of α′), whereas for the latter it will always
exceeed that value.
We illustrate the three multiple confidence intervals (the a` la Scheffe´ IXS and the individual-
generated CIXpi = CI
X
pi (α) and CI
X
pi (α
′) ones) on Figure 4.2, using the same data of Figure
4.1 (and thus k = 2) and the usual 5% value for α. The “exact” confidence region IXpi for vector
pi = (pi1, pi2) is represented with large black trait, whereas regions I
X
S , CI
X
pi and CI
X
pi (α
′)
are drawn with respectively solid, dashed and dotted traits. One can clearly see the multiple
inclusions
CIXpi ⊆ CIXpi (α′) ⊆ IXS
as expected. The numerical values of these multiple intervals are also displayed in Table 4.1,
in decreasing order (from the largest to the smallest confidence region).
All the comparisons above could also be drawn on the basis of the deviance statistic; un-
fortunately, the impossibility to obtain precise, algebraic formulas for the muiltiple confidence
intervals tends to make these comparisons useless. Furthermore, such an approach seems to be
discarded in the litterature, probably due to the issue we just mentioned.
Notice eventually that there exists lots of other methods to derive simultaneous confidence
intervals for proportions. We presented one of them (by Bonferroni correction) and used it
to demonstrate how the a` la Scheffe´ projection method was really to avoid in this particular
framework.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of confidence regions IXS (solid trait), CI
X
pi (dashed trait) and CI
X
pi (α
′)
(dotted trait) to the “exact” confidence region IXpi for a 2-dimensional vector of proportions (with
particular data values), corresponding to Pearson’s statistic, and with α equal to 5%.
4.5 Illustrative Example
To end up with this chapter, one will analyze the Cough data set by means of both the
generic method and the simplified procedure of Section 4.3. Since this data set is mainly used
for illustrating the test of homogeneity, one needs to set first a vector of null probabilities of
success. Let us then focus on the following null hypothesis:
H0 : piA =
1
4
, piB = piC = piD =
1
3
,
where pii (i ∈ {A,B,C,D}) denotes the (patient population) probability of having cough pro-
blems. This could for instance reflect some prior knowledge or belief about the different patterns
among patient populations, such as location, type of food, rural / urban living, and so on. From
a direct application of classical theory, it comes that X2 = 10.195 and G2 = 10.099, both lead-
ing to the rejection of the null hypothesis at usual 5% significance level (p-values are equal to
0.037 and 0.039 respectively). Thus, at least one population probability differs from its null
assessed value.
Let us now apply the generic method to detect possible strict decisive subsets of popula-
tions among the four ones. Table 4.2 summarizes the first step of that method. Intervals for
both Pearson’s and the deviance statistics are computed on the basis of previous developments.
Since each observed count of ill patients belongs to both IXi and I
G
i , one concludes that there
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Table 4.2: Intervals for single decisive categories investigation, Cough data set.
Category i Count Xi I
X
i I
G
i Decisive?
A 61 43.702 86.798 44.577 87.512 No
B 70 60.375 106.292 60.983 106.742 No
C 121 74.850 125.150 75.451 125.607 No
D 60 41.078 80.256 41.701 80.693 No
Table 4.3: Intervals for decisive pairs investigation, Cough data set.
Pair (i, j) Fixed Count Xi Count Xj I
X
j (Xi) I
G
j (Xi) Decisive?
(A,B) 61 70 60.83 105.84 61.41 106.28 No
(B,A) 70 61 47.708 82.79 48.28 83.27 No
(A,C) 61 121 75.34 124.66 75.92 125.10 No
(C,A) 121 61 53.39 77.11 53.65 77.33 No
(A,D) 61 60 41.46 79.87 42.06 80.29 No
(D,A) 60 61 43.71 86.79 44.59 87.50 No
(B,C) 70 121 79.53 120.47 79.92 120.79 Yes
(C,B) 121 70 70.70 95.97 70.87 96.11 Yes
(B,D) 70 60 44.72 76.61 45.12 76.91 No
(D,B) 60 70 60.39 106.29 61.00 106.73 No
(C,D) 121 60 49.89 71.45 50.06 71.59 No
(D,C) 60 121 74.86 125.14 75.47 125.59 No
is no single decisive category.
Let us then consider all pairs of populations. Table 4.3 displays intervals IX2 (X1) and
IG2 (X1) for all different pairs of indexes (1,2) in {A,B,C,D}. This yields 12 possible combina-
tions, but those with the same indexes (but just permuted) will provide the same conclusion on
the pair (but not the same intervals, of course). In practice, these “identical but permuted” sets
of indexes should be avoided to gain time and space, but here we display the full investigation
just to illustrate it once.
It appears that all pairs are not decisive, except the one that holds patient populations
of medical doctors B and C. Notice that the observed count (whatever the orientation of the
pair and the goodness-of-fit statistic) lies just out of its corresponding interval. This must
however not be interpreted as a “fair” decisive pair, since it means that both contributions al-
together to the statistic value are sufficient to reject the null. On the opposite, other pairs have
clear belonging to the intervals, which allows us to conclude that they are definitely not decisive.
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Since we identified a decisive pair, we stop the research procedure here. A quick look at the
expected probabilities under the null (piA = 1/4 and piB = piC = piD = 1/3) compared to the
observed, estimated rates (respectively 0.234, 0.28, 0.403 and 0.330) would have let us think
that the most influential (or decisive) categories are the second and the third one, just as we
detected. So, the obtained results are quite logical and in accordance with the intuition.
Due to the particular framework under consideration, one can also highlight the links be-
tween the results of the generic method above, and the particular findings we pointed out
throughout this chapter. First, let us display each component of both goodness-of-fit statistics;
these are referenced to by a lowerscript letter corresponding to medical doctor:
FA (XA) = 0.369, FB (XB) = 3.200, FC (XC) = 6.615 and FD (XD) = 0.011,
and
GA (XA) = 0.375, GB (XB) = 3.296, GC (XC) = 6.417 and GD (XD) = 0.011.
The quantile of the chi-square distribution (with 4 degrees of freedom and at 5% significance
level) being equal to Q4 = 9.488, one sees at once that no single component is larger than Q4,
but the sum of those corresponding to medical doctors B and C yields larger values than the
quantile. This corresponds to the findings of the generic method.
Eventually, we represent (in Figure 4.3) the different pairs of null probabilities, together with
the related confidence regions for these pairs (or at least, the double intervals being part of the
full confidence regions). We only display the results for Pearson’s X2 statistic because they
are very close to those related to the deviance. Black crosses indicate the actual couple of null
proportions. One can see that all null couples belong to their corresponding bivariate regions,
except for pair (B,C) of medical doctors. The non-belonging of that pair to IXpiB × IXpiC (piB) is
in perfect accordance with the previous findings.
So, in conclusion, one can say that populations B and C seem to have proportions of ill
patients that differ sufficiently from the expected null values to provoke a global rejection of
the general hypothesis. Intuitively, this is not surprising by comparing the null and observed
proportions among all populations. Recall nevertheless that the vector of null probabilities was
set arbitrarily, to propose an illustration of that technique. The Cough data set will also be
analyzed for its initial design, namely the test of homogeneity, with adequate tools discussed
in Chapter 5.
We end up this data analysis by computing the three different multiple confidence regions
(based on Pearson’s X2) which we discussed in the previous section. These are summarized
in Table 4.4, together with the null values of probabilities pit, t ∈ {A,B,C,D}. Once again,
the decreasing trend among the different regions is observed. Furthermore, it appears that null
values pi∗A, pi
∗
B and pi
∗
D belong to all of their corresponding univariate intervals; this is not the
case for pi∗C
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Figure 4.3: Intervals IXpii × IXpij (pii) for all sets of indexes i < j in {A,B,C,D} to detect decisive
pairs of categories, Cough data set.
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Table 4.4: Confidence regions IXS , CI
X
pi and CI
X
pi (α
′) for all components of pi, Cough data set
(α = 5%).
Conf. Region piA piB piC piD
IXS 16.325 32.286 20.181 37.428 32.035 49.224 23.313 44.309
CIXpi (α
′) 17.512 30.468 21.525 35.540 33.543 47.515 24.975 42.083
CIXpi 18.647 28.869 22.799 33.866 34.938 45.973 26.551 40.087
Null Values 25.000 33.333 33.333 33.333
since it only belongs to IXpiC but not to the smaller ones. This can also highlight the main impact
that population C implies on the result of the statistical test, just as we discussed above.
4.6 Conclusions
This chapter has to be considered both as an introductive one to the new framework we will
consider throughout this second thesis’ part, and the display of applied theory and methodology
to the special context of the test of a vector of proportions. The choice of merging both in one
chapter is motivated by the willing of illustrating the method in a practical approach, and this
test is the one leading to the most direct and interpretable results.
Appendix
Proof of Proposition 4.1. 1. One has first that
X2 (X1,X1) > Qk ∀X1 ∈ I1 ⇔ min
X1∈I1
X2 (X1,X1) > Qk.
Furthermore, a direct calculation indicates that, for any 2 ≤ i, j ≤ k such that i 6= j,
∂ X2 (X1,X1)
∂ Xi
=
2 (Xi − ni pi∗i )
ni pi∗i (1− pi∗i )
and
∂2X2 (X1,X1)
∂ Xi
2 =
2
ni pi∗i (1− pi∗i )
and
∂2X2 (X1,X1)
∂ Xi ∂ Xj
= 0.
The Hessian matrix of X2 is therefore positive definite, and the unique optimum of X2 (being
consequently the minimum of that function) is given by Xi = ni pi
∗
i for all i ∈ {2, ..., k}. But,
evaluated at this point, all Fi (Xi) (i > 1) components of X
2 do cancel, so that
min
X1∈I1
X2 (X1,X1) = F1 (X1) .
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2. The same development can be applied with the deviance statistic. It appears that
∂ G2 (X1,X1)
∂ Xi
= 2
{
log
(
Xi
ni pi∗i
)
− log
(
ni −Xi
ni (1− pi∗i )
)}
and
∂2G2 (X1,X1)
∂ Xi
2 = 2
(
1
Xi
+
1
ni −Xi
)
and
∂2G2 (X1,X1)
∂ Xi ∂ Xj
= 0.
Hence, the Hessian matrix of G2 is also positive definite, and the minimum of G2 is given by
Xi = ni pi
∗
i for all i ∈ {2, ..., k}. It is then direct to notice that components G2 (X2), ..., Gk (Xk)
of G2 are equal to zero at the optimum value, thus leading to the conclusion.
Proof of Proposition 4.2. It comes directly from the fact that F1 (X1) > Qk is equivalent
to X1 6∈ I1, which is easily shown since F1 (X1) is a quadratic function of X1.
Proof of Proposition 4.3. Since
∂2G1 (X1)
∂ X1
2 = 2
(
1
X1
+
1
n1 −X1
)
,
G1 (X1) is a quadratic convex function of X1, which is sufficient to conclude (according to
Proposition 4.1).
Proof of Proposition 4.4. 1. Since X1 is held fixed in I
X
1 , one has
X2 (X1, X2,X2) = X
2 (X2,X2) + F1 (X1)
and thus
X2 (X1, X2,X2) > Qk ∀X2 ∈ I2 ⇔ min
X2∈I2
X2 (X2,X2) > Qk − F1 (X1) = QX(1).
Furthermore, the unique minimum of X2 on I2 is given by Xi = ni pi
∗
i for all i ∈ {3, ..., k}. it
follows then that
min
X2∈I2
X2 (X2,X2) = F2 (X2)
which is sufficient to conclude.
2. One applies the same method to demonstrate corresponding result with G2 statistic.
Proof of Proposition 4.5. 1. The proof is identical to that of Proposition 4.2, since F2 (X2)
has the same form of F1 (X1); one just has to replace Qk by Q
X
(1).
2. Indeed, for any i ∈ {1, ..., k}, Gi (Xi) is a quadratic convex function of Xi (as it was
shown in Proposition 4.3).
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Proof of Proposition 4.6. Identical to that of Proposition 4.4.
Proof of Proposition 4.7. Identical to that of Proposition 4.5.
Proof of Proposition 4.8. 1. First, for any t ∈ {1, ..., k} and any positive constant a, one
has
Ft (Xt) ≤ a ⇔ nt (nt + a) pi∗t 2 − nt (2Xt + a) pi∗t +Xt2 ≤ 0.
The discriminant of this second-order polynomial in pi∗t is equal to
ρ = nt a
(
nt a+ 4ntXt − 4Xt2
)
and is positive for any Xt ∈ ]0, nt[. Hence,
Ft (Xt) ≤ a ⇔ pi∗t ∈
[
nt (2Xt + a) ± √ρ
2nt (nt + a)
]
= It.
Moreover, it is direct to see that
It =
{
IXpi1 if t = 1 and a = Qk
IXpit (pi1, ..., pit−1) if t > 1 and a = Q
X
(1,...,t−1).
The conclusion follows directly:
X1 ∈ IX1 ⇔ F1 (X1) ≤ Qk ⇔ pi∗1 ∈ IXpi1
and
Xt ∈ IXt (X1, ..., Xk−1) ⇔ Ft (Xt) ≤ QX(1,...,t−1) ⇔ pi∗t ∈ IXpit (pi1, ..., pit−1)
for all t ∈ {2, ..., k}.
2. With the same development as for Pearson’s X2, it is sufficient to show that, for any
t ∈ {1, ..., k}, the function Gt (Xt) is a convex function of pi∗t , and this comes directly from the
fact that
∂ Gt (Xt)
∂ pi∗t
= 2
{
log
(
Xt
nt pi∗t
)
− log
(
nt −Xt
nt (1− pi∗t )
)}
and
∂2Gt (Xt)
∂ pi∗t
2 = 2
(
1
Xt
+
1
nt −Xt
)
.
Proof of Proposition 4.9. It comes directly from the building of IXpit and I
G
pit intervals.
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Proof of Proposition 4.10. By definition, for all t ∈ {1, ..., k}, CIXpit and IXpit are the sets of
pit values in ]0, 1[ such that the quantity (Xt − nt pit)2/ [nt pit (1− pit)] is smaller than Q1 and
Qk, respectively. The conclusion comes from the fact that the above quantity is convex in pit
and that Q1 < Qk if k > 1.
Furthermore, populations being independent from each other, it is clear that
P
(
pi ∈ CIXpi
)
=
k∏
t=1
P
(
pit ∈ CIXpit
)
= (1− α)k ≤ 1− α.
Chapter 5
Decisive Sets and the Test of Goodness
of Fit
I n this chapter we adapt the presentation proposed in Chapter 4 to the context of goodness-of-fit testing. After a first section devoted to a short recall of appropriate notations and a
review of classical methods (with their weaknesses), we display (Section 5.2) the general method
for detecting decisive subsets of categories. We then derive (in Section 5.3) the inverted inter-
vals that determine the confidence region for the vector of null probabilities; some comments
related to known multiple confidence intervals are also displayed. Useful relationships between
this and the first part of the thesis are established in Section 5.4. Eventually, Section 5.5 ends
up this chapter with the re-analysis of appropriate data sets.
Both the general methodoly and its adapted version to goodness-of-fit testing, as presented
here, constitute the basics of the published work in Magis (200x). Some additional comments
were added in this thesis and are consequently unpublished.
5.1 Decisive Subsets in Goodness-Of-Fit Testing
Recall that the null hypotheses in the case of goodness-of-fit testing are
H0 : pii = pi
∗
i ∀ i ∈ {1, ..., k} vs H1 : ∃ j ∈ {1, ..., k} : pij 6= pi∗j
where pi∗i values are known (set up by the user) and sum to one. For a sample of size n, if Xi
denotes the number of observations that belong to category i, then both usual statistics are
written as
X2 (X1, ..., Xk) =
k∑
i=1
(Xi − npii)2
npii
and G2 (X1, ..., Xk) = 2
k∑
i=1
Xi log
(
Xi
npii
)
.
They have an asymptotic null chi-square distribution with k − 1 degrees of freedom; let Qk−1
denote the corresponding quantile (at some fixed α level).
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Classically, when the null hypothesis is rejected at usual significance level and one wishes
to discover which categories did not match with the null probabilities, two approaches are
commonly used. The first one is an intuitive approach that aims at looking at individual
components
Fi (Xi) =
(Xi − npii)2
npii
and Gi (Xi) = 2Xi log
(
Xi
npii
)
of Pearson’s and the deviance statistics respectively, and to determine the subsets of those that
yield a sum larger than the quantile Qk−1. This approach is similar to that we proposed for
the test of a vector of proportions. However, though we were able to justify it completely and
theoretically in the previous chapter, there is no such equivalent reason to proceed here, except
perhaps an intuitive belief in the usefulness of such an investigation. Furthermore, it happens
quite often in practice that almost all components are required to get a large statistic value,
which does not allow easy conclusions. Eventually, some of the Gi (Xi) may be negative, this
unwilling phenomenon happening whenever Xi < npi
∗
i . Trying to get a suitable interpretation
in that case is therefore unthinkable.
The second classical approach is to select subsets of categories and to re-apply the test of
goodness of fit on these subsets. Consequently the degrees of freedom diminishes, and the null
probabilities have now to be updated in such a way that they sum to one. For instance, let
us consider the following framework: we have a data set with four categories, and we wish
to test the vector of null probabilities ( 9
16
, 3
16
, 3
16
, 1
16
). If the null hypothesis is rejected, let us
consider the subset of the first three categories. The new null probabilities to be tested are
then equal to ( 9
15
, 3
15
, 3
15
); in that way, they sum to one without modifying the relative ratios
between them. This approach is presented, among others, in Snedecor and Cochran (1967, p.
229); they mention it as “a subsequent analysis that is often necessary with more than two
classes”.
Some drawbacks could however discourage the use of such an approach. First, by selecting
some category counts into the original data set, one decreases the total sample size for this par-
ticular analysis. This could be problematic in the sense that, though the null probabilities have
to be adapted to this test (they slightly increase in fact), the expected values for the counts will
decrease in overall, which can cause problems with the asymptotic theory. Moreover, it is not
possible to detect whether a unique class provokes the rejection of the null hypothesis, since the
test must be applied to at least a pair of categories. Eventually, the basics of this “sub-test”
can be discussed, since one performs a selection of some categories and one discards the other
ones; the null probabilities also have to be modified, thus changing the basic hypothesis.
Our approach based on decisive subsets of categories permits to avoid these drawbacks. In-
deed, all categories are implicitly taken into account when determining these subsets, and one
does not need to modify either the null probabilities or the degrees of freedom (since we still
compare the results with respect to Qk−1). This approach has therefore to be preferred to the
previous ones. Next sections will develop it in this partcular framework; we display beforehand
some useful comments and we set some additional notations.
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Since all the observed counts Xi sum to n, the knowledge of k−1 of them implies the perfect
knowledge of the last one. This has two important implications in this framework:
1. The largest size of decisive subset of categories one can discover is equal to k− 2; if there
is no such subset, then at least k − 1 levels are involved in the rejection of H0, which
means in fact that all the categories provoke that rejection.
2. Both statistics really depend on only k− 1 independent category counts, say X1 to Xk−1,
and the last count is given by Xk = n −
∑k−1
i=1 Xi. All counts Xi (1 ≤ i < k) have to
belong to ]0, n[ and to be such that
∑k−1
i=1 Xi < n. Equivalently, by fixing successively the
values of X1, ..., Xk−2, one can also write this condition as
(X1, ..., Xk−1) ≡X ∈ I ≡ ]0, n[× ]0, n−X1[× ...×
]
0, n−
k−2∑
i=1
Xi
[
.
Both goodness-of-fit statistics thus only depend on X and can be written as
X2(X) =
k−1∑
i=1
(Xi − npii)2
npii
+
{∑k−1
i=1 (Xi − npii)
}2
n
(
1−∑k−1i=1 pii)
and
G2(X) = 2

k−1∑
i=1
Xi log
(
Xi
npii
)
+
(
n−
k−1∑
i=1
Xi
)
log
 n−∑k−1i=1 Xi
n
(
1−∑k−1i=1 pii)

(since one can also rewrite pik as 1 −
∑k−1
i=1 pii). These statistics will be of great help in the
further developments.
5.2 Detection of Decisive Subsets
Let us start by focussing on a single category, say the first one. Once again, another level
can be considered instead, but this is just a matter of re-ordering the categories. Set
X1 = (X2, ..., Xk−1) and I1 (X1) = ]0, n−X1[× ...×
]
0, n−
k−2∑
i=1
Xi
[
.
Then, category 1 is decisive (with respect to X2 say) if and only if X2 (X1,X1) > Qk−1 for
all X1 ∈ I1 (X1). The following result characterizes this setting a bit more precisely, for each
statistic; it is the completely equivalent result of Proposition 4.1 (with the test of a vector of
proportions).
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Proposition 5.1. 1. Category 1 is decisive with respect to X2 statistic if and only if
(X1 − npi∗1)2
npi∗1 (1− pi∗1)
> Qk−1.
2. Category 1 is decisive with respect to G2 statistic if and only if F1 (X1) > Qk−1, where
F1 (X1) = 2
{
X1 log
(
X1
npi∗1
)
+ (n−X1) log
(
n−X1
n (1− pi∗1)
)}
. (5.1)
Such a proposition can also be enhanced in the following way:
Proposition 5.2. 1. Category 1 is decisive with respect to X2 statistic if and only if X1 6∈
IX1 with
IX1 =
[
npi∗1 ±
√
npi∗1 (1− pi∗1)Qk−1
]
.
2. Category 1 is decisive with respect to G2 statistic if and only if X1 6∈ IG1 , where lower
(resp. upper) bound of IG1 is equal to the smallest (resp. largest) real root of equation (in
X1)
F1 (X1) = Qk−1
with F1 (X1) given in (5.1).
As we already highlighted in the previous chapter, it is possible to derive the algebraic
expression of IX1 but not of I
G
1 , which tends to set the use of Pearson’s statistic as being easier
than that of the deviance (although the problem can be easily solved by numerical approxi-
mation). Notice also that IX1 is centered around npi
∗
1, i.e. the expected value of category 1
under the null. Eventually, it is not guaranteed that both IX1 and I
G
1 are included into [0, n],
as they should be; so in practice, the intervals will be restricted to that [0, n] range, if necessary.
Let us now go a step further by assuming that category 1 is not decisive by itself (equiva-
lently, that X1 belongs to the interval displayed in Proposition 5.2). Consider the pair (1, 2) of
the first two categories, with category count X1 being fixed. If we set now
X2 = (X3, ..., Xk−1) and I2 (X1, X2) = ]0, n−X1 −X2[× ...×
]
0, n−
k−2∑
i=1
Xi
[
,
the pair (1, 2) will be decisive (with respect to X2 say) if and only if X2 (X1, X2,X2) > Qk−1
for all X2 ∈ I2 (X1, X2). This is better displayed as follows:
Proposition 5.3. 1. Let category 1 be not decisive with respect to Pearson’s statistic. Then,
categories (1, 2) are decisive with respect to X2 statistic if and only if
(X1 − npi∗1)2
npi∗1
+
(X2 − npi∗2)2
npi∗2
+
(X1 +X2 − n (pi∗1 + pi∗2))2
n (1− pi∗1 − pi∗2)
> Qk−1.
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2. Let category 1 be not decisive with respect to the deviance statistic. Then, categories (1, 2)
are decisive with respect to G2 statistic if and only if F2 (X2;X1) > Qk−1, where
F2 (X2;X1) = 2
{
X1 log
(
X1
npi∗1
)
+X2 log
(
X2
npi∗2
)
+(n−X1 −X2) log
(
n−X1 −X2
n (1− pi∗1 − pi∗2)
)}
. (5.2)
Equivalently, one can assess the following:
Proposition 5.4. 1. Let category 1 be not decisive with respect to Pearson’s statistic. Then,
categories (1, 2) are decisive with respect to X2 statistic if and only if X2 6∈ IX2 (X1) with
IX2 (X1) =
[
(n−X1) pi∗2
1− pi∗1
±
√
pi∗1 pi
∗
2 (1− pi∗1 − pi∗2) R1
pi∗1 (1− pi∗1)
]
with
R1 = npi
∗
1 (1− pi∗1) Qk−1 − (X∗1 − npi∗1)2.
2. Let category 1 be not decisive with respect to the deviance statistic. Then, categories (1, 2)
are decisive with respect to G2 statistic if and only if X2 6∈ IG2 (X1), where lower (resp.
upper) bound of IG2 (X1) is equal to the smallest (resp. largest) real root of equation (in
X2)
F2 (X2;X1) = Qk−1.
with F2 (X2;X1) given in (5.2).
Interval IX2 (X1) is centered around the value (n−X1) pi∗2/ (1− pi∗1), which can be seen as
the expected value of count X2 under the null, once the first category count X1 (and related pi
∗
1
value) has been removed from the data (n−X1 and 1−pi∗1 represent the remaining total sample
size and total probability mass, respectively). Notice also that this interval is well defined if
and only if X1 ∈ IX1 : indeed, the latter is equivalent to R1 ≥ 0 (according to Propositions 5.1
and 5.2). So, if X1 is decisive by itself, it is impossible to compute any of the I
X
2 (X1) intervals
(since one gets in any case the square root of a negative real value). This is another way to
justify that, once a decisive set is detected, one has to stop the investigations. Once again, no
algebraic formula exists for IG2 (X1) interval. Furthermore, both I
X
2 (X1) and I
G
2 (X1) intervals
have to be clipped to interval [0, n−X1] for consistency.
Let us now completely and directly extend the approach above. Assume that there exists no
decisive subset of size t−1 (t = 2, ..., k−3) or smaller, and let us consider the subset of categories
(1, ..., t) (up to a re-numbering of those classes). The category counts (X1, ..., Xt−1) are held
fixed in ]0, n[× ]0, n−X1[× ...×
]
0, n−∑t−2i=1Xi[, and category count Xt is now considered as
variable. Set now
Xt = (Xt+1, ..., Xk−1) and It (X1, .., Xt−1) =
]
0, n−
t∑
i=1
Xi
[
× ...×
]
0, n−
k−2∑
i=1
Xi
[
.
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It is then clear that (1, ..., t) is decisive with respect to, say, X2 statistic if and only if
X2 (X1, ..., Xt−1, Xt,Xt) > Qk−1 for all Xt ∈ It (X1, .., Xt−1) .
In a straightforward way, one can generalize Proposition 5.3 as follows:
Proposition 5.5. 1. Let categories (1, ..., t − 1) be not decisive with respect to Pearson’s
statistic. Then, categories (1, ..., t) are decisive with respect to X2 statistic if and only if
t∑
i=1
(Xi − npi∗i )2
npi∗i
+
{∑t
i=1 (Xi − npi∗i )
}2
n
(
1−∑ti=1 pi∗i ) > Qk−1.
2. Let categories (1, ..., t−1) be not decisive with respect to the deviance statistic. Then, cate-
gories (1, ..., t) are decisive with respect to G2 statistic if and only if Ft (Xt;X1, ..., Xt−1) >
Qk−1, where
Ft (Xt;X1, ..., Xt−1) = 2
{
t∑
i=1
Xi log
(
Xi
npi∗i
)
+
(
n−
t∑
i=1
Xi
)
log
(
n−∑ti=1Xi
n
(
1−∑ti=1 pi∗i )
)}
.
(5.3)
This result can also be written as follows, as a natural extension of Proposition 5.4:
Proposition 5.6. 1. Let the categories (1, ..., t−1) be not decisive with respect to Pearson’s
statistic. Set moreover
ai = Xi − npi∗i ∀i, A =
t−1∑
i=1
ai, Sa =
t−1∑
i=1
Xi, Σa =
t−1∑
i=1
pi∗i and Σ =
t∑
i=1
pi∗i .
Define eventually
Rt−1 = A2 + (1− Σa)
(
t−1∑
i=1
ai
2
pi∗i
− nQk−1
)
.
Then, categories (1, ..., t) are decisive with respect to Pearson’s statistic if and only if
Xt 6∈ IXt (X1, ..., Xt−1) with
IXt (X1, ..., Xt−1) =
[
pi∗t
n− Sa
1− Σa ±
√−pi∗t (1− Σ) Rt−1
1− Σa
]
.
2. Let categories (1, ..., t−1) be not decisive with respect to the deviance statistic. Then, cate-
gories (1, ..., t) are decisive with respect to G2 statistic if and only if Xt 6∈ IGt (X1, ..., Xt−1),
where lower (resp. upper) bound of IGt (X1, ..., Xt−1) is equal to the smallest (resp. largest)
real root of equation (in Xt)
Ft (Xt;X1, ..., Xt−1) = Qk−1
with Ft (Xt;X1, ..., Xt−1) given in (5.3).
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Notice that taking t equal to 2 in the first part of previous proposition yields exactly the in-
terval IX2 (X1) displayed in proposition 5.4. Furthermore, as expected, interval I
X
t (X1, ..., Xt−1)
depends on the null values pi∗i (i ≤ t), through Σa and Σ, and on the quantile Qk−1 and the
fixed counts Xi (i < t), through Sa and Rt−1. Eventually, as we highlighted above, given that
counts X1, ..., Xt−1 and probabilities pi∗1, ..., pi
∗
t−1 are fixed, then interval I
X
t (X1, ..., Xt−1) is
centered on the expected value of Xt calulated on the remaining variable part of the data; also,
both IXt (X1, ..., Xt−1) and I
G
t (X1, ..., Xt−1) intervals have to be restricted to [0, n− Sa] range
if necessary.
The perfect knowledge of intervals for Pearson’s X2 gives a small advantage for the use of
that statistic with respect to the deviance. Practically however, computation of IG type inter-
vals is not at all difficult with standard computer software (such as R). Both approaches should
provide the same general results, since the statistics do asymptotically behave equivalently. It
is nevertheless useful to compute both and to compare the results, especially when the sample
size is moderate. This will be performed in Section 5.4.
5.3 Confidence Regions
The knowledge of IXt (X1, ..., Xt−1) and I
G
t (X1, ..., Xt−1) intervals (1 < t < k) will be helpful
to derive the corresponding IXpit (pi1, ..., pit−1) and I
G
pit (pi1, ..., pit−1) ones for the probabilities pi
∗
t .
Proposition 5.7. Let pi =
(
pi∗1, ..., pi
∗
k−1
)
be the vector of null probabilities and set IX =
IX1 × IX2 (X1)× ...× IXk−1 (X1, ..., Xk−2). Then:
1. One has
X ∈ IX ⇔ pi ∈ IXpi
with
IXpi = I
X
pi1
× IXpi2 (pi1)× ...× IXpik−1 (pi1, ..., pik−2)
and where
IXpi1 =
 2X1 +Qk−1
2 (n+Qk−1)
±
√
nQk−1
(
nQk−1 + 4nX1 − 4X12
)
2n (n+Qk−1)

and for all t ∈ {2, ..., k − 1} (given that pi∗j ∈ IXpij (pi1, ..., pij−1) for any j < t),
IXpit (pi1, ..., pit−1) =
[
(1− Σa) (2Xt (n− Sa)−Rt−1) ± (1− Σa) √ρ
2
(
(n− Sa)2 −Rt−1
) ]
with ρ = Rt−1
(
Rt−1 − 4Xt (n− Sa) + 4Xt2
)
.
2. One has
X ∈ IG ⇔ pi ∈ IGpi
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with
IGpi = I
G
pi1
× IGpi2 (pi1)× ...× IGpik (pi1, ..., pik−1) .
Moreover, the lower (resp. upper) bound of IGpi1 corresponds to the smallest (resp. largest) root
of equation (in pi∗1)
F1 (X1)−Qk−1 = 0
with F1 (X1) given in (5.1) and, for any t ∈ {2, ..., k}, the lower (resp. upper) bound of
IGpit (pi1, ..., pit−1) (given that pi
∗
j ∈ IGpij (pi1, ..., pij−1) for any j < t) corresponds to the smallest
(resp. largest) root of equation (in pi∗t )
Ft (Xt;X1, ..., Xt−1)−QG(1,...,t−1) = 0
with Ft (Xt;X1, ..., Xt−1) given in (5.3).
So, the derivation of precise confidence regions for null probabilities of the multinomial dis-
tribution can be done without intensive computational work. Once again, regions corresponding
to the deviance statistic have to be determined numerically, whereas algebraic formulas are dis-
played for Pearson’s X2.
For any i ∈ {1, ..., k}, the interval IXpii (resp. IGpii) is nothing else that the projection of
confidence region IXpi (resp. I
G
pi) on the pii-axis, i.e. the a` la Scheffe´ confidence interval for
probability pii. Thus, the set
IXS = I
X
pi1
× IXpi2 × ...× IXpik (resp. IGS = IGpi1 × IGpi2 × ...× IGpik)
represents the multiple confidence intervals a` la Scheffe´ for vector (pi1, ..., pik). For Pearson’s
statistic, this was already highlighted by Quesenberry and Hurst (1964), who displayed the
algebraic formula for IXpii interval (completely analoguous to that of Proposition 5.7).
5.4 Analysis of Lindstrom’s Plant Example
We shall now illustrate the topics of this chapter by analyzing the Lindstrom’s plant data
set. Recall that the vector of counts is (773, 231, 238, 59), corresponding to four types of plants
(shortly referred to as “Gr”, “Go”, “GS” and “GGS” respectively). The vector of null pro-
babilities to be tested is defined by corresponding ratios (9, 3, 3, 1). A primary analysis reveals
that the null hypothesis has to be rejected at usual 5% significance level (p-values are equal to
0.026 and 0.019 with G2 and X2, respectively). The investigation for possible decisive subsets
among these data is therefore well motivated.
Let us look at individual components Fi (Xi) andGi (Xi) ofX
2 andG2 statistics respectively.
One has
F1 (X1) = 2.318, F2 (X2) = 0.686, F3 (X3) = 0.144 and F4 (X4) = 6.123
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Table 5.1: Sub-testing procedure for all possible pairs of categories (i, j), Lindstrom’s Plant data
set.
Statistics p-values
i j pi′i pi
′
j Q1 X
2 G2 with X2 with G2
Gr Go 0.75 0.25 3.841 2.125 2.164 0.145 0.141
Gr GS 0.75 0.25 3.841 1.148 1.163 0.284 0.281
Gr GGS 0.90 0.10 3.841 7.821 8.616 0.005 0.003
Go GS 0.50 0.50 3.841 0.104 0.104 0.747 0.747
Go GGS 0.75 0.25 3.841 3.352 3.507 0.067 0.061
GS GGS 0.75 0.25 3.841 4.176 4.393 0.041 0.036
and
G1 (X1) = 84.650, G2 (X2) = −25.176, G3 (X3) = −11.729 and G4 (X4) = −37.850.
With Pearson’s statistic, no single component is larger than the limit quantile (being equal to
7.815, using 3 degrees of freedom and α = 0.05). Only the conjunction of the first and last
components yields a sufficiently large contribution to the statistic value. For the deviance, the
task is impossible, since one has either a dramatically large component or negative terms that
counter-balance the first one. This illustrates how accurate conclusions can not be drawn from
such a basic approach.
If we now investigate by performing successively all subtests with pairs and triplets of cat-
egories, and by adjusting the null vectors, one gets the information displayed in Tables 5.1 and
5.2. Values denoted by pi′i refer to updated null probabilities, whereas Qj denotes the quantile
for the chi-square distribution with j degrees of freedom. As indicated earlier, such an approach
is not appropriate for detecting whether a single category provokes the global rejection of the
null. Moreover, pairs (Gr, GGS) and (GS, GGS) do not seem to match with “adjusted” null
probabilities (with however less certainty for the latter, p-values being very close to 0.05). Pair
(Go, GGS) is also borderline. When looking at triplets of categories, one can see that those
matching with the “adjusted” null hypotheses are triplets (Gr, Go, GS) and (Go, GS, GGS)
(in their book, Snedecor and Cochran (1967) only mention the first triplet; their discussion is
therefore biased by this restricted point of view).
Let us now illustrate our approach. First we focus on single categories; related results are
displayed in the first part of Table 5.3. Clearly, there is no decisive subsets of a unique ele-
ment; notice however that category “GGS” is borderline with respect to IGGGS (XGGS). Next,
the investigation of pairs of categories (bottom of Table 5.3) reveals that both (Gr, GGS) and
(GS, GGS) are decisive subsets. They exactly correspond to those that were detected with
classical sub-testing approach. Pair (GS, GGS) is also borderline, which tends to indicate that
the conjunction of level “GGS” with any other category yields significant differences with the
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Table 5.2: Sub-testing procedure for all possible triplets of categories (i, j, l), Lindstrom’s Plant
data set.
Statistics p-values
i j l pi′i pi
′
j pi
′
l Q2 X
2 G2 with X2 with G2
Gr Go GS 0.60 0.20 5.991 0.20 2.691 2.714 0.260 0.257
Gr Go GGS 0.692 0.231 0.077 5.991 9.043 9.716 0.011 0.008
Gr GS GGS 0.692 0.231 0.077 5.991 8.325 9.039 0.016 0.011
Go GS GGS 0.429 0.429 0.142 5.991 4.283 4.564 0.117 0.102
Table 5.3: Research of potential decisive subsets among all single i and pairs (i, j) of categories,
Lindstrom’s Plant data set.
i j Xi Xj I
X
i or I
X
j (Xi) I
G
i or I
G
j (Xi) Decisive?
Gr NA 773 NA 681.79 781.83 681.65 781.64 No
Go NA 231 NA 204.58 283.29 205.42 284.08 No
GS NA 238 NA 204.58 283.29 205.42 284.08 No
GGS NA 59 NA 56.91 105.72 58.09 106.82 No
Gr Go 773 231 207.56 245.01 208.43 244.26 No
Gr GS 773 238 207.56 245.01 208.43 244.26 No
Gr GGS 773 59 62.19 88.67 63.06 88.39 Yes
Go GS 231 238 210.76 283.09 211.22 283.88 No
Go GGS 231 59 59.43 105.18 60.33 106.25 Yes
GS GGS 238 59 57.83 105.71 58.88 106.82 No
null count values.
Such a detection can also be performed by determining confidence regions for the null pro-
babilities instead. Table 5.4 holds all the intervals IXpii and I
X
pij
(pii) (also computed with the
deviance). Obviously, one gets exactly the same conclusions: all single null probabilities belong
to their respective intervals (though pi∗GGS is very close to upper interval boundaries), and pi
∗
GGS
belongs neither to IXpiGr × IXpiGGS (piGr) (resp. IGpiGr × IGpiGGS (piGr)) nor to IXpiGo × IXpiGGS (piGo) (resp.
IGpiGo × IGpiGGS (piGo)).
These confidence regions (for the couples of null probabilities) have been graphically dis-
played in Figure 5.1. The black cross represents the pair of null probabilities of interest. One
can remark first that regions are quite similar whenever using the deviance or Pearson’s statis-
tic. The main differences occur when category “GGS” is involved, probably because its related
count is the smallest among the four from the data. Furthermore, couples of null probability
values either clearly belong to both regions or are quite borderline (but still outside of the
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Table 5.4: Research of potential decisive subsets among all single (i) and pairs (i, j) of categories
(probability confidence region approach), Lindstrom’s Plant data set. Probabilities are expressed
in percentage.
i j pi∗i pi
∗
j I
X
pii
or IXpij (pii) I
G
pii
or IGpij (pii) Decisive?
Gr NA 56.25 NA 55.56 63.15 55.58 63.18 No
Go NA 18.75 NA 14.99 20.91 14.93 20.85 No
GS NA 18.75 NA 15.49 21.48 15.43 21.42 No
GGS NA 6.25 NA 3.18 6.44 3.10 6.33 No
Gr Go 56.25 18.75 17.60 20.71 17.66 20.64 No
Gr GS 56.25 18.75 18.18 21.29 18.23 21.22 No
Gr GGS 56.25 6.25 3.99 5.96 4.00 5.88 Yes
Go GS 18.75 18.75 15.51 20.92 15.45 20.89 No
Go GGS 18.75 6.25 3.21 6.21 3.14 6.13 Yes
GS GGS 18.75 6.25 3.18 6.35 3.11 6.26 No
confidence regions). This visual display is of course in complete accordance with Table 5.4.
We also illustrate the gap between confidence regions (computed with Pearson’s X2) and
a` la Scheffe´ multiple confidence intervals. Figure 5.2 displays both, for all pairs of categories.
The main interest of comparing both occurs with the decisive pairs: indeed, confidence regions
IXS hold any of the couples of null probabilities, whereas our confidence regions I
X
pii
× IXpij (pii)
do not. This could also be observed from Table 5.4, since all null probabilities belong to their
corresponding interval for a single proportion (which is equivalent to belonging to a` la Scheffe´
confidence regions).
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we adapted the method of Chapter 4 to the test of goodness of fit. With
respect to the classical approaches that deal with that issue, its main advantage is to permit
the detection of single categories as decisive subsets. Furthermore, the corresponding approach
with confidence regions for probabilities can be easily established, and some of the results (es-
pecially related to Pearson’s X2) were already proposed in the literature (but with another
approach).
Of interest would be to set the corresponding algebraic formulas for the deviance statistic,
but this is not at all an obvious task. Numerical approximation is therefore of great help to
solve the problems practically. This remains nertheless a drawback of G2 statistic’s use in that
framework.
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Figure 5.1: Regions IXpii × IXpij (pii) (solid trait) and IGpii × IGpij (pii) (dashed trait) for all i, j ∈{Gr,Go,GS,GGS} to detect decisive pairs of categories, Lindstrom’s Plant data set.
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Figure 5.2: Confidence regions IXpii × IXpij (pii) (solid trait) and multiple “a` la Scheffe´” confidence
regions IXS (dashed trait) for all pairs (i, j), i, j ∈ {Gr,Go,GS,GGS}, Lindstrom’s Plant data
set.
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The illustrative example did not provide major differences in conclusions with both the clas-
sical and our approach. This is not surprising, since our aim is to assess a better methodological
consideration of the issue. In pratice, it is believed that conclusions drawn by both methods
will be quite close, but the reliability of those obtained from classical analysis could be doubtful.
The knowledge of the set IX of all vectors (X1, ..., Xk−1) leading toX2 statistic values smaller
than Qk−1 can also be of great help to derive exact p-values for such testing procedure. Indeed,
such an exact method is based on the null multinomial distribution (which is completely known
as soon as null probabilities are provided) but also on the whole set of observable data yielding
worse results with respect to the null hypothesis (than that obtained with initial data set). A
complete investigation of all distributions of n observations among k classes may therefore be
avoided and computational effort may thus be significantly reduced. Another direct application
of these intervals is to quickly generate data sets for a given vector of probabilities, such that
the asymptotic p-value related to that set lies between two fixed values.
Appendix
Proof of Proposition 5.1. 1. and 2. By definition of a decisive subset, one has
Category 1 is decisive w.r.t. X2 ⇔ min
X1∈I1(X1)
X2 (X1,X1) > Qk−1
and
Category 1 is decisive w.r.t. G2 ⇔ min
X1∈I1(X1)
G2 (X1,X1) > Qk−1.
It is therefore sufficient to determine the minimum X2 (resp. G2) statistic value on the open
set I1 (X1). This was already considered in Propositions 1.10 and 1.11 (replacing n by X
∗ and
X1 by Y ): statistics are thus convex functions of X1 on I1 (X1). Moreover, Proposition 1.12
establishes that these minimum statistics values are obtained by merging all categories except
the first one (since we are looking for a minimum value on the remaining levels). Then, X2 and
G2 statistics reduce to
(X1 − npi∗1)2
npi∗1
+
(n−X1 − n (1− pi∗1))2
n (1− pi∗1)
=
(X1 − npi∗1)2
npi∗1 (1− pi∗1)
and
2
{
X1 log
(
X1
npi∗1
)
+ (n−X1) log
(
n−X1
n (1− pi∗1)
)}
respectively, as expected.
Proof of Proposition 5.2. 1. The proof is identical to that of Proposition 4.2 (replacing n1
by n).
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2. Set
G∗ (X1) = 2
{
X1 log
(
X1
npi∗1
)
+ (n−X1) log
(
n−X1
n (1− pi∗1)
)}
.
Since
∂2G∗ (X1)
∂ X1
2 = 2
(
1
X1
+
1
n1 −X1
)
,
G∗ (X1) is a quadratic convex function of X1, which is sufficient to conclude (according to
Proposition 5.1).
The proof of Propositions 5.3 and 5.4 are delayed after that of Proposition 5.6 to simplify
this talk.
Proof of Proposition 5.5. The proof is identical to that of Proposition 5.1; it is sufficient to
establish X2 and G2 statistic values, computed when all categories (except the t ones involved
in the decisive set) have been merged, are equal to the displayed values; this is straightforward.
We display now a useful technical Lemma to simplify the proof of the next proposition.
Lemma 5.1. For all t ∈ {2, ..., k − 3} and i ∈ {1, ..., t− 1}, set ai = Xi − npi∗i , and
A =
t−1∑
i=1
ai and Σa =
t−1∑
i=1
pi∗i .
Define eventually
Rt−1 = A2 + (1− Σa)
(
t−1∑
i=1
ai
2
pi∗i
− nQk−1
)
. (5.4)
If t > 2, assume also that (X1, ..., Xt−2) belongs to ]0, n[× ]0, n−X1[ × ... ×
]
0, n−∑t−3i=1Xi[.
Then,
Xt−1 ∈ It−1 (X1, .., Xt−2) if and only if Rt−1 ≤ 0.
Proof of Lemma 5.1 . With the given hypotheses, one has
Xt−1 ∈ It−1 (X1, .., Xt−2) ⇔ min
(Xt,...,Xk−1)
X2 (X1, ..., Xk−1) ≤ Qk−1.
Furthermore, according to Proposition 5.5 and its proof,
min
(Xt,...,Xk−1)
X2 (X1, ..., Xk−1) =
t−1∑
i=1
(Xi − npi∗i )2
npi∗i
+
{∑t−1
i=1 (Xi − npi∗i )
}2
n
(
1−∑ti=1 pi∗i ) .
Conclusion comes directly from noticing that
Rt−1 = n (1− Σa)
{
t−1∑
i=1
(Xi − npi∗i )2
npi∗i
+
{∑t−1
i=1 (Xi − npi∗i )
}2
n
(
1−∑ti=1 pi∗i ) −Qk−1
}
and that n (1− Σa) is strictly positive.
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Proof of Proposition 5.6. 1. First, using the proof of Lemma 5.1 and the notations, one has
min
(Xt+1,...,Xk−1)
X2 (X1, ..., Xk−1) =
1
n
{
t−1∑
i=1
ai
2
pi∗i
+
at
2
pi∗t
+
(at + A)
2
1− Σ
}
=
at
2 (1− Σa) + 2 atApi∗t + A2 pi∗t + pi∗t (1− Σ)
∑t−1
i=1
ai
2
pi∗i
npi∗t (1− Σ)
.
Hence, according to Proposition 5.5, categories (1, ..., t) are decisive with respect to Pearson’s
statistic if and only if
at
2 (1− Σa) + 2 atApi∗t + A2 pi∗t + pi∗t (1− Σ)
t−1∑
i=1
ai
2
pi∗i
− npi∗t (1− Σ) Qk−1 > 0. (5.5)
Discriminant of second-order polynomial (5.5) in at is equal to
ρ = 4A2 pi∗t
2 − 4 (1− Σa) A2 pi∗t − 4pi∗t (1− Σa) (1− Σ)
(
t−1∑
i=1
ai
2
pi∗i
− nQk−1
)
= −4pi∗t (1− Σ) A2 − 4pi∗t (1− Σa) (1− Σ)
(
t−1∑
i=1
ai
2
pi∗i
− nQk−1
)
= −4pi∗t (1− Σ) Rt−1.
Since categories (1, ..., t−1) are not decisive, Rt−1 ≤ 0 (according to Lemma 5.1). Thus (1, ..., t)
is decisive with respect to X2 statistic if and only if at does not belong to[
− Api
∗
t
1− Σa ±
√−pi∗t (1− Σ) Rt−1
1− Σa
]
.
Conclusion comes from the fact that at = Xt − npi∗t and that
− Api
∗
t
1− Σa + npi
∗
t =
pi∗t
1− Σa {−A+ n (1− Σa)} =
pi∗t
1− Σa (n− Sa)
(since A = Sa − nΣa).
2. Set
G∗ (Xt) = 2
{
t∑
i=1
Xi log
(
Xi
npi∗i
)
+
(
n−
t∑
i=1
Xi
)
log
(
n−∑ti=1Xi
n
(
1−∑ti=1 pii∗)
)}
.
Since
∂2G∗ (Xt)
∂ Xt
2 = 2
(
1
Xt
+
1
n−∑ti=1Xi
)
,
G∗ (Xt) is a quadratic convex function of Xt, which is sufficient to conclude (according to
Proposition 5.5).
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Proof of Proposition 5.3. It follows directly from Proposition 5.5 (with t = 2).
Proof of Proposition 5.4. It follows directly from Proposition 5.6 (with t = 2).
Proof of Proposition 5.7. 1. First,
X1 ∈ IX1 ⇔ |X1 − npi∗1| ≤
√
npi∗1 (1− pi∗1) Qk−1
⇔ pi∗12 n (n+Qk−1)− pi∗1 n (2X1 +Qk−1) +X12 ≤ 0.
The discriminant of this second-order polynomial in pi∗1 is equal to
ρ1 = nQk−1
(
nQk−1 + 4nX1 − 4X12
)
which is strictly positive for any X1 ∈]0, n[. Conclusion follows at once. Assume now that, for
any t ∈ {2, ..., k − 1}, one has pi∗j ∈ IXpij (pi1, ..., pij−1) for all j < t. Then,
Xt ∈ IXt (X1, ..., Xt−1) ⇔
∣∣∣∣Xt − n− Sa1− Σa pi∗t
∣∣∣∣ ≤
√−pi∗t (1− Σa − pi∗t ) Rt−1
1− Σa
⇔ pi∗t 2
(
(n− Sa)2 −Rt−1
)− pi∗t (1− Σa) (2Xt (n− Sa)−Rt−1)
+Xt
2 (1− Σa)2 ≤ 0.
The discriminant of this second-order polynomial in pi∗t is equal to
ρt = (1− Σa)2
{
Rt−1
(
Rt−1 − 4Xt (n− Sa) + 4Xt2
)}
= (1− Σa)2 ρ
(with ρ as expected) and is striclty positive for any Xt ∈ ]0, n− Sa[. Conclusion therefore
follows directly.
2. It is sufficient to prove that F1 (X1) and Ft (Xt;X1, ..., Xt−1) are convex functions of pi∗1
and pi∗t respectively (for all t = 2, ..., k − 1), which comes directly from the fact that
∂2 F1 (X1)
∂ pi∗1
2 = 2
{
X1
pi∗1
2 +
n−X1
(1− pi∗1)2
}
and
∂2 Ft (Xt;X1, ..., Xt−1)
∂ pi∗t
2 = 2
{
Xt
pi∗t
2 +
n−∑ti=1Xi(
1−∑ti=1 pi∗i )2
}
.

Chapter 6
Decisive Sets and the Test of
Homogeneity
I n this chapter we adapt the methodology previously described (in Chapters 4 and 5) to theframework of the test of homogeneity. Although we follow the same chapter’s display as
previously, three main differences occur. First, we only focus on the deviance statistic; this is
motivated by the fact that corresponding results for Pearson’s X2 are not yet available. Second,
it is not all that easy to derive multiple confidence regions for success probabilities such as we
did previously; this issue is also skipped here. The last difference is that we establish how the
methodology finds a very simple interpretation in this framework, with primary interest for the
applications.
We start by characterizing the deviance statistic in terms of a minimization criterion (Sec-
tion 6.1); then we explain in Section 6.2 how this result permits to quickly identify decisive
subsets. The classical sub-testing approach is briefly discussed; we compare it to our method
and we explain how the classical method can fail. We end up by analyzing the Cough data set
and comparing both techniques (Section 6.3).
Most of the chapter’s materials constitutes a working paper (Magis, 2006) that is currently
submitted for publication.
6.1 Practical Characterization of the Deviance
Recall that the tested null hypotheses in this framework are
H0 : pi1 = ... = pik vs H1 : ∃ i 6= j : pii 6= pij
where pii is the (unknown) success probability in the i-th population. If furthermore Xi denotes
the observed number of successes among the ni elements drawn from population i (i = 1, ..., k),
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the deviance statistic writes down as
G2 (X1, ..., Xk) = 2
k∑
i=1
Xi log
(
nXi
ni
∑k
j=1Xj
)
+ (ni −Xi) log
 n (ni −Xi)
ni
(
n−∑kj=1Xj)

with n =
∑k
i=1 ni. It has an asymptotic chi-square distribution with k − 1 degrees of freedom.
The practical characterization of the deviance statistic will be set as follows. For any integer
t such that 1 ≤ t < k, consider success counts X1, ..., Xt and set X = (Xt+1, ..., Xk). Let χ be
the open space of Rk−t of all allowable X vectors, i.e. χ = {X|0 < Xi < ni, i = t+ 1, ..., k}.
We use the notation G2 (X1, ..., Xt,X) to stick the dependency of deviance statistic to these
category counts. The central result is to determine the minimum value of G2 (X1, ..., Xt,X) on
χ; this is displayed below.
Proposition 6.1. One has
min
X∈χ
G2 (X1, ..., Xt,X) =
{
G2 (X1, ..., Xt) if t > 1
0 if t = 1.
In other words, if t > 1, the minimum value of G2 on χ is exactly equal to the likelihood-ratio
statistic computed only on the basis of the subset of populations (1, ..., t).
This result is remarkably simple and is important in many ways. First, if t = 1, since
the minimum deviance value does not depend on X1, it is clear that a single category can
not be decisive by itself; this is an obvious principle since at least two proportions have to be
compared in order to perform a test of homogeneity. Second, obtaining exactly the likelihood-
ratio statistic as the quantity that minimizes G2 was not at all guaranteed. Moreover, it allows
to compute this minimum value in a direct way, since it is equivalent to compute the statistic
on a subset of the data. Eventually, by corollary of this proposition, one can also notice that,
for any 1 < t < k,
G2 (X1, ..., Xt) ≤ G2 (X1, ..., Xt+1) ,
which means that the deviance statistic, computed on a subsample of the categories of some
original data set, is always smaller than the G2 value obtained with original data. Such a result
is not directly observable: indeed, if one suppresses some categories to get a subset of the data,
then both the total sample size and the marginal row totals will decrease, and it is not easy
to determine how the expected values (under the null) will behave. Such a property displayed
above answers to that issue.
6.2 Detection of Decisive Subsets
Let us now link this result with the research of decisive subsets of categories. Recall that a
set (1, ..., t) of categories is decisive with respect to G2 if and only if
min
(Xt+1,...,Xk)
G2 (X1, ..., Xt, Xt+1, ..., Xk) > Qk−1
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with Qk−1 being the quantile of the chi-square distribution with k− 1 degrees of freedom. The
completely adapted method of the two previous chapters is now displayed in its classical form.
Proposition 6.2. With respect to the test of homogeneity and deviance statistic:
1. There does not exist any decisive subset made by a single category; i.e. IG1 = ]0, n1[.
2. For fixed category count X1, the pair of categories (1, 2) is decisive if and only if X2 ∈
IG2 (X1), where the lower (resp. upper) bound of I
G
2 (X1) is equal to the smallest (resp.
largest) root of equation (in X2) G
2 (X1, X2) = Qk−1, with
G2 (X1, X2) = 2
2∑
i=1
{
Xi log
(
nXi
ni (X1 +X2)
)
+ (ni −Xi) log
(
n (ni −Xi)
ni (n−X1 −X2)
)}
(here n = n1 + n2).
3. For any t ∈ {3, ..., k − 1}, assume that counts X1, ..., Xt−1 are fixed and such that
(X1, ..., Xt−1) ∈ IG2 (X1)× ...× IGt−1 (X1, ..., Xt−2). Then, the subset of categories (1, ..., t)
is decisive if and only if Xt ∈ IGt (X1, ..., Xt−1), where the lower (resp. upper) bound
of IGt (X1, ..., Xt−1) is equal to the smallest (resp. largest) root of equation (in Xt)
G2 (X1, ..., Xt) = Qk−1, with
G2 (X1, ..., Xt) = 2
t∑
i=1
Xi log
(
nXi
ni
∑t
j=1Xj
)
+ (ni −Xi) log
 n (ni −Xi)
ni
(
n−∑tj=1Xj)

(here n =
∑t
j=1 nj).
Equation G2 (X1, ..., Xt) = Qk−1 can be easily solved numerically and therefore provide nu-
merical values for interval IGt (X1, ..., Xt−1) to detect decisive subsets.
However, in this specific framework, the detection of decisive subsets can be grandly sim-
plified a follows.
Proposition 6.3. With respect to the test of homogeneity and deviance statistic:
1. There does not exist any decisive subset made by a single category.
2. The pair of categories (1, 2) is decisive if and only if G2 (X1, X2) > Qk−1.
3. For any t ∈ {2, ..., k − 1}, the subset of categories (1, ..., t) is decisive (provided that no
subset (1, ..., j), j < t, is decisive) if and only if G2 (X1, ..., Xt) > Qk−1.
Proposition 6.3 has the advantage of proposing a simple detection method, since it is suf-
ficient to evaluate the deviance statistic on subsets of categories from the original data, and
to keep those that yield a value larger than original quantile (i.e. with k−1 degrees of freedom).
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The common, classical approach is almost equivalent. It suggests to perform the same test
of homogeneity but on selected subgroups of populations, and to identify those that indicate
a significant result. Unfortunately, two main drawbacks can be pointed out. First, there is
no guarantee of consistency in the obtained results with this approach. By “consistency”, we
mean that a subset could be detected as an influent one, whereas adding another population
to this set leads to a new one that is no more influent. Second, by performing selection of
subsets of populations, one completely discards all the other ones in the sub-testing procedure;
hence it is not appropriate to extend the conclusion of sub-tests to the general data set with k
populations, since one does not focus on the same data set. Also, the degrees of freedom are
consequently reduced.
The consistency isue can be easily explained. Indeed, consider for instance subsets of cate-
gories (1, 2) and (1, 2, 3). With the classical approach, deviance statistic computed on the basis
of the former (resp. latter) subset has to be compared to the quantile Q1 (resp. Q2). It is known
that G2 (X1, X2) ≤ G2 (X1, X2, X3) (due to Proposition 6.1) and that Q1 < Q2 (at the same α
level). However, nothing guarantees that G2 (X1, X2) ≤ Q1 implies G2 (X1, X2, X3) ≤ Q2: the
increase in statistic value can be larger than that in the quantile.
The approach we propose has the advantage of avoiding both drawbacks discussed earlier.
First, all the k populations are implicitly involved in the definition of such decisive subsets,
allowing obviously to extend the conclusion to the whole data set. Moreover, decisive subsets
do not lead to consistency problems, since adding a category to some decisive subset also yield
a decisive subset of populations. This can also be explained by the fact that decisive subsets’
detection is performed by comparing G2 values to the same quantile, namely Qk−1, whereas
the degrees of freedom change with the size of the dataset in the classical way. Hence, the two
major issues that appear with the classical method vanish with our approach.
6.3 Data Set Analysis
Let us now end up this chapter by proposing a complete analysis of the Cough data set.
Recall that for these data, the null hypothesis of homogeneity among the rates of ill patients
(for medical doctors A to D) was significantly rejected (X2 = 20.466, G2 = 20.462, df = 3,
p < 0.0001 in both cases). It is therefore clear that at least two populations differ in terms of
the proportions of patients suffering from cough problems.
We first look for all pairs of populations that could be decisive. We investigated the six
possibilities and computed for each of them the “restricted” deviance statistic (i.e. G2 (Xi, Xj)
for any i, j ∈ {A,B,C,D}, i 6= j). These statistic values were compared both to Q3 (to de-
tect decisive subsets, as we propose) and to Q1 (as the classical sub-testing method suggests).
Significance level was held fixed to 5%; in other words, Q1 = 3.841 and Q3 = 7.812. Table 6.1
summarizes our findings (notice that any pair that is detected with the classical approach is
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Table 6.1: Investigation of pairs of categories, Cough data set.
Pair LR Statistic Q1 Q3 Influent? Decisive?
(A,B) 1.43 3.841 7.812 No No
(A,C) 18.32 3.841 7.812 Yes Yes
(A,D) 4.93 3.841 7.812 Yes No
(B,C) 9.15 3.841 7.812 Yes Yes
(B,D) 1.24 3.841 7.812 No No
(C,D) 2.62 3.841 7.812 No No
Table 6.2: Investigation of triplets of categories, Cough data set.
Triplet LR Statistic Q2 Q3 Influent? Decisive?
(A,B,C) 20.22 5.991 7.812 Yes Yes
(A,B,D) 4.97 5.991 7.812 No No
(A,C,D) 18.62 5.991 7.812 Yes Yes
(B,C,D) 9.42 5.991 7.812 Yes Yes
referred to as an “influent” pair in Table 6.1).
Clearly, pairs (A,C) and (B,C) are decisive, which tends to indicate that population C
behaves differently from populations A and B (both taken separately). Nothing is told about
population D. Notice that these pairs are also detected by the classical approach, as well as pair
(A,D) (but not as a decisive subset). With the classical method, drawing a global conclusion
is more difficult.
To further illustrate our approach, we also examined the four triplets of categories. Obvi-
ously, those containing either pairs (A and C) or (B and C) will be decisive; this clearly appears
in Table 6.2 (with the same display as in Table 6.1). Notice that the classical sub-testing pro-
cedure needs now to compare G2 statistics to Q2 = 5.991 quantile.
Triplet (A,B,D) remains not decisive, which validates our prior conclusions: these three
populations do not behave sufficiently differently (in terms of ill patients’ proportions) to re-
ject the null hypothesis of homogeneity. In other words, category C seems to be clearly (and
sufficiently) different from the other ones to get a global rejection of the null.
Notice also that the issue of consistency appears in that example. Indeed, Table 6.1 revealed
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Figure 6.1: Regions IGi ×IGj (Xi) for all i, j ∈ {A,B,C,D} to detect decisive pairs of categories,
Cough data set.
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that pair (A,D) is influent (i.e. was detected by the classical method), whereas triplet (A,B,D)
is not! Such a problem, as already discussed, does not occur with our proposal.
To completely illustrate our purpose, we calculated all IGi × IGj (Xi) regions (for i, j ∈
{A,B,C,D}, i 6= j) and we reproduce them in Figure 6.1. Black cross indicates the actual
pair of observed counts (Xi, Xj). We see that this pair does not belong to the corresponding
band whenever (i, j) = (A,C) or (i, j) = (B,C) (the latter being quite borderline). This is
completely equivalent to the results displayed in Table 6.1 and therefore leads to the same
conclusions.
In conclusion, even if both the classical and our methods yield roughly the same conclusions
(category C provokes the rejection of H0), the detection of decisive subsets allows to avoid some
sticky issues of interpretability of test results.
6.4 Final Comments and Conclusions
This chapter can be considered as the less complete of the second part of this thesis. Indeed,
we focused on the deviance statistic, without displaying any corresponding results for Pearson’s
X2. As mentioned earlier, the reason is that Proposition 6.1 does not hold anymore for the X2
statistic. Moreover, the issue of multiple confidence regions for success probabilities has not at
all been considered here, since these rates do not appear explicitly in the chi-square statistic
formulas. Indeed, these are only estimated, on the basis of the data (this explains the restricted
number of degrees of freedom in the null distribution, as Agresti (1990) clearly discusses it),
whereas in previous chapters they were fully involved in the computations (since they are set
equal to some known values). Recent developments have indicated that confidence regions can
be derived for these estimated probabilities; they correspond in fact to the regions presented in
Chapter 4 with the test of a vector of proportions (the writings of statistics are equivalent in
this setting). The pracical use of such an approach is nevertheless not so clear yet, and this is
therefore skipped from this work.
Further developments should involve the extension of this framework to the testing of vectors
of, say, j proportions among k populations, instead of a single one. This would yield data sets
of size j × k and the testing of H0 : pit1 = ... = pitk for all t ∈ {1, ..., j}.
Appendix
We start by displaying some preliminary results that provide a correct framework to establish
the proof of Proposition 6.1. We consider that t is an integer value belonging to {1, ..., k − 1},
and we make use of the following notations:
X = (Xt+1, ..., Xk) and χ = {X|0 < Xi < ni, i = t+ 1, ..., k} .
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Lemma 6.1. Let Nt, N and 1 be the (k − t) vectors (nt+1, ..., nk)T , (n, ..., n)T and (1, ..., 1)T
respectively. Then, the (k − t)× (k − t) matrix
A = DiagN −Nt 1T
(where Diag denotes the diagonal matrix) is non-singular.
Proof of Lemma 6.1 . Indeed, one can show that
detA = nk−t−1
(
n−
k∑
i=t+1
ni
)
by noticing that the sum of the elements of any column of A always equals n−∑ki=t+1 ni.
Lemma 6.2. Let Nt
−1, N−1 and 1 be the (k − t) vectors (nt+1−1, ..., nk−1)T , (n−1, ..., n−1)T
and (1, ..., 1)T respectively. Then, the (k − t)× (k − t) matrix
B = DiagNt
−1 −N−1 1T
(where Diag denotes the diagonal matrix) is a positive definite matrix.
Proof of Lemma 6.2 . Indeed, it is sufficient to prove that, for all j ∈ {t + 1, ..., k}, the
matrix
Bj =

nj
−1 − n−1 −n−1 . . . −n−1
−n−1 . . . . . . ...
...
. . . . . . −n−1
−n−1 . . . −n−1 nk−1 − n−1

has a strictly positive determinant, which comes directly from Lemma 6.1: in fact, the deter-
minant of Bj is equal to
(
n−∑ki=j ni) /(n ∏ki=j ni).
Lemma 6.3. One has
min
X∈χ
G2 (X1, ..., Xt,X) = G
2 (X1, ..., Xt,X)
∣∣
X=X∗
where X∗ =
(
X∗t+1, ..., X
∗
k
)
and
X∗j = nj
∑t
i=1Xi∑t
i=1 ni
∀ j = t+ 1, ..., k. (6.1)
Proof of Lemma 6.3 . For any j ∈ {t+ 1, ..., k},
∂ G2 (X1, ..., Xt,X)
∂ Xj
= 2
{
log
(
Xj∑k
i=1Xi
)
− log
(
nj −Xj
n−∑ki=1Xi
)}
(6.2)
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and it follows that
∂ G2
∂ Xj
= 0 ⇔ Xj (n− nj)− nj
∑
i∈I
Xi = nj
t∑
i=1
Xi
with I = {t + 1, ..., k}/{j}. So, the stationary points of G2 (X1, ..., Xt,X) are vectors X ∈ χ
that are solutions of the linear system
AX =
(
t∑
i=1
Xi
)
Nt (6.3)
with notations of Lemma 6.1. The solution Xopt of (6.3) is therefore unique (according to
Lemma 6.1) and it is easy to see thatXopt =X
∗ as defined above. To prove that this is indeed
a minimum of the likelihood-ratio statistic, let us demonstrate that the Hessian matrix H of
G2 evaluated at X = X∗ is positive definite. For any l ∈ {t + 1, ..., k} such that j 6= l, one
gets from (6.2) that
∂2G2 (X1, ..., Xt,X)
∂ Xj
2 = 2
 njXj (nj −Xj) − n(∑k
i=1Xi
) (
n−∑ki=1Xi)
 (6.4)
and
∂2G2 (X1, ..., Xt,X)
∂ Xj ∂ Xl
= − 2n(∑k
i=1Xi
) (
n−∑ki=1Xi) (j 6= l). (6.5)
Evaluated at X = X∗, (6.4) and (6.5) reduce to C (nj−1 − n−1) and −C n−1 respectively,
where C = 2
(∑t
i=1 ni
)2
/
{(∑t
i=1Xi
) (∑t
i=1 [ni −Xi]
)}
. Using notations of Lemma 6.2, it
follows that H = CB and the conclusion arises from this Lemma.
Proof of Proposition 6.1. It is a simple rewriting of G2 (X1, ..., Xt,X
∗) using (6.1). When
t = 1, all terms inside the logarithms reduce to one (thus leading to a constant zero value for
the statistic); with values of t larger than 1, all logarithmic terms merge to form the deviance
statistic (but calculated only on categories 1 to t).
Proof of Proposition 6.2. 1. It comes directly from Proposition 6.1.
2. and 3. For any t ∈ {2, ..., k − 1}, one has
∂ G2 (X1, ..., Xt)
∂ Xt
= 2
{
log
(
Xt∑t
j=1Xj
)
− log
(
(nt −Xt)
n−∑tj=1Xj
)}
and
∂2G2 (X1, ..., Xt)
∂ Xt
2 = 2

∑t−1
j=1Xj
Xt
∑t
j=1Xj
+
n− nt +
∑t−1
j=1Xj
(nt −Xt)
(
n−∑tj=1Xj)
 > 0.
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Thus G2 (X1, ..., Xt) is a convex function of Xt, which is sufficient to conclude.
Proof of Proposition 6.3. It comes directly from proposition 6.1.
Part III
Contributions to Item Response
Theory
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Outline
All models are wrong but some are useful.
G. E. P. Box
T he third (and last) part of the thesis is devoted to an applied field of statistics, namelypsychometrics. In particular we focus on one of its specific aspects: item response theory.
We start by shortly presenting (in Chapter 7) the main elements of this theory: aims and
goals, statistical issues, common statisticals tools and methods, as well as a short historical
review of its most important contributors. We then focus (in Chapter 8) on several well-known
statistical estimators of subject’s ability to succeed a test, and we propose some enhanced ver-
sions for different practical settings. These new estimators are also compared to the other ones,
both on a theoretical (when feasible) and a practical basis (mainly with simulated data).
This part of the research work was financially supported by a travel grant (Bourse de voyage)
from the French Community of Belgium, and was realized as joint work with Gilles Raˆıche and
Komi Sodoke from UQAM (Universite´ du Que´bec a` Montre´al).
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Chapter 7
Item Response Theory in a Few Words
I tem response theory (sometimes shorten as IRT) is a research field of psychometrics, in-volving most of the usual statistical concepts such as estimation, modeling, goodness of fit,
robustness ... We will later focus on specific elements of this global theory, but beforehand we
introduce now this framework as clearly and shortly as possible. So, the main goal of this chap-
ter is to be a self-consistent introduction with sufficient information for a good comprehension
of the forthcoming developments.
First we start by displaying the main concepts and hypotheses of IRT (Section 7.1). Some
specific models (to be considered later on) are discussed more carefully in Section 7.2, before
presenting the model parameter estimation methods (Section 7.3). We go on in Section 7.4 by
listing the main methods to detect abnormal response patterns with respect to the design of
the test. Section 7.5 is devoted to the explanation of usual simulation studies, with emphasis
on the different generation steps and their objectives. Eventually, this chapter end up with
Section 7.6 by presenting some major psychometricians and their respective contributions to
IRT.
7.1 IRT: Goals and Assumptions
In item response theory (as well as in other fields of psychometrics), it is often assumed that
an examinee has some latent, unobservable trait (also called ability), which can not be studied
directly. The purpose of IRT is to propose models that permit to link this latent trait to some
observable characteristics of the examinee, especially his/her faculties to correctly answering
to a set of questions (also called items) that form a test. Let us now establish some traditional
notations and conventions.
Usually, the latent trait of an examinee is referred to as θ. Moreover, the test contains
a set of, say, K items; these can take various forms (either dichotomous, polytomous, open
questions, etc.). Examinee’s answers are therefore also of several types, according to the items;
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however in this thesis we will only focus on dichotomous “correct / false” responses. Thus, a
response pattern for examinee i can be seen as a vector X i = (Xi1, ..., XiK) where component
Xij (j = 1, ..., K) is the response of the examinee to the j-th item (with values 0 or 1 if exam-
inee’s answer is correct or wrong, respectively).
The main assumption of IRT is that one can link the latent trait to each item of a test
by means of a probabilistic function (called item characteristic curve or item response curve).
Hence, we consider here a general class of models of the type
P
(
Xij = 1| θi,pj
)
= g
(
θi,pj
)
(7.1)
where pj is a finite set of item parameters (for instance, item difficulty). This set of parame-
ters depends on the chosen model; we give some examples in the next section. Usually, one
imposes logically the function g of Equation (7.1) to be non-decreasing with respect to ability
θi, although some recent developments (van der Linden and Hambleton, 1997) suggest that
decreasing functions could also be considered in some specific studies.
Another important hypothesis is the assumption of local independence; it states that ex-
aminee’s responses to the different items of a test are statistically independent. This will be of
great interest later, when maximum likelihood theory will be used to derive parameter estima-
tors. This also permits to derive the probability of occurrence of a specific response pattern.
For instance, if Pi denotes the probability of a correct answer to the i-th item, then response
pattern (0, 1, 1, 0, 1) will occur with probability (1− P1) P2 P3 (1− P4) P5. Of course, each
item response model will provide a different form for probability Pi; this is the aim of the next
section.
7.2 Some Dichotomous Response Models
We present now some famous and widely used item response models for dichotomous re-
sponse patterns. As presented earlier, we just display the item characteristic curves and provide
some additional information.
7.2.1 One-Parameter Models
Let us start with the simplest well-known model, also known as the Rasch model since he
was one of the first to work on it. The item characteristic curve of the one-parameter logistic
model (or shortly 1PLM) is given by
g
(
θi,pj
)
=
1
1 + e−D (θi−bj)
(7.2)
where bj is the difficulty of item j and D is a scaling factor, often fixed to 1 and sometimes to
1.7 (see below for further details). The shape of (7.2) looks like a normal cumulative curve (in
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θi), and bj is the inflexion point of that curve. Hence, one-parameter models for different items
with different difficulties will produce parallel curves, only switched by distances proportional
to the differences of item difficulties. Figure 7.1 (upper left) proposes some representations of
this models (as well as forthcoming ones).
It is important to notice that Lord (1952) proposed a very closed-form model, namely the
one-parameter normal ogive model, which takes the following form:
g
(
θi,pj
)
=
∫ θi−bj
−∞
1√
2pi2
e−
z2
2 dz.
Although this model is more intuitive than the corresponding logistic form (simply because of
the useful properties of the normal distribution), it is less mathematicaly attractive than the
1PLM. With current computer software however, both can be exploited without major prob-
lems. Furthermore, the scaling factor D, included in (7.2), is helpful to make them comparable.
It has been established (Haley, 1952) that taking D equal to 1.7 yields the difference between
the normal and the logistic curves to be always smaller (in absolute value) than one percent.
In practice, we will use a scaling factor equal to 1 to keep the specificity of the logistic models.
7.2.2 Two-Parameter Models
The second model to describe now is the two-parameter logistic model (2PLM), which differs
from the 1PLM by an additional parameter, namely discrimination of the item, with symbol
aj and being positive. Thus, the 2PLM has item characteristic curve given by
g
(
θi,pj
)
=
1
1 + e−Daj(θi−bj)
(7.3)
Graphically speaking, two item curves of same difficulty but with different discriminations
have different slopes at the (common) b abcisse; see Figure 7.1 (upper right) for a graphical
display of three different 2PLM’s (with the same difficulty level).
The equivalent model with the normal ogive is given by
g
(
θi,pj
)
=
∫ aj (θi−bj)
−∞
1√
2pi2
e−
z2
2 dz.
Notice that taking aj equal to 1 reduces the 2PLM to the 1PLM (which is also true for the
normal ogive models).
7.2.3 Three-Parameter Models
The next step is to add a new parameter to the item’s characterization. The third one is
called the pseudo-chance or pseudo-guessing parameter; it is introduced to assess the possibility
that even a very bad examinee can correctly answer to an item, by chance. In other words,
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Figure 7.1: One- (upper left), two- (upper right), three- (lower left) and four- (lower right)
parameter logistic models, displayed for several choices of item parameters.
this parameter (represented by cj and belonging to [0, 1]) characterizes the latent chance of
an examinee to correctly answer the question. The three-parameter logistic model (3PLM) is
defined by
g
(
θi,pj
)
= cj +
1− cj
1 + e−Daj(θi−bj)
(7.4)
whereas the corresponding three-parameter normal ogive model is
g
(
θi,pj
)
= cj + (1− cj)
∫ aj (θi−bj)
−∞
1√
2pi2
e−
z2
2 dz.
Graphically, the pseudo-guessing cj is the value of the item characteristic curve for infinitely
decreasing ability values. This is clearly illustrated in Figure 7.1 (lower left): 3PLM item
characteristic curves do not converge to zero anymore (as θi decreases infinitely), but now
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tend to the considered cj parameter. Once again, taking it equal to zero yields back the two-
parameter models, as expected.
7.2.4 Four-Parameter Models
The last class of item response models consists in adding a last parameter to the previous
three-parameter models. The fourth parameter can be compared to the pseudo-guessing one
but now applied to examinees with high ability. Indeed, it is meaningful to assume that even
a very good examinee has a chance to fail the considered item. This is characterized by the
fourth parameter, denoted by dj, and incorporated into the four-parameter logistic model in
the following way:
g
(
θi,pj
)
= cj +
dj − cj
1 + e−Daj(θi−bj)
(7.5)
The four-parameter normal ogive model is given as
g
(
θi,pj
)
= cj + (dj − cj)
∫ aj (θi−bj)
−∞
1√
2pi2
e−
z2
2 dz.
Figure 7.1 (lower right) proposes some applications of the 4PLM, with a clear visual impact of
the dj parameter on the item characteristic curves.
It has to be noticed that; although these four-parameter models seem attractive conceptu-
ally, they have not been applied so often. Barton and Lord (1981) were the first to stick this
fact; they were unable to find any practical gains from this model. So, these models will not
be considered anymore in this presentation.
7.3 Estimation of Ability
Let us display now the most commonly used ability estimation methods. The issue of esti-
mating item parameters will be skipped from this presentation, for three main reasons. First,
there exists well-established methods to calibrate or estimate item parameters, such as the mar-
ginal and joint maximum likelihood techniques. Second, although this is an important issue,
one wishes to focus solely on the estimation of examinee’s ability, which represents one of the
main goals in psychometrics. And finally, in practice, either the item parameters are known
(for instance when these are created in a specific framework) or they are estimated beforehand
(on the basis of other data sets or according to previous studies). Hence, in the following, we
consider that the set pj of parameters for item j is known and fixed; and we only look for an
estimate of ability θi of subject i. Some authors (Hambleton and Swaminathan, 1987) refer to
this approach as the conditional estimation of ability (given item parameters).
The first, well-known approach is to consider maximum likelihood estimation. The principle
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is to consider the likelihood function of any subject i,
L (θi|X i;p1, ...,pK) =
K∏
j=1
{
g
(
θi,pj
)}Xij {1− g (θi,pj)}1−Xij
or its logarithm,
l (θi|X i;p1, ...,pK) =
K∑
j=1
{
Xij log g
(
θi,pj
)
+ (1−Xij) log
(
1− g (θi,pj))}
and to keep as estimator of θi, the value θˆi that maximizes L (or l). The θˆi value is the maxi-
mum likelihood (ML) estimator of ability, and is simply denoted by θˆML.
This is a famous approach which has lots of implications in psychometrics; the method is
also easily implementable. However, several problems may arise. First, if the response pattern
contains only correct (resp. wrong) answers, then the ML estimator tends to +∞ (resp. −∞),
a result that is not really useful. In practice, the domain of investigation for a maximum is
shrinked to [−t, t] where t can take various values, according to the scientist (usually a value of
5 or 6 is taken; in that way, ML estimate can not exceed very large or small values). Moreover,
the uniqueness of this estimate is not always guaranteed, since some local maxima can occur.
It can be shown however (see for instance Magis and Raˆıche, 2007) that likelihood function
obtained with 1PLM and 2PLM are strictly convex with respect to θi, which is sufficient to
ensure a unique maximum value. However, with few items, the 3PLM can provide several local
maxima (Samejima, 1973), thus complicating the determination of θˆML. This tends however
to disappear when the number K of items increases (Lord, 1980).
To overcome the problem of infinite estimators, Birnbaum (1969) and Owen (1975) proposed
to enhance the maximum likelihood approach by assessing a prior distribution of ability to the
likelihood function; so the function to be maximized now is
f (θi) L (θi|X i;p1, ...,pK) or log f (θi) + l (θi|X i;p1, ...,pK)
where f (θi) is the prior distribution of θi. Usually f is taken as the standard normal distribu-
tion, but there is no argument not to select another one, such as a uniform density for instance.
Also, if some a priori information is available, then the mean value of f can be updated with
respect to that prior data. This Bayesian technique is called maximization a posteriori (MAP),
and the related estimator is denoted by θˆMAP .
Another Bayesian approach consists in computing the expected value of θi, also with a prior
distribution. This technique, first proposed by Bock and Mislevy (1982) is called expectation
a posteriori (EAP) and the related estimator, θˆEAP , is defined by
θˆEAP =
∫ +∞
θi=−∞ θi f (θi)
∏K
j=1
{
g
(
θi,pj
)}Xij {1− g (θi,pj)}1−Xij dθi∫ +∞
θi=−∞ f (θi)
∏K
j=1
{
g
(
θi,pj
)}Xij {1− g (θi,pj)}1−Xij dθi .
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Once again, f is the prior distribution of θi. This approach is fundamentaly different from the
previous ones, since one determines now the estimate by numerical integration.
The last classical method one will display now is the most recent one. It has been proposed
by Warm (1989) and was built on the basis of the ML estimator, with the idea of reducing its
bias. We succintely present Warm’s weighted likelihood (WL) estimator; this method is also
summarized in van Krimpen-Stoop and Meijer (1999) and Snijders (2001). Let g1
(
θi,pj
)
and
g2
(
θi,pj
)
be respectively the first and second derivatives of g
(
θi,pj
)
with respect to θi. Then,
by defining
I (θi) =
K∑
j=1
{
g1
(
θi,pj
)}2
g
(
θi,pj
) {
1− g (θi,pj)} (7.6)
and
J (θi) =
K∑
j=1
g1
(
θi,pj
)
g2
(
θi,pj
)
g
(
θi,pj
) {
1− g (θi,pj)} , (7.7)
the WL estimator of ability is the value θˆi for which
J
(
θˆi
)
2 I
(
θˆi
) + K∑
j=1
{
Xij − g
(
θˆi,pj
)} g1 (θˆi,pj)
g
(
θˆi,pj
) {
1− g1
(
θˆi,pj
)} = 0.
The WL estimator is simply denoted by θˆWL.
All these estimators have been built for various reasons; either to enhance some old ones,
or to introduce some new concepts. In order to compare them in terms of estimation efficiency,
one often uses three quantities: the average signed bias (ASB), the standard deviation (SD)
and the root mean square error (RMSE). To display the formulas properly, assume that N
examinees’ abilities θi (i = 1, ..., N) have been estimated by one method, leading to estimated
values θˆi (i = 1, ..., N). Then:
• the ASB is the mean deviation of the estimates from the true abilities:
ASB =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(
θi − θˆi
)
;
• the SD is a dispersion measure of the differences
(
θi − θˆi
)
, namely their standard devia-
tion:
SD2 =
1
N

N∑
i=1
(
θi − θˆi
)2
− 1
N
(
N∑
i=1
(
θi − θˆi
))2 ;
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• eventually, the RMSE is the (square root of the) mean of the squared differences
(
θi − θˆi
)
:
RMSE2 =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(
θi − θˆi
)2
.
All three quantities are linked by the following relation (which can be derived easily from the
three formulas above):
RMSE2 = ASB2 + SD2.
Some formulas do exist for some estimators (especially the ML one, since it is the oldest and
the most studied one); but in general, one can just provide empirical values obtained from large
simulation studies. This approach will be used in the next chapter.
The ASB permits to determine whether the estimator is biased or not, whereas SD allows
to discuss the variability of the estimator around its mean estimated value. The RMSE is a
pool of both; an estimator being unbiased and with smallest SD will therefore also be the best
in terms of RMSE. Unfortunately, this happens rarely; in fact, an estimator is either efficient in
terms of bias or with respect to the dispersion. The WL estimator, for instance, was built upon
the basis of reducing the bias of ML estimator; however, nothing assesses that it will also have
a reduced standard deviation (some personal unpublished simulations tend to indicate that SD
is larger for WL than for ML estimator). So, the need for RMSE is real, since it permits to
compensate some weakness in SD, say, by an efficiently small bias (the reverse can also be
true). Thus, all three quantities have an interest, and it is clearly suggested to get all of them
to compare estimators properly.
7.4 Person-Fit Indexes to Detect Abnormal Patterns
In the next chapter one will be interested in determining which response patterns can be
considered as abnormal, regarding to the proposed test (for which item parameters are assumed
to be known). Some real examples will be displayed at this moment. This issue is generally
referred to as person-fit or misfit to indicate that we study the relationship between a response
pattern and its fit with some model. Since there exists already some approaches in the psycho-
metric litterature, we will briefly display them here. Most of them are based on the principle
of deriving an index for each examinee, such that abnormal index values indicate an abnormal
response pattern. Most of the relevant information displayed here can be found in Meijer and
Sijtsma (2001).
Notice that, in general, these methods do not explain why some examinee has a misfitting
pattern with respect to the test items; they just provide an indication about the abnormal na-
ture of his/her answers. Moreover, the indexes we consider here can be seen as “item response
theory-based” person-fit measures since they implicitly depend on the underlying item response
model; but there exists other approaches. Among them, let us mention the person-fit methods
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based on groups categories, such as caution index C (Sato, 1975), modified caution index C∗
(Harnisch and Linn, 1981), non conformity index NCI and individual consistency index ICI
(Tatsuoka and Tatsuoka, 1982, 1983), agreement Ai, disagreement Di and dependability Ei
indexes (Kane and Brennan, 1980), as well as Sijtsma’s HTi statistic (Sijtsma, 1986). Since we
focus here on item response theory, and since specific tools exist in this framework, the previous
indexes will not be discussed here.
There are two great categories of IRT-based person-fit indexes: the “residual-based” indexes
and the “likelihood-based” ones. In the first category, one will briefly present indexes U , W ,
Zeta and several derived forms; in the second, we mainly focus on l0, lz and l
∗
z .
7.4.1 Residual-based Indexes
According to Snijders (2001), most person-fit statistics can be expressed in the following
form:
V =
K∑
j=1
[
Xj − g
(
θ,pj
)]2
vj(θ) (7.8)
where vj(θ) is a suitable weighting function (and where subscript i is removed to simplify the
notations). Wright and Stone (1979) and Wright and Masters (1982) proposed two mean-
squared residual-based statistics, namely U and V . Statistic U takes the similar form of (7.8),
with weights
vj(θ) =
1
K g
(
θ,pj
) [
1− g (θ,pj)] ,
thus
U =
K∑
j=1
[
Xj − g
(
θ,pj
)]2
K g
(
θ,pj
) [
1− g (θ,pj)] .
This statistic can be interpreted as the mean of the squared standardized residuals, since
g
(
θ,pj
) [
1− g (θ,pj)] is nothing else than the conditional variance of the individual item
score V (Xj|θ). The other statistic, W , is given by
W =
∑K
j=1
[
Xj − g
(
θ,pj
)]2∑K
j=1 g
(
θ,pj
) [
1− g (θ,pj)] .
The authors of these statistics claim that transformed forms ZU and ZW , given by
ZU =
8 (logU + U + 1)
K − 1 and ZW =
3
(
W 1/3 − 1)
q
+
q
3
(where q is the variance ofW ) are asymptotically standard normally distributed. However, this
claim seems to be questionable (see e.g. Drasgow et al., 1987).
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More recently, Tatsuoka (1996) proposed another index, mainly to detect students’ concep-
tual problems in mathematics; however, his index Zeta appeared to be efficient for any kind of
misfitting patterns. The Zeta index is defined by
Zeta =
∑K
j=1
[
g
(
θ;pj
)−Xj] [g (θ;pj)− T (θ)]∑K
j=1
{
g
(
θ;pj
) [
1− g (θ;pj)] [g (θ;pj)− T (θ)]2}1/2
with
T (θ) =
1
K
K∑
j=1
g
(
θ;pj
)
.
According to Tatsuoka, it has an asymptotic standard normal distribution; thus large values of
Zeta (usually larger than 1.65 in absolute value) indicate person-fit problems.
7.4.2 Likelihood-based Indexes
It seems that the first proposal of person-fit index based on the likelihood function is simply
l0 =
K∑
j=1
{
Xj log g
(
θˆML;pj
)
+ (1−Xj) log
(
1− g
(
θˆML;pj
))}
,
i.e. the log-likelihood function evaluated at the ML estimator θˆML of θ. It was first used
by Levine and Rubin (1979) and further developed and applied (e.g. Drasgow, Levine and
McLaughlin, 1991). However, two problems occur with this person-fit statistic: first, l0 is not
standardized and thus depends on θ; and second, the null distribution of l0 (under the hypoth-
esis of a fitting item response pattern) is unknown.
To overcome these issues, Drasgow et al. (1985) proposed a standardized version of l0,
namely lz:
lz =
l0 − E (l0)
[V (l0)]
1/2
where E (l0) and V (l0) are respectively the expectation and the variance of l0:
E (l0) =
K∑
j=1
{
g
(
θˆML;pj
)
log g
(
θˆML;pj
)
+
[
1− g
(
θˆML;pj
)]
log
[
1− g
(
θˆML;pj
)]}
and
V (l0) =
K∑
j=1
g
(
θˆML;pj
) [
1− g
(
θˆML;pj
)] log g
(
θˆML;pj
)
1− g
(
θˆML;pj
)
2.
This lz index is purported to be asymptotically standard normally distributed. However,
Molenaar and Hoijtink (1990, 1996) argued that lz has a standard normal distribution only
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when true θ value is used, and not its ML estimate θˆML. Indeed, when using θˆML instead of θ,
the variance of lz is smaller than expected under the standard normal distribution using the true
θ, which affects the distribution of lz (Meijer and Nering, 1997; Nering, 1995, 1997; Reise, 1995).
For 2PLM, Snijders (2001) proposed to slightly modify lz in order to get an index with a
null standard normal distribution. This modified index, l∗z , is given by (see van Krimpen-Stoop
and Meijer, 1999)
l∗z =
l0 − E (l0) + cn(θˆ) r0(θˆ)√
n τn(θˆ)
,
where θˆ = θˆWL, and where
cn(θˆ) =
∑K
j=1 aj
(
θˆ − bj
)
g1
(
θˆ,pj
)
∑K
j=1 aj g1
(
θˆ,pj
) ,
r0(θˆ) =
J(θˆ)
2 I(θˆ)
(with I(θˆ) and J(θˆ) given by (7.6) and (7.7) respectively), and
τ 2n(θˆ) =
1
K
K∑
j=1
[
aj
(
θˆ − bj
)
− aj cn(θˆ)
]2
g1
(
θˆ,pj
) [
1− g1
(
θˆ,pj
)]
.
This standard normally distributed person-fit index has received lots of attention in the past
years and is becoming the most important index in use (see e.g. Ferrando, 2004).
7.5 Performing a Simulation Study
We end up this chapter by quickly displaying one common method to conduct simulation
studies in psychometrics. This method is based on the assumption that item parameters are
known; thus they may be randomly generated from some particular distributions. This section
is important since all the notations introduced here will be used in the next chapter.
The principle of a simulation study is simple; in a first time we just display the main steps
of the process.
• Fix the number of items K of the test to be created, and generate K sets pj (j = 1, ..., K)
of item parameters (according to the considered model).
• Select the set of T different objective abilities, say Sθ = {θ1, ..., θT}.
• For each objective ability θi and each set of item parameters pj, generate the response of
subject i to item j, Xij, as a random Bernoulli variable with success probability given by
g
(
θi,pj
)
(where g is the item response curve).
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• Consider each item successively to generate the full response pattern Xj. Repeat this
generation process N times for each objective ability value.
Let us give now some additionnal details. First, for any item j, when considering one of the
logistic models, we will use the following distributions for the parameters:
aj ∼ N
(
1, 0.22
)
; bj ∼ N(0, 1) and cj ∼ max
{
0, N
(
0.2, 0.12
)}
. (7.9)
With these mean and variance values, the discrimination (resp. difficulty, pseudo-guessing)
parameters have around 95% to lie in the interval [0.6; 1.4] (resp. [−2; 2], [0; 0.4]). Moreover,
the chance of generating a negative discrimination aj is around 10
−7, just as requested (since
negative discriminations correspond to useless items). Eventually, there is around 2% probabil-
ity of getting negative pseudo-guessing value by random generation; to avoid this unacceptable
issue, all negative generated values are replaced by zero, which explains the notation above.
By “objective ability”, we mean that we want to fix in advance the ability of the simulee
under consideration. This is fundamental since this value can be compared to the estimates in
order to empirically compute quantities such as ASB, SD or RMSE of the estimators (defined in
Section 7.4). Moreover, the fixed objective ability is necessary to compute success probabilities
pij = g
(
θi,pj
)
= P
(
Xij = 1
∣∣θi,pj ). Item response is then equal to 1 with probability pij,
exactly as it should be if a real examinee with the same ability had to answer to the selected
item. In total, a simulation study consists in the random generation of K items (by means
of their parameters) and N × T examinees’ response patterns (N patterns for each of the T
objective abilities).
7.6 Contributors to Item Response Theory
We end up this chapter by presenting shortly some main contributors together with their
significant work. This historical review is mainly based on the book of Hambleton and Swami-
nathan (1987).
The precursors of item response theory seem to be Binet and Simon, who were the first
(1916) to plot performance levels of examinees against an independent variable, and use these
plots in test developments. Thirty years later, Lawley (1943, 1944) produced some new me-
thods for parameter estimation. Then, Lord (1952, 1953) described the two-parameter normal
ogive model; he also derived parameter estimates and considered some practical applications
of the model. His work (also with Novick in 1968) is fundamental for modern IRT.
Later on, Birnbaum (1957, 1958a, 1958b, 1968) substituted the logistic models for the nor-
mal ogive models of Lord, and developed the statistical foundations for these new models. As
we shall see later, replacing the normal ogives by the logistic ones permitted to simplify the
mathematical framework and to overcome major difficulties linked to the normal distribution.
At the same period but independently of the previous authors, Rasch (1960) developped three
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item responses models which will influence a lot of researchers, such as Wright in the United
States and Andersen and Fischer in Europe.
Extensions to polytomous and continous response data were first proposed by Samejima
(1969, 1972); she also extended unidimensional to multidimensional models. Bock (1972) pro-
posed first a nominal model, followed by Master (1982) with the partial credit model. Birnbaum
(1969) proposed first a Bayesian framework to perform parameter estimation, later followed by
Owen (1975). In the same area, Bock (1972) proposed several important new ideas about
parameter estimation. Another Bayesian estimation method based on the mathematical expec-
tation formaula was proposed by Bock and Mislevy (1982). And more recently, Warm (1989)
introduced a weighted version of the maximum likelihood estimator of ability.
Let us say a word about specific computer programs. The first software to be developed
for the purpose of IRT seems to be BICAL, including parameter estimation methods and pro-
posed by Wright and Panchapakesan (1969). This software was of great importance since it
facilitated applications of the Rasch model. Later on, Lord (1974) described new parameter
estimation methods which are used in another computer program called LOGIST (Wingersky,
1983). More recently, software BILOG was developed; its latest versions are commonly used
by researchers and practitioners. Fundamental references on these softwares are Mislevy and
Stocking (1989) and Mislevy and Bock (1984, 1990). Program MULTILOG was also developed
as a more complete version of BILOG; see Thissen (1988) for further details. Note that more
and more computerized developments are performed in R nowadays.
To end up with this short review, let us mention (among others) some excellent references
that provide most of the informative theory and methods about IRT: Baker (1992), Embret-
son and Reise (2000), Laveault and Gre´goire (1997), Lord (1980), and van der Linden and
Hambleton (1997).

Chapter 8
Enhanced Estimation Methods in Item
Response Theory
T he last chapter of this thesis is devoted to the presentation of some recent developmentsin item response theory. More precisely, we start in Sections 8.1 and 8.2 by displaying
two new estimation methods; these are based on the idea of applying well-known Bayesian
procedures repeatedly. We discuss some theoretical properties of these new estimators, before
performing some simulations to compare them with classical approaches. Then, in the frame-
work of identifying abnormal reponse patterns, we propose (in Section 8.3) a method that takes
subject variability into account. This method permits to use any of the classical estimation
processes but to an extended context. Here also, simulated results (displayed in Section 8.4)
indicate that this method yields major gains but not with all possible settings.
8.1 Iterative Bayesian Estimators
8.1.1 Principles
Although Bayesian estimators of ability permit to correct the estimation by taking a priori
information into account, they also have the unwilling property of being very dependent of this
prior estimation (especially when the prior distribution is the normal density). To illustrate
this phenomenon, let us consider the following example: assume that data consists in a test of
ten items, with increasing difficulty parameters from -2 to 2.5 by steps of one half. Assume also
that one particular examinee has the following response pattern: (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1).
We consider as prior distribution the normal density with mean θ0 (to be fixed) and variance
one, and we focus on Rasch’s one-parameter logistic model. Table 8.1 holds the MAP and EAP
estimates of subject’s ability for various θ0 values. Clearly, according to the initial prior, one
can get estimations from rather poor (around -1) to rather good (around 1) abilities.
Since the estimators are highly influenced by the prior values, we suggest to diminish this
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Table 8.1: MAP and EAP estimates for various a priori values of ability (artificial data).
θ0 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
MAP -1.39 -0.98 -0.59 -0.21 0.16 0.53 0.90
EAP -1.42 -1.01 -0.61 -0.22 0.16 0.53 0.91
“influence” by estimating abilities in a repeated way, and by adjusting successively the prior
value (in fact, by replacing it by the current estimate); so, the goal of this method is to
iteratively correct the prior belief in subject’s ability. More precisely, one can describe this
iterative approach as follows:
1. Set θ0 as the a priori mean value of θ. Estimate θ by MAP (resp. EAP); let θˆ1 be this
first estimate.
2. Adapt the prior distribution such that θˆ1 is now the mean prior value. Re-estimate θ by
MAP (resp. EAP); let θˆ2 be the current estimate.
3. Adapt the prior distribution such that θˆ2 is now the mean prior value. Re-estimate ...
4. Stop the process when two successive MAP (resp. EAP) estimates of θ are sufficiently
close. Then, the last MAP (resp. EAP) estimate of θ is the desired iterative estimate.
The estimators one can obtain by this process are consequently denoted by iterative maximiza-
tion (resp. expectation) a posteriori and shorts notations IMAP (resp. IEAP) are then used.
As an illustration, if we consider the artificial example above, the IMAP and IEAP estimates
of θ are respectively equal to -0.34 and -0.36. In each case, a prior θ0 value of zero was selected,
and 13 calculation steps were necessary to get two successive estimates with absolute difference
less than 10−6 (which was selected as the default minimum allowable tolerance).
Several remarks have to be formulated now. First, this is an iterative repeated process; we
suggest to stop the process as soon as two successive estimates are sufficiently close. However,
there is absolutely no guarantee that such a stopping criterion will be reached in all cases, at
least with a reasonable number of calculation steps. To avoid infinite repeated calculations, we
decided to force the procedure to stop after at most 500 iterations, and to return the current
MAP estimate at that step. Second, it will be necessary to determine whether the choice of
the initial θ0 value has an impact on the final estimate. Both points will be discussed in the
next section.
8.1.2 Theoretical and Simulated Results
As it was mentioned earlier, there is no guarantee that IMAP and IEAP processes will con-
verge to some value with a finite number of steps. However, with two reasonable assumptions,
one can obtain a very simple result about IMAP method. The result is displayed below; related
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comments follow. Note that we make use of the generic notations of the previous, introductive
chapter.
Proposition 8.1. If
1. the log-likelihood function l (θ|X;p1, ...,pK) is a concave function of θ,
2. the prior distribution of θ is normal with constant variance σ2,
then, for any item response model g (θ,pi) and any a priori mean value θ0, IMAP estimator
converges to maximum likelihood (ML) estimator.
Hence, provided the two hypotheses are satisfied, IMAP process is nothing else than a re-
peated estimation procedure leading to a well-known estimator. In other words, this IMAP
estimator is not necessary useful in some well-defined frameworks, since it is equivalent to com-
pute ML estimator.
Let us comment a bit the two assumptions of Proposition 8.1. The first hypothesis is equi-
valent to requesting for a unique maximum of the log-likelihood function; or, in other words,
this result is valid if and only if the maximum likelihood estimator can be obtained without
any ambiguity. For instance, this hypothesis is fulfilled by the 1PLM and 2PLM models, but
this is not guaranteed with the 3PLM one. For the latter, Samejima (1973) first noticed that
several maxima can occur with 3PLM model, especially when the number of items is small
(around 10 or less). However, Lord (1980) noticed that this phenomenon does not arise as this
number is sufficiently large (at least 20). Now, the second hypothesis (concerning the prior
distribution) is more commonly accepted, since it is the “by-default” assumption for Bayesian
estimators. Keeping a constant variance is also a reasonable choice in a classical approach,
since it is assumed that subject’s ability is a latent trait, therefore constant.
Unfortunately, there is not (yet) some corresponding result for IEAP method: convergence
of the process is not theoretically guaranteed, and when it converges, the limit is not the ML
estimator anymore. This is why we performed some simulation studies that are described and
discussed below. First, IMAP estimator with the 3PLM model is investigated; we shortly dis-
cuss the results and relate them to the ML estimates. Second, the IEAP process is tried out on
simulated data; we look for convergence and compare this estimator to the EAP one, in terms
of ASB, SD and RMSE quantities.
Let us display first the results concerning 3PLM and IMAP process. We set the simulation
settings as follows. First, we considered item sets of size K = 5, 10, 15 and 20. Moreover, the
objective abilities were selected in Sθ = {−2,−1, 0, 1, 2}; for any of these θ values, N = 1000
simulees were created. Item parameters were generated according to the distributions given in
(7.9). Then, for each response pattern, we successively: (a) computed θˆML and θˆIMAP estima-
tors; (b) kept the number of iterations needed to obtain IMAP estimator as well as absolute
difference
∣∣∣θˆML − θˆIMAP ∣∣∣; (c) summarized the 1000 absolute differences and iteration numbers
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Table 8.2: Results of the simulation study to compare ML and IMAP estimators with 3PLM.
K = 5 K = 10 K = 15 K = 20
θ Diff Nr Iter Diff Nr Iter Diff Nr Iter Diff Nr Iter
-2 0.065 333 0.068 73 0.061 500 0.051 28
-1 0.067 445 0.049 70 0.038 36 0.042 34
0 0.063 266 0.056 35 0.039 22 0.038 14
1 0.067 500 0.053 80 0.045 33 0.042 27
2 0.069 500 0.056 82 0.06 500 0.047 500
by keeping their maximal values.
The complete results are displayed in Table 8.2. Columns “Diff” and “Nr Iter” hold re-
spectively the maximum absolute difference
∣∣∣θˆML − θˆIMAP ∣∣∣ among the 1000 simulees and the
maximum number of iterations needed to reach convergence. Column “θ” holds the different
objective ability values. Notice that, for convenience, all values displayed in “Diff” columns
were multiplied by 1000; thus correct differences are 1000 times smaller than those displayed
in this table.
The main conclusions one can draw from this analysis are the following. First, it is clear
that with fewer items, one does not always reach convergence (since maximal numbers of iter-
ations are equal to 500, the maximum number of allowed steps, and thus the process is forced
to stop). Even with larger sets of items, there remains some cases without convergence (see for
instance the setting θ = 2 and K = 20). Fortunately these become rare as K increases, and in
some cases the (maximal) required number of steps is quite small. Remark that this number
of steps is generally the smallest for θ equal zero, which is logical since the initial θ0 value of
the IMAP process is fixed to zero. As the objective θ value departs from zero, the number of
iterations has to increase to reach convergence.
However, even in the case where there is no convergence (after the 500 iterations), one
can see that maximum differences between ML and IMAP estimators are almost equal to zero
(recall that values displayed in the table have to be divided by 1000). So, even if convergence
is not reached (with our settings), IMAP estimator nevertheless seems to converge to ML es-
timator. Finally, notice also that, as K increases, the maximum absolute differences and the
numbers of iteration decrease. This translates the fact that having more available information
enhances the convergence of IMAP process. So, in conclusion, one can say that IMAP process
also converges to ML estimator with 3PLM, provided the number of items is sufficiently large
(around 10 or even 20); this results is in concordance with those from Lord (1980) about the
unique maximum value of log-likelihood function with 3PLM.
Let us now focus on IEAP process, for which one does not have (yet) any theoretical result
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Table 8.3: Results of simulation studies to compare EAP and IEAP estimators (20 items).
ASB SD RMSE
Mod. θ EAP IEAP EAP IEAP EAP IEAP
-2 -0.490 0.135 0.394 0.639 0.629 0.653
-1 -0.156 0.122 0.418 0.603 0.446 0.615
1PLM 0 0.007 0.009 0.421 0.544 0.421 0.544
1 0.181 -0.085 0.409 0.585 0.447 0.591
2 0.462 -0.176 0.393 0.634 0.606 0.658
-2 -0.469 0.178 0.381 0.621 0.604 0.646
-1 -0.168 0.104 0.409 0.588 0.442 0.597
2PLM 0 -0.014 -0.018 0.422 0.540 0.422 0.541
1 0.176 -0.089 0.398 0.567 0.435 0.575
2 0.470 -0.176 0.400 0.645 0.617 0.669
-2 -0.734 0.114 0.410 0.720 0.841 0.729
-1 -0.235 0.239 0.444 0.786 0.502 0.822
3PLM 0 0.011 0.03 0.470 0.708 0.470 0.708
1 0.264 -0.084 0.470 0.739 0.539 0.744
2 0.611 -0.167 0.423 0.727 0.743 0.746
about its convergence. Since IEAP estimator does not converge to ML one anymore (see for
instance the example in the first section), we will study it by computing ASB, SD and RMSE,
and compare them to those for the usual EAP estimator. The objective abilities are the same as
for the previous simulation , i.e. from -2 to 2 by steps of one. Item parameters were generated
for one-, two- and three-parameter logistic models. We also decided to generate sets of 20,
40 and 60 items, and to create 1000 response patterns for each model, number of items and
objective ability.
Results are displayed in Tables 8.3 to 8.5. The most important fact to observe is that iter-
ative EAP diminishes the bias drastically with respect to the standard EAP technique, but on
the other side, the variance is quite largely increased. In total, RMSE indicates that EAP does
behave a bit better than its iterative version. The difference increases as we consider logistic
models with larger number of parameters, especially the 3PLM. Another interesting fact is that
bias’ signs of the IEAP and EAP are opposite, excepted around zero (which is quite acceptable
since both ASB values are close together). Eventually, as the number of items increases all
ASB and SD values decrease, whatever the model and the objective ability. This is obvious
since, as the amount of information increases, estimation of ability becomes more precise.
Results do not show whether the process converged or not; in fact, this information was
skipped from the tables since, in all cases, the procedure stopped before reaching the maximal
allowed step number, i.e. 500. It is believed that the quite large number of items (at least
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Table 8.4: Results of simulation studies to compare EAP and IEAP estimators (40 items).
ASB SD RMSE
Mod. θ EAP IEAP EAP IEAP EAP IEAP
-2 -0.284 0.098 0.345 0.490 0.447 0.500
-1 -0.098 0.039 0.330 0.398 0.345 0.400
1PLM 0 -0.008 -0.009 0.315 0.356 0.315 0.356
1 0.101 -0.036 0.342 0.412 0.356 0.413
2 0.286 -0.094 0.351 0.500 0.453 0.509
-2 -0.292 0.094 0.340 0.489 0.448 0.498
-1 -0.095 0.042 0.319 0.386 0.333 0.389
2PLM 0 0.008 0.009 0.314 0.355 0.315 0.355
1 0.081 -0.059 0.339 0.408 0.349 0.413
2 0.265 -0.132 0.357 0.511 0.444 0.528
-2 -0.449 0.200 0.396 0.639 0.598 0.670
-1 -0.136 0.125 0.392 0.569 0.415 0.583
3PLM 0 0.013 0.021 0.370 0.454 0.370 0.454
1 0.126 -0.068 0.380 0.492 0.401 0.497
2 0.381 -0.100 0.375 0.561 0.534 0.569
20) we considered in these simulations permitted not to observe convergence troubles; maybe
some complementary empirical studies (with fewer items) could either assess or contradict this
hypothesis.
In conclusion, IMAP estimator converges to ML estimator with any of the three logistic
models and the normal distribution, with variance equal to one as prior distribution of ability.
This is theoretically established for the 1PLM and 2PLM, and simulations tend to assess this
fact with the 3PLM and a sufficiently large number of items. For IEAP, with enough items, one
observes that the method is convergent, although there is no more convergence to some known
estimator. Furthermore, IEAP has a significantly reduced bias than classical EAP technique,
but its standard deviation seems largely increased. Recall that these results are empirical,
based on large-sample simulation studies. To complete our findings, it would be interesting to
try to derive asymptotic formulas of ASB and SD of IEAP process, maybe on the basis of those
for EAP estimator (such a research should also be led for IMAP estimator).
8.2 Adaptive Bayesian Estimators
8.2.1 Principles
The second kind of enhanced Bayesian estimators we wish to present now has a major in-
terest in computerized adaptive testing (CAT). In these tests, the total number of items to be
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Table 8.5: Results of simulation studies to compare EAP and IEAP estimators (60 items).
ASB SD RMSE
Mod. θ EAP IEAP EAP IEAP EAP IEAP
-2 -0.209 0.057 0.313 0.411 0.377 0.415
-1 -0.065 0.027 0.287 0.326 0.295 0.327
1PLM 0 0.002 0.002 0.271 0.294 0.271 0.294
1 0.052 -0.042 0.275 0.312 0.28 0.315
2 0.195 -0.074 0.309 0.405 0.365 0.412
-2 -0.189 0.091 0.318 0.424 0.3700 0.433
-1 -0.059 0.035 0.292 0.331 0.298 0.333
2PLM 0 0.013 0.014 0.265 0.287 0.265 0.287
1 0.064 -0.028 0.281 0.318 0.288 0.319
2 0.178 -0.106 0.308 0.413 0.356 0.426
-2 -0.333 0.185 0.346 0.547 0.480 0.577
-1 -0.100 0.080 0.360 0.481 0.373 0.487
3PLM 0 0.001 0.003 0.312 0.354 0.312 0.354
1 0.102 -0.025 0.318 0.375 0.334 0.376
2 0.273 -0.077 0.336 0.469 0.433 0.475
proposed to the examinee is not fixed; moreover, the sequence of items can be decided either
by the computer (by means of some decision rule) or by the examinator (according to his/her
own feeling), and examinee’s answers to the previous items may influence the choice of the next
item. Several stopping criteria do exist, either based on the standard deviation of the ability
estimator, or other parameters. In this thesis we will not discuss the CAT further away; we nev-
ertheless refer to Raˆıche (2001) for a complete discussion of that (quite recent) testing approach.
Usually, with such a testing process, the ability is estimated repeatedly, but without mo-
difying the prior distribution of the ability. The claim is that examinee’s ability will not be
modified by the test under consideration, so the prior should not be changed accordingly. How-
ever, our belief is that both the prior information on the examinee and his/her answers to the
first items of the test constitue some prior information for the items to come. For instance,
even an excellent examinee could be in a “very bad day” and fail the first items of the test;
if we do not take this phenomenon into account, ability could be largely overestimated with
respect to the results of the current test. On the opposite, an examinee with some “bad” or
“low-level” a priori could suffer from it, even if he/she perfectly answers to the current test.
So, we believe that ignoring the information hold by the test (or even part of it) is a nonsense.
This is why we propose to iteratively update the prior information according to the previous
answers to the items previously administrated. The idea is quite close to that of IMAP and
IEAP processes, but now update is considered to happen after each item administration and
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before submitting a new one to the examinee; whereas in the previous section prior update
was done iteratively on the basis of the whole response pattern (for the whole set of items).
Thus IMAP and IEAP estimators are more meaningful for fixed tests (i.e. with fixed length),
whereas the new ones, logically called adaptive maximization (resp. expectation) a posteriori
(with respective short notations AMAP and AEAP) get all their meaning in CAT. Note that
there is no reason not to use them also with a fixed size test, as new parameter estimators. The
basic principle of adaptive EAP estimation was already proposed by Raˆıche and Blais (2002),
although they did not consider MAP estimator.
Formally, the AMAP estimator is obtained as follows:
1. Set θ0 as the a priori mean value of θ (incorporated into the a priori f distribution).
Select item 1 and estimate θ by MAP; let θˆ1 be this first estimate.
2. Adapt the prior distribution such that θˆ1 is now the mean prior value. Re-estimate θ by
MAP on the basis of the first two items; let θˆ2 be the current estimate.
3. Adapt the prior distribution such that θˆ2 is now the mean prior value. Re-estimate θ by
MAP on the basis of the first three items; let ...
4. Stop the process when all the K items have been submitted (or when the adaptive test
stops). Re-estimate θ by MAP on the basis of the whole set of items (with the last estimate
as prior mean value of θ). Then, AMAP estimator of θ is this last MAP estimate, i.e. θˆK .
One can obviously replace MAP by EAP to get AEAP estimator in the same way; let θˆAMAP
and θˆAEAP be respectively the AMAP and AEAP estimators of θ.
With these adaptive versions of usual Bayesian processes, the problem of convergence does
not arise anymore. Indeed, one always obtains an estimate of ability; it is just necessary for
the test to stop, which is obvious. What is unknown is the computational time to get these
estimates, since it depends on the length of the test (i.e. its number of items). And of course,
the interest will be to discover whether the estimators converge to some known values, and also
whether the a priori value of ability θ0 has an impact on the final estimates.
8.2.2 Some Particular Properties
The first issue one will consider is the impact (or influence) of the initial a priori value of
examinee’s ability on the adaptive estimation process. If we consider two relatively acceptable
assumptions, one can show that this θ0 value does not affect the final AMAP estimation (pro-
vided the number of items in the test is sufficiently large). To establish this result, let us first
display two preliminary and interesting lemmas.
Lemma 8.1. Let A and B be two a priori values of person’s ability such that A > B, and let
θˆA and θˆB be the corresponding MAP estimates of θ (obtained with a fixed set of K items). If
1. the log-likelihood function l (θ|X;p1, ...,pK) is strictly concave with respect to θ,
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2. the a priori distribution of θ is normal with constant variance σ2,
then, for any item response model g (θ,pi), one has θˆA > θˆB.
This first lemma is already interesting by itself, since it establishes a monotone link between
the a priori value and he MAP estimate. Moreover, one can get another link by means of the
second lemma:
Lemma 8.2. Let A and B be two distinct a priori values of person’s ability, and let θˆA and θˆB
be the corresponding MAP estimates of θ (obtained with a fixed set of K items). If
1. the log-likelihood function l (θ|X;p1, ...,pK) is strictly concave with respect to θ,
2. the a priori distribution of θ is normal with constant variance σ2,
then, for any item response model g (θ,pi), one has
∣∣∣θˆA − θˆB∣∣∣ < |A−B|.
Now, these two lemmas are enough to establish the main result concerning AMAP process:
Proposition 8.2. Let A and B be two distinct a priori values of person’s ability, and let θˆA
and θˆB be the corresponding AMAP estimates of θ obtained with a fixed set of K items. If
1. the log-likelihood function l (θ|X;p1, ...,pK) is strictly concave with respect to θ,
2. the a priori distribution of θ is normal with constant variance σ2,
then, for any item response model g (θ,pi), one has
∣∣∣θˆA − θˆB∣∣∣→ 0 as K → +∞.
This result can be surprising, since it claims that, whatever the value of the mean prior
distribution one will set to an examinee, the final AMAP estimate will be the same. On one
side, it means that having an excellent knowledge of someone’s ability does not provide much
more information than if we did not known anything about that person. But on the other side,
it also means that even if we are completely wrong about the subject’s abilities, for instance
if we incorrectly classify it as either a good or bad student, the AMAP estimator will indicate
the same value. In that sense, one can say that AMAP estimator (under the two conditions to
be discussed below) is less influenced by false a priori than the classical MAP methodr.
The two hypotheses of Proposition 8.2 are the same as for IMAP process. Thus, result
above is valid whenever using usual normal distribution as prior function, by keeping the vari-
ance fixed (but not especially to 1). Moreover, we know that this will be valid for 1PLM and
2PLM, as well as with 3PLM but when the number of items is sufficiently large (at least 20).
Notice also that nothing is said about AEAP process, since there is not (yet) any equivalent
result for that approach. Moreover, although convergence occurs in some cases, nothing is said
about some speed of convergence, i.e. the minimum number of required items to get very close
estimates (with different initial priors).
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Figure 8.1: Illustration of convergence of AMAP process with different initial priors (artificial
data).
We nevertheless illustrate these results by re-analyzing the artificial example of Section
8.1.1. The different MAP estimates (for initial a priori θ0 values going from -3 to 3) are
displayed in Table 8.1 (first row). Here we also computed all MAP estimates, for each case
θ0 ∈ {−3,−2, ..., 3}, after each item submission, and we drew estimates’ behaviors (accross
item numbering) in Figure 8.1. The left values indicate the initial θ0 values to better identify
each curve. After the first item, the maximal difference between the seven estimates is around
4.5; it drops to 0.13 after five items, 0.015 after seven items and around 0.001 after nine items.
So, in this particular example, one can assess that convergence is quite rapid, less than ten
items being needed here to get almost equal estimates.
8.2.3 Simulated Results
In order to complete our theoretical findings, several simulation studies were led and different
objectives were considered:
• to investigate for possible extension of Proposition 8.2 to the 3PLM model;
• to look for AEAP method, especially to see whether it is also asymptotically invariant
with respect to the initial prior value;
• to determine (if any) some minimal item number that is necessary to achieve convergence
of the AMAP and AEAP estimations;
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Table 8.6: Simulated 95% confidence intervals for maximal ranges of AMAP estimator with
one, -two- and three-parameter logistic models and various test sizes.
AMAP
Model θ K = 5 K = 10 K = 15 K = 20
-2 0.675 2.743 0.019 1.283 0.000 0.702 0.000 0.412
-1 0.289 2.716 0.002 1.126 0.000 0.638 0.000 0.328
1PLM 0 0.125 2.655 0.000 1.038 0.000 0.341 0.000 0.066
1 0.068 2.486 0.000 0.647 0.000 0.029 0.000 0.000
2 0.104 2.473 0.000 0.586 0.000 0.120 0.000 0.018
-2 0.559 2.741 0.016 1.273 0.000 0.752 0.000 0.406
-1 0.288 2.747 0.002 1.164 0.000 0.608 0.000 0.320
2PLM 0 0.140 2.620 0.000 1.027 0.000 0.367 0.000 0.061
1 0.077 2.672 0.000 0.528 0.000 0.032 0.000 0.000
2 0.087 2.605 0.000 0.509 0.000 0.129 0.000 0.018
-2 0.865 3.513 0.038 2.341 0.001 1.408 0.000 0.847
-1 0.674 3.590 0.009 2.051 0.000 1.305 0.000 0.813
3PLM 0 0.307 3.551 0.002 2.079 0.000 1.394 0.000 0.685
1 0.170 3.672 0.000 2.009 0.000 0.746 0.000 0.180
2 0.271 3.740 0.002 1.730 0.000 0.532 0.000 0.235
• to compare adaptive estimators with classical ones and to determine those that perform
best.
The first three objectives were considered in the same following study. The principle is: (a) to
consider several number of items K and several objective abilities θ; (b) to compute AMAP
and AEAP estimators for various prior ability values θ0; (c) to keep the range of estimates (i.e.
the difference between the maximum and minimum values); and (d) to determine empirical
confidence intervals of these ranges. By this way, one can see whether the ranges diminish as
K increases (this is already established for AMAP estimator with 1PLM, 2PLM and 3PLM -
provided K is sufficiently large for the latter); and it is also possible to determine an optimal K
value such that confidence intervals are sufficiently small to assess that convergence is achieved.
More precisely, we selected usual set Sθ = {−2, ..., 2} of objective abilities, K values equal
to 5, 10, 15 and 20, and N = 1000 simulees for each setting. Moreover, five different initial
prior values θ0 were selected, in fact those belonging to Sθ. Thus, for each value of K, 5000
simulees were created, along with item parameters, and for each simulee, five AMAP and AEAP
estimates were obtained (one for each prior value). We then get 1000 ranges for each of the
objective abilities, and we derive empirical (simulated) 95% confidence interval by taking the
quantiles Q2.5% and Q97.5%, which are equal here to
Q2.5% =
1
2
(
r(25) + r(26)
)
and Q97.5% =
1
2
(
r(975) + r(976)
)
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Table 8.7: Simulated 95% confidence intervals for maximal ranges of AEAP estimator with
one-, two- and three-parameter logistic models and various test sizes.
AEAP
Model θ K = 5 K = 10 K = 15 K = 20
-2 0.702 2.399 0.028 0.551 0.000 0.059 0.000 0.004
-1 0.350 2.397 0.004 0.513 0.000 0.060 0.000 0.004
1PLM 0 0.186 2.388 0.001 0.469 0.000 0.050 0.000 0.002
1 0.101 2.216 0.000 0.326 0.000 0.010 0.000 0.000
2 0.122 2.235 0.000 0.230 0.000 0.005 0.000 0.000
-2 0.628 2.396 0.024 0.587 0.000 0.057 0.000 0.004
-1 0.364 2.455 0.004 0.495 0.000 0.053 0.000 0.004
2PLM 0 0.205 2.355 0.001 0.490 0.000 0.039 0.000 0.001
1 0.124 2.475 0.000 0.306 0.000 0.011 0.000 0.000
2 0.113 2.325 0.000 0.198 0.000 0.005 0.000 0.000
-2 0.893 3.071 0.069 1.343 0.001 0.360 0.000 0.065
-1 0.737 3.112 0.023 1.316 0.000 0.371 0.000 0.074
3PLM 0 0.418 3.134 0.006 1.225 0.000 0.344 0.000 0.052
1 0.236 3.213 0.002 1.207 0.000 0.213 0.000 0.016
2 0.213 3.177 0.002 1.076 0.000 0.106 0.000 0.003
where r denotes the range for the considered setting. The first three logistic models were con-
sidered in this study.
Results are displayed in Tables 8.6 and 8.7, respectively for AMAP and AEAP estimators.
Obviously, for 1PLM and 2PLM, confidence intervals decrease as K increases for AMAP es-
timator; the new fact is that this also happens for AEAP one. Furthermore, although the
decrease is less important, it seems that 3PLM also shares the property that adaptive estima-
tors become independent of the initial prior, for sufficiently large number of items. Once again,
this is logical since large item number yields a concave log-likelihood function when 3PLM is
used. Moreover, it appears that for the same number of items, confidence intervals are smaller
with AEAP than with AMAP; this means that convergence of the estimates is “faster” (i.e.
needs less items) for adaptive EAP technique. In terms of an efficient value, K = 15 seems an
excellent choice for AEAP, at least for 1PLM and 2PLM; a bit more items would be nice when
considering 3PLM. Whereas for AMAP, one needs at least 20 items to reach almost equivalent
confidence interval ranges.
In conclusion of this first simulation study, one can assess that convergence of the estimates
is acquired for AEAP approach (even with a bit less items than for AMAP), and that 3PLM
also shares this property, but more items are needed to achieve sufficiently small intervals.
In terms of such an optimal number, we recommend to consider at least 15 items for AEAP
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method, and 20 items for AMAP. This is of course an optimal setting; in some particular cases
less items would be enough to reach very close estimates (think for instance about the artificial
example we treated in the previous section).
Till now, we did not compare these new estimators to the classical MAP and EAP ones yet;
this lack is corrected in the next simulation study. The general settings (Sθ, N = 1000, initial
priors θ0) are the same as in the previous simulations; moreover, we focus on K = 20 only,
first because of what was said just above (convergence is almost met with 20 items, whatever
the model), and also to simplify the display of the results in this thesis (we will display later
some additional comments about the unpublished results we obtained with other numbers of
items). To compare the four estimators (MAP, EAP, AMAP and AEAP), we compute ASB
and SD for each initial prior value and each objective ability, which yields 25 cases to consider
for any of the three logistic models. Root mean square errors were also considered but these are
not displayed here to shorten the printed tables; the interested reader may nevertheless obtain
them by computing
√
ASB2 + SD2 as explained in the previous chapter. Tables 8.8 to 8.10
hold the simulated summarized results, respectively for 1PLM, 2PLM and 3PLM. Since we get
the same trend in the following conclusions, we will not distinguish these models, except if it
is really necessary.
First, it is remarkable that, either for AMAP or for AEAP, the values of ASB and SD are
almost equal at each θ0 value, in any case of objective ability. This comes directly from the fact
that, with 20 items, the adaptive estimates are almost equal, whatever the prior (initial value
of) ability. Moreover, it seems that AEAP performs better than AMAP, especially for very
small and very large abilities; in the other cases, both are quite close in terms of efficiency. If
we now compare them to the classical Bayesian estimators, one can notice first that the latter
have always smaller standard deviations than their adaptive versions; this is quite ennoying
since adaptive estimators hold therefore more variability. However, with respect to the bias,
they may perform better (even really better), especially in the situations where the a priori θ0
value is very different from the objective θ one. For instance, in Table 8.8, if the considered
examinee has an actual ability of -2 but some prior knowledge seems to indicate that it is a
very good student, thus an a priori ability of 1 for instance, the empirical ASB for MAP and
EAP estimators are equal to -0.786 and -0.753 respectively; whereas these values decreases (in
absolute value) to 0.152 and 0.115 for the respective adaptive methods. Notice the change in
signs of the bias between classical and adaptive processes; this can be observed within all the
tables, whatever the model and the setting to be considered.
In conclusion, we suggest to make use of adaptive Bayesian estimators in the context of
evaluating an examinee for whom no prior information is available (provided enough items
will be included in the test). There are two reasons for that: first, adaptive estimators will
not be influenced by the choice of an initial prior for this examinee (which is usually fixed
equal to 0 when there is no prior information); and second, fixing a prior “by guess” can be
completely wrong with respect to the real examinee’s ability and classical estimators may pro-
vide a completetely false estimation of the truth. Of course, the choice of adaptive Bayesian
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Table 8.8: Empirical comparison of MAP, AMAP, EAP and AEAP estimators with 1PLM (20
items).
θ0 = −2 θ0 = −1 θ0 = 0 θ0 = 1 θ0 = 2
θ Meth. ASB SD ASB SD ASB SD ASB SD ASB SD
MAP 0.021 0.470 -0.275 0.421 -0.542 0.387 -0.786 0.362 -1.015 0.345
-2 AMAP 0.153 0.857 0.152 0.857 0.152 0.857 0.152 0.857 0.152 0.850
EAP 0.065 0.461 -0.229 0.429 -0.502 0.397 -0.753 0.372 -0.988 0.353
AEAP 0.115 0.639 0.115 0.639 0.115 0.639 0.115 0.639 0.115 0.639
MAP 0.245 0.442 0.012 0.414 -0.208 0.395 -0.419 0.382 -0.623 0.373
-1 AMAP 0.041 0.573 0.041 0.572 0.041 0.572 0.041 0.572 0.041 0.572
EAP 0.279 0.454 0.039 0.426 -0.187 0.406 -0.404 0.392 -0.614 0.383
AEAP 0.074 0.576 0.074 0.576 0.074 0.576 0.074 0.576 0.074 0.576
MAP 0.416 0.424 0.214 0.417 0.014 0.414 -0.186 0.415 -0.388 0.422
0 AMAP 0.018 0.527 0.018 0.527 0.018 0.527 0.018 0.527 0.018 0.527
EAP 0.427 0.436 0.219 0.427 0.014 0.424 -0.191 0.426 -0.398 0.433
AEAP 0.019 0.545 0.019 0.545 0.019 0.545 0.019 0.545 0.019 0.545
MAP 0.616 0.379 0.411 0.388 0.200 0.402 -0.021 0.423 -0.255 0.452
1 AMAP -0.056 0.594 -0.056 0.594 -0.056 0.594 -0.056 0.594 -0.056 0.594
EAP 0.606 0.389 0.396 0.398 0.179 0.413 -0.048 0.435 -0.289 0.464
AEAP -0.089 0.596 -0.089 0.596 -0.089 0.596 -0.089 0.596 -0.089 0.596
MAP 0.989 0.333 0.759 0.351 0.513 0.375 0.243 0.409 -0.057 0.458
2 AMAP -0.205 0.841 -0.206 0.841 -0.206 0.841 -0.206 0.842 -0.206 0.843
EAP 0.962 0.342 0.726 0.36 0.472 0.385 0.196 0.416 -0.101 0.448
AEAP -0.167 0.626 -0.167 0.626 -0.167 0.626 -0.167 0.626 -0.167 0.626
is also appropriate in case of computerized adaptive testing; but when analyzing full data,
they may take quite a lot of time to provide estimation (since it is nothing else than K re-
peats of a single approach). This has also to be taken into account when choosing an estimator.
Other simulations were led but with different number of items; we also considered 10, 30
and 40 items and obtained corresponding tables of results. They are not displayed in this text
since they lead to the same conclusions. The main gain of information is that, as K increases,
both the differences in ASB and SD values decrease between classical and adpative techniques,
which is an asset (regarding to the dispersion) and a drawback (progressive loss of advantage
about bias) for AMAP and AEAP methods. However, they remain less biased than the classical
ones when the gap between a priori and objective abilities is large.
Since the bias of adaptive methods stabilizes for any initial θ0 value as K increases, it
would be useful to try to empirically correct the estimators in order to reduce their bias. This
approach is under consideration for future developments. In parallel, we are also working on
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Table 8.9: Empirical comparison of MAP, AMAP, EAP and AEAP estimators with 2PLM (20
items).
θ0 = −2 θ0 = −1 θ0 = 0 θ0 = 1 θ0 = 2
θ Meth. ASB SD ASB SD ASB SD ASB SD ASB SD
MAP 0.050 0.473 -0.254 0.421 -0.525 0.386 -0.772 0.362 -1.001 0.345
-2 AMAP 0.209 0.877 0.209 0.876 0.208 0.876 0.208 0.876 0.208 0.876
EAP 0.094 0.461 -0.205 0.429 -0.482 0.397 -0.737 0.372 -0.973 0.354
AEAP 0.159 0.643 0.159 0.643 0.159 0.643 0.159 0.643 0.159 0.643
MAP 0.268 0.453 0.032 0.421 -0.189 0.399 -0.401 0.384 -0.605 0.375
-1 AMAP 0.073 0.601 0.073 0.601 0.073 0.601 0.073 0.601 0.073 0.601
EAP 0.303 0.464 0.061 0.433 -0.167 0.410 -0.384 0.394 -0.594 0.385
AEAP 0.106 0.589 0.106 0.589 0.106 0.589 0.106 0.589 0.106 0.589
MAP 0.382 0.418 0.182 0.411 -0.017 0.409 -0.215 0.412 -0.415 0.421
0 AMAP -0.020 0.520 -0.020 0.520 -0.020 0.5200 -0.020 0.520 -0.020 0.520
EAP 0.393 0.430 0.187 0.422 -0.017 0.420 -0.220 0.423 -0.426 0.432
AEAP -0.020 0.539 -0.020 0.539 -0.020 0.539 -0.020 0.539 -0.020 0.539
MAP 0.619 0.380 0.416 0.389 0.205 0.403 -0.015 0.425 -0.250 0.457
1 AMAP -0.047 0.585 -0.047 0.585 -0.047 0.585 -0.047 0.585 -0.047 0.585
EAP 0.608 0.391 0.399 0.4000 0.183 0.415 -0.044 0.438 -0.285 0.470
AEAP -0.085 0.597 -0.085 0.597 -0.085 0.597 -0.085 0.597 -0.085 0.597
MAP 1.006 0.340 0.777 0.356 0.530 0.379 0.260 0.414 -0.042 0.465
2 AMAP -0.189 0.866 -0.190 0.866 -0.190 0.866 -0.190 0.867 -0.190 0.867
EAP 0.978 0.348 0.742 0.366 0.487 0.390 0.211 0.421 -0.087 0.453
AEAP -0.146 0.634 -0.146 0.634 -0.146 0.634 -0.146 0.634 -0.146 0.634
the adaptation of Proposition 8.2 to AEAP estimator. The gap between both is due to the
different conceptual principle between MAP approach (maximization of a function) and EAP
one (numerical integration). It is hoped that such a result will be available soon.
8.3 Correcting Ability Estimation by Subject Variability
8.3.1 Basics and Ferrando’s Modelling
The second main part of this chapter concerns the issue of misfit or person-fit. When
some response pattern does not fit the model, especially when the subject does not respond
as logically expected for the test under consideration, then each classical estimator of θ will
display some wrong image of examinee’s true ability. There are many reasons that explain this
phenomenon; the most known one is that the subject could answer by complete guessing or
by cheating, in order to artificially increase its estimated ability. But on the opposite, there
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Table 8.10: Empirical comparison of MAP, AMAP, EAP and AEAP estimators with 3PLM
(20 items).
θ0 = −2 θ0 = −1 θ0 = 0 θ0 = 1 θ0 = 2
θ Meth. ASB SD ASB SD ASB SD ASB SD ASB SD
MAP -0.021 0.492 -0.451 0.452 -0.801 0.429 -1.103 0.416 -1.375 0.412
-2 AMAP 0.286 1.219 0.274 1.204 0.267 1.196 0.263 1.191 0.260 1.187
EAP 0.075 0.457 -0.357 0.451 -0.729 0.435 -1.050 0.424 -1.337 0.419
AEAP 0.130 0.753 0.130 0.753 0.130 0.753 0.130 0.753 0.130 0.753
MAP 0.379 0.510 0.006 0.461 -0.308 0.436 -0.588 0.425 -0.847 0.424
-1 AMAP 0.142 0.911 0.136 0.898 0.133 0.892 0.132 0.888 0.131 0.886
EAP 0.493 0.514 0.089 0.476 -0.250 0.450 -0.549 0.438 -0.823 0.436
AEAP 0.215 0.791 0.215 0.791 0.215 0.791 0.215 0.791 0.215 0.791
MAP 0.576 0.494 0.261 0.462 -0.023 0.451 -0.292 0.453 -0.554 0.467
0 AMAP -0.017 0.674 -0.018 0.671 -0.018 0.670 -0.018 0.669 -0.018 0.669
EAP 0.662 0.523 0.313 0.485 0.007 0.470 -0.278 0.470 -0.553 0.483
AEAP 0.031 0.715 0.030 0.715 0.030 0.715 0.030 0.715 0.030 0.715
MAP 0.841 0.435 0.548 0.430 0.263 0.439 -0.025 0.463 -0.324 0.501
1 AMAP -0.088 0.764 -0.088 0.764 -0.089 0.764 -0.089 0.764 -0.089 0.765
EAP 0.881 0.463 0.564 0.451 0.262 0.458 -0.040 0.480 -0.350 0.514
AEAP -0.091 0.725 -0.091 0.725 -0.091 0.725 -0.091 0.725 -0.091 0.725
MAP 1.264 0.360 0.958 0.368 0.645 0.388 0.312 0.423 -0.053 0.477
2 AMAP -0.287 1.031 -0.288 1.032 -0.288 1.033 -0.289 1.034 -0.290 1.035
EAP 1.272 0.378 0.948 0.383 0.619 0.403 0.275 0.432 -0.086 0.462
AEAP -0.150 0.690 -0.150 0.690 -0.150 0.690 -0.150 0.690 -0.150 0.690
also exists the reverse phenomenon, which consists in a deliberate will of under-classification,
for instance to be set into lower ability level groups and thus to better succeed in the studies
(the lower the difficulty level, the better the chance to succeed the exams). This issue was
investigated, among others, by Raˆıche (2002).
In the previous chapter, some major elements about detection of pattern misfit were pro-
posed. However, although these methods permit to detect which examinee has abnormal re-
sponse pattern with respect to the test, they do not provide any help for correcting the ability
estimate; one can just catch the attention to the fact that some people seem to have misfiting
item responses. Our forthcoming approach is to try to establish an ability estimation method
that can be automatically corrected for misfiting process; and the basic idea is to consider
another person parameter (in addition to its ability θ), namely its variability, which we refer
to as σi for subject i.
The notion of subject variability was seemingly first introduced by Ferrando (2004). By
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“subject variability”, he meant that any subject can be characterized both by the ability as a
latent trait, but also by the fact that he can have a fluctuating attitude with respect to the
test. For some items the responses could be given very honestly, according to the underlying
subject’s ability, but for some others, examinee’s attitude could be to modify his response for
some reason or another (cheating, under-classifying, ...). In that sense, his attitude towards the
test is fluctuating, and can therefore be characterized by a high variability. On the opposite,
a very honest examinee, answering all the items at his best, can be said to have no (or low)
variability with respect to the test. Another way to represent this concept (and it is actually
Ferrando’s approach of the issue) is to assume that examinee’s ability can be characterized
by a prior distribution with some (unknown) mean, corresponding to parameter θ and to be
estimated, but also with some unknown variance, say σ, that must also be estimated from the
data. All the usual Bayesian framework consists in fixing a priori the variance of the prior
distribution (usually to 1), which corresponds to fixing subject’s variability to some reference
value and assuming that subject will not have a varying behavior during the test.
With all these comments, Ferrando suggests the following modelization of the problem.
First, he focusses on dichotomous answers and items with only one parameter, the item difficulty
(as for Rasch’s model). Then, he proposes to model the probability that examinee i answers
item j correctly by means of a standard normal distribution, i.e.
P (Xij = 1 |θi, σi, bj ) = Φ
(
θi − bj
σi
)
= Φ(ai (θi − bj)) (8.1)
where ai = σi
−1. The right-hand side of (8.1) suggests that the inverse of variability can be
seen as the “subject discrimination” level, since replacing ai by aj leads back to the writing of
a two-parameter normal model. As usual, it is assumed that item difficulty bj is either known
or estimated previously, such that we may focus on person’s parameters θi and σi only. In the
rest of this presentation, we will skip subscript i to clarify our purpose.
Ferrando proposes then to jointly estimate θ and σ by means of an extended EAP proce-
dure. More precisely, he suggests to set a standard normal f(θ) ∼ N(0, 1) as prior distribution
for ability θ, whereas variability σ would be characterized by a prior log-normal distribution
g with parameters zero and one half, or g(σ) ∼ logN(0, 0.5) (he proposes some arguments
to motivate the use of these particular values). Moreover, he assumes that subject’s ability
and variability are independent examinee’s parameters, so that the joint prior distribution of
the parameters is simply equal to the product of the marginal densities. This seems to be a
reasonable assumption, since there is no theoretical reason to think that both parameters could
be dependent in some way.
So, if L(θ, σ|X,p) simply denotes the likelihood function (depending on θ and σ and with
response pattern X and item parameters p), then θ and σ can be estimated by
θˆF =
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ +∞
−∞ θ f(θ) g(σ)L(θ, σ|X,p) dθ dσ∫ +∞
−∞
∫ +∞
−∞ f(θ) g(σ)L(θ, σ|X,p) dθ dσ
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and
σˆF =
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ +∞
−∞ σ f(θ) g(σ)L(θ, σ|X,p) dθ dσ∫ +∞
−∞
∫ +∞
−∞ f(θ) g(σ)L(θ, σ|X,p) dθ dσ
.
(subscript F is introduced to refer to Ferrando’s approach).
The major interest of Ferrando’s research was not to determine whether these estimators
could correct the estimation of ability for misfitting response patterns, but rather to investigate
whether subject’s variability σ could be linked to person-fit index l∗z instead. And the results
he obtained are quite convincing: indeed, he suggests that σˆ−1F and l
∗
z are highly correlated
(with correlation values of around 0.9). These numerical results, however, were obtained on the
basis of a particular data set analysis, including 440 examinees and 40 items. So, estimating
subject’s variability seems to be an excellent way to assess response pattern’s misfit, large
variability estimates indicating therefore very small (negatively) values of person-fit index l∗z .
On the basis of that result, we will integrate this concept to our framework of correcting ability
estimation.
8.3.2 Our Approach
The approach suggested by Ferrando brings lots of new ideas that can be interestingly
exploited, as we shall discuss in the following. However, major criticisms can also be formulated
to the original paper display.
1. The empirical results (especially those linking variability estimates to person-fit indexes)
are obtained on the basis of a real data set, for which almost nothing is known. In parti-
cular, it is impossible to link the ability estimates to their true values; and consequently, it
is not possible to provide empirical estimations for estimator bias and standard deviation,
for instance.
2. Ferrando only proposes an EAP approach for joint estimation of θ and σ; he argues that
this is the best and simplest way to proceed. We however disagree with this argument,
since performing a double numerical integration is not an easy task, even for modern
computer software. Moreover, other methods based on maximum likelihood theory could
surely be established in a similar way as he extended EAP estimate to this framework.
3. One also has to mention that Ferrando’s paper is quite confusing since he successively
makes use of σ and a = σ−1 in his developments, which complicates the reading of his
article.
Thus, our approach will be twofold:
• first, to propose modified ML and MAP estimators in order to be self-consistent with
Ferrando’s method, and to compare them with his EAP estimators;
• second, to perform simulation studies allowing to compare these three estimators alto-
gether, as well as determining whether they are more efficient than usual ones.
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In this section, estimator efficiency consists mainly in trying to reduce the bias; indeed, if the
joint estimation of ability and variability permits to reduce bias in θ’s estimation, then one
of our great hopes will be met, namely correcting examinee’s score by taking variability into
account. Furthermore, the first objective is to provide different joint estimation methods that
are practically easier to implement, since multiple numerical optimization is far more available
in current statistical softwares than multiple numerical integration (especially in R, which is
our standard reference software).
In a completely parallel approach to Ferrando’s one, we propose to define joint maximum
likelihood estimators
(
θˆ∗ML, σˆ
∗
ML
)
as the couple of (θ, σ) values that maximizes the joint likeli-
hood function,
L(θ, σ|X,p) =
K∏
j=1
P (Xj = 1 |θ, σ, bj )Xj P (Xj = 0 |θ, σ, bj )1−Xj ,
or its logarithm,
l(θ, σ|X,p) =
K∑
j=1
{Xj logP (Xj = 1 |θ, σ, bj ) + (1−Xj) logP (Xj = 0 |θ, σ, bj )} ,
where P (Xj = 1 |θ, σ, bj ) is given by (8.1).
Choosing as item response function the one proposed by Ferrando can be justified by the
will of comparing what can be comparable; in other words, in the forthcoming studies, we wish
to keep the framework of study as close as possible to what Ferrando suggested. One could of
course also consider a “Rasch-like” item response curve, i.e.
P (Xj = 1 |θ, σ, bj ) = 1
1 + e
−1.7

θ−bj
σ

but in that case this curve is very close to the normal ogive of Ferrando (according to Haley’s
work; see previous chapter). Thus we will keep here the normal distribution as item response
function.
Moreover, the new joint MAP estimators
(
θˆ∗MAP , σˆ
∗
MAP
)
are defined as the couple of (θ, σ)
values that maximizes the likelihood function multiplied by the prior distributions, i.e.
f(θ) g(σ)L(θ, σ|X,p) or log f(θ) + log g(σ) + l(θ, σ|X,p).
It was obviously decided to use the same prior distributions as those employed by Ferrando,
thus f is the standard normal distribution and g is the log-normal distribution with parameters
0 and 0.5.
These estimators, together with those suggested by Ferrando, have been implemented in R.
Note that this was made possible thanks to version 2.4.0 of R, which was the latest up-to-date
version of this software at the moment this work was done.
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8.3.3 Simulations
Let us present now the simulation studies we led and the related results we obtained. The
process is almost identical as described in the previous chapter; only minors accomodations
were made to fit the modeling of Ferrando and the different settings of that section.
First, two sets of objective values have to be defined now, one for the abilities and one for
the variabilities. The following sets were chosen:
Sθ = {−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3} and Sσ = {0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5}.
The set of objective θ values is classical (except that we add here extreme -3 and 3 values);
for σ ones, we go from very slow to very large variabilities, in order to get a complete descrip-
tion of the estimators in any case. Furthermore, we selected three different test sizes, namely
K = 20, K = 40 and K = 60; the second case is therefore the closest one to Ferrando’s study.
Eventually, 1000 simulees are created for each choice of the set of parameters (θ, σ,K). Since
there are seven (resp. fourteen) objective ability (resp. variability) values, this yields 98,000
generations of response pattern and item parameters, using distribution (8.1) instead of the
usual logistic one.
Now, in a first time, for each particular setting, the three enhanced estimators of couples
(θ, σ) (namely ML, MAP and Ferrando’s EAP) are used to estimate subject’s parameters.
Together with the objective values, one computes then ASB, SD and RMSE in order to compare
them. Since there are 98 settings to consider for each K value, we decided to merge the θ and
σ values in several categories, given below:
θ1 = [−3,−2], θ2 =]− 2, 2[ and θ3 = [2, 3],
and
σ1 = [0.25, 0.5], σ2 =]0.5, 1.25], σ3 =]1.25, 2], σ4 =]2, 3.5] and σ5 = [3.5, 5].
In other words, we merge the objective ability values in groups of low, average and high values,
and variabilities are merged into five groups of increasing values. This reduces the display of
results to 15 categories instead of the previous 98 ones. Inside each pair of objective grouped
values, we compute global ASB, SD and RMSE, and we determine (for each of them) which
estimator provides the best empirical value. If it is not possible to clearly distinguish the best
estimator, then we mention those are perform equivalently. As a rule of thumb, it was de-
cided that an estimator performs better than another one if there is at least one percent of
difference between the corresponding empirical values of the considered quantity (either ASB,
SD or RMSE). An example will be given soon as an illustration of this process. Thus, summary
tables hold only the name of the estimator, not the precise value of the specified quantity (full
results are available on request and were discarded from publication here just to shorten the
display of results).
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Table 8.11: Comparison of enhanced ML, MAP and EAP estimators of subject’s ability θ,
simulated data. When necessary, “M” and “E” stand for MAP and EAP respectively; “?”
symbol stands when no estimator is clearly the best one.
ASB SD RMSE
K σ θ1 θ2 θ3 θ1 θ2 θ3 θ1 θ2 θ3
σ1 EAP ? EAP MAP MAP MAP EAP MAP EAP
σ2 EAP ? EAP MAP MAP MAP EAP MAP EAP
20 σ3 ML (M,E) ML MAP MAP MAP EAP MAP EAP
σ4 ML ? ML MAP (M,E) MAP EAP MAP EAP
σ5 ML (M,E) ML MAP (M,E) MAP EAP (M,E) MAP
σ1 EAP ? (M,E) MAP MAP MAP EAP MAP EAP
σ2 EAP ? EAP MAP MAP MAP EAP MAP EAP
40 σ3 ML ? ML MAP MAP MAP EAP MAP EAP
σ4 ML ? ML MAP MAP MAP EAP MAP EAP
σ5 ML ? ML MAP (M,E) MAP ML (M,E) ML
σ1 EAP ? EAP MAP (ML,M) MAP (M,E) (ML,M) MAP
σ2 EAP ? EAP MAP MAP MAP EAP MAP (M,E)
60 σ3 ML ? ML MAP MAP MAP EAP MAP EAP
σ4 ML ? ML MAP (M,E) MAP EAP (M,E) EAP
σ5 ML ? ML MAP (M,E) MAP ML (M,E) ML
In a second time, with the same simulated data sets, we will compute classical ML, MAP
and EAP estimators by using a Rasch model and by taking constant D equal to 1.7, in order
to match Ferrando’s model (8.1) as close as possible. For each quantity above, the classical
estimators will be compared to the new ones, and conclusions will be drawn (with the hope
that the new methods are more efficient than the old ones, at least for some values of θ and σ).
In the first setting, we distinguish the enhanced estimators with respect to the estimation of
θ and the estimation of σ (only the results are split, since the estimation remains jointly done).
Of course, in the second comparisons, since we do not estimate subject’s variability with the
classical estimators, we only consider and compare the estimations of ability.
8.3.4 Results and Discussion
Let us start by comparing the three enhanced ML, MAP and EAP estimators with respect
to their efficiency in estimating θ first, then with respect to σ.
Results are displayed in Table 8.11. About estimators’ bias, the first element to mention
is that, for central objective θ values (i.e. category θ2 = [−1, 1]), there is no clear preference
for one estimator or another, whatever the test size K and the group of objective variability
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values. In fact, all the empirical ASB are almost equal to zero. For very small or very large
ability values however, one can see a quite interesting trend: for small σ’s, EAP method seems
less biased, whereas ML method performs better for increasing variabilities. For instance, with
K = 20 and the set of (θ1, σ5) group categories, the ASB is equal to -1.683, -1.792 and -1.772
for ML, MAP and EAP estimators respectively.
Second, MAP estimator provides the smallest SD values in almost all settings (sometimes
EAP fits equivalently). Now, on the global comparison with RMSE, one gets the surprising re-
sult that EAP is the best estimator in θ1 and θ3 categories (namely the extreme ability classes)
and almost all the variability groups (excepted for the very large values and a sufficient number
of items). This was not clear from the investigation of the first two quantities, bias and standard
deviation. The conclusion is that, even if ML (resp. MAP) often perform better than EAP for
the ASB (resp. the SD), EAP method is not far from these optimal findings. As an illustration,
let us display the set (ASB, SD, RMSE) for each of the three estimators, with settings K = 40,
θ ∈ θ1 and σ ∈ σ3. One gets (−0.166, 1.405, 1.415) for ML, (−1.015, 0.369, 1.080) for MAP and
(−0.959, 0.385, 1.034) for EAP method; these values clearly illustrate what we mentioned earlier.
In conclusion, if one focusses on the bias only, ML estimator may perform better than Fer-
rando’s proposal, especially when true examinee’s ability is either small or large. For average
abilities, no estimator seems to perform better than the others. About standard deviation,
MAP technique is generally less variable than the others, which is also an asset with respect to
EAP. Though the latter performs best on a global point of view for most of the cases (except
mainly in the central θ2 class), one can conclude here that all the three methods have their own
advantages and disadvantages.
Let us now briefly discuss the accuracy of the estimators with respect to σ estimation (Table
8.12); general conclusions are easier to draw in that case. Indeed, the less biased estimator is
ML in most of the cases, whereas the less variable one is MAP, also in almost all settings. For
the RMSE quantity now, things are a bit more variable. It appears that MAP performs best
for the smallest variability values (σ1 class) and ML for the largest ones (σ5 class). In the other
classes, it is in general EAP method that wins; but when K is increasing, one can see that
MAP is also very efficient for the second σ2 = [0.75, 1.25] class of values.
It is interesting to notice that in most of the situations, the best estimator of θ (with respect
to either ASB, SD or RMSE) is also the best one for estimating σ (with respect to the same
quantity). This highlights an important discovering for future developments in that direction:
if one can enhance the estimation of σ in some way or another, then estimation of θ should also
be better, as obviously observed in these simulations.
Now that we identified the best “new” estimators of θ, let us compare them to the classical
ML, MAP and EAP ones. As already indicated, the latter makes use of a Rasch model with
constant D = 1.7 to be allowed to compare the results; moreover, they do not measure subject’s
variability (which can be seen as a methodological drawback). However they may still better
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Table 8.12: Comparison of enhanced ML, MAP and EAP estimators of subject’s variability σ,
simulated data. When necessary, “M” and “E” stand for MAP and EAP respectively.
ASB SD RMSE
K σ θ1 θ2 θ3 θ1 θ2 θ3 θ1 θ2 θ3
σ1 ML ML ML MAP MAP (M,E) MAP MAP MAP
σ2 EAP ML ML MAP MAP MAP EAP MAP EAP
20 σ3 ML ML ML MAP MAP MAP EAP EAP EAP
σ4 ML ML ML MAP MAP MAP EAP EAP EAP
σ5 ML ML ML MAP MAP MAP ML ML ML
σ1 ML ML ML (M,E) MAP (M,E) MAP MAP MAP
σ2 (ML,E) ML ML MAP MAP MAP EAP MAP EAP
40 σ3 ML EAP ML MAP MAP MAP EAP EAP EAP
σ4 ML ML ML MAP MAP MAP EAP EAP EAP
σ5 ML ML ML MAP MAP MAP ML ML ML
σ1 ML ML ML MAP MAP MAP MAP MAP MAP
σ2 ML ML (M,E) MAP MAP MAP MAP MAP (M,E)
60 σ3 ML EAP ML MAP MAP MAP EAP EAP EAP
σ4 ML ML ML MAP MAP MAP EAP EAP EAP
σ5 ML ML ML MAP MAP MAP ML ML ML
estimate the ability; that is why we compare them by means of usual empirical quantities. Re-
sults are displayed in Table 8.13; to distinguish classical and enanced estimators, we represent
the latter in bold characters.
After a first examination of the table of results, it appears clearly that neither the old es-
timators nor the new ones performs better in all cases; so we will split our discussion just as
we did earlier. For the bias once again, for average abilities it is quite impossible to determine
which estimator is the less biased. However, in the other categories, it appears that classical
EAP (sometimes classical MAP) performs well for small variabilities, whereas enhanced ML
estimator is better for larger σ values. About the dispersion of the estimates, one observes al-
most the same tendency as previously, i.e. MAP estimator seems to be the less variable in most
of the cases (sometimes EAP and ML performs either equivalently or better). Moreover, en-
hanced (resp. classical) MAP technique is better for smaller (resp. larger) subject’s variability;
this difference is far more observable when the number of items increase. There is nevertheless
some cases where it is difficult to distinguish the best technique. Eventually, EAP method
remains globally the most efficient for small and large objective abilities, with a preference for
the classical (resp. enhanced) estimation for smaller (resp. larger) subject’s variability. For
average θ values, the best choice is not that clear; it really depends on the setting one considers.
So, in a kind of general conclusion, one can draw three major facts:
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Table 8.13: Comparison of both classical and enhanced ML, MAP and EAP estimators of
subject’s ability θ, simulated data. When necessary, “M” and “E” stand for MAP and EAP
respectively; “?” symbol stands when no estimator is clearly the best one. Classical and enhanced
estimators are displayed in normal and bold characters, respectively.
ASB SD RMSE
K σ θ1 θ2 θ3 θ1 θ2 θ3 θ1 θ2 θ3
σ1 EAP ? EAP MAP MAP (M,M) EAP MAP EAP
σ2 EAP ? EAP (M,M) (M,M) (M,M) EAP (M,M) EAP
20 σ3 ML ? ML (M,M) (M, E,M) MAP (E,E) (M, E,M) (E,E)
σ4 ML ? ML MAP ? MAP EAP ? EAP
σ5 ML ? ML (M,M) ? (M,M) EAP ? EAP
σ1 EAP ? EAP MAP MAP MAP EAP MAP (M,E)
σ2 EAP ? EAP MAP (M, E,M) MAP EAP (M,M) EAP
40 σ3 ML ? ML MAP (M, E,M) MAP (E,E) ? (E,E)
σ4 ML ? ML (M, E,M) MAP (M, E,M) EAP MAP EAP
σ5 ML ? ML (M, E) ? (M,E) ML ? ML
σ1 MAP ? MAP MAP (ML, M) MAP (M,E) (ML, M) (M, E)
σ2 EAP ? EAP MAP (M, E,M) MAP EAP (M, E,M) EAP
60 σ3 ML ? ML (M, E,M) MAP (M, E,M) EAP MAP EAP
σ4 ML ? ML (M, E) (M,E) (M, E) EAP (M,E) EAP
σ5 ML ? ML (M, E) (M,E) (M, E) ML (M, E) ML
1. Ferrando’s EAP method is sometimes beated by either ML or MAP estimators, usually
with respect to bias and standard deviation;
2. the best estimator of subject’s variability is often also the best for estimating subject’s
ability;
3. joint estimation of θ and σ may be a better alternative than estimating θ solely with
classical methods, but it really depends on the setting one focusses on.
As a complement of this study, it would be interesting to focus more deeply on the way vari-
ability could be estimated more efficiently; this should also enhance the estimation of ability,
which is in fact the main goal of the suggested approach.
8.4 Conclusions
In this chapter new parameter estimators were proposed, based on iterative estimation tech-
niques; both theoretical and empirical results assess that these seem promising in some specific
frameworks of ability estimation. As it was mentioned, further research is needed to complete
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our findings. Moreover, a recent conceptual idea was proposed and adapted to correct ability
estimation when the subject is quite variable in his/her answers.
Several research directions can be pointed out to enhance the ability estimation by consid-
ering person variability:
• using a logistic curve instead of a standard normal distribution as item response function;
• jointly estimating subject’s ability and variability by means of either iterative or adaptive
techniques (just as presented beforehand);
• extending these models to other response models (such as polytomous instead of dichoto-
mous models).
Appendix
Proof of Proposition 8.1. By definition, the prior distribution of θ (before the first MAP
estimation) is the standard normal with mean θ0 and variance σ
2, and the MAP estimator
θˆMAP is such that
d
d θ
{log f(θ) + l (θ|X;p1, ...,pK)}
∣∣∣∣
θ=θˆMAP
= 0.
Since
d log f(θ)
d θ
=
1
σ2
(θ0 − θ) ,
θˆMAP has to satisfy
θˆMAP − θ0 = σ2 d l (θ |X;p1, ...,pK )
d θ
∣∣∣∣
θ=θˆMAP
. (8.2)
Furthermore, the first hypothesis sets that log-likelihood function does not allow any local
extremum but just a global maximum value (corresponding to θˆML value).
Assume first that θ0 > θˆML. Then,
1. θˆMAP < θ0: otherwise, θˆMAP − θ0 > 0 and
d l (θ |X;p1, ...,pK )
d θ
∣∣∣∣
θ=θˆMAP
< 0 (8.3)
(since θˆMAP > θ0 > θˆML and according to the first hypothesis); which contradicts (8.2).
2. θˆML < θˆMAP : indeed, since θˆMAP − θ0 < 0, condition (8.3) must be fulfiled, which implies
θˆMAP > θˆML.
Hence, if one assumes that θ0 > θˆML, one gets in fact that θ0 > θˆMAP > θˆML. Conversely (and
by the same reasoning), if one assumes that θ0 < θˆML, then θ0 < θˆMAP < θˆML. Thus, MAP
estimate of θ always lies between the prior mean value and the ML estimate; which is sufficient
to prove that θˆIMAP converges to θˆML.
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Proof of Lemma 8.1. Equation (8.2) can be rewritten here as
θˆA − A = σ2 d l
d θ
∣∣∣∣
θ=θˆA
(8.4)
(where l is a short notation for l (θ |X;p1, ...,pK )). Moreover, since A > B, one gets by (8.4)
that
θˆA − θˆB > σ2
(
d l
d θ
∣∣∣∣
θ=θˆA
− d l
d θ
∣∣∣∣
θ=θˆB
)
. (8.5)
Assume furthermore that θˆA < θˆB. Since l is a strictly concave function of θ, the first derivative
of l is strictly decreasing with θ, and hence the right-hand side of (8.5) is strictly positive, which
is impossible since the left-hand side of (8.5) is strictly negative. Thus, it follows that θˆA > θˆB.
Proof of Lemma 8.2. Let us assume first that A > B. According to (8.4), one has
θˆA − θˆB = A−B + σ2
(
d l
d θ
∣∣∣∣
θ=θˆA
− d l
d θ
∣∣∣∣
θ=θˆB
)
.
According to Lemma 8.1, θˆA > θˆB; and due to the second hypothesis, the difference between
the two derivatives of l is strictly positive. This is sufficient to establish that θˆA− θˆB < A−B.
The case other A < B can be treated as well, which completes the proof.
Proof of Proposition 8.2. Indeed, we know from Lemma 8.2 that the (absolute) difference
in the two MAP estimates (for any fixed number of items) is always smaller than the (absolute)
difference in the a priori values. Since the principle of AMAP is to successively replace the
prior values by the current MAP estimates, it follows that, as the number of items increases
(i.e. as the process evolves step by step), the distance between the two current MAP estimates
decreases; thus both estimates converge to the same value as the number of items increases
sufficiently.
To be continued...
I’m not an outlier; I just haven’t found my distribution yet.
Anonymous
T his page contains the final comments of this thesis.
Throughout the text we highlighted either the weaknesses of some classical statistical meth-
ods or the lack of developments to overcome some practical difficulties. We proposed several
contributions to complete and enhance the usual methodologies, even if some of the displayed
results are not yet complete. Moreover, we illustrated the different situations by means of
comparative analyzes of several data sets.
But research is a never-ending process. Throughout all the chapters we suggested several
ideas to complete the results and to study and extend the methodologies presented here. Deal-
ing with methodological concepts (parts I and II) as well as more applied statistical frameworks
(part III) illustrates the multidisciplinary usefulness of discrete data analysis and the wide in-
terest one can encounter by performing research studies in that field.
Only a part of the whole theory of categorical data analysis was considered in this work.
Topics such as generalized linear modeling, multiway contingency table analysis, discrete mul-
tivariate analysis... may also be investigated just as we did.
In conclusion, the present thesis proposes some advances in discrete data analysis, and
provides several indications for further research work.
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